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Ammn

Chanter I is an introduction and statement of some basic

phonological beliefs. A brief survey is given of the

phonology of Modern Icelandic.

Chapter II. This is a study of the status and function

of quantity in Modern Icelandic. It is suggested that
vowel length is predictable on the basis of stress and

the following consonantism. The phonological concept of

syllable is discussed.
Chapter in is a survey of the function and history of

quantity in the other Germanic languages.

Chapter IV. An investigation is made into the develop¬

ment of quantity in Icelandic from about 120; down to

modern times. A change took place from 'free' to pre¬

dictable vowel length. The study involves investigation

of the evidence given by the metrics of rimur- and drott-

kvatt-poetrv. It is concluded that the change from the

old to the modern sytem was gradual. Concepts like

'cause of linguistic change' and 'explanation in his¬

torical linguistics' are discussed, and also the notion

of 'historical conspiracy'.
Chapter V discusses ways of analysing length in phonologi¬

cal systems in general. It also touches on the relation

between the subsystems of dichotomous systems split by

quantity. The analyses of Old and Modern Icelandic are

then reconsidered in the light of this discussion.
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I* i urpose

This study has, most broadly speaking, 8 twofold pur-
. . . a :• '

poset (e) It is intended to shed some light on the phono¬

logical status of length in Icelandic from about 1200

down to modern times, and (b) it is hoped that the pro¬

blems that ere discussed raise theoretical Issues that

are of Interest in general linguistics, more particularly

historical linguistics and phonology, as the state of the

art is at present* As a side effect it is my hope that

what follows (especially Chapter III) may create a use-
%

ful framework for a more general study of the history of

quantity and other prosodic features in the other Scandi¬

navian and Germanic languages*

Chapter II is a study of how to deal with quantity

in Modern Icelandic* It is proposed that length of vow¬

els is predictable phonologically on the basis of stress

and syllabification, in such e way that if mere than one

consonant follows the vowel within the same syllable the

vowel is short, otherwise it is long* The syllabification

that is proposed is connected with stress and is basi¬

cally what may be called 'final maximal!atic' in that as

many consonants as possible are assigned to the 'cods' of
a stressed syllable. In particular it is suggested that

some sort of phonotectic constraint prevails that forbids



syllables ending in a sequence of a /p/» A/» /k/ or /s/
followed by 8 /v/, /j/ or /r/* This, it is suggested,
accounts for tbe fact that forms like ner.la [ntspfta^ 'cold
weather', have long vowels in spite of the fact that two

consonants follow*

Chapter III gives short summaries of the histories of

quantity in other Germanic languages. It is emphasized

that the quantity development in Faroese, Norwegian and

Swedish seems to be highly similar to what took place in

Icelandic,whereas the developments in Danish and the West-

Germanic languages are similar in many respects but diff¬

erent from the others. The most Important difference be¬

tween Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian and Swedish on the one

side and Danish, English and German on the other is that

in the latter vowel length can (except for a few dialects,

e.g. Scots and Uprer Austrian) be said still to be dis¬

tinctive in spite of the changes that took place and

'aimed at' making it predictable*

Chapter IV deals with the development in Icelandic

in detail. It starts off in Section 1 by summarising

wh8t can be said about the situation in Icelandic about

1200 and then moves on in Section 2 to try to trace the

changes that were to affect the Old Icelandic structure*

Much of the chapter is devoted to the evslustion of met¬

rics as evidence about the quantity structure of the langu

age. Particular attention is paid to the evidence given

by dro^tkvaett- and rimur-roetrw from the periods dealt with

The third and final section of this chapter is devoted to
the problem of 'explaining' the changes that led to the

reorganization of quantity that is usually termed the
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Icelandic 'quantity shift' (Denishi kvantitetsomvseltning-

en« Icelandic* hlnoddvalarbrevtingin). fhis change was

that length, having been 'free' in vowels in Old Iceland¬

ic, came to be determined by the context in the way de¬

scribed in Ghapter II. It is suggested that stress was

crucially involved in the change (or changes) and that the

result was to produce a unit, central in the phonology of

Modern Icelandic, the 'stressed syllable'. Among the

theoretical questions touched on is the problem of what

can be called en explanation in historical linguistics

and what sort of metatheoretical demands should be made

on statements in general and in historical linguistics

in particular in order that they may be called scientific

statements or explanations. Glosely connected with this,

the concept of 'cause of a linguistic change' is discuss¬

ed. t third theoretical problem dealt with is the idea

of 'historical conspiracies' (cf. Lass 1974)* and the

idea that changes may aim at a certain structure.

Chapter V, which is the final chapter of this study,

deals with the question of how, in general, quantity is

to be treated in phonological descriptions and how it can

function in phonological systems. Connected with this is

the question of how dichotomous vowel systems like those

split by quantity are organized, one subsystem in rela¬

tion to the other. In the light of these general consi¬

derations the structure of Old Icelandic is then reconsi¬

dered, and in the final section a short commentary is made

on the situation in Modern Icelandic.
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2, Thonological creed.

The following study is intended to be maximally free

of phonological dogmas. It can perhaps be described as

'mildly generative'. The overall idea is that of some

sort of generative phonology, with severe reservations

about the power it has been given by its most orthodox

practitioners• .'1 though many of the issues concerning

phonological theory, like the questions of abstrectness,
extrinsic rule ordering and distinctive features, ere

largely avoided,my 'general tendency is to believe that

underlying representations should be as concrete as possi¬

ble even though it may lead to complications in morphology

(and syntax). In general I believe that many of the

morphophonemic regularities that have been incorporated

into the 'phonology' in works like Chomsky and Halle
s-

(198®) and/Anderson (1974) don t belong in phonology at

all, but should be dealt with in a separate morphophon¬

emic component, fijy creed is probably similar in many ways

to the ideas set forth in Linell (1974) and Derwing (1973)»

although the motivation for ay creed may be slightly dif¬

ferent from the force behind Linell's and Derwlng's critic¬
isms of generative phonology. Their main argument is the

psychological iaplausibility of abstract morpheme invari¬

ants like /re«duke/ for the com: on core in reduce and re¬

duction, Although I agree with this, it seems to me (as

both Derwing and Linell admit) that a case can be made for

some sort of com-on denominator for the [radju*^]of reduce
and the [redAk] of reduction. The thing is that the moti-



vstion for it is by no means phonological, bat something

else, either semantic, morphological, or both* That is,

somewhere in their grammar (their 'competence") most speak-

ere probably have some "device' that represents the fact
that the forms reduce and redaction are related, bat that

device is, I think, not phonological* The most Important

reason for their being seen as having something in com. on

is the fact that they are semantically and morphologically

related*

Let's have a look at a few pairs in Icelandic which

can be said to show a morphophonemlc alternation between

[ouj (orthographic £) and [aij, (orthographic & / number
of forms show inflectional alternations!

(a) for - faari - fasrum 'went* (indicative sg.vs sub¬
junctive sg.vs subjunct¬
ive pi.)

tok - 'took* — n —

stor - stssrri - 'big' (positive vs compara¬
tive vs superlative)

Other forms seem to show derivational regularityI

(b) *a cry' sens "to cry*
hoi "praise, complement' hmla 'to praise*
blofl 'blood* MM" ' to bleed*

Lastly we have the following forms!

(o) skor ''a shoe* sksarl "scissors*
JB2L ''sun* sale 'happiness*
dos "a tin* dsesa 'to sigh*
Let us now ask ourselves whether we should, in the

spirit of 'orthodox' generative phonology (of the Ohomsky-

Halle (19^8) type), set up underlying forms that both the



alternants with [ou] 0nd [si} can be derived from# First
of silt why would we want to do this? The answer would

bei in the cere of the inflecting forms, that forms with

the same 'lexical meaning' show regular alternations be¬

tween [ou] and [si] according to morphological environ¬
ment* In the second set of examples, there is a similar

alternation based on derivation, [ou] in the nouns, but

[ai] in the verbs* I think it is fair to say that if this

date were to have been handled by Chomsky and Halle (19^8)

they would have at least seriously considered the possi¬

bility of deriving the alternating forms in question from

underlying invariant morphemes* But notice that from the

point of view of this data, the motivation for this is not

phonological at all, but semantic and morphological* The

only place where phonological considerations (i.e. things

to do with phonic substance and linguistic structure di¬

rectly related to it) can conceivably be brought forth is i

the forms, fari. trek! and Ltarrl. where the [ai]-vowel is
followed by a front vowel in the ending* [ai] is more
'frontish' than [ouj (if that can mean anything)* But

this does not work for farurn, and stsarstur (it might for

tasking* since it has a palatal; [thaii<&m] following the

vowel), nor for ana, hasla and If we now look at

the last set of examples, we have the same sort of alter¬

nations in the stem vowels, but no semantic similarity

between the forms* .Vhat is to be done here? I am sure

that no generative 'phomologlst' would suggest that these

pairs be derived from a common underlying 'phonological'
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form. Vfoy? Because they are not semantically related. So,

the less semantic motivation there is for setting up morph¬

eme invariants, the less likely the generative *ohonolo.-
gist' is to want to set up abstract "systematic phonemic*
forms.

I realize thet in this battle against my generative

phonologist "straw-man' I am taking something for granted

that many linguists would not subscribe to, namely that it

is entirely clear what is phonological and what is not.

7ihere does the border lie between phonology and morphology/

morphophonemics? I can only ssy that it seems to me that

there is a genuine difference between purely phonological

processes like the palatalization of all velars preceding

front vowels and a morphophonemic alternation like the one

in for - farum. The former can be related fairly directly

to a phonetic process of coartioulation, whereas the alt¬

ernation between Jou] and [ai] in the forms above can

only be explained phonetically by going beck, at least to

<&d Icelandic, and probably all the way back to Proto-

Nordic. I don't have a definite answer (yet) to the

question of what processes should be called genuinely

phonological and which ones not, and where phonology ends

end morphophonemics begins, but I am in no doubt that

many of the things proposed by Chomsky and Halle and

their followers as underlying morphemes and the rules

allegedly connecting them with surface phonetic forms ere

such that calling them phonological and still maintaining

that phonology should as such deal with the phonic struc¬

ture of language is absurd.
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As to the question of extrinsic rule ordering, I must

admit that; my beliefs are as ill-founded here as in the

case of the sbstrectness problem, but I will state them

anyway. I believe that phonological processes are not

ordered by special ad hoc devices stating the relcation

between two (or more) specific rules, rather that when¬

ever rules are 'ordered', they are so simply because the

order in which they will apply is the only order in which

they can apply, granted that a rule applies whenever its

input-conditions are satisfied. In other words, I believe

in intrinsic ordering, based^ on principles like Kiparsky's
bleeding / feeding relation. I have a feeling that in

arguments for the existence of some extrinsic ordering,

be it 'local' (£. Anderson 1974) or 'global' (Oethey and

Demers 1976 and Vago 1977) the, to my mind, venial sin of

confusing phonology and morphophonemics is responsible.

As to the third major issue in phonology, the status,

number and nature of distinctive features, I mention my

beliefs on pp. 31( -17 (Chapter V). I am very sceptical of

the idea of universal phonological features of the type pre¬

sented in Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Ledefoged (1971),
and earlier in Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952) and Jakob-

son and Halle (1956). I am particularly pessimistic as to

their status as a part of an innate faculte de lsnrf,~e. I

think distinctive features are language specific and that

their apparent universality derives from the fact that all
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humeri languages work with the seme type of phonetic means,

i.e. sound waves and human speech organs, and the limits

on the number of distinctions that any particular langu¬

age can make, as for example in vowel height, simply de¬

rive on the one hand from the fact that there is a limit

to the different configurations of formants the human ear

can in practice distinguish as different in every day

speech, and on the other from the limits to the sounds

that human articulatory organs can produce# As is the

case with my other creeds in phonology outlined above,

this one is basically a matter of faith, but there are

arguments that can be put forth in support of it, although

I won't attempt to present them here. (For some arguments

see Sampson 1974 and p.317 below.). . ...... _.1#

3. A preview of Icelandic phonology

A considerable amount of work has been done on Modern

Ic#landio Phonology. General handbooks of Icelandic sre

e.g. Einarsson (1945) and Kelly and Kress (1972). General

treatments of the phonology are to be found xn Malone

(1952), Haugen (1958) end the vowel phonology in particul¬

ar is treated e.g. in Benediktsson (1959*301-302) and

Steblin-Kamenskij (1900). Generative treatment of aspects

of Icelandic phonology is to be found in £. Anderson

(19^9» 1972a 8nd 1974). Works dealing specifically with

quantity are* Malone (1953) Benediktsson (19^3)» £rnason
0-975) G8rnes (1973) end Kjartansson (1974). Among phone¬

tic studies of Icelandic may be mentioned* 6feigsson
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(1920-24), Einersson (1927), Bergsveinsson (1941), Gud-

finnsson (1946 and 1964) and Petursson (1974).

An important phonetico-phonological study of quantity

in Modern Icelandic is to be found in Garnes (1974a),

where results from various experiments are reported end

commented on.

I will not write commentaries on any of these worksf

they will be referred to in what follows as occasioned by

my discussion. Instead, I will try to give a reasonably

clear and unbiased account of the most important features

of Modern Icelandic phonology for the convenience of those

who are not familiar with the data. Evidently some preju -

dices of mine will affect the following account, since I

don't pay attention to all analyses proposed by all schol¬

ars, bub I hope these prejudices are shared by the majority

of people, in other words, I hope I am not presenting a

minority view of Icelandic phonology.

YwiUf

Modern Icelandic has the following thirteen vowel

phonemes, represented in a 'phonemicized' brosd IPA trans¬

cription*

Monophthongs. Diphthongs,

/i/ /u/ /ei/ /oey/ /au/ /ou/
/I/ A/ /si/

A/ /<*/ /->/

/a/

There is no distributional difference between the diph¬

thongs and the monophthongs, both can occur short or long
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(according to the rale presented in Chapter II), so they

can be said to form an integrated system of steady state

and moving,'dynamic* - (gteblin-Kamenskij 19^0842) vowels.

The quality of the vowels varies a bit according to whether

they ore long or short (cf • Ch. V, Section 5 and Games
1974b) • When the nonhigh monophthongs /I/» /!/» A/»

/Wt /s/ and /a/ combine with a following Hi , (which can

in most of these cases be analysed as deriving from a

velar fricative by palatalization), they form in most dia¬

lects diphthongal ellophones 1'combinatorial diphthongs')8
[li] |Yi] [ei] [c®i3 [ti] end [ai} • These diphthongs are en¬

tirely predictable from the environment and ore therefore
not to be considered as phonemes, and few people do in¬

deed consider them as such. This phonemic analysis is

isomorphic with the analysis underlying the orthography,

each of the phonemes has a separate symbol or digraphi

/i/ 8 i /I/ 8 J, /£/ 8 & A/ 8 £ /& 8 £, /u/ 8 j*
/V 8 £, /a/ t a, /si/ I $1 /oey/8 aji /eu/ 8 £, /ou/
8 it /ei/ 8 g.

Consonantss

A phonological analysis of the Icelandic consonants

poses much more complicated problems than the analysis

of the vowels, ana no attempt will be made here to solve

them all. I will only give a brief summary of the main

facts.

s. Stops;

There can be said to be two groups of stops in Modern

Icelandic, distinguished in traditional Icelandic grammar
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by the terms 'hard' Chord lokhl.iod) and 'soft' Clin lok-

hl.iofl). I will follow this tradition end use the ortho¬

graphic symbols in their phonemic representation. Here

we meet the first unclear point* it is disputable whether

paletals* Cchj, Cj] should be represented as separate phon¬

emes or just allophones of velars# I choose here, more

or less arbitrarily, to look on them as allophones of vel¬

ars# Ignoring the problem of the paletals, then, the stop

phonemes can be said to be the following!

Hard: /p/ /t/ /k/

Softi /b/ /d/ /g/

The hard/soft distinction is very important in Modern Ice¬

landic phonology. In initial position, the hard stops are

aspirated in sll dialects, and the soft ones unsspirated.

Both are voiceless in all environments (and in that respect

the notation used above is perhaps slightly misleading).

In medial position between vowels, and between s vowel and

Aj|V,r/, there is e dialect difference. In the North only

the hard consonants occur, but in the Fouth only soft

ones. Thus take 'take' is Ct^eik^a] in the North, but

Tt^aska] or [t^8!ga] in the South. In accordance with this
the southern variety is called 'soft speech' (linareli).
and the northern variety is celled 'hard speech' Chord-
mali). In Fraguean terms the'hardness' opposition is
neutralized in this position, in the North in favor of the

hard phoneme, but in the South in favor of the soft one.

Following an initial /s/, the hard stops lose their aspir¬

ation Cor only soft ones occur)* snare [spajraJ 'save'.

^it.
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Tills is true of all dialects# In other medial positions

the hard/soft distinction can be said to prevail in all

dialects# If hard stops follow liquids or nessls, the

latter are devoicedi heilt [hei4t] 'whole* (neuter) (cf#

heil [heill], ibid, feminine), fantur [fantYg'] etc#
There are exceptions to this in some northern dialects#

Alien the herd stops are geminated according to the spell¬

ing, or they precede A»n,m/ they ©re preespirsted (cf.
Chapter II, section 2#)« vakka Cvahka] 'walk to and fro*
(as opposed to vagga [vegta], [vakta]*© cradle') vakna pvaiikna]
'wake up* (intransitive) (as opposed to vagna [vagnej
'cart* see# plur#) Here (as a matter of prejudice as

far as this presentation is concerned) I choose to follow

the spelling in my phonological analysis, but there are

various arguments that can be put forth in support of

this (for some, see below and Xrnscon, forthcoming)# I

would thus analyse vekka. yegg a vekna and vagna phonologi-

oally as /vakka/, /vagga/ /vakna/ and /vagna/ and

set up a preaspiration rule to derive the appropriate

phonetic forms (see p# 37 )•

b. Fricatives!

The phonological analysis of fricatives is no less

problematic then that of the stops# The phonetic forms

that occur areI

f & Q X 8

y o i y

Of these /f/, /v/, /j/, /e/ are undisputebly phonemic#

t0] and [d] are in complementary distribution, so there
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is good reason to assign them to the seme phoneme, call it

/e/ (or, according to the Icelandic spelling, /J)/)* I&

the velar end palatal region, there is considerable con¬

fusion# It is arguable th8t (9] is a separate phoneme
from [jjf since it is in e minimal opposition with it in

pairs like hion [qouin] *a married couple* vs. Jon

QjouinJ *John*, but some might suggest that [g] should be
analyzed phonologically as /hd/ (see below).

The phonological status of [x3 and [y] is not immedi¬
ately clear. They alternate with each other morphophonem-

ically, end [yj alternates with [g], and [x I] alternates
with [k^ and to make things still more complicated,)^]
sometimes alternates with [;)]• (Bee 0h8pter II, Section
3. for some discussion of this.)

o. Nasals and liquids!

The following nasal and liquid sounds are to be

found in Icelandic! &, £, ^,t i and £• Of these there
are both voiced .and voiceless varieties, 8nd it seems most

natural to derive the voiceless ones from underlying

voiced phonemes. The voiceless varieties are usually pre¬

dictable from the surroundings, as in the examples menti¬

oned above! voiceless in front of hard stops, (heil

[hei!l] - heilt [hsiVbJ 'whole', van [vaiin] - vsent

[vaint] 'nice' (fern. vs. neuter)). The only place where
there is doubt as to v/hether voicelessness of a nasal or a

liquid is pmsiictable is in initial position in forms like

hnota [noit^a] 'nut' where there is on the surface a mini¬

mal opposition with w as in note [nast^a] 'use*, but
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her® it can be suggested that the voicelessness derives

from an underlying /h/» which can only occur initially.

This would, then, be in agreement with the analysis of fe]
as underlying /h;J/* I will not commit myself on this

Issue, but simply Ignore it end speak as If It had been

decided that the voiceless alternants ere merely alio-

phones but not separate phonemes* This does not effect

the validity of other comments made here on Modern Ice¬

landic phonology*

In connection with the nasals, there is still a

comment to be made on palatals and velars* In general, Ipi
is confined to palatal environment! lend (jLei/ifl] "tor
long', and Toil to velar environment lanscur [lau»)gY£ J 'long'
(add*), whereas C*0 appears in other environments* This

could be taken as evidenoe that velar and palatal nasals

are allophones of the dental one* However, there are to

be found minimal pairs distinguished by a velar vs* dental

nasali len ■ [leijdl 'length' vs levnd [leing] 'secrecy',
but a ceso can be made, admittedly on morphological grounds%

for an underlying /g/ between the nasal and the dental in
lengdi cf. lemur [lau^gyr] 'long'*
d* A final note on [hji

An p ■* ,

Aor most other Germanic dialects L&J (largely a de¬
voidnr element) occurs in initial position, as in h-ta

[hait^al or [aajt^aJ 'hate'* It seems reasonable to call
this a separate phoneme (with a very defective distribut¬

ion). If initial [$], [4-"J, [r], [n } ore considered to be

derived from /hj/, /hi/ etc*,/h/ occurs initially in front
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of vowels, liquids, nasals and /j/t but if these segments

ere separate phonemes, the distribution of /h/ is limited

to prevooalio initial position# (See below p»33 on the

relation between /h/ and presspiration.)
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Chapter II. MOSEBN ICELANDIC

1* The length rule

/.ll Icelandic non-compound words are stressed on the

first syllable, end s secondary stress is pieced on every

second syllable, counting from the first one. Examples

illustrating this are take 'take', sstla 'be going to* for
/ S" 0 0 f \

dissyllables and almanak calendar , almanakanna (gen.pl.

def.) for polysyllables. (The acute Indicates primary

and the grave secondary stress.) I will not formalize

here a rule to account for this, but it seems to be quite

clear that there is a fsirly simple and general one at

work^. My main concern will be the relation of stress

to segmental length. Long vowels and consonants only

appear in primery stressed syllables.

It is quite generally agreed, I think, that (prl->

marily) stressed syllables are all of the same length,

Ccf. Benediktsson 1963 and references). 7/hether they are

called structurally long or short is probably of limited

consequence, since there is no distinction betv/een short

and long syllables in the same environment. They are,

however, undoubtedly phonetically longer than unstressed

syllables* tala (t^atl^ 'speak*, talar [t^asla^
'speaks*, mannlnn [manilnj 'the man*. Neither long vowels
nor long consonants appear in completely unstressed
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syllables (though they oan be made long under emphatic

stress, see Section 4.) The stressed syllables can be

said roughly to be of three types*

(1) (a) VOQ*** (possibly more than two Os)

(b) ViO

(0) V* ^
(I am not making any assumptions at this stage as to

whether V* should be analysed at some (or all) level(s)
as a vowel cluster or whether some 00 sequences should

be interpreted as Ci») Examples illustrating this are*

(2) (a) hestur [hssdYr] 'horse*
vinna [vlnia] 'work'

0>) tana ^atp^a] 'loose*
tala [trails] 'talk'

(o) jjj [nii] *new* (fern*)
te [t1^ *] 'tea*
bua Ibui^al 'live*

The phonological analysis of this data has been a

matter of dispute for some time (see e*g# Bergsveinsson

1941, Malone 1952, 1953, Haugen 1958, Benediktsson 19€>3»

Kjartansson 1974, Games 1973 • 1974a and Irneson 1975) •
Feople have looked at pairs like man [mam] 'slave*,
'remember* (l*p* sg. pres.) and msnn [mam] 'man* (acc*)
and made the observation that the sequences [man] and
[main*] are impossible in Modern Icelandic* The fact
that there are no stressed VO or ViO* sequences has of

course led to the conclusion that length cannot be distinc¬

tive in both, ftonsonents and vowels, because then we would
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expect a four way distinction ViC, V:C:, VG and VGt •

Phis cen be taken to be generally agreed upon. (Malone

1952 held the view that length was distinctive both in

consonants shd vowels, but he later abandoned it: 1953)*
'hat has been a matter of dispute is whether length

should be assigned to vowels or consonants on the phono¬

logical level or indeed whether length is governed by

an underlying feature or features. Benediktsson (19^3)
sums up the four types of solutions proposed so for for

the p8ir man/msnn. as follows:

(3) (®) /main/ vs. /mam/ (Malone 1952)

(b) /ma'n/ vs. /man*/ (Malone 1953.
Haugen 1958)

(c) /main/ vs. /man/ (Bergsveinsson 1941
Games 1973. 1974a

(d) /man/ vs. /mam/ (Benediktsson 19^3#
'meson 1975)

I have already mentioned the arguments against solu¬

tion (a), as its being uneconomical, since no syllables

of the form VG or V«Ct exist and, as far as I know, no

one holds this view any more.

Solution (b), proposed by Malone (1953) and elabora¬

ted by Haugen (1958)# abstracts quantity from the indi¬

vidual phonemes and makes it a feature of the syllable,

the phonetic duration (presumably) being governed by

phonologicel rules operating on the accent marker! /ma'n/
•4 [nsin], /man*/ —4 [man:]. This solution takes care of
the above mentioned gap in the distribution of quantity,

and connects it with stress^. But apart from setting up
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an abstract distinction between placement of stress on

the vowel or on the consonant, which is not (or at least

not proved to be) directly evidenced by the phonetic data,
it runs into difficulty in forms like hestar [hesdYr]
'horse* and jgs |saui] 'saw' or |VV»] • If there is an
underlying distinction made by the placement of 'accent*,
we would expect it to appear in hestur and too* The

fact is that the placement of 'accent* is only 'free* in
pairs like man/mann. In forms of the type t£, ( (C)V#)
there is no distinction in placement of 'accent** This

difficulty is perhaps not so serious* it could be said to

be merely an instance of defective distribution of a phone¬

mic distinction, and,furthermore, this defective distri¬
bution is easily explained by the fact that in these forms

there is no consonant to place the accent on, so it can

only fall on the vowel*

The difficulty is perhaps more serious in forms like
hestur* Here, the vowel is el-ways short, so that it can¬

not be analysed as taking the accent# Maybe this can be

explained away as an instance of defective distribution,
the

but/real problem is that the sccent has to fall somewhere,

and it never falls on the vowel, so it will have to fall

on one of the consonants, say on the /s/* This would give

us underlying /hes'tur/* This is, however, not very con¬

vincing, since then we would expect the phonological rule

mentioned above to give a phonetically long [si]* But this
is not wh8t is generally believed to be the right phonetic

form* The £ in hestur is phonetically short, or at least
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shorter than the js in viss £vlst] , which would be correctly

predicted by Haugen's analysis /vis"/, I can think of two

ways out of this difficulty for proponents of the 'accent
analysis'. One is to set up a special rule, which would

(at least partially) undo the effect of the lengthening rule

in this environment, probably defined as the following con¬

sonant. The same result would be obtained by making this
4

environment an exception to the lengthening rule, which

would leave a phonological accent with no phonetic conse- <.

quences} and that is not very convincing. There is perhaps

some support for the former escape route in the fact that

some people believe that the g in hestur is slightly longer

than e.g. the in wsa [i:sa] 'haddock', but this is not

accepted by everyone, and we would s&Lll have two rules

operating in sequence, one lengthening and the other short¬

ening the same segment. The rhonetic data are still less

compatible with putting the accent on the dental stop in

hestur: /hest'ur/, since, as far as I know, no one has

ever suggested that it has phonetic length.

The arguments proposed in favour of the (c) solution

are based on phonetic evidence in some sense. Kveinn Berg-

sveinsson (1941, and in a discussion in Benediktsson 19^3)

resorts to something, which he calls 'Dehnbarkeit' of the
segments: "Per Pnterschied der zwei Normen (i.e. long:

ahogt) bei den Konsonanten ... ist nicht so ausgenragt wie
bei den Vokalen". (1941:84) By 'Dehnbarkeit' I imagine

Bergsveinsson means the ability to be lengthened} and as a

consequence of the vowels having more 'Dehnbarkeit' than
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the consonants, their length vs. shortness is more 'promi¬
nent* (ausgenragtl than that of the consonants# It is not

immediately clear what bearing observations of this kind

should have on the phonological analysis# I will cesl

with this question after having described briefly an

experiment made by Gsrnes (1974a), which led her to the

acceptance of solution (c)# The experiment tested the

responses of native Icelandic speakers to synthetic to¬

kens made out.of e#g# the sounds corresponding to Icelandic

£ [i] and £ [s]# The length of the segments was varied
systematically, and the subjects were told to identify

the sound sequences as either £§ *ice* (nom#) or jss
(gen.)# The result of this experiment was that the judge¬

ments of the speakers was almost solely based on the

length of the vowel (Garnee 1974a1224-269, see also Irna-
son 1975)# argument is, then, that since speakers use

the duration of vowels to distinguish between the stimuli,

vowel length must be distinctive and pairs like £& * is&i
man!maim ere to be analysed phonologically as /ite/ t

/is/ l /main/ t /nan/ respectively# This would then en¬

tail a phonological rule, lengthening consonants after

short vowels, and the length of the oonsonants would then

be predictable and not distinctive. ]®otice that the term

distinctive is used in this (somewhat hypothetical) argu¬

ment for phonemic vowel length in Icelandic in two dif¬

ferent senses# In its first occurrence it means roughly*

'used by the hearer to distinguish, or rather try to find

out, to what form his language the noise he hears best
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corresponds'. In the hearer's performance of this task,
there are quite a few things involved, which are too

complicated to go into in detail here| but I shall give a

brief description of whet I think is going on. The speak¬

er hears a certain noise and he .expects this noise to

correspond to some forms of his language, in this case

the forms £§ or lea. The noise consists of a complex of
sound waves, which is picked up by hie auditory organs.

The noise is very complex and he has to pick out certain
features of this noise, which may help him to decide whet
to make of it. 'Afoet would be the best strategy in this

situation? Of course to look for the most 'prominent*
features of this noise, which would give him clues as to

which form it is most likely to represent. (The term

'prominent' is used here in a very vague sense, of course,

similar to Bergsveinsson's term 'ausgepragt'.) I would

tend to think that all that the experiment ehowr is that

the hearer uses the vowel sound, which is aoet 'prominent',
to give him clues as to what meaning to assign to the

noise he hears. 'Alien he hears a long [it], followed by a

certain interval of an jg-sound, he fudges the noise as

being since he knows that should have « long vowel*

The fact that this judgement is not invalidated by a follow¬

ing long jg, may lead people, as it did Garnee, to the con¬

clusion that the function of the long jg, in the language

system is secondary to that of the long vowel• I would

think that this is not necessarily the case. It is quite

possible that the hearer masters a language system (com-
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(or sy . tematically) the length of the preceding vowel, even

though,when faced with some noise which he is told to fit
with his system end interpret according to the rules of that

system, he uses the vowel length as a clue to what the noise

most likely represents. What I am maintaining is, in fact,

a distinction between a language system or competence and

its use or the speaker's -performance with it. The term dis¬

tinctive, in its two instances in the argument above, refers

in one case to something's being used in the act of inter¬

preting a noise, and in the other case it is used in the struc

tural sense as a linguistic terminus technicus something like:

'not predictable from other phonological features'• This is

v/hy the argument is invalid and does not force one to take

vowel length to be structurally distinctive.

This discussion of the validity of Games' experiment
as evidence of phonological structure touches on a very

Central problem in linguistics. This is that it is not

always clear what conclusions can be drawn about 'linguistic
structure', whatever its ontological status in fact is,

from experimental data involving linguistic behaviour of

speakers. This is so, in general, because there are always

more things than 'linguistic structure' involved when

speakers perform tasks like the one involved in Games'
experiment. A speaker's knowledge of the structure of

his language is not the some as the strategies he uses

when making judgements like the ones measured by Games.
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mental evidence like this, mey lend one to become scepti¬

cal of their validity in linguistic argumentation, or

perheps conversely lead one to become sceptical about

linguistic arguments, since it would seem to be very diffi*

cult to test them with experiments. In fact, I think be¬

havioural experiments and linguistic argumentation are by

no means incompatible, but it Is very difficult to formu¬

late a linguistic argument and an experiment which could

be used to test its validity so that it is clear that the

variables of the experiment oan be unambiguously related

to a unique phenomenon in e proposed underlying 'lingu¬
istic structured

As must be evident from the preceding discussion, I

believe th*t the best solution is solution (d), which

makes vowel length (structurally) dependent on the follow¬

ing eonsonantism. The arguments in favour of this ana¬

lysis are presented in Benediktsson 19^3 and in somewhat

more detail in frnason 1975. The main argument is morpho-

phonemic in the old sense of the term, and it shows that

the morphology becomes hopelessly complicated if any of

the above mentioned analyses except for (d) is adopted.

Icelandic shows sorphophonemic alternation between long

end short vowels; we can take the two strong neuter nouns

hua 'house' and vor 'spring' as examples*

The genitivsl ending is and when it is added to 9 stem
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ending in a single consonant, the vowel automatically be¬

comes short# If the phonological analysis for the pair

hus/huss were /hu:s/t/hus4 as it would be if alternative
(c) is adopted, the morphological analysis would work

something like this#

05) i Length is ,• phonemic in vowels and

predictable in consonants

ii The length of the vowel distinguishes

between the nom# and gen# of the word hue

iii The genitival marker for hus is vowel

shortness as opposed to the length in

the nominative

But the conclusion iii is intolerable, because, then, if
vor and hus are to belong to the seme declensional class,

the genitive marker for vor would be the shortness of the

vowel and the in vors would have to be predicted for

this form by some strange morphophonemic rule#

Notice that this argument contradicts solution (b)

dust as strongly as solution (c)# In that analysis hus

end huss would be phonologically /hu's/ and /hus'/> and

the genitive would be marked by the place of the accent,

and the same strange morphophonemio rule would have to

predict the in vora# I think anyone would feel a bit

uncomfortable about the following derivation of vorsi

(fc>) Fhonologicsl form . /vor'/
Rafter case has been msrke$) #

Morphophonemic s-addition /vor s/

Phonological lengthening vor:s

Phonetic shortening, etc. [v^r*s^]
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If one believes that phonological solutions should
not have intolerable consequences for the morphology, and

If one thinks that phonology end morphology are interre¬

lated and should be dealt with with at least intertrans-

1stable theoretical apparatus, one has to accept solution

(d)# If one does not accept this solution, one will have

to deal with length in Icelandic in such a way that the

morphological description of e#g# vors will have little or

no relation to its phonological description, and this

should lead proponents of solution (b) or (c) to believe

that morphology and phonology are two fairly unrelated

levels of language (or the description of language)# This

is certainly against the spirit of the age and I think

most linguists would find this herd to swallow#

It should be pointed out here, that the solution (d)
seems to have a theoretical consequence which some people

might not like, namely that a clear distinction is to be

made between competence and performance# If solution (d)

is adopted, one has to allow for the possibility, in the

face of Games* experiment, that people use other features

than the structurally distinctive/unpredictable ones to

distinguish between utterances, when they hear them. (See

Jakobson, Fant & Halle (1952*8) for an anecdote concerning

the use of the redundant backness of the vowel [Vj in
Bus: ian to distinguish between two word* structurally kept

apart by palstal/non-palstal consonants#) I interpret this

as evidence in favour of the distinction between competence

and performance*
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The conclusion of this discussion:'is, then, that

vowel length is context-determined, the context being the

following consonantism end, of course, the stress of the

syllable# The rule can be stated tentatively like this*

There are some very important assumptions behind this form

of the rule, which are unjustified et this stage, e.g*

that length is the marked value (a lengthening rule in¬

stead of a shortening rule), and that stress and length are

features of the same kind as e.g. dental, consonantal etc*

These assumptions involve very important theoretical

issues, which I will deal with at different places in

this study (Section 4 of this chapter and Chapter V), but

for the present purposes the formulation in (7) will do,

even though some aspects of it may be questionable* (See

Slissson and La Pelle 1973 for a similar rule for Swed¬

ish*)

There is an exception to the length rule, which I

should mention now* This is that before sequences, in which

the first consonant is a member of the set /p,t,k,s/ and

the second of the set /v,j,r/f vowels are long*

(,8) nepja [nejpkjaj 'cold weather*

(?)

Esja jt*sja^ name of a mountain
(upp)gotva [gee it^vaj^[gee * tfa] ^ 'discover*
skrokva [sgrce *
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depra [deip^ra] 'sadness*
titra 'shiver*

sykr© [slik^ra] 'pat sugar on*
Esra [ktsra] a m*n's name

tvisvar [tfltsver] 'twice*
The sequence /pv/ does not occur, probably prevented by a

phonotactic constraint# I will come later to the problem

of how to deal with this exception*

Except for the ones just mentioned, then, every clus¬

ter in Icelandic hes a short vowel in front of it# It is

hardly a coincidence, but probably an aspect of the same

rule, that gives short vowels in front of long consonants#

This fact clearly suggests an analysis of the long conson¬

ants as underlying clusters of two identical consonants#

This seems to be very plausible# Consider for example

the above mentioned pair husthuas as compared with vor»

vors* The genitive marker is evidently and the dif¬

ference between the nominative and genitive of hus is best

described as the absence vs# presence of a second /s/ t /hus/

/huss/# A low level phonetic rule is perhaps needed to

eliminate the boundary between the first and second element

of the cluster, if one is conceivable (see Lehiste 19701

44), There are of course examples where there is no

morphological support for the analysis of long consonants

as clusters of two identical ones, for example koss 'axkiss*
kunna 'know how*, but it seems to be reasonable, in the

absence of any evidence to the contrary, to analyse these

examples in the same manneri /koss/,/kunna/» It may be
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mentioned in passing that this is exactly what Icelandic

orthography does, as can be seen from the examples, but

the arguments put forth in favor of the present analysis

are independent of that#

I can think of one fact which could possibly be con¬

sidered to contradict the analysis of long consonants as

clusters# In words with long consonants in their stems,

for example #erbs like kvsss 'kiss* and kenne 'teach'or
adjectives like viss 'certain*, when a consonantal inflec¬

tional ending is added to the stem, the consonant loses

its length or, in our terms, one of the consonants of the

cluster is deleted! kvsstl [c^Is^l] (past, l.,2. p. sg#)
vlsst [vlst11] (neuter)# This cannot be dealt with simply
by a phonological constraint, prohibiting clusters of

three consonants in these surroundings, since there are

stems, having clusters of non-identical consonants, which

keep their clusters intact! herma - hermdi [hermdl], not

[herdl] or*[hemdl]• There are, however, stems with con¬

sonant clusters which show behaviour which might be con¬

sidered to be an aspect of the same phenomenon as appears

in kvssa - kvssti and kenna - kenndi. In verbs like verra

'lsy eggs' and adjectives like skarnur 'sharp', the addi¬

tion of the inflecwional morpheme -t causes a considerable

weakening of the /p/» or rather l$e morphophonemic variant

[f], so that there is hardly any sign of it, mr^be only a

slight rounding of the [r]# The following are variant

phonetic realisations of verna in the past tense, verrti
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[v£rw<|l3i jsgarft*1^ [sgar^t^], jsgarth]# The first in¬
stances of each show the effects of a general rule, which

turns clusters Of two unvoiced stops into clusters of a

fricative * a stop, but the other forms show at least a

tendency to get rid of the clusters of three consonants

by deleting the one in the middle# There is a difference

of style between the three forms, the first being the most

careful speech, and the others less so:# A similar pheno¬

menon is shown by verbs with stems in /-ng/, e,g, heng.ia

[hkijtja^] *hang# (transitive), pasti jhsir^i] , where there
is in most dialects of Modern Icelandic no sign of the

stem final /g/, except for the velarisation or palatali¬

zation of the nasal. A number of examples of this kind

can be cited. If there is a rule eliminating some (but

certainly not all) clusters of three consonants, the /sst/
and /nnt/ etc, can easily be included among those.

My conclusion is, then, that Benediktsson's analysis

(19^3) is the best one so far and that a rule similar to

(7)(ni£ybe its inverse, shortening vowels in front of con¬

sonant clusters) is operative in Icelandic,

2, Preaspiration

The conclusion of the preceding section was that

short vowels are (with the above mentioned exceptions)

conditioned by following (underlying) consonant clusters#

I would now like to look at some forms which relate to

this and may make things more complicated than they seem at

first glance, even though I think they can in no way be
taken to contradict the analysis proposed here.
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I have In mind the so-celled preaopiration in forms

like hnakkur 'saddle*, ta-pol 'cork*, detta 'fall', eoll
'apple*, kukl'witchcraft*. vot>n 'weapon', vakna 'wake up*.
There has been some dispute on the phonetic and phonologi¬

cal nature of the sequences represented by the spellings

kk. tt. no. pi. kl. rn. kn. There have been mainly two

matters of disputeI the nature of the preaspiration snd

(in the case of pp. tt. J&) the length of the closure#

Guflfinnsson (.1946) would transcribe the forms in

question phonetically like this* [me^kiYr], [t^e^pil],
[dehtia], jVyil] , [va^t-n^. He considers the preaspira-
tion to be, so to speak, the inverse of (post) aspiration

of stops in initial position ([t^ailaj), and takes the
closures of the double-written forms to be long and the

stop members of the clusters pi, kn. etc. to be 'half-long*#
Gudflnnsson does not analyse these forms phonologically,

but a phonetic analysis of this sort might lead to a

phonological analysis with the preaspiration as a feature

belonging to the stop segments in question, (whether it be

distinctive or not)# Others,e.g. 6feigsson (192C-1924),

Malone (1952) and Einarsson (1927) have transcribed these

forms differently, taking the preaspiration to be. 8 sepa¬

rate segment of some sorti [d€htaj etc#
Hecent phonetic investigations of this phenomenon,

Fetursson (1974i188-89) and Games (1973)# have confirmed

that the stop segments in hnakkur etc# are short (l.e#

shorter for example than the segments in forms like logga

[loe gaa] 'police') and that the preaspiration takes up a
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considerable pert of the time of the syllable (word) as e

whole. They seem, in other words, to support a phonetic

transcription of the type [nahkYg], [d^hta] etc., and simi¬
larly [ehpll] , [vahkna] • These facts lead Tetursson ^19741
18£) to the conclusion that the preaspiration is merely an

instance of the phoneme /h/, also appearing in initial po¬

sition in forms like hus. hestur etc. The main reason for

Tetursson's analysis is that the phonetic properties of

the preaspiration are almost exactly the same as those of

/h/ (a devoicing of the adjacent voiced (devoiceable)

segment* hestur [eesdYr] , hnakkur j~na%kYr]). Jeturseen's
phonological analysis of the forms in question would then

presumably be /hnehkYr/, /tahpl/, /dchta/, /shpll/ snd

/vahkna/. (It should be noted here that even though the

preaspiration behaves phonetically like the phoneme /h/»
it does not, within generative phonology, necessarily

follow that it is an ellophone of /h/.) This kind of

phonological analysis does not perhaps have eny serious

consequences for the rule of vowel length proposed above,

since /hp/, /ht/, /hk/ are still clusters in some sense of

the term. But & being mainly a devoicing element, affect¬

ing an 'adjacent* segment, is a peculiar consonant* and it

may not seem very convincing to have it as a pert of a

vowel shortening (or non-lengthening) cluster. A conceiv¬

able solution would be to have the vowel in these forms

undergo lengthening and let the preaspiration devoice the

second half of the vowel, giving the forms [hnahkYrJ *
["naakY^"], [d€hta] * jdseta] etc. and derivations like:
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not work for the forms vekna and et>ll. since there the

vowel lengthening rule Is not sap- osed to operate.

An alternative to this is to analyse the preespir-

ated forms as underlying cluster© of two consonants, as

in fact is done in the spelling, as e consequence of the

fact that the forms had long consonants at some earlier

historical stage. There are some problems with this

solution, for example s rule is needed to convert under¬

lying /Vpp/, /7t /, /Vkk/ into phonetic [vhp], [jht],
[vhk] or [VYp], [mif [VYk]. I don't see at the moment
how this rule can be stated naturally within the lacta¬

tional framework of generative phonology, but that in

itself of course does not count as evidence against' this

analysis. There is some evidence supporting this kind of

analysis. It is, as in section 1, morphological. Con¬

sider the paradigms hvlt 'white' (fern.) [kfilt*1] vs.
hvitrt (neuter), [kfiht*1] and vis 'certain' (fem.) [viisj
vs. vlst (neuter) [vist^J. These two pairs demonstrate
the morphological formation of the neuter gender in ad¬

jectives, which takes place by the addition of the morpheme

l-t) to the stem. It is certainly very plausible to

distinguish the neuter form of hvlt phonologicolly by an

additional phonologicsl segment -£ as in the case of Sifil
vlst, giving the phonological forme Avit/i/kvitt/, /vis/i
/vist/. If we are not allowed to analyse phonetic [ht] as
/tt/, we have to look for some other neuter marker in

hvltshvltt. the only alternative being the preaepiretion,
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however we choose to represent it phonologically* This

leaves us in the same impasse as with the genitive marker

in section 19 since we are clearly missing a generalization

in the morphology by setting up a special class of adjec¬
tives | which take the neuter form by an infixstion of

preaspiration* In this analysis it would, furthert be a

coincidence that this same kind of infixatlon appears in

some weak verbs in the past tense and past participle!

veita 'offer* [vgilt^a] - veittl [veihti^ - veitt [v&iht] 9
whereas other verbs take a suffix starting with a £ (Imaa -
last! - last) • There is still more evidence to indicate

that the preaepiration is not an independent phoneme, but

predicted by the following stop* Consider forme like geni¬

tive atffkfrg of wippkipip *0 kind of oost** The genitive
can be pronounced in two different waysi [sclahks] or
[sdaxs] * The former is more careful Pronunciation then
the latter* The Variation Is determined by the deletion

or non-deletion of a morpheme boundary, the deletion allow¬

ing a phonological rule eliminating clusters of stops ♦ £

to operate* HCtioe that If this fricativiaatlon rule is

allowed to operate on the stop, the preaspiratlon disap#
pears too§ as far as I know, the form [sdahxs]does not
exist* If the fricstivizatlon rule were to operate on a

form like /stahks/ there should be no reason for the xre-

aspiration to be wiped out* The preaepiration could per¬

haps be gotten rid of by some special mechanism, but if

the preaspiration is a phonetic consequence of an under¬

lying cluster starting with © stop, no special equipment of

that sort is needed*
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Before turning to the phonological rule needed to

turn /tt/ etc# into [ht] etc•> we will have to look at the

forms of the type vatn and etali. As far as I know there

ere no exact phonetic measurements available for these

forms, as there are for the hnakkti3wfc%r><» forqis, but it
sounds to me that they should be transcribed phonetically

as [ehpll}» {yahtnj , jvahkna] etc# One could possibly ana¬
lyse them phonologirally like this* /vsttn/, /eppll/

etc# Then the preaspiration in these forms could be given

by the same rule as in the hnekkur-tvne words# But this

solution leads to some uncomfortable consequences in the

diachronic and morphological description# There is ample

diachronic evidence to show that these words (those of

them that aren't recent loan words) have a historically
short consonant, e.g. vatn* of# Engl# water. Goth, wato

etc#, end there is little reason to believe that they had a

long stop in Old Icelandic# This would force us to try to

look for a historical change» lengthening the stops in
these circumstances# Note that this would seem to be the

only place in Icelandic where a consonant lengthening took

place and in a rather strange environment for that matter#

More difficult than this is synchronic evidence of morpho¬

logical alternations# Many 'weak* nouns (old jj-stems)
take gen. plur# with the ending -net rcatr-gatna. [fast23a] -
[gahtns] . Similar alternations ooour in the inflection of
nouns ending in a n*el ideable 'trowel ♦ (of. Oresnik 1971):

— v»

noia. feetill (<ketil+r). see# ketil. [c £t 111 non1' ru#

fcatlar [k^ahtlar] 'kettle'# These forms show alternations
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between [t11] and |ht] , and to keep the preaspiration rule
unchanged as /tt/ —»|htj we would have to set up a syn¬
chronic rule lengthening the consonant, only to make the

preaspiration rule applicable# It seems better to extend

the environment of the rule to include the clusters on.

M* M ead £lt £L» £L»

It now remains to find a natural way of accounting

for the process in question# I will not state the rule in

full here, but only try to describe roughly what I think
is involved# It seems to me likely that we are dealing

with anticipated voicing offset of the preceding vowel,

and it looks as though this voiceless period takes up

some of the time 'allotted* to the consonant# With the

(unsatisfactory) rotational conventions of generative

phonology, the effects of the rule can be described in¬

formally in the following wayi

(9) [toons} -» h [mom] / ^_d] 3
This would change Ytt into Vhtt and Ytn into Vhtn. But

this is not enough, since an additional phonetic rule

would have to be posited to shorten the stops in htt etc#

TMb may not look very elegant, but if the rule shortening

the stops is considered to be a low level phonetic adjust¬

ment rule of some sort, this doesn't have to be so bad#

We then reach the preliminary conclusion that the

forms hnakkur. tanri. detta. enlif vakna and others of the

some sort are to be analysed phonologically like this:

/hnakkur/, /tappi/, /detta/, /epli/,/vakna/ etc# The
length of the preceding vowel is then determined by the
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rule (7) and these forms pose no problem for the analysis

of vowel length. Notice that we are forced to order the

vowel length rule (7) before the presspiration rule (9)
and its secondary shortening of Jjt etc., if we want to keep
the former as simple as it is in (7)* The problem of rule

ordering will be touched on in section 4 of this chapter

and I will not go into this heref but notice that the order

(9) —► (7) is a bleeding order in the sense of Kipareky

(1968a), and should then be marked by Kipersky's principle,
whereas the order (7) —» (9) is unmarked by the same

principle and should then be the natural order of appli¬

cation.^

3. Exceptions to the length rule, syllabification.

3.1

In this section I would like to have a look at the

exceptions to the length rule listed under (8) in Section 1.

As stated there, vowels are long before sequences of two con¬

sonants of whioh the first is from the set /p,t,k,s/ and the

second from the set /v,3,r/» This makes rule (7) inadequate

in that it does not account for the length of the vowels in

this environment. One has to ask whether there is a natural

explanation for this exception, or, to put the question

slightly differently, whether It is an exception at all,
that is, hether the environment /p,t,k,s/ /v, j,r/ has

something in common with the one already stated in rule (7)»
If we can find a common denominator of some sort, the rules

should be reformulated in terms of that.
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It hoc been suggested by Yennemann (1972«7) nad Games

(1975aI1-3) that this apparent exception to the length rule

can be explained in terms of syllable structure. They pro¬

pose a syllabification which treats the forms ner.la. vit.la.

jsys, £sja, iubsMSz£» jtiss®n&,Sites., esSssa,
Sara and tviavar differently from other forms having inter¬

vocalic sequences of more than one consonant. Games calls

upon a 'sono dty hierarchy* Proposed by Zwicky (1972), to

help to define the environments of a syllabification rule,

which gives the desired results. She proposes that the

forms with a short vowel be syllabified so that a syllable

boundary falls between the two consonants, leaving a con¬

sonant following the vowel within the same syllablef the

forms with a long vowel she proposes to syllabify so that

the syllable boundary falls immediately after the vowel.

This would give a syllabification like vak-ka 'walk to end

fro*, vak-na *wake up (intr.)* hes-tur 'horse* for the short

vowel forms as opposed to va-k.la 'wake up (trans.)' vc-kra
'c-'

'good for riding* (aco. aaso. pi#) E-a.1a etc# for the long

vowel forms. Vennemann uses a strength hierarchy with

as the 'weskeat'of Modern Icelandic cocaonants and

/p,t,k,s/ as the strongest to get the same results.

Before looking; more closely at the date at hand and

these proposals.; I would like to make a smell digression

concerning the 'syllable* in general* It has recently been

argued that the syllable should be en essential notion in

phonology (see e.g. Fudge 19^9Anderson 1969, Fulgram 1970,

Yenneaenn 1972, Hooper 1972, /nderson and Jones 1974,
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3asbj£Ll 1974, J.Anderson 1975 end Kehn 197&)# It has been

shown, e.g. by Hooper, that phonologicel rules can in a

number of cases be stated more naturally if syllable bound¬

aries can be used then if they can't. There seems to be,
i

then, good evidence to the effect that the syllable should

be set up as a theoretical construct applicable in the de¬

scription of languages. It is further claimed by e.g. Ful-

grom that it is universal and every language uses the sylla¬

ble as a significant unit in its phonology. In accordance

with the claim that the syllable should be incorporated

into general phonological theory, attempts have been made

to devise rules or principles of syllabification which are

(explicitly or implicitly) claimed to hove universal
-i " .

application, i.e. every human language is to be syllabified

by a universal rule# It should be noted, however, that

even though the syllable is a linguistic universal, it does

not necessarily follow that there exists a universal rule

of syllabification, which can be applied to all human langu¬

ages to insert syllable boundaries at the right places. It

is quite possible that syllabification rules are language

specific even though the syllable is a universal unit, 3ust

as at least some rules for the expansion of HP sre language

specific, even though the noun phrase Itself is probably

universal.

Although it is possible not to beliefe in a universal

syllabification procedure and still believe in the sylla¬

ble, there is a question connected with syllabification

rules, which I think should be dealt with in terms of
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universality* The proposals for universal syllabifi¬

cation rules thet I know of^ ere of two kinds* Hooper's
syllabification rules (1972) are, typically for Ohomsky-

Hallean generative phonology, mostly based on the distinc¬

tive feature structure of the segments* A typical rule
of Hooper's is one which says that a syllable boundary

automatically falls between two 'non-sonorant' (i.e. con¬

taining the feature f-sonorant] ) segments (Hooper 1972i
535). The other approach to syllabification rules is one

which bases the rules on the phonotactic structure of the

language in question. Fulgram (1970), Anderson and Jones

(1974), and J*Anderson (1975) seem to me to represent

this point of view* Pulgram's basic principle, for in¬

stance, is that all syllables are open, provided this is

not prohibited by the phonotactic constraints of the

language*

For the moment, I will not try to evaluate the rela¬

tive merits of these approaches to syllabification; v;e

oan call the former the 'segmental approach' (e.g. Hooper's)
end the latter (e.g. Fulgram's) the 'phonotactic approach'*
(A part of the evaluation will of course be defining the

differences between the two, and the difference may, in

the final analysis, turn out to be insignificant. More

on this later.)

Returning to Modern Icelandic, it is evident thet

Games' proposal (as well as that of 7ennemann 1972) is
based on the segmental approach, i.e. according to her

principle, if a voioeless obstruent is followed by a seg¬

ment which has sonority (in Zwicky's sense) which is
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greater than or equal to that of /r/, then the syllable

boundary fells in front of the obstruent, but if the

segment following the obstruent has less sonority, the

syllable boundary falls between the two segments: va-ka.

va-kra« ek-la 'lack! vak-na. vfik-ka. The lateral /I/
has less sonority thsn /r/ in Zwicky's hierarchy, and

the breaking point lies, according to Games, between

these two, as far as Icelandic syllabification is con¬

cerned# There are specific problems with this analysis

for Icelandic# Apart from the fact that this principle,

as it stands, does not take care of forms like bifl.ia

'ask' felOJa] . tel.ie *count' [t^flja], bladra 'balloon'
[glabra] and gulra 'yellow' (gen.pi#), [gYlra] which
hove short vowels and should then be syllabified bid-.1a#

tel«*i«, blaft-ra etc#, Games is forced to set up under¬

lying forms for £ and which are otherwise unmotivated#
fhe proposes to analyse them as underlying glides /y/
and /w/ in order to put them in the right place in the

sonority spectrum, whereas they are usually realized as

fricatives, which are less sonorant than i, jj and

according to Zwioky. Even though we grant that Zwlcky's
sonority hierarchy is valid on a very abstract systematic

phonemic level, as Games must assume, but which seems to

me very dubious, Games' proposal has the gross disad¬

vantage of setting up underlying segments which invariably

turn up as something else on the surface} since,if we
allow this, it will become very hard to find e reasonable

way of restricting the form of abstract phonological

representations (cf. Kipareky 1968b).
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I will return to Veomiaon'e proposal later in this

section, but first I will consider the problem from the

phonoteotio point of view. But before I look at the pro¬

blem in detail I would like to make a few remarks about

alternative hypotheses within that general framework.

J. Anderson (1975110) distinguishes between what he calls

the 'maximalist* vs. 'minimalist* views. Tulgram's
principle mentioned above is what Anderson would call

'final minimalistic*, according to which as few segments

as are allowed to stand word-finally after the vowel of

the syllable are assigned to the coda of each syllable.

Shim would mean, for example, that ® for® like cider will

be syllabified ci-der. since the vowel of the first sylla¬

ble can stand word-finally without any following conson¬

ant. The 'initial minimalistie* view would be to assign

as few segments as allowed by the phonotsctic rules of the

language to the onset of the syllable. Anderson (and

implicitly Anderson and Jones 197*0 proposes what he calls

the 'maximalist view*, according to which as many segments

as possible (according to the phonoteotic principle) are

assigned both to the onset and coda of each syllable, and

overlap is allowed for. According to this, the form

debit would be syllabified like this* fde[bjlt] , where the
i z 1 z

brackets numbered 1 and 2 mark the limits of the first and

the second syllable respectively. In this case the seg¬

ment /b/ belongs both to the first end the second sylla¬

ble at the same time. I find the terms 'aeximalietic* and

'aininelistic'ss 'nderson uses them somewhat confusing,
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since it seems to me that e.g. 'initial minimelistic'
can mean exactly the same as 'final maximalistic'. That

1b, if you assign as few segments as possible to the on¬

set of the following syllable and there is no overlap and

nothing left over, you automatically assign as many seg¬

ments as possible to the coda of the preceding syllable.

Perhaps Anderson's principle can be called the 'overlap
principle' to avoid confusion.

It is now interesting to see whether we can use the

phonotactic method to give us the syllabification we v/snt

for simplifying the length rule in Icelandic. If we

start by looking at the examples hestur jhestYr) 'horse'
(short vowel) end dvs.la [dlisja] 'to bury' (long vowel)
we may ask whether e.g. the 'final minimalistic principle'
proposed by Fulgram can help us. According to this, as

few segments as possible are assigned to the first sylla¬

ble. 'Se see immediately that this does not work, since

/st/ and /b$/ are both permissible word-initially in

Icelandic! standa 'stand,' and s.ia 'see', and [e] and [i]
can stand finallyj [fi] in [th£i] 'tea' and[l] in the
name of the letter X* sn<i then hestur end dvs.ia should
both be syllabified in the same wsyt he—stur and dv—s.ia.

If, on the other hand, we assume that modern Icelandic

should be syllabified 'final-maxima^ly', we seem to be

getting somewhere. According to this principle, we should

assign as many segments as possible to the coda of the

first syllable. Then we notice that /st/ is a permissible

word-final cluster: hest 'horse' (acc.), ast 'love', etc.
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whereas /sj/ is not* This is shown particularly clearly

by the inflection of the xvord dvs (f.) 'grave'
which is derivationslly related to the verb dws.ia 'to bury.

The genitive singular is formed by adding the ending -ar

to the stem, and then /$/ eppearsl dws.ia [dlisjer]. The

/3/ of the stem /dlsj/ is evidently prevented from appear¬

ing in the endiigless nominative by a phonotactic constraint

forbidding the sequence /sj//. According to a final maxi-

malistic principle, then, we get hest-ur vs, dws—is (the

/s/ is assigned to the first syllable in dws.is. since /s/
can appear word finally after a vowel). If we look at the

other exceptions to the length rule, we see that they will

all be syllabified in the same way as dvsia by the final

maximal istic principle* nen-.la. vft-.1a. saek-.l a. Es-.1a.

(urn)got-va. skrok-va. det>-ra. gyk-rs, is-ra.

tvis-var.

But our troubles are not over yet. Let uc look at

the forms bidia [bld^a] #8sk', tef.ia jt^avjaj 'delay*
and stodvs jstoedva] 'stop', which have short first vowels.
If we were to syllabify these forms according to the final

maximalistic view, we would get bid-is. tef-.1 a and stod-va.

since [djl, [vj], and [dv] are not permissible word-final
clusters in Icelandic. To we see that these forms, having

a short vowel, get the same syllabification as dvs.1 a with

a long vowel. This indicates that the final maximalist!©

principle cannot help us to get a syllabification in

terms of vhich we can simplify the length rule.
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We have still one alternative within the ph notactic

framework, namely Anderson's and Jones' overlap principle#

This could perhaps help us to differentiate between dvs.le

etc. on the one hand and bid.1a. tefja and stodva on the

other# We then notice that [<5$ , and [dv] are impermissi¬
ble word-initially&), According to the overlap principle
dvs.ia would be syllabified [dy[s]ja] , since /sj/ is per-

1 2 ' 2,

miseible word-initially, but bidla and stodva would be

syllabified [bid] [ja] and [stod] [val , since [dj] and [dv]
i 1 z z / i z ~L

are neither permissible word-finally nor word-initially,

end must then belong to different syllables without any

overlap. -The fact that /s/ in dvs.ia constitutes 8n over¬

lap could then perhaps be utilized in the length rule,

since evidently single intervocalic consonants will also

constitute an overlap between two syllables as in nana

[maina] 'egg on'I [ma[n]aj# But this does not solve our
/ z / 2.

problem either. Forms like venia [v£.nja] , 'habit',
tem.ia ft^&mja] 'to domesticate^ velia [velja] 'choose'
ber.ia [berjaj 'hit' with short vowels hsve intervocalic

sequences, which are impermissible word-finally, but per¬

missible word-initially* niota 'enjoy', 1.1otor 'ugly'
r.iomi 'cream', and they should then fall in the s^me cate¬

gory as /sj/ acjording to the phonotactic overlap prin¬

ciple, i.e. be syllabified [ve[n]ja] etc. with the /n/
12 1-2

etc. forming an overlap exactly like the /s/ in dvs.ia.
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3.2

It seems» then, that syllabification according to

the phonotectie principle does not help us tc find s

simple explenetion for the exceptional behaviour of the

sequences /pj/, /kj/, /pr/» /kr/ etc., with respect to

vowel length. This can either mean that the length

rule is not to be defined in terms of syllable bounda¬

ries or that the phonotectic principle does not work

for the syllabification of Icelandic.
• t /this stage it seems to be advant . ecus to con¬

sider three things. Firstly, it must be kept in mind

that ell the syllables that we have seen to have length

variation in vowels are stressed sad it is more than

likely that stress and syllable structure are interre¬

lated i. -orae way. If, for example, we assume that

jtress is assigned before the syllable boundaries that

define the domain of the length rule are put in, we

could perhaps weaken the claims made by the phonotnctic

principle, that syllables must not end or start with

consonant sequences that don't occur word-finally or

word-initially, so as to allow j.tree, ec syllables to

absorb more consonants than would be predicted by the

phonotactio principle,

'econdly, it must be borne in mind that there is sn

assumption that lies behind the phonotactio principle as

applied here, which is perhaps illegitimate. This assump¬

tion is that the rhonotactic constraints of any language

should be defined,independently of the syllable and that
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the syllable should be delimited in terms of phonotactic

constraints, which have in turn been defined independ¬

ently of the syllable in terms of the feature composi¬

tion of the segments. We see then that the difference

between the segment structure principle and the phono-

tactic principle is perhaps insignificant, since the

phonotactio principle is only one (perhaps illegiti¬

mate) step away from the segment structure.

•There is a third assumption that lies behind the

discussion above, namely that the syllable should be

defined derivatively in terms of phonotsctics or Seg¬

ment structure. This point of view probably derives

from the assumption in generative phonology -that the

phonological rules apply to syntactic surface structures

and that phonology is interpretive. If one believes in

generative phonology, one almost has to take this point

of view. It is, however^theoretically pos ible that
this view is wrong and that the phonology leads, 8 life

independent of the syntax and morphology. This view is

represented e.g. by Fudge (19&9) Sampson (1970),
who set up a kind of rewrite grammar! for phonology with

the syllable as the Initial symbol or axiom.

In view of these considerations, we will have another

look at our problem. Let us assume that we could apply

the phonotactic principle successfully to give us some

syllabification which can help us to simplify the length

rule, and perhaps some other rules. If we then ask our¬

selves what we have done, the answer will be something
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like this: We have used the rules determining permissi¬

ble ^nd impermissible word-final and word-initial clus¬

ters as a heuristic device to show us where sellable

boundaries fall. But, evidently, we are then presuming

that the phonotactic constraints can somehow be describ¬

ed, and if we esk how, the answer will be that the phono-

tactics is defined in terms of the phonological segments

or phonological features of the language. If we say,

for example, that Es.la is to be syllabified Bs-.la and

he star is to be syllabified hest-ur and we do so because

the sequences /sd/ and /st/ show different behaviour with

respect to phonotsctic constraints in thst /st/ can occur

word-finally, but /sd/ oan not, we are merely pushing the

problem away without solving it, because we have not ex¬

plained why these sequences behave differently in phono-

tactic rules. It seems, then, that the syllabification

problem boils down to the problem of explaining why seg¬

ments behave differently with respect to phonotactic

rulesj in our case the problem boils down to explaining
the deviant behaviour of /p,t,k,s/ ♦ /v,d»r/, and the

only way that can be done seems to be in terms of their

phonological properties as segments. This, of course,

causes no new problems for us concerning the length

rule, since we have already seen that the phonotactic

principle does not work. But this may show more gene.-

rally that the phonotactic principle has little theoreti¬

cal V8lue, but can only be used as a heuristic device.
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ee s heuri;- tic device to help us to fine plausible pieces

. for syllable boundaries, if it is generally true

thfir the seme phonotactic constraints are vlid in non-

finel/non-initisl syllables as in final end initial

ones#

Generative phonotectics of the sort sugrested by

Fudge end. Sampson seers to be in the seme boat as an

interpretive syllabification theory, bb far as the re¬

lation of phonotsctics and segmental structure is con¬

cerned. In generative phonotactics the problem becomes

one of explaining: why only some combinations of segments

(or features) are to be generated in particular langu¬

ages end more generally why there seem to be constraints

on the types of syllables that occur in human languages.

In our e-vample, we would have to account naturally for

the fact that forms like /dlsj/ are not derived from

the initial symbol Icelandic Syllable, and I can see no

way of doing so but by referring to phonological features
thar must somehow be related to phonetic properties

of utterances, where the phonological constructs /d/,

/'I/, /s/ end /j/ are represented.

5.3

Throughout this discus ion it has been more or

less assumed (without justification) that the length

rule in Icelandic is in some way connected with syllable

structure, and we heve been trying to find ways of de-
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scribing the syllable in Icelandic in such a way as to

be able to simplify the length rule* It is reasonable

to ask at this stage whether this assumption is justi¬

fied#

We can give st least two reasons for assuming that

length h8s something to do with syllable structure in

Icelandic. One is that if the syllable can not be util¬

ized in the description of the length rule, we seem to

have to state the exceptions in the rule itself,

whereas if we can find a syllabification that distinguishes

between the oases where long vowels occur and those where

short vowels occur, without making the length rule more

complicated, we are evidently gaining something. The

question now becomes important, whether there are some

other phenomena that we can describe more economically if

we adopt some syllabification which we can use in order

to make the length rule simple. This reason has to do

with our descriptive model, that is, we would like to

account for the facts as economically as we can. I will

return to this point shortly and try to show that there

are other facts which have to be accounted for in the

synchronic phonology of Modern Icelandic and which seem to

require a syllabification of the same sort as the one we

can use to simplify the length rule.

The other reason is more closely related to the data

itself and becomes more compelling if we put the matter

in historical perspective. As is shown in Chapter IV,

Old Icelandic had distinctive vowel length. In connec¬

tion with this, reference is often made to the rhythmic
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structure of the language, and in that context the

notion of Billable ine\ritebly forces itself into the

discussion. It is often asserted that stressed sylla¬

bles in Old Icelaniic were of three lengths, 'short',
'long'end 'overlong'. (In Chapter IV it is sugge.ted

that this variation in length of syllables was the basis

for the rhythmic structure of the cirottkvstt- and rinur-
metres, and perhaps some other COLd Icelandic metres.)

But'- this changed in the history of Icelandic in that

'short syllables' were eliminated by lengthening the

vowel end the 'overlong' type v/r s eliminated by a vowel-

shortening. This brought about a drastic change in the

prdsodic structure of the language. it can be snicL

thr,t all stressed 'syllables' in Modern Icelandic are

lor , b. 'aj.se if the vowel is short, it is el/.-aye follow¬

ed by a long, consonant or two or more consonants. It

seems to me that © description both of the historical

changes and the synchronic facts of Old- and Modern Ice¬

landic that makes no mention of these facts is defective,

and a description of these facts without the notion of

syllable will always be at least very clumsy, if not

factually and theoretic .ally wrong.

If we don't want to or are not allowed to use the

syllable, we could for example describe the above men¬

tioned facts something like this: In Old Icelandic a

stressed vowel was either short or long. In the history

of Icelandic, a short, stressed vowel became long if it

wes followed by one or no consonant (and /p,t,k,s/ +
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/v»di3?/)* Among other historical changes that hit

Icelandicwas a shortening of long, stressed vowels, if

two or more consonants(except for /p,t,k,s/ + /v,j,r/)
followed# This resulted in the length of stressed

vowels becoming completely determined by context. If

we are not allowed to use the syllable, this is as far

as we can go# In the description given here, apart

from staring than, perhaps accidentally, these changes

resulted in the loss of length as a distinctive fea¬

ture in the Icelandic vowel system, no fttempt is made

to relate one change to the other. It seems in these

terms to be a mere coincidence that both of these

changes v.ccurred# But it is hardly a coincidence, and

this has always been assumed by lumping the two changes

together and calling them the 'quantity shift'# But

what is the justification for lumping these changes

together? The answer is that they seem to have e common

aim, namely to make sll stressed syllables of the same

length. (This is true at least for forms which have no

more than two consonants following the vowel. The claim

is not as convincing when forms with more than two con¬

sonants following the vowel, like flsks. the genitive of

fiskur 'fish', are taken into account, but there is a

strong tendency to simplify many of these clusters of

three consonants, cf, e.g. brjosts [brjous:] the gerd-
o

tive of brjost 'breast' and volgt [volt], the neuter of
volgur 'warm'.) It seems, then, that the syllable

played a major role in the development of length in
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Icelandic, and to avoid this concept in dealing with

quantity in Modern Icelandic seems to me to be wrong.

In accordance with the belief just stated, that

the syllable is closely connected with the length rule,

it is natural to hypothesize that the domain of the

length rule is the syllable. This is not necessarily

true, but it seems at least a quite plausible working

hypothesis, and in what follows I will assume that

this is so.

But as we have discovered, it is no simple task

to discover what this 'domain* of the length rule is.

We have already seen that there are many theoretically

possible ways of syllabifying bisyllabic forms with

intervocalic sequences of more than one consonant. In

forms like hestur. Bs.ia and big.ia there are, mathemati¬

cally, three options available for each form: hc-stur.

hes-tar. Es-.ia. bid-.jn; hest-ur. Esl-a.

bidj-a, not to mention the alternatives that become
for

available when we °1low /overlap. Cur task is to select

one of these options for each form and to justify our

selection with some data or theoretical arguments. One

of the things we can use, heuristically at least,* to

try to decide which option to choose is, of course, the

length rule itself. We will evidently want to ask

which option for syllabification can best help us to

simplify the length rule. Someone might object to this

and say that the argument is circular: You are lookirv

for the unknown thing A (the length rule) and the un-
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look for A and A to look for B, but you know neither

what A nor B is, so how can you use them? But this

positivistic objection is not so serious, since a

search like the one we are undertaking does not have

to adhere to the rules of logical proofj one is allowed

to set forth hypotheses about things that one does not

know "and then see whether they fit the things we can

obsei "2. But it must of course be borne in mind that

even though a hypothesis fits a certain bit of data,

it is not necessarily the only right one, and there may

be more than one hypothesis that fitsparticular pieces

of data, and the fact that a hypothesis fits does not

prove anything about its correctness.

With respect to the simplicity of the length

rule, a syllabification like hest-ur. bid.i-r and bs-.la

seems to be optimal# If the length rule were to oper¬

ate on forms like these, it could be stated simply as

lengthening vowels in stressed syllables that end in no

more than one consonant and/or shortening vowels in

syllables that end in two or more consonants. We can

state it like this:

(10) V —>7 / O1*
and/or V —4 7 / —— 0

($ = syllable boundary)
Let us then tentatively suggest that the forms

are to be syllabified in the way described above. The

principle would be that two consonants following a
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stressed vowel pre assigned to the preceding callable,

except when the two consonants in question are /p,t,k,s/
+ /v,j,r/, in which case only the first member of the

cluster is assigned to the preceding syllable. If

only one consonant follows, it is by the same token

assigned to the preceding syllable. This syllabifi¬

cation can perhaps be celled final-maxiiaalictic in some

sense, since es many consonants be allowed by some con¬

straint are assigned to the coda of the syllable.

The main advantage of this syllabification (if it

can be called syllabification at all) is that the en¬

vironment of the length rule, if defined in this way,

will be exactly the seme in monosyllables and poly¬

syllables, whereas if we were to adopt the njyllabifi-

c-tirn a. greeted by Games (1975®) end Yennemarm lv7£),
here the syllable boundary falls before one intervo¬

calic consonant , .as well as/p,t,k,s,/ + /v,i,r/) the

length rule Cen not be stated as simply. In the latter

case the rule will have to be in two parts. One part

would account for monosyllabic forms like hect. .e;

'cape', where the vowel is short if followed by too or

more consonants, but long if followed by one or no con¬

sonant within the same syllable, /mother part of the

length rule will have to account for the length in

polysyllabic forms, where the vowel is short if ore (or

more) co-syllabic consonant(®) follow(^), but long if
the syllable is open, i.e. if no consonant follows

within the same syllable.
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The most obvious disadvantage of the syllabification

suggested here is that it does not follow the 'law of

finals' (cf. e.g. Vennemenn 1972 and J. Anderson 1975)»

since the syllabification of gren.ia and bid.ia (bid.i-a.

;-ren.i-a) gives syllables that end in clusters that are

impermissible word-finally in the language. And if

this law (as well as the law of initials) is a universal

constraint, this syllabification should of course be
7)

viewed with scepticism.''

A weaker claim would be that what we are suggesting

is not syllabification, but merely a delimitation of

the domain of the length rule. But then, of course, we

will have to ask ourselves what exactly this unit is.

If it is not a syllable, then what is it? The question

immediately ^turns into the one, whether this unit can

have some other function in the phonology of Modern Ice¬

landic, whether, for example, some other rules seem to

be defined in terms of it. If this turns out to be the

case, we may feel justified in giving this unit a major

status in the phonology of Icelandic. We will there¬

fore investigate whether.there are other things in the

phonology of Modern Icelandic which would become more

easily explainable in terms of a syllabification of the

sort suggested above.

In forms like hestur. gren.ia. biS.ia etc. the con¬

sonant following the (short) vowel is often said to be

half-long (cf. Gufifinnsson 1940:08-69 and Sfeigsson
1920-24:hVIII-XIX): [hes-tYr] [grdn-ja] , [blS-ja].
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There seems to be some justifiestion for this. I hsve,

foi example, made spectrograms of my own speech in the

utterance lessi hestar. which show that the [s] in
hector is considerably longer than e.g. the [dl in
l.es. i« or for that matter longer then any other con¬

sonant segment in the utterance except the long [sf|
in besoi. which is again notice bly longer than the one

in hestur. Although the terra half-long seems to be

quite ap ropriete for this phenomenon on the evidence

mentioned above, I am not sure that there are not other

features as well that characterize consonants in these

environments; one should perhaps use some more meantog¬
lese term, 'sense* for example. If we now hsve a look

at the distribution of this phenomenon, we see that it

must be predicted by things similar to those that

affect the length rule. The consonants are half-long

or 'tense*, if they follow a short vowel and precede a

consonant. The distribution of this 'tenseness' is

independent of whether the word is monosyllabic or

polysyllabic, that is, we have frest [hss -t] , /jvalv • s]
glads

_

and /[glad - s] with 'tense* consonants just as in heabur.
rlad.i v and p. rends. It seems very tea] ting to try to

explain the distribution of these tense consonants in

terms of their place in the syllable (of. Hoard 1971)

but in that ca^e we meet again the fact that this 'tens¬
ing' takes place regardless o* whether the consonant

appears in a monosyllable or in a polysyllabic word.

This makes it impossible to capture this phenomenon in
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a simple way .vith a syllabificction like the one propos¬

ed by Yennemann and Games• Not only are the consonants

tense before another consonant, regardless of whether

that other consonant is word-final or not, which would

make the environment for a conceivable 'tensing'rule de¬

fined in terms of Garnes/Vennemann syllabification vary

according to whether the forms were monosyllabic or poly¬

syllabic, but also the [sj in forms like nes [neis] would
be in the same syllabic environment as the [s] in hestur

(both closing a syllable), but with a difference in tense¬

ness. This shows us that if the tenseness of consonants

h8s something to do with syllable structure, this sylla¬

ble structure cannot be the one proposed by Yennemann and

Garnes. But if we adopt the syllabification proposed here,

the environment will always be the same, namely, when a

post-focalic consonant is followed by another consonant

within the samssyllable, the former is 'tensed'.
But again we have no guarantee that this 'tenseness'

of consonants has anything to do with syllabification.

Furthermore, even though we grant that it has something

to do with syllabification, the argument is rather weak

as independent evidence for the syllabification we ©re

proposing, exactly because the distribution of tense con¬

sonants seems to be related to the distribution of short

vowels. It is quite conceivable that the 'tenseness'
of the consonant is governed by the same general rule

as assigns length and shortness to vowels. We have

to admit, then, thai: the 'tenseness' of consonants
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is not s very strong independent argument for the

sylisbification suggested above#

Another feature could perhaps be taken as evidence

for the syllabification proposed here, with as many con¬

sonants as possible belonging to the first syllable#

This argument is hardly very strong either, but I will

mention it anyway# As is shown in Section 2 of this

chapter, the 'hard* stops /p»t,k/ ere preaspirated when

geminated or in front of i, £ and n# Here, the preced¬

ing vowel is always short* erli jdtipll}, vatn fvahtn],
rvtmi [irlhtml] 'rhythm* etc# If we look at the environ¬
ment where preaspiration occurs, we see that it occurs

independently of whether the clusters are word-final or

intervocalic# In this respect the preaspiration shows

oke same behaviour as the length rule and 'teneing'of
consonants, and it evidently can't be sensitive to a

syllabification like the one suggested by Venneaann and

Gprnes, since then,in monosyllables the preaspination
oould occur on Jtt & if followed by another coeylle-
bic £, It l£t If Si but polysyllables it would be

triggered by a heterosyllabic consonant following#

In this case, as in the others, it is of court e

possible that the presspiration rule is not sensitive to

syllabification at all, but if syllabification has some¬

thing to do with the preaspiration, it must be one that

treats /vetn-/ in vatnid 'the water' and vtn 'water'
in the same way in both cases, and our 'maximalistic'
syllabification is such a syllabification# As s weak
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argument for the case that the preaspirrtion has got

something to do v/ith syllabification I can cite con;*

pounds like litlaus [llJtloeyte] 'colourless' (from iitur

'colour' end laus 'free (of), without') and saknrmur

[sesknaiimYr] 'peccable' (from sdk (gen. sakar) guilt'
end acinar 'susceptible (to)')# In these forms, even

though the /t/ and /k/ precede /l/ and /n/ respectively,

the preaspiration does not occur. This is evidently

because there is an internal word-boundary between the

two parts of the compounds# This internal boundary

must imply a syllable boundary, ana if we state the pre¬

aspiration rule so that it cpn't apply across a syllable

boundary, these exceptions are automatically accounted

for. But the trouble is that there are other ways of

explaining, why the preespiretion does not occur, de

notice that the morphs lit- and sak—. snd also the second

parts of the compounds, have long vowels. This can be

taken to show/ that the constituents are semi-independent

words that have gone through all phonological processes,

including the length rule and the preaspiration rule

(v/hich does not have any effect on the forms lit- and

sak-). before being amalgamated into compound words by

some special weakening of the word-boundary. In that

case the forme lit- and sak- become just regular mono¬

syllables. (I will return to compounds shortly.)

If we try to sum up what we have said in this

section about syllabification, we can say that there is

some evidence that the length rule is connected with
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syllabification. We have also seen some facts that seem

to favour the hypothesis that this syllabification is

'final maximal!stie* in a special sense rather ther,for

example, of the sort proposed by Games and Vennemmn#

The syllabification we have proposed can be described

in the following way;

(11) If a stressed vo?/el is followed by one

consonant, assign the consonant to the

preceding syllable, and if the vowel is

followed by two consonants, assign both

to the preceding syllable, except if the

first consonant is one of the set /p,t,

k,s/ end the second of the set /v,j,r/#
In the latter case the syllable boundary

is to be set between the two consonants#®^
The grounds for adopting this syllabification are,

admittedly, weak, but there seem to be no strong intern-

el arguments against it either, and if this syllabifi¬

cation is adopted, the length rule will be as simple as

can be#

3.4

I have suggested a syllabification which makes the

length rule very simple# Apart from the question . hether

this syllabification should be preferred to some other

syllabification, for example the one proposed by Games

and Vennemann, there is another question left unanswer¬

ed# This is the question why the sequences /p,t,k,s/
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+ /v,j,r/ behave differently from other intervocalic

sequences of tjfjft ©onsonants. This can be dealt with

independently of which of the alternative ways of sylla¬

bifying is adopted, since in any case /p,t,k,s/ +

/v,j,r/ will be exceptional,

Pe mentioned above, Games proposes an explanation

in terms of s sonority hierarchy, .»e saw that this

explanation is problematic, since it entaile underlying

forms for /v/ and /j/ that seem otherwise unmotivated,

Vennemann proposes a hierarchy of a slightly different

sort, which he defines in terms of what he calls the

strength of Modern Icelandic consonants. He proposes

a tentative scale of consonant strength as follows

(Vennemann 197216):

12345678

4 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 strenpth
vrlmfspt
j n b k

d
6

(This scale is evidently incomplete, since it does not

mention the fricatives 10], [d] and

^s can be seen from the diagram, Vennemann con¬

siders /v/, /j/ and /r/ to be the 'weakest' of Modern

Icelandic consonants. It is not self-evident what can

be meant by weakness or strength of consonants. Verine-

msnn wants to explain what he means on phonological

grounds and for example cites as evidence for the weak¬
ness of /r/ that it seems to be more susceptible to

assimilation to or reduction by folio ing consonants.
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He mentions that; /r/ is always (i.e. in all dialects)

devoiced in front of /p/, /t/ and /k/, but /I/, /n/

and /in/ only sometimes (i.e. in some dialects). He

also mentions that only /r/ is weakened or lost before

/s/ and some other consonants or consonant sequences

(but e.g. /n/, /l/, /m/ remain). Vennemann is probably

referring to pronunciations like [vestflskYr] of ortho¬
graphic vesfcfirskur 'from the Western fjords', more

formal [vsstfIrskYr]• It is not trde that only /r/

disappears or weakens in this environment, because pro¬

nunciations ■ like paskYrJ for orthographic enskur

'English', more formal [JhskYrJ are quite frequent.
(Perhaps someone would maintain that the nasalization

left on the vowel is a sign of the greater strength of

/n/ than /r/, but of course there are no signs of a

'rhotizetion' caused by /r/ anywhere else in the phono-

logy, whereas nasalization is a very r^tural process in

Icelandic, and probably in any language, fo the /r/

does not have 8s good a chance of leaving any trace after

it when it disappears as /n/ does.)

As a sign of the weakness of /j/ and /v/, Vennemann

mentions that they tend not to occur in front of [i]
and [u] respectively. But this could just as well be

caused by a phonotactic restriction that forbids a

sequence of two segments that are too much alike. A re¬

striction of the same type probably forbids sequences of

a stop plus a homorganic nasal in initial position: /pn/f

/tn/, /kg/ are not allowed word-initially in Icelandic,
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and similarly a stop plus a homorgenic fricative does

not occur word initially. In general, the idea of a

strength hierarchy in consonants, though interesting,

seems to he very difficult to substantiate.

One way of trying to substantiate a claim of a

strength hierarchy is probably to investigate the phono-

tactic behaviour of the segments (cf. Figurd 1955)• It-

is, for example, interesting to note that initial clus¬

ters of /j/ + /I/, /n/ or /m/ don't exist (1^1/, ^jn/,
/Jm/), whereas /j/ following /I/, /n/, /in/ is natural:

l.iotur. 'ugly', n.iota 'enjoy', ffl.jfak 'milk'. This

could perhaps be interpreted as showing that /J/ has s

tendency to stand nearer the vowel than /l,n,m/, when

oooccurring with them. Similarly, final clusters like

/lr/. /nr/, /mr/ hardly occur (/mr/ occurs v;ord-finelly
in forms like kunr. which are derived secondarily from

verbs like kumra,forming: en action name of the same

meaning), whereas /rl/f /an/, /rm/ ere regular: hern,

'sorrow' (sec.), Karl. 'Charles', barn, 'child'. (It

must be admitted that in most dialects of Icelandic the

clusters /rn/'snd /rl/ have become £rdrj and or

[dn] end [dl] respectively, but there • still some

dialects which retain the older pron^ elation £rnj[ and

[rlj ), It seems then, thst /r/ tc c to st^nd closer
to the vowel than /l/, /n/ or /m/.

In the light of this, one could perhaps make the

generalization that /r/ end /j/ have a greater tend¬

ency than /!/, /n/ and /m/ to st-^nd near the vowel
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nucleus, end if this holds, one can call that a weakness

(or more sonority, cf. Hooper 197&) of /r,j/ compared to

/l/, /n/, /m/. I have not been able to find similar

arguments for the 'weakness* of /v/.

If one could establish a hierarchy among the con¬

sonants either along the lines suggested here or along

the lines suggested by Venneiaenn, or both, the fact that

/p, t,k,s/ + / v,j,r/ show exceptional behaviour nr an

intervocalic sequence could perhaps be explained as

some sort of a consequence of their being on orposite

ends of a strength scale. This can perhaps be made

more plausible if we say thet the tendency of /a/, /r/

(and hopefully /v/ too) to stand next to the vowel in a

syll hie forbids forms like vek.ia and Ss.ia being sylla¬

bified in a way that would leave a segment of the 'strong¬
est* type between it and the vowel nucleus, so only one

consonant is assigned to the first syllable. The phon¬

emes /l/, /n/, /m/ show more independence and allow

/p,t,k,s/ to stand between them and the vowel nucleus,

and the forms vakne. ekla etc. are syllabified vakn-a.

ekl-a etc, and this is why they have preaspiration and

a short vowel. The fact that venia and bid.la, stodva.

viOrs etc. have short vowels can be explained as a

consequence of the fact that /n/ and [d] (and presumably

/m/, /v/, /I/ etc. too) do not have so much strength

as to forbid a syllabification ven.i-a. bid.i^a. col jv-a.

that is /j/, /v/ and /r/ can tolerate them between

themselves and the nuclear vowel.
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If this bears sone relation to the facts, we can

restate the syllabification principle (11) and make it

look more natural# If we say that /p,t,k,s/ have a

strength equal to or greater than the index ^ and

/v,j,r/ h*ve strength less than or equal to the index

we can restate the principle in the following way:

(12) If a vowel bearing primary stress is followed

by one consonant, assign the consonant to the

preceding syllable, and if the vowel is

follpwed by two consonants, assign both to

the preceding syllable, if it does not re¬

sult in a coda where a oonsonant of strength

greater than or equal to the index inter¬

venes between the nuclear vowel and a con¬

sonant of strength less thrn or equal to the

index J,.
Another possible way to explain the exceptional be¬

haviour of /p,t,k,s/ + /v,J»r/ is to look for segmental

features in these segments, which could be used in a

syllabification rule. In order to do this properly, one

would,of course, have to set up a distinctive feature

system for the Icelandic consonant system as a whole,

and it would go beyond the scope of this study to do so.

I would, however, like to mention very briefly some

facts that may indicate that a solution along these

lines is also possible. The central question is whether

e can make /p,t,k,s/ end /v,j,r/ form natural classes

of some sort. If we can,for example, justify some common
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we will feel confident that they form a natural class.

As mentioned above, /j/ and /v/ are phonetically most

like voiced fricatives, Admittedly, they sometimes

o°n be said to be realized as appro,imnnte v with open

approximation), but t>>ey do so no more than the otter

voiced fricatives and [yJ* They are, however, un¬
like [d] and [y] in that they occur initially, whereas

[djand [yj don't. The initial counterpart of CdJ is
voiceless Te], and no velar fricative occurs initially

in most varieties of Icelandic. In initial position,

voiced and voiceless labiodental fricatives, /f/ and /v/,
are in opposition: vara [VasraJ 'last' vs. fs.ga [fa:raj
'go', and similarly initial fh and [9] distinguish be¬
tween minimal pairs: Jon [jousnj 'j.ohn' vs. h:ion
(j^ouinj 'married couple'# In the latter case it is

possible to analyse underlying /hj/ so that it

is not certain whether the voiced and voiceless palatal

fricatives should be taken as two underlying phonemes

(cf. Chapter I, Section 3)* However that may be, the

fact remains that /j/ end /v/ are the only voiced frica¬

tives that are in opposition to other phonemes in initial

position. 'This may perhaps be taken as evidence that

/v/ and /j/ are the only underlying voiced fricatives.

Idjcsn be said to be a voiced allophone of the phoneme

/Q/ (orthographic £), since l_G-j and [<5"j ere in comple¬

mentary distribution. It is not clear how [y], ortho-

graphically £, should be analysed phonologically.
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It alternates morphonologically both with a voiceless

fricative as in sogur [datyYr] 'day' dags (idem ,

gen.) and with a stop [g] as in saga [casye] 'story' :
sac-na [sagnsj (idem gen. pl.)« It is not obvious what

underlying form is to be ©hosen if one systematic phoneme

is to represent all three variants, but obviously one

candidate will be a voiced fricative. In that case,

/v,a»y/ would form a class of voiced fricatives. But/y/
would behave differently from the others since it would

not have a voiced fricative allophone initially. So

there seems to be 8t least some reason to keep [y] apart
from /v/ and /j/.

To Touch briefly on the question of what to do

with /r/, it seens obvious that it con be called continu¬

ant in Chomsky and Halle's terms (Chomsky and Halle

191.8:318), The fricatives /j/ and /v/ must obviously

have this feature too. /r/ has two slioihones, 0

voiced one end a voiceless one, and if we can say that

voiced is the unmarked value of the feature of voice,

when appearing in /r/, it will have in its fully speci¬

fied underlying representation the features [+continuant,
+ voiced]. The sonorants other than /r/, namely /l,m,n/
will presumably be [-continuant]. It seems fairly-

clear, then, if we ignore the unsettled question of [y] ,

that /j,v,r/ could be distinguished from other Icelandic

consonants as voiced continuants, and on the basis of

than clas ifiction and some feature (or features)

making: /p»t,k,s/ a natural class, which should not be
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difficult to find, it should be possible to define the

restriction on the syllefcication rule. I will not

investigate this alternative further here, since so

many questions concerning the whole phonology of Modern

Icelandic immediately arise, and an account slong these

lines will probably only be possible within a more or

less complete model of the phonology of Modern Icelandic#

4# Stress

In our discussion up to now, a very important

question has been dodged. This is the question of how

stress relates to the whole business of length and

syllabification. In dealing with syllabification and

stress, however, it has been assumed, sometimes tacitly,
that syllabification and length are dependent on stress

in Icelandic. In terms of ordering this means that

stress is distributed before the syllabification (12)

takes place and the length rule operates. In this

section I would like to try to justify this assumption,

in part at least.

i\s briefly mentioned at the beginning of this

Chapter, ;he main rule of word stress is than noncom-

pound words have primary stress on the first syllable.
There was also said to be a secondary stress on the

third syllable and every second syllable after that.

These rules are manifested in the following way (the

number 1 above a syllable represents primary stress and

the number 2 represents secondary stres , and. if no
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number apt ears above e syllable it means that that
1 ,1

syllable is completely unstressed): take take , orcla
,12, ,122

be going to , alma link calendar , slraanokanna (idem

gen. pi. definite). This simple stress pattern is dis¬

rupted in compound words. The structure of compound

words in Icelandic is rather complicated, and theie is no

room to investigate that matter in any detail here, but

a few superficial remarks are needed. It seems to me

that -there are many types or degrees of compounds in

Icelandic. There are cases where there is doubt

whether the forms in question ere to be considered com¬

pounds or not from the phonological point of view. As

examples of this type we can cite forms like vitlaus

'f olish' (literally *wit-less') [vIhi;Ioey:s] and tor-

fura 'obstacle' jVSrfoi:re] (derived from tor-, a pre¬

fix, signifying difficulty and fxr° a root related to

the verb far a. 'go'). As a sign of the non-compound

nature of these forms we can refer to the fact than they

have short first vowels even though their first con¬

stituents end in single consonants: vit- and tor-. The

final consonants of these first parts also undergo

\.c . phonological rules that operate within simple words* The
final /%/ of vit- is preaspirated in front of the /l/ and

the /r/ of tor- is devoiced by the following voiceless

/f/. Even though the form torfara shows non-compound¬

like behaviour in the shortness of the vowel and she

voiceless near, of the /r/, it is in at least one respect

compound-like as far as segmental phonology is concerned.
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This is that it has a voiceless [ f] medially, v,hich

normally occurs only initially, its voiced counterpart,

[v], occurring medially. Both of the forms show signs

of being compounds rather than non-compounds in that the

second components bear secondary stress and have long

vowels. Forms, similar to the ones mentioned above,but

ith e looser connection between the two parts, are lit¬

isus 'colourless LlI:tloey:sl ana torley. tur 'difficult
to s^lve' Lt*b irleistYj\L The form litis us has a long
vowel in the first component and no preaspiration on the

/t/, and the form torlevstur has a long vowel in the

first component. (The latter word can also be pronounced

with a short first vowel, in which case it shows similar

behaviour to torfccra except for the fact that the

sequence /rl/ does not become [rcl] as it usually does
in noncompound words.) The forms litleus and toriewetur

a:e definitely phonological compounds, since there are

rules that are blocked by the existence of some kind of

boundary between the two parts (See Qre&nik 1971 for

an enumeration of such rules). What this boundary actu¬

ally is. I will leave open for the m ment, but it seems

not unlikely that we are dealing with some kind of a

weakened word boundary. The examples given above seem

-to indicate that there is a 'clins of closeness' of

connection between constituents of compound words in

Icelandic. The 'closest' confounds mentioned here re,

then, vitlaus and torfara and the 'loosest' are liolau;:
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end toiler tor pronounced with a long first vowel, and

in between is torleystur pronounced with e short vowel#

The problem of compound \vords is related to the

problem of stress in the way that, at least for the

'looser compounds', the rule for the distribution of

secondary stress mentioned above is broken# Forms like
1 2
litlaus have a stress on the second syllable, since
that is the first (and in this case the only) syllable

1
of the second part of the compound. Similarly, vsrd-
2
hundur 'guard dog' (yard- is a stem meaning' 'guard',
of# vorflur 'a guard'} hundur means 'dog') has a secon¬

dary stress on the first syllable of hundur rather than

on the third syllable of the word as a whole#

There is probebably more than one way of accounting

for these facts. One could for example say that Icelandic

has one stress rule something like this*

(13) Irimary stress falls on the first syllable

of every word and a secondary stress falls

on every second syllable, counting from

there, excert when the word is a compound.

If the word is a compound, then a secondary

stress falls on the first syllable of every

new constituent of the compound#

This would be an incomplete formulation of the rule. It

would for example have to be expanded in order to take

care of forms like rakaramej star! 'a qualified barber*#
This is a compound consisting of two trisyllabic forms,

which take a secondary stress on the third syllable
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12 12
when standing as independent words: raker" and . eintari.

In rakarameistari the strongest stress is on the first

syllable, and on the first syllable of the second part

of the compound is another fairly strong stress peak,

and on the third and the sixth syllable there are weak

stresses, which are reflexes of the secondary stress

which appears on the component forms • when they stand

independently. If we use the numbers 1,2,3 to indi¬

cate relative strength of stress, the stress pattern of
1 ' 3 2

the compound con be indicated like this: mkarameist?-
3

arq. Although seemingly complicated, an account along

these lines seems at least conceivable.

An alternative way of accounting for the stress

pattern of Icelandic is to make use of the transforma¬

tional cycle 8s Ohomsky and Halle do ir. dealing with

stress in English (Choauky end Halle 1918), and I pro¬

pose that this is a better way of dealing with the

phenomena. In this case, stress would be assigned at

two levels, the noncompound level and the compound
to

level. In order for this to work, I have/set up a

mechanism of some sort for generating compounds. I

propose that this mechanism can be described as a rule

weakening the boundary between the two (or more) lexical

items to be bound together as a compound word, fhis

would mean that in their most abstract forms compound

words are such that they have between their constituents

full, word boundaries, The components are assigned stress

in the regular way as if they were independent words.
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And if the boonecry between two words has been weaken¬

ed by the compound forming rule, the scr ees pattern is

readjusted, making the first part of the compound the

strongest and at the same tine making all other stress

pecks comparatively weaker* I will not commit myself

yet as to what this second stress rule will look like;

it may be that it will just be the main stress rule

reapplied on e later cycle, the units now being components

of the compounds rather than syllables* (This can per¬

haps be justified by expressions like nncskctans-.I/ ;f-

in -helvitls asni 'bloody-fucking-blcoming fool',
where t e sequence preceding the noun ^sni #fcol' is o

complex of three swearwords* In my speech anyway the

third part of this compound swearword has more stress

than the second and the first has the strongest stress*

Perhaps this reflects the same rhythm as spreare in non-

compound words, that is, en alternation between stress¬

ed and an unstressed unit*) Within this framework the

derivation of rakammeictsri could be something 11 :e the

folio;ing. (##here denotes a full word-boundary ~n £
a. weakened word boundary, and the numbers indicate re¬

lative strength of stress*)f
12 1 2

Mrin stress rule: rakarsJ&aeiEtari

Weakening of word- 121 2
boundary j reksratteeistarl

1 \ 2 3
herdjuhtsfent'of rekerafrmeic tari

stress:

(It ma^ be unfortunate to use the same type of notation

for the secondary stress assigned by the main ttrcs $
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rule and the one deriving from weakening of tlie primary

stress, since they are definitely not the same pheno¬

menon, but in an informal presentation like this one, I

hope it does not matter.)

I need hardly point out that there ere many loose

ends and unanswered questions still to be dealt with,

and this may not eyen work in principle. It is not

clear to me, for example, what governs the application

of the. rule weakening the word-boundary. It seems doubt¬

ful that all compounds can be listed in the lexicon,

since the process of forming compound nouns and adject¬

ives of the sort described above seems to be very pro¬

ductive? one can moke them up on the spot, so to speak,

when the need arises. I can easily form new compounds

like rorskastridshet.1 a 'cod war hero* and .idinborr• r-

student 'Edinburgh student' etc. 'fhere seem to be more

restrictions on forming new verbs by such a process.

Another problem is mentioned above, namely that different

degrees of closeness of the compounds seem to be allowed

for; in our terms, the weakening the word-boundary

seems to be allowed to be of different degrees. Forms

like vitlrus and torfare seem to have a very weak internal

boun^'ry, and' the form torlevstur with the alternative

pre: unciations with a long' or a short vowel in the first

component seems to have varying: degrees of closeness of

connection between the two components. Evidently, the

'whole problem of compounds in modern Icelandic is too

complicated to be solved here, but I think that what we
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hove seen so far is enough for us to base on it an

argument for stress being distributed independently of

length and for the length rule referring to stress.

The argument is admittedly rather tenuous and compli¬

cated, but in the absence of any evidence to the

contrary it should, I think, be considered.

Let us take as examples two compound words which

show 'considerable closeness of connection* (or weak¬

ness of the internal boundary) between the two consti¬

tuents: fr.iodviss 'folk song' I0jou6vi:sa] and leik-

Vnulur 'playground* [leitkvoe alYr] . The former has the

constituents "b.iod- 'people' and visa. *a verse, a song',
and the latter has the constituents 1eik- 'game, play*
0GC* v^Hur *e field*, from these forms we can observe

two things about the length rule.

firstly we see that the first component of h.iodvisa
has a short vowel in a stem which ends in a. single con¬

sonant. 'This means that the following /v/ is included

in the environment of the length rule when it operates

on the compound. This must be taken to mean that the

length rule is applied after the compound is formed by

reduction of the word-boundary. And if we assume, as

above, that the main stress rule apjlies before this

reduction, it follows that it also precedes the length

. ule. (I must stress that it is by no means necessary

that tnis order be e-.tiinsic. The length rule will have

to be defined so that it only apjlies to stressed sylla¬

bles i.e. it is not applicable unless stress has already
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■been assigned, and it con be made a recurrent rule, which

automatically ap' lies whenever its structural cor ition

is net). In the fori leikvollur. the vowel of the first

component is long, and this is because the consonant

sequence following Is /kv/> a long vowel environment.

econdly we see that the second constituents of

the compounds also behave aocordin to the length ule:

.vo have s Ion vowel in -visa and a. short vowel in

- IInr. That the actual duration of the vowel i ir.e

in the compound is the same as in every instance whan it

occurs as a separate word, Is not true, r.' the average

duration of the vowel in visa as a second pert of com¬

pounds is probably less than the average duration en

visa is a separate word, but we are not talking: - bout

absolute duration, but structural length. e can see

that there is a phonological difference between a long

and a short vowel in the second part of compounds like

l.iodvisr. by comparing the nominative singular wit; the

genitive plural 1 .loQviens. where two consonants follow,

tn the genitive plural the [iJ is definitely shorter

than in the nominative. It seems, then, that the lo th

alternation in vowels also prevails in parts of ccrpounds

which have a secondary stress which is erived fro a

'uli stress by the stress readjustment rule.

The phenomena described above can be accounts • for

long the following lines.

Let us postulate the following rules:

(14) A. * stress rule assigning primary stress
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to the first syllsble of every simple

word and e secondary stress to every

second syllsble from there*

B. A rule forming compounds by reducing

the strength of the boundary between

two or more words to be combined.

A compound stress rule strengthening

the stress of the first constituent

of a compound and reducing the strength

of other stress peaks. (This is possi¬

bly rule A• applied recursively.)

D. The syllabification principle (12)

applying to all stressed syllables,

wherever it can.

E. A length rule, applying to stressed

syllables wherever it can, the domain

being strings defined by the principle

(12).

This mechanism would give the follov/ing derivation for

the forms brio6visa and lelkvollur. (There are a number

of more or less unjustified assumptions made here about

the underlying representations of the forms in question,

but they are irrelevant to the problems discussed here.):

Underlying forms*

iou6#falsa4/ /#lz ik^Vce dlYr^

The stress rule A. is applied to these forms, giving*
1 ,1 1.1

/#l> joud^visa ^leifc$voe dllr #
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The length rule is applicable to both components of both

forms, lengthening the vowel in the expropriate environ¬
ments!

1
, 1 11

y^jout&&£vits8^ y^lei*k//voe dlYr^
(I assume that the syllabification principle applies

automatically before the length rule to define its

environments,>

These forms are then made subject to the compound-form¬

ing rule. This would give*
1111

/^Jjouid/viisa^/ #leitk/voedlYr/#'
The compound stress rule then applies, givingi

1 2 12/
/^Jjjouid^viisa^ /^leiik^'voedlYr^

Since we now have a new stress pattern, we can make the

syllabification apply once more, pushing the syllable

boundary as far back as possible from the vowel of the

syllable bearing the heaviest stress. We can represent

the output like this, disregarding the weakened word

boundary, which may still be^theret^
^tdouidv|iisa^/ /#leitk$voe dlYr$

But the form for b.ioflvisa does not now follow the rules

of length distribution, so the length rule is applied

once more. In the case of leikvollur we cen make it

apply vacuously, since the form already has the right

distribution of vowel length. The output will then bet
12 12

/£>joudvijsa/ Aeitkvce dlYr/
Here again, there is hardly any need to stress the

fact that this is far from being a permanent solution to

the problems, but it does seem to me a plausible way of
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approaohlng them. If such 8 framework is adopted, it

becomes necessary to define the length rule more pre¬

cisely than has been done so far*

In the derivation outlined above, the length rule

functions as a sort of an 'everywhere rule* which is

reapplied, whenever its structural analysis is met* It
furthermore both lengthens end shortens vowels according

to the environment* This can probably be represented
most clearly by formulating the length rule as s two-

sided transformation* It has been suggested by Lass

(19741322-322, see also references) that historical

changes may be represented as a kind of two-sided rule ,

stating both what (foes hapjen and what does not happen
at the same time* The rules can be said to have both a

'positive* end a negative* part* ahat I am suggesting

is something similar, except that in this case both

parts can be said to be 'positive* in that they imply

changes, but these changes are in opposite directions
and complementary, so to speak, one making vowels long
and the other making them short* The length rule would

then be stated in two parts, one part says that a vowel

will be long if it is followed by one /co^onait within
•

the same stressed syllable, and the other part says

that a vowel will be short if it is followed by two or

more consonants within the same stressed syllable* We

can represent this rule as follows!

(6) A. SDl f g1 |
SOi 1 mmafy f+lOHgJ
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B. SDi V C2 $
12 5

SO» 1 —=> [-long] Condition* the sylla¬
ble is stressed#

Fart A# applies to all stressed vowels that are not mark¬

ed [+long] before e single or no oosyllabic consonant,

and part B# applies whenever a vowel is met that is not

short before two or more cosyllabic consonants# As the

rule is used in the derivation above, it applies both to

vowels which have been marked with respect to the feature

[♦long] and vowels which are unmarked. This means that
the rule in some instances adds a feature which is not

in the input and in other cases it changes the value of
a feature that already is in the input# This gives the

length rule a character of an output condition, that is,

whatever,the input, the output conforms to the rules for

distribution of length#

The attempt made above to describe the relationship

of stress snd length in compound words cannot be consid -

ered a strong argument for the assumption that stress is

assigned to syllables before the length rule operates#

What has been said above only supports that assumption

in so far as it proves in the end to be the best way to

account for the phenomena# The only thing we csn say

at this stage is that a model, which assumes that stress

is assigned before the length rule operates, seems worth

considering#

There is another argument that can be put forward

to support the claim that stress precedes the length
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rule, This has to do with what I will call contrastive

stress* We have, so far, talked about stress as if it

were a simple matter to state what it is* Not only is

it difficult to find out what the phonetic correlates

of stress are (cf* Lehiste 19701106-142), but it is
also a very complicated matter to determine what its

linguistic function is in many cases and how to

incorporate it into the description of the phonological

or grammatical systems of languages. A distinction is

often made between on the one hand what we may call a

normal stress pattern, which is used when a word or a

sentence is uttered in its most normal form without any

emotive or stylistic overtones, and on the other hand,

special uses of stress to emphasize or distinguish some

parts of the utterance from other parts of it* What

we have been discussing above can be described as the

normal pattern of word stress in Icelandic* But use is

frequently made of what Benedikteson (1963j148) calls

'morphological stress'* This is what has by some others

(cf* Lehiste 1970fl50~51 and references) been called

contrastive or emphatic stress. We are dealing with such

examples as* Bokin er a borflinu, (ekki a 'Tlie
b5*ok is on the table, (not the chair)'* Here the word

hording bears heavier stress than other words in the

utterance, and this is done in order to contrast it with

the other alternative, namely that the book is on the
chair. This is a very clear example of the use of con¬

trastive stress as I understand it* But, as Benediktsson
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points out (loc. cit.), contrastive stress can also be

used in Icelandic to contrast different inflectional

forms of the same words as in tg sagdi 'gestinum'.
ekki 'gestunum' 'i said '(to) the guest, (sg.)' not
'(to) the guests (pi.)" Here, contrastive stress is

put on the endings -inum and -unum to emphasize the

difference between them. The interesting thing is that

when the endings are stressed in this way, the vowels

automatically lengthen, so that gest^gjjg is something
like fSestlirilm] and ^estu^m ©earthing like [festYirfifmJ,
where the numbers once again represent relative strength

of stress. Surely, it is the streas (whatever it is)

that is used to contrast the endings, and briag them

out of their context, but not the length of the vowel{

and in that case the stress must be the conditioning

factor for the length. By the same token, when endings,

which have two consonants following the vowel bear such

a contrastive stres®, the vowel is not lengthened.

This, I think, shows without any doubt that the length

rule must be defined in terms of stress and stress be

distributed before the length rule applies.

5. Some problematic forms

One fact concerning syllabification and length is

still to be mentioned. According to the principle

above, £, i, r following jj, t, &, s are assigned to a

following syllablei skrokftva. setft.la. nuk&ra 'to be

secretive'. This presupposes that there is always a
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following syllable to which the £» £ or A CBn b® assigned.
This is indeed generally the csse| sequences like ji£»
tr etc. don't normally occur word-finally. There Is*how¬

ever, a set of exceptions to this. These are a limited
number of nouns, generally derived from intransitive

verbs of action. For example, corresponding to the

above mention< i verb nukra. there exists a dever-Vtive

noun 'secrecy, the act of being secretive',
fimilarly there are pairs like sotra 'to sip' - sotr
'the act of sipping', kiokra 'to wail' - k.iokr 'the act

of wailing', slfra 'to lament', s£fr 'the act of lament¬

ing'. In these forms where we have s word-final tgj or

there is no following vowel to connect the £ with,
so one would expect a syllabification like rukrS. and

thus e short vowel, according to the length rule. This

is not the cage, however; pukr. sotr. and kidkr all

have long vowels.

It may seem that this is serious counterevidence to

the analysis suggested above. I am not sure that it is,
however. It seems that the forms in question are marginal

in the language and their status in the system very

special, and it can even be said of some of them that

their wellformedness is doubtful. I am, for example,

not at all sure than I can accept a form like 1&£ from
• # #
ldtra walk slowly * In a way, these forms have a similar

status to derived forms in English like the verb to

comrade, in sentences like 'don't vou dare comrade mel

(= 'don't you dare call me comrade'). The derivational
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relationship is purely from one surface form to another,

that is, the noun rukr is derived from the verb nukra.

just es the verb to comrade is derived from the(speech

act of uttering) the noun comrade. Of course, it can

be said that this does not help the phonology, since

the peculiarity just mentioned is morphological, and

why should that affect the phonology? But the fact
that these forms are morphologically (derivetionally)

special may act es an 'excuse' for them to go contrary

to otherwise valid phonological generalizations.

Similar phenomena are mentioned by Kahn (1976*

121-124) from English. There are two generalizations

that can be made about the distribution'of low vowels

preceding /r/ and nasals in American English*

(a) Instead of E®]» orthographic a appeers as

[a] in front of a cosyllabic /r/; car, (with

[ct]) but carriage (with [se])» (In the latter

form, the /r/ begins the second syllable.)
(b) [ej, orthographic a, is raised to something &

similar to [lej in front of a cosyllebic ja or

S* °an with [lej (or something similar) vs.

c8non with [©]•
These generalizations could conceivably be set up as

phonological rules for the dialects in question. But

Kahn points out that in forms like Lar' derived form

Larrv and Jen'. derived from fefijthese rules don't
apply. Ler'hss [ssj instead of [aj and Jan' hasOr] in¬
stead of the raised variant. These phenomena seem to
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be of the same sort ar those we have seen from Icelandic!

secondary derivational processes ere allowed to lead to

breaches of otherwise valid phonological generalizations.

I will therefore conclude, tentatively, that these facts

are not to be taken as direct evidence against the rules

they break, but that they have to be dealt with in some

special way. It may perhaps be said that they show that

phenomena like the length rule in Icelandic and the

'syllabification principle' and the stress assignment

rule connected with it, as well as the rules governing

the distribution of L®j,[<x] and [ie| in American English

operate at a relatively abstract level in the phonology,

since they are not absolutely exceptionless. But then:

are there any phonological regularities absolutely without

exceptions?

Concerning the Icelandic examples, it #an be added

that the length rule (and the processes related to it)

is not the only rule broken by forms of this sort. The

forms niiTrr. sdtr. k.1okr and sifr (the last of which does

not break the length rule) break another general rule,

namely that QgjgJCCs any Icelandic consonant) does not
occur in Icelandic. It has been proposed (Oresnik 1972)
that there is active in Icelandic an epenthesis rule

which inserts an /Y/ (orthographic ji) in the appropriate
environments. This would account for my (and many other

people's) tendency to pronounce the forms in question

with an 'epenthetic' /Y/t nukur [p'Ysk^r], k.iokur

[coek^YrJ etc. Still another rule is broken by forms of
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the same type. ?rom the verbs grenla 'to cry, to howl'
end hnegK.ia 'to neigh', nouns like grerri 'crying'
[grenj] and hneeg.i 'neighing' [neeiJ can be derived,
rhe first of these forms breaks the rule that Gj, is

generally not allowed word-finally in Icelandic, and

depending on the wsy the palatal in hnegg.la [nscis] is
analysed, the form either breaks the same principle or

one forbidding a palatal in word-final position.

It is worth noting that all these rules broken by

the deverbative nouns look very much like syllable struc¬

ture constraints, and this may be the character of the

length rule as well. Indeed,my lsst formulation of the

rule (pp. 81-2) suggests this in a way, since it is basi¬

cally an output condition, a well-formedness constraint

on phonological forms. But it seems that this con¬

straint may not hold on the most concrete of phonological

levels.
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Chapter III.

ismn in mm QEM*m wmtw

1* Fsroese

Faroes© can be said to be the closest to Icelandic

of the Scandinavian sister tongues* Many parts of the

morphology and syntax are similar although, of course,

there are notable differences* Iu the phonology, which

is our concern here, there are also similarities, although

here again the differences ere substantial* Assuming

that Icelandic end Faroese derive from a common variety
of Nordic, it can be said that Faroese has shown a still

greater tendency to diphthongise long vowels than Ice¬

landic has* It is also notable that there is greater

phonological dialect variation here than in Icelandic*

Modern Faroese phonology shows a (for us) important

similarity to Icelandic in that vowel 'length* is pre¬

dictable in stressed syllables on the basis of the

following consonantism* (I will explain the quotation

marks around the word 'length' in a moment*) The main

rule is the same as in Icelandic, namely that vowels

are short when followed by two or more consonants, but

long otherwise* This indicates that Faroese has under¬

gone a quantity shift like the Icelandic one*

As in Icelandic, there are exceptions to this rule

of length distribution in that in most dialects there
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are sequences of two postvocalic consonants that have

long vowels preceding them. These ere £, t, £, s, +

1, £ and £, k;, + X (Zachariasen 1968*46 and Lockwood

1955i8)• .An interesting difference, compared to Ice¬

landic, is the fact that p>X and are preceded by

long vowels (and have no preaspiration) whereas in

Icelandic these are preceded by short vowels (and

have preaspiration). It is also interesting that tl

behaves differently from £X and ^ in Faroese. It is

probably no coincidence that &L and ££ are permissible

word-initi8l clusters whereas t£ is not. It will make

an Interesting study to attempt an analysis of the

length rule in Faroese in terms of syllabification and

compare the results with Icelandic,

The above mentioned exception to the length rule

is, however, not valid for all Faroese dialects. In

the dialect spoken on the southernmost Island of Suduroy,

vowels are short in front of all sequences of two or

more consonants, including those that are exceptional

in the other dialects (Zachariasen 1968:47), Thus, forms

like vlt-la 'to visit' and vetrar 'winter' (nom.pl.) have

short stressed vowels in the dialect of Sufiuroy. There

is, in this dialect as well as the others, a difference

between the £, £, s + ji, £ and £, £ + X sequences

and other postvocalic sequences like tl, tn and kn in

that preaspiration appears on the stop only in the latter,

i.e. vetrar has a pronunciation something like [vgtrarj,
but vatn 'water' something like [vahtnj. This fact,
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Zachariasen suggests, could perhaps be taken as Indication

that the shortness of the vowels in front of t£, &r etc.

in the Suduroy dialect is of rather recent origin, since

it may seem that preaspiration arose historically on the

stops Ji, & when preceded by short vowels. This, as

well as the other particulars concerning the length rule

in Faroese, provide interesting material for study, for

which there is no room here. Anyway, it can be said that

roughly the same situation prevails in Faroese as in Ice¬

landic as far as the distribution of quantity is con¬

cerned.

To give a simple and reliable picture of the history

of the Faroese vocalism is difficult, partly because of the

lack of evidence and partly because the development seems

to have been so complicated. To make things still more

complicated, there are considerable dialectal differences,

and I know of no comprehensive study of Faroese dialects,

(fee, though, Jakob Jakobsen's overview in Hammershaimb

1891:LVII-LIX.)• Attempts at synchronic analyses are to be

found e.g. in BJerrum (1984), o'Neil (1964)» S. Anderson

(1972b), Taylor (1973) aad .fonason (1976), and phonetic

studies are to be found in Eischel (1964) and Hammershaimb

(1891jLVII-LXIV) • what I have to say about Modern Faroese

is largely based on data from Torshavn-speech, cf. Irnason
(1976) and Lockwood (1955)*

The most striking feature of Faroese, compared to

Icelandic, is that the difference between 'long'and
'short' vowels as distributed by the length rule, is
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much more qualitative here than in Icelandic. In par¬

ticular there are five vowels, the reflexes of Old

West-Scandinavian /u*/, /au/# /o»/, /a,;/and /ac/ » /e*/
end /sei/ (cf. below Chapter IV, Section 1.1), which

show alternations between diphthongs in the long environ¬

ments and monophthongs in the short environments. There

are morphophonemic alternations between [*ut] and [Y] ,
(historical /u«/),[eii] and [e] (historical /en/),- [ou*|
end [oe] (historical /o*/)» [eaij and [a] (historical /a/,
/©*/ and /©*/), and [?at] and [dJ (historical /a:/). It

seems that these alternations reflect three historical

changes. (For work on the history of the Faroese vowel

system, see e.g., Amundsen 1964, Chapman 1962*131-134

and Rischel 1968). Firstly, this shows that the old

long monophthongs /u*/, /o*/ and /ox/ have become diph-

thaqgs (in long environments at least). Secondly, it
shows that the diphthong /au/ (Modern Icelandic [oeyf)has
become front and unround and lost its second component

when short. Thirdly, it shows that the old short /a/
has become a diphthong in long environments. I suggest

that these changes reflect, along with the quantity

shift, three very basic processes that have affected

Faroese stressed vowels* (1) A. widespread diphthongi-

zation of old long monophthongs, (2) A monopthongi-

zation (loss of the second component) of diphthongs in

the short environment of the length rule created by the

quantity shift, and (3) a diphthongization of old short

/a/ in the long environments of the length rule. In
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addition to these, what I would call the major charges

in Fsroese vocalism, a number of mergers occurred, for

example old short /?/ merged with /o/ in front of nasals,
and /$/ elsewhere, and old long /e*/ merged with /et/,
which in turn merged with old /a/, giving[sai] / [ 41 in
the northern and central dialects, but [«] /[e] in
the southern dialect area# Also, there are some quali¬

tative changes (sport from the ones already mentioned)
which don't concern us here# To give a rough idea of

the changes involved, I present here a correspondence

table between (reconstructed) Old Faroes© (basically

the same as Old Icelandic) and Modern Feroese vowels

(cf. Kischel 1968il09 and ^rnsson 1976:59)*

Old

/it/
/j*/ _

/i/
/y/

/e*/
/sei/
/s/ J

/e/

/*/

/?/
/**/ J

/u/

/ui/

/01/

Modern

Long

_ cay*

. i:

sa:

8*

. £1

et

oe 1

ut

mi

ou*

<j>u:
Lou:

Dialect

Short

oy

a

a

£

Central

North

South

OB

©

X

oe

oe

ou

Central

North
South
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Old Modern Dialect

Long Short

/o/ 01 0

/a-* / " oaf 0

/%*/ . _
x> North

/el/ ais ai

/ey/ olr Di

/su/ Ei* £

As can be seen from the table, dlphthongiz8tion has

taken place in the following old long vowels* /is/

and /ys/, /o*/, /a*/ and /$*/, and /u*/. That is,

these vowels have diphthongal variants in long position
:.Si,

in most dialects* [coy*] , [out] , [oO*] and [*ui] respec¬

tively. the old /ex/ and /©*/ have a diphthongal long
reflex in the central dialect, which might mean that

they have undergone the same type of process (£*, g* ■—»

g* —* [eaj, or something similar), but having merged
with an old short vowel (./a/), their status is somewhat

special. (I will come to this later.) There are two

possible ways of accounting for the short reflexes of

these vowels. One is to assume that /ui/, /oi/ and

/a*/ /$*/ (and perhaps /as*/) did not diphthongize
in the shortening environments, but there were direct

changes cx>. 01 —[o] (or whatever), oj, —» [oe] and
u* —[y] in the appropriate surroundings. Another

possibility is that these vowels diphthongized both in

the shortening and lengthening environments, but ou« oa

and were later monophthongized in the shortening

environments. In that case, it would be most natural to
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assume that the long vowels in question were diph-

•thongized before the shortening part of the quantity

shift (the one making vowels short in front of two or

more consonants, cf. Chapter IV below) became opera¬

tive* In that case, the first vowel of husfolk

[hYs*foe^k] 'people of the house', which derives from
old /u*/, will have developed something like this*

u* —» gji by diphthongization, and then by shortening/

monophthongization Similarly the long /a*/

would have developed along the following lines in the

shortening environments* «|. —— jjft [a*] For the
old /il/ and /y*/, however, the shortening did not lead

to a monophthongization, since the modern short reflex

is diphthongal ([oy] ), In this case there is a further

complication in that there is a merger of en originally

rounded and an unrounded vowel# It has been suggested

that the roundness of the Modern Feroese diphthong stems

from the /y*/» that is,that the result of the merger of

/i*/ and /y*/ was a rounded vowel, which later diph -

thongized> (cf. Amundsen 1964*57-8 end Eiachel 19^8*

101-102). It is, incidentally,worth noting that, what¬

ever else, the merger and common diphthongization seem,

to have preceded the quantity shift, since otherwise it

would he difficult to expla n the fact thet both show

the same (diphthongal) quality in shortening and

lengthening environments. If the merger of /i*/ and

/y*/ can be dated on the grounds of manuscript spellings,

we thus have a possible terminus post quem for the

quantity changes.
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The hypothesis that-the old long vowels that show

diphthong-monophthong alternation first diphthongized

in all environments and were later monophthongized in

shortening environments derives some plausibility from

the fact that the original diphthong /au/, which has

the modern long reflex [kill has lost its second com¬

ponent in the shortening environments# Thus, it is

necessary anyway to assume that a (post-quantity shift)

monophthongizstion took placef and then it would be

natural to assume that it affected the new diphthongs

*u. ou and oa (and perhaps sa) as well as si* The

exceptionality of [oyl] / f^y] in having a diphthongal

short ellophone would be explained in a way similar to

[ail] / [siJ (old /ei/) and [oil] / [oi] (old /ey/)#
The case of old short /a/, which along with old /ex/

and /©*/ shows a diphthongal long reflex, is special#

Here we h8ve an old short vowel that has diphthongized

and merged with old long vowels# This is unusual within

the Faroese system, both sinoe the general tendency is

to keep old long and short vowels apart and since the

other old short vowels have remained basically monoph¬

thongs (although some movement can often be detected in

the long variants). A conceivable background for this

situation is that old /ex/ and /sei/, having merged,

diphthongized to sanething like J which came later to

appear as a monophthong in the short environments and,
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after the quantity shift, old /a/ diphthongized when

long and merged with the reflex of old /e:/ and /s*/.

This is very hypothetical and will need further justifi¬

cation before being accepted as a valid explanation.

One fact that may be taken as indication that the modern

pair reai"} / [a] has a special historical background, is

that it seems that (in certain dialects at least) it is

the second part (mora) of the diphthong that 'remains'
in the short environment, whereas in the others, it

seems to be the first component that remains ([*u»] / [Y],

[oat J / [d] , Lei*1 /[£ ] ).
Rischel (1968*96) suggests that the 'quantity shift*

took place in two steps in Paroese, by (1) a lengthening

of short vowels before single consonants and (2) a short¬

ening of long vowels in front of two or more consonants

and that the shortening took place somewhat later than

the lengthening. He does not, however, present any

positive arguments for this relative chronology of the

quantity changes. As will be suggested below for Ice¬

landic (8nd Norwegian end Swedish) it seems natural to

assume that the lengthening and shortening did not take

place simultaneously, but I know of no evidence that can

be put forth in support of one or the other of the rela¬

tive chronologies. 'The fact that the short alternants

of many diphthongal vowels appear as monophthongs cannot

be used as an argument in this case, e.g. maintaining

that the shortening manifests itself as a monophthongi-

zation in some cases, and is therefore likely to have
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occurred later than the lengthening of old short vowels*

There is no reason, even if the 'shortening' W8s really

a monophthongization (loss of a final mora), to assume

that it took place later than the lengthening andsany¬

way, there is always the possibility that the monoph¬

thongization was secondary, as is suggested above*

It seems to me, then, to be en open question what

was the relative or absolute timing of the Faroese

quantity changes, but it is clear that what happened

must have been very similar to what took place in Ice¬

landic*

2. Norwegian

As is well known, Modern Norwegian shows a great

deal of dialect variation with respect to phonology.

The dialect differences show that the phonological

development from Old Norwegian, which must haVe been

very close to Old Icelandic, has varied greatly.

Quantity seems to have been no exception! as opposed to
a uniform situation in Modern Icelandic, there is con¬

siderable difference between Norwegian dialects as far

as the quantity situation is concerned. The situation

in the modern dialects can give us extremely valuable

indirect evidence of how quantity developed in Norwegian,

and it is therefore useful to make the present state of

affairs our starting point.

In most Norwegian dialects the distribution of

length is basically the same as in Icelandic, Faroese
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and most fwedish dialects* v;e h^ve long vowels occurring

in stressed syllables in front of single consonants, in

front of hiatus and in word-final position. hort vowels

occur under stress in front of two or more consonants

and also in front of geminates (long consonants). The

types of stressed syllables that occur are them V*3,

7i$, hU a&d VOgf where Cg stands for two or more con¬
sonants or a long (geminate) consonant, this general

situation shows that a quantity shift has taken place,

given that "stressed syllables of the type VC, and YiGg
occurred in Old Norwegian, as in Old Icelandic.

If we s^art by looking et the Old Norse short

syllables of the type VC, we see that the Modern Nor¬

wegian dialects show differring reflexes of these.

Some dialects have (in some cases) eliminated this syllable

type by lengthening the consonant, whereas in other cases

the vowel has been lengthened. As we have seen, Faroes©

(and Icelandic) eliminated this syllable type by length¬

ening the vowel (there seeia to be some exceptions to

this in Faroes©, cf. e.g. summer Common Nordic sumar

'summer') so already in this respect Norwegian distin¬

guishes itself from the other West-, candinovian dialects,
che general rule for Norwegian is that the northern dia¬

lects and to some extent the eastern ones . show a

tendency to lengthen the consonant, whereas the southern

end western dialects favour a lengthening: of the vowel

(see Indrebtf 1951»221). Thus we have for example in

the dialect of Tr^ndeleg (near the town Trondhein) vsstt^
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( 0N vita 'know') end in Troms$f in the far North vette.

as opposed to vi»ta in £ogn (near Bergen)• (These

forms are taken from Christiansen 1946-48»130.) The

distribution of consonant lengthening vs. vowel length¬

ening corresponds well geographically with the distri¬

bution in Swedish, where consonant lengthening is

mainly 8 characteristic of the northern dialects (Svea-

m|i), but vowel lengthening a characteristic of the
southern dialects (Gotamal). . This alone shows that the

quantity shift was not as uniform in Norwegian (and

Swedish) as it seems to have been in Icelandic and

Faroese, judging from the situation in the modern lan¬

guages. The Modern Norwegian situation shows that at

least two changes could effect the ON short syllables

of the type VCfone lengthening the vowel and the other

lengthening the consonant. These changes aie obviously

mutually exclusive, that is, where one occurs the

other can not, but it can be ssid that they aim at the

same results, since they both lengthen previously short

syllables. There are dialects which lengthen vowels in

some environments but consonants in others (cf.

Christiansen 1946-48il32), but one can generally say

that consonant lengthening is a northern (and eastern)

feature and vowel lengthening a southern one.

x^ven though the general situation in Modern Nor¬

wegian is that the^Old Norse short syllables have been
lengthened, there are exceptions to this. In the dia-
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lect of linn in Telemsrk (in the South, west -.f Oslofjorden)

bisyllsbic forms like vlku 'week*, rate. 'know*and smska

'taste' with a short first vowel end even a 'quantitative
and explrstory overweight on the second syllable*^
(kvantitetiv ok eksniratorisk overvekt pa etterstavlngen)

ere rerorted to occur (Christiansen 1946-4811.52 ) • On the

other hand the monosyllables seem to have lengthened in this

dialect# The fact that a lengthening in monosyllables end a

lengthening in polysyllabics don't necessarily ooocour shows

us that the lengthening of stressed vowels that has hit

Norwegian can be split up into two changes, which we can

state informally like thisi

(1) v —» Vi / -C

(2) V —» V| / -CV

In most dialects which lengthen vowels; both of these changes

have been completed, but in the Tinn dialect, only the first

one has occurred# The Tinn dialect seems then to be s con¬

servative variety of Norwegian with respect to the develop¬

ment of quantity# But there is a still more conservative

dialect# This is the one spoken in northern Gudbrandsdelen#

Here, both monosyllabios and bisyllsbics retain ON short

vowels in stressed syllablest las (ON las') 'read'Cpest tense)
less (idem pres. tense) (Indrebjf 1951*221). In this dia¬

lect, neither of the two vowel lengthenings have taken place#

h phenomenon worth mentioning in connection with the

development of the ON short syllables is the so—called

'vowel balance'. This is e feature that is often used as

an isogloss distinguishing between the two major dialett
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areas in Norway# (The two main dialect areas are the

West on one hand and the East on the other. The

Eastern dialects show reflexes of the vowel balance,

whereas the western dialects don't.) A distinction

is made between ON bisyllabic words which were 'balanced'
and those which were 'overbalanced'. The balanced words

were the ones with a short first syllable, like for ex¬

ample vita 'know' and dagar 'days'. Here a 'balance'is
said to have prevailed between the two syllables, since

their length was similar. The overbalanced words were

those with a long first syllables h^vra (01 hevra) 'hear'
kasta 'throw' end blasa 'blow'. In the vowel balance

areas the vowels of the second syllables developed differ¬

ently according to whether the first syllable was short

or long, i.e. whether they were balanced or not. The

result varies according to dialects,but in all vowel

balance areas the second vowels of balanced words showed

more resistance to weakening or deletion than in the

overbalanced wordg. Por example in the southern part of

the eastern region we get ve« ta (ON vita.) with a final

-£ retain^ as opposed to kaste (ON kasta) with a final
-is 'weakened'to Similarly, in Trjrfndelag, further
north in the eastern region, we have Vcetta (ON vita)
with a retained vowel as opjosed to kast ( ON kasta)

with apooore. Western (and also northern) dialects on

the other hand show the same treatment of the second

vowel irrespective of the historical length of the first

syllable. This we can see, for example, in the Sogn
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dialect. Here we hove vi*to ond kasta both with a final

a, retained; and in the dialect of fait a in northern Nor¬

way we get vety kast with apocope in both forms. (The
data are again token from Christiansen 1946-48JI3C-I3I•)

Christiansen (op.cit.S119) considers the retention (or

resistance to weakening) of the second vowel in the balan¬

ced words to be caused by the fact that both syllables of

the balanced words carried equal stress, or weight. As

support for this hypothesis Christiansen cites the above

mentioned forms viku', vwta* and srnaka* with a heavier

stress and a longer vowel in the second syllable. The argu¬

ment is presumably that it is easier to explain the fact

that stress is on the second syllable, if it previously was

not inferior to the first syllable as far as stress or

'weight* is concerned.

It is hard to say just what effect the vowel balance

phenomenon can have had on the development of the quantity

in short syllables, but it may not be a coincidence that

both Tinn and the northern part of Gudbrondsdal are in

the vowel-balance areas. If it is true that the balanced

words had a different stress pattern from overbalanced

words in some dialects, it is conceivable that this had

some influence on the development of quantity. It is,
for example, possible that the conservatism of the Tinr-

dialect, where bisyllabic balanced words still have short

vowels, can be explained in this way. If the first vowel

did not bear heavier stress than the second one, there

may have been no conditioning factor for lengthening it.
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It is more difficult to explain the situation in north¬

ern Gudbrandsdal - where monosyllables also have short

vowels - in these terms, since monosyllables like las

had only one syllable to place the stress on, if there

was any stress to be placed at all. Anyway, the vowel

balance did not preclude lengthening of a short first

syllable, since the lengthening has taken place in ell

vowel balance dialects except the ones I have mentioned.

I will not drew any conclusions about the relation of

vowel balance to the development of length from the

data described above, since I have not hod an oppor¬

tunity to study these matters in detail, and the de¬

scription given above is inevitably an oversimplifi¬

cation of the facts.

Another phenomenon that may bear some relation to

the whole matter of quantity is the word to: ;ee. These

word tones, usually called Accent 1 and Accent 2, are
-1

different prosodic contours of words, mainly based on

pitch variation (cf. e.g. Girding 1973*30-46). Differ¬

ent words have different tones or accents in most Swed¬

ish and Norwegian dialects, and minimal pairs have been

cited to show that they are distinctive even though

some scholars don t think they are (cf. Haugen 19C7).
The historical origin of these tones is probably that

Common Nordic bisyllabic (and polysyllabic) words had

different pitch (and perhaps stress) contours from the
monosyllables. At the oldest stage this difference in

contours was probably predictable from the number of
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syllables in the words; polysyllables had the contour

that later became Accent 2, but monosyllables had the

contour that was to become Accent 1. (Of. Oftedel 1952*

219 sad 2c_l-222). Later, when some monosyllables became bi-

syllebics by, for example, the affixation of the definite
article (dag+inn> daginn 'the day') and the development

of epenthetic vowels (before final liquids or nasals

(OK ekr>aker 'a cornfield'), these new bisyllabics

still retained the same Accent 1 contour. Now some

bisyllsbics had Accent 2 end others (the new ones) had

'>ccent 1, end the distribution of accents was no longer

predictable from the number of syllables.

It is interesting to see whether there can have

been some connection between the development of quantity

ana the accents. The data from the Tinn dialect, as

mentioned above, seems to indicate that the lengthening

of short monosyllables preceded the lengthening in

polysyllabics, ana, os was the case with vowel balance,

it is conceivable that Accent 2 had something to do with

this. The majority of bieyllabic words had Accent 2 at

the time when the lengthening started taking place, and

the conservatism of bisyllobias could then perhaps be

ascribed to the fact that they had Accent 2. This could

be made more plausible by observing that it is e general

characteristic of the modern Accent 2 that it has a

relatively late pitch peak, which could give the second

vowel of a bisyllebic form more prominence than it would

otherwise have. (Of. Garding 1975*44). It is also
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possible that the vowel balance and Accent 2 were inter¬

related and that they both combined to moke polysyllables
resistant to the quantity shift.

There is one type of words which coald help to de¬

cide whether 'ccent 2 had an;, effect on the development

of quantity, namely the bisyllabic forms with Accent 1.

If Accent 2 tended to prevent first syllable lengthening,

the Accent 1 words should have followed the monosyllables.

A thorough investigation of the dialect material is

needed in order to decide this, end I have found no allu¬

sion to this in any of the reference books I have seen

on Norwegian. There is, however, some evidence to the

contrary in that in some Awedish dialects in which the

quantity shift has not been completed, the Accent 2

bisyllabics show a greater tendency to lengthen the first

vowel than the ones with Accent 1. fdderstrom (1972*

91-92) cites examples from Lulea dialects in Sweden

which show this. There are pairs like b^vka. v. -with
Accent 2 (grave) and a long vowel vs. be* Ice (definite

sg.) with Accent 1 (acute) and a short vowel. -This seems,

if anythirg, to indicate that Accent 2 mokes a favorable

rather than unfavorable environment for the lengthening

of the first vowel. We will return to this briefly in

section 3.

If we turn now to the Old Norse 'overlong' syllables,
i.e. the type ViO^, we see that this type has; generally
been excluded in Modern Norwegian. This shows that a

historical change something: like v

(3) VI — v / -c2
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has taken place# Bat here again, there are exceptions#

In the dialect of Setesdal (in the south) forms with a

long vowel or a diphthong followed by a long consonant

are reported to occur (Indreb^ 1951s 222): noatt. le^tta
(ON nott, 'night'lettr, 'light'). This shows that the

change (2)» just as (1) and (2), has not yet been com¬

pleted in all dialects.

To sum up, then, we see that in Norwegian the

following four historical rules effecting stressed (or

first) syllables have operated:

(4) a. V » V: /
b. V » V: / CV

c. G » CG / V — (Consonant
lengthening)

d. V: » V / —• C2
From the sketchy picture presented above we see

than the 'quantity shift' in Norwegian cannot have been

a single, sudden turnover (omvasltning). but rather a

set of changes, which hit different dialects at differ -

ent times, and in different ways, femetimes consonants

are lengthened and sometimes vowels, ana some dialects

have to some extent retained the old prosodic structure.

In view of this, one must ask whether the term quantity

shift is appropriate. Why would we went to group, these

rules together under a common term? The reason is, of

course, that the overall effect of these changes is to

change the rhythmic structure of the language so than

all stressed (first) syllables are of the same length,

i.e. either a short vowel + two or more consonants
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(as; uming that long consonants can be analysed phono-

loglcally as geminates), or e long vowel + no more than

one consonant.

When two or more apparently separate rules behave

in this way, that is, giving a unified and simply

statable result, the term cons-piracy has been used in

synchronic phonology (cf. Kisseberth 1970). In a recent

paper, Soger Lass (Lass 1974) has suggested that similar

things appear in historical development. He sees in the

development of quantity in English and £cots a gradual

tendency to make vowel length predictable rather than

phonemic. This tendency manifests itself in 8 number

of apparently unrelated changes, which take place at

different times in the history of the English dialects

in question. Less calls this'linguistic orthogenesis.

If the terms conspiracy or orthogenesis are to be

applied in historical linguistics, khe development of

quantity in Norwegian seems to fit the terms extremely

well. We have changes taking place at different times,

which aim at a simply statable result. It would then

seem to be proper to use these terms to denote the

quantity changes in Norwegian, rather then using the

term quantity shift, which seems to imply that a sudden

revolution took place. But even though we adort the
-V#

terms conspiracy or orthogenesis, it does not necessarily

mean that we have given a satisfactory account or an

explanation of the facts. Inventing a name for things

is, of course, not the same thing as stating what they
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ere. In the case of Norwegian (and the other Scandi¬

navian languages) the quantity conspiracy can perhaps

be explained in very down to earth terms in the follow¬

ing way. It is not an unnatural thing that stressed

parts of utterances tend to become phonetically longer

than their underlying structure may imply. In the case

of the old short stressed syllables, this may have re¬

sulted in two, more or less accidentally distributed

phonetic changes: a lengthening of the vowel or a

lengthening of the consonant. Between generations

these phonetic data get reinterpreted time and again,

and the underlying grammars of younger generations may

be slightly different from the grammars of older gener¬

ations, until at some stage the (once perhaps irregular)

phonetic alternations reach a firmer status in the

language system. These systematizations may occur

gradually. For example rule (4s) may become s part of

the grammar of some dialect at en earlier stage than

rule (4b). 7,hen the stage is reached, where both (4a)
and (4b) are incorporated into the system, a language

learner may make the generalization that stressed syl¬

lables are ell long. This could be a very simplistic

explanation for the disappearance of old short stressed

syllables.

A different historical accident may have eliminated

the old overlong syllables. The phonetic reason for

this change may have been that long vowels tended to be

shorter than predicted by their underlying form.r when
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followed by more then one consonant. A phonetic alter¬

nation like this may have been reinterpreted by younger

generations| incompletely et first, until a generali¬
zation th8t phonemically long vowels are shortened

before two or more consonants reaches the status of

some kind of a phonological rule in the language. When

these two, mc.*e or less accidental changes in the lan¬

guage, the lengthening of short vowels and the short¬

ening of long ones, are completed, one can imagine a

reinterpretation of the facts by a new generation of

speakers who make the generalizations that all stressed

syllables are of the same length and the length of

vowels is predicted by the following consonantisn.

3. Swedish

The quantity system of Modern Standard Swedish is

the same as those of Standard Norwegian, Paroese and

Icelandic as far as length in stressed syllables is

concerned} that is, stressed vowels are long when

followed by a single consonant or a vowel, and short

when followed by two or more consonants (including

geminates). As is the case with Icelandic, it has been

a matter of dispute how to analyse this synchronic situ¬

ation phonologically, that is, whether the phonemic

length belongs to the consonants (Eliasson and La Felle

1975) or to the vowels (Slert 19&4I12-46). We will not

be directly concerned with that problem here, but will

look briefly at the phenomena from the historical point
of view.
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Given that Swedish derives from a common Nordic

ancestor with distinctive vowel length end stressed

syllables of varying length, that is, short (VC), long

(V:C or VGO/VC:) and overlong (VjCC/ViCi), we see that

a quantity shift has taken place, since no sjiort and
no overlong stressed syllables are to be found in

Standard Swedish. As we have seen, the quantity shift

in Norwegian was not nearly as regular as the one in

Icelandic seems to have been. Whereas the Icelandic

quantity shift, generally speaking, only hit vowels,

i.e. short vowels are lengthened and long ones shortened

according to the environment, some Norwegian dialects

sometimes lengthen consonants in old short syllables.

The same is true of Swedish. In many northern dialects

the consonant is often lengthened if the vowl is non-

low and the consonant is /p»t,k, or s/. The more

general rule for Swedish, however, is to lengthen the

vowels. The different development of old short syllables

as far as lengthening of vowels or consonants is con¬

cerned often shows up in Standard cwedish. Thus, in

Standard fwedish we get gata [gestae] 'street' with a

lengthened vowel (cf. Old Icelandic a'at a 'road') as

opposed to vecka i*vekr al 'week' with a lengthened con¬

sonant (cf. 01 vika 'week'). Geographically the main

rule for Swedish, as for Norwegian, is that the southern

dialects tend to lengthen the vowel, whereas the northern

dialects have a tendency to lengthen the consonant

according to the rules mentioned above (lessen 1945*00-62).
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Apart from this variation concerning the lengthening

of consonants vs. the lengthening of vowels, there is

in Fwedish dialects a further irregularity with respect

to the develoxment of quantity in that, as in Norwegian

dialects, the quantity shift has not everywhere reached

it's final stage.

tdderstrom (1972) describee fwedish dialects which

have, to a varying extent, retained old short syllables#
• striking feature concerning the retention of old short

syllables is that a considerable difference shows up,

according to whether the old chort syllable is in a

monosyllable or a disyllabic# Monosyllables shor a

greater tendency to lengthen their only syllable than

do the dl. yllables their fir. t syllable (Edderstrom

1972|33). The areas that foderstrom's study covers

are the following: 1) Overkslix and Nederkalix in the

feflp northeastern part of fwedenj 2) The area around

litea, further south on the East coast (both of these

are in the Norrbotten region)§ 3) Nordmaling, still

further south on the coast, a bit south of diaea in the
o

m

northern part of Angermanlandf and 4) Esg.undc in J*amt-
land# All of the. e dialects ere within the larger

area of Norrlr.no. The first three of these dialects

have still largely retained old short first syllables

in bisyllebice, while mostly having lengthened mono¬

syllables. This can give inflectional paradigms where

there is a morphophonemic alternation in the same word

between short vowels end long vowels oi diphthongs
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follows or not. Thus, the nominative sg. of Standard

Swedish vav 'a cloth' has in Overkalix, Nederkalix, Pitea

and Nordmsling a long vowel or a diphthong /ve:Iv/, /ve:v/,

/ve:v/, whereas the plural, with the ending /-a/, has a

short first syllable: /veva/, /veva/. (Soderstrom 1972:

129). The Ragunda dialect (4) seems to be not as conser¬

vative as the other dialects mentioned, since only bisyl-

labic words with Old Swedish /i/ and /u/ are reported

from that dialect with short first syllables. It seems

that the Old Swedish low vowel /a/ shows the greatest

tendency to lengthen, whereas the high vowels show more

resistance, for example the Old Swedish word bit 'bite'
shows up in Overkslix as becl with a short vowel (Soderstrom

1972:58), whereas Standard Swedish mat (Old Icelandic matr)

'food' shows up as med with a long vowel (Soderstrom 1972:

57).

These synchronic facts give strong evidence to the

effect that the lengthening of old short syllables took

place first in monosyllabic forms and later in disyl-

lables. This agrees well with the statement made by

Noreen (1904:125) that signs of the lengthening in

monosyllables had become general in Swedish manuscripts

after 1350, whereas clear signs of the lengthening in

bisyllobics are not older than ca. 1500. This, further¬

more, conforms well to what we have already said about

Norwegian dialects, the Tinn dialect retaining short

vowels only in polysyllables, but the apparently more

conservative dialect of North Gudhrandsdalen. retaining
a short vowel both in monosyllables and disyllables.
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One can hypothesize from this thai, it is a common feature

of all Norwegian and Fwedish dialects that they have

lengthened short monosyllables before they lengthened

the first syllables of bi- and polysyllables. If this

is correct, the northern Scandinavian dialects, Norwegian

and Swedish show different behaviour from Danish in the

South, since, as we shell see (Section 4.), old short

monosyllables were never lengthened in Danish, only the

first Syllables of polysyllables*

I do not claim to be able to explain here why these

subsets of Fcandinevian dialects, i.e. Danish on the one

hand and Norwegian and Swedish on the other, developed

differently in this respect, but only make a few sugges¬

tions. In fection 4. and 6. it is suggested that the

consonant shortening (degemination) that occurs in Danish

and disrupts the development of vowel quantity may be

the same that hit German and English, and it seems not

unlikely that a contact with Southern or Western Germanic

people may be responsible for this other piece of pecu¬

liar behaviour on the pert of Danish. To draw any con¬

clusions about this, one must of course make a careful

study of the chronology and geographical distribution

of the phenomena involved.

If we (tentatively) ascribe she peculiar develop¬

ment in Danish to West/Soufch-Germanic influence, a

natural corollary of that would be to say that the

genuinely 'Nordic' way of lengthening old short syllables

is to start with monosyllables, i.e having the chrono¬

logical order:
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1. V —> V: / (C)tf
2. V *Vi / (0)V

This seems to be supported by the facts in Swedish and

Norwegian dialects, As to why the quantity shift took

this form in Norwegian and Swedish, a number of rela¬

tively plausible explanations can be proposed, but

they may turn out to be difficult to choose between,

let alone prove.

As mentioned in connection with Norwegian, two

Continental Scandinavian (as opposed to Danish) features

look as though they may have had some relation to the

development of quantity. These ere the i_>o-celled vowel

balance and the word tones. Related to both of these

is probably stress, its placement end nature. A fourth

phenomenon thet may be (and probably is) related to

this whole business is the so-called .Tanning" (Norwegian)

or til 1.1 smiling: (Swedish). This is a vowel assimilation

between the first and the second vowels of bieyllabic

words. It can be both progressive and regressive, that

is, we can dither get, e.g. in Norrlondic Swedish, lovo

from Old Nordic lofq 'to praise' with the second vowel

assimilating to the first, or vuku from Old Nordic viku

'week' (accusative sg.) with the first vowel assimilating

to the second (Bergman 1973*1^6). This assimilation only

takes place in words with old short firsr syllables and

is most prominent in northern and western Norrlandic

dialects in ..weden. All of these phenomena can be said

to indicate a certain balance between the first and the
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second syllables of bisyllabic words with short first

syllables•

Terhaps the least likely of these phenomena to be

connected with the development of quantity is the tones.

Firstly, there does not seem to be any difference in the

tonality of bisyllabic words according to whether they

have old long ^r short first syllables. This in itself,

of course, does not prove than it could not have had

some special effect on the old short syllable words, but

there is no compelling reason to assume that it should

have either, fecondly, the above mentioned data from

the Nederlulea dialect (Section 2., cf. Soderstrom 1972t

91), namely the pair be*ka with Accent 2 and a long .

vowel vs. be'ke with Accent 1 and a short vowel seem to

suggest, if anything, that length goes with Accent 2

(which is original on bisyllabic forms) and that short¬

ness goes with Accent 1 (which is original on monosyl¬

lables). In view of this, it seems unlikely that Accent

2 by itself caused the bisyllebics to retain their origi¬

ns! short syllables longer than the monosyllables.

Thirdly, it may be mentioned as indicating that the

length phenomenon and the word-tones are relatively unre¬

lated, that there seems, as far as is known, to be no

difference between the pitch variation in Accent 2 words

with short first syllables and ones with long first syl¬

lables in dialects which have retained the length differ¬

ence (£ee C-arding 1975*34 end references.)
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The other phenomena, namely vowel balance, till-

;i"innlnr nnd stress remain candidates f r contributing

to the explanation of why the bisyllebios retained short

syllables longer then monosyllables. But in dealing

with these, it must, be borne in mind that they may nil

be aspects of the seme phenomenon, end they ere more

then likely interrelated in some way, although it nay

be difficult to maintain that one is a consequence of

the others cr one is the cause of the others.

Both the vowel balance end the till .damning ere

characteristic of northern dialects (Bergman 1$75;1C4-

105, and V/essen 19bGi50-52), and .e have seen that

within the wedish dialect area, it is in the northern

dialects that we find retained old short syllables,

with the bisylLebics more conservative. »e mentioned

(Section 2.) than it had been suggested that the vo el

balance in Norwegian had been connected with a relative

equality of stress on the first end the second syllable
of 'balanced' bisyllabic 7,ordc. Cne can perhaps say

that till.leaning represents a similar tendency, that is,

the stressed and the unstressed syllables assimilating

to each other and there being no clear sign of one

dominating' over the other. If both of these phenomena,

the till.iamninK end the vowel balance, are reletable to
a reletive balance of stress between the first and the

second syllable in Disyllabic words with a short first

syllable, one might wonder whether the relative late¬

ness of lengthening of old first syllables in disyllabic?

could be related to this general eitue-cion.
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4. Danish

)

As mentioned above, Danish shows some unscandinavien

features with reject to quantity. It can, for example,
be maintained that vowel quantity is distinctive in

Danish, whereas the other Scandinavian languages have

lost that feature. In this section I would like to

give a brief survey of the development of quantity in

Danish by way of comparison with the other Scandinavian

languages.

There can hardly be any doubt that the Danish

quantity system goes back to the same one as the other

Scandinavian languages. I would like to have a look at

the history of the Danish system and try to find out

just where the difference between Danish and her sister

tongues lies. I will try to show that Danish underwent

a part of the general Scandinavian quantity shift, but

that its development was disturbed by a change of another

kind, which shortened all long consonants and thereby

destroyed an important part of the environment which in

the other languages determines vowel quantity.

We can take as our starting point the situation in

Common Nordic, where there are usually considered to ber

syllables of three lengths. (I pick the examples from

Old Icelandic, but that should not make any difference):
(1) short: VG man 'slave'

V: ma 'am allowed to'
VC: mann man'(acc.)

l°n?-"~L VCC pert 'guest' (acc.)
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overlong*1 7*Ct srann 'spoon
7*00 est 'love'

#

The situation in Modern £tendere Danish (MD) c&n

be described roughly as the following (cf. Resmueten

1972*57)*

(2) ::onocyllabl,9j

The ecute eccent is here intended to repre; ent the

■ t/d. which can fell either on the consonant (j en) or

the vowel (ran) in monosyllables. (On the phonetic

nature of the stgfd see e.g. Jespersea 1922:118-19;and

I.Andersen 1954*320). The stafd is probably a surface

realisation of underlying length in the vowels, and

perhaps in the consonants too. (Cf courte this only

applies to" the voiced consonants, since the unvoiced

one3, e.g. /s/, 'cannot' take stafd (cf. e.g. 'Jespersen

192 *150 0 As support for the analysis of rto'c be a

surface marker of underlying length in the vowels ve

can cite the fact that 'st^d-less' dialects show long

vowels, where the 'strid-dialects' have atgfd on vowels.

Tn the fouth-Sjasliand dialect the difference between

tga and ren is in vowel length, the former having e

lo g vowel, the latter a short one. Another fact,

perhaps more important, is that there occur xaorpho-

phonemic alternations; between a stafd-vowel and o long
one: nra jjms'n] 'conjure' (imperative) mane Chains]

70 hat [hest^J 'hat'
700 hest [best*1] 'horse'
V'c pen [p^e'a] 'nice'
70' pen jr^en']'pen'
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(infinitive). The reason for this is that the trid

does not (generally) appear in bisyl^Bbic words, cf.

the following*

(3) Elavil*biost

VOV falde [fslft 'fall'
VGOV hente fhent^d] 'fetch'
VtGV male [mails] 'paint'
VtGGV hoste DioisteO 'cough'

This looks very much like a system .ith phonemic

vowel length, which is in some dialects realised in

monosyllables as r tg?d. The following' minimal pairs

fit than analysis very well!

(4) hale [hnls] 'tail' vs. halve [hrla] '(the) half'
hvile [vi:le] 'rest' vs. vilde [vils] '(the) wild'
Mil [vi'l] rest' (imp.) vs. vile [vil'J 'wild*

But things are not all that simple, because there

are examples which show an alternation between long end

short vowels in the same morpheme, and in some environ¬

ments a phonemic distinction between long and short

vowels is impossible. Examples showing morphophonenic

alternation between short and long vowels are:

(a) t^be [t^seiba] 'loose' t-bte DtfW^ta] 'lost'
(This example represents the fact that long vowels don't
occur in front of consonant clusters, except /st, sk,

bl, bn/.)

(b) aed [mrd] 'food, feed (imp.)' nnde [mai da) 'to feed'
This second example reflects the fact that in the environ¬

ment -CV short vowels sometimes become long: (or take the

st^d). This is not a gener-1 rule, however, since we
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h- ve examples like vind [vin#J 'win* (imp.) and vince

[vina] *to win* with no length alternation. It is

perhaps possible to make the .rule more general by ana¬

lysing the postvocalic consonant in vinde as umlerlyingly

long, but this,is a problem in the synchronic phonology
of Modern enish, which I am not directly concerned with

here. (See e.g. Hjelsslev 1951/1973 and Basbrill 1970-

1971 on this natter.)

Vihat these examples are meant to show is that in

MB there seem to be two rules that can be traced oack

to quantity changes of the sort that hit the other

.f candinavian languagesi

(5) (e) 7 —» / 00
(b) 7 —> 7: / 07

That is, the:e rules, which are generally valid for MDf

can be taken to reflect s historical shortening in

closed syllables and a lengthening in open syllables.

tnd if we look into the history of Danish, we find

exactly these changes taking place. Haemussen (19721

03) describes the two following quantity shift rules!

(6) (a) V » Vi / — 07 (cs. 1300)
(b) 71 —> 7 / — 007 (15th century)

The MD alternations, whatever the synchronic ruj.es nay

be that are needed to acoount for them, ore quite

clearly reflexes of these historical changes.

The fact remains that MD shows striking dissimilari¬

ties from the other Scandinavian languages in that

vowel quantity/strid seems quite clearly to distinguish
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between minimal peine, whereat, in the other : csndinsvian

languages this ie generally not the cose. 'dmittedly,

arguments have be,.n pat forth for vowel quantity being

phonemic in the other Scandinavian languages, but there

are no phonetic minimal pairs, where the vowel quantity

seems to be the only distinctive factor, since short
always

vowels are/ followed by clusters or long consonants in a

a stressed syllable, and therefore arguments can be held

in favo":' of the vowel quantity bdLng redundant. This is

much more difficult, if not impossible in Danish.

The reason for thi, difference bet.een MD and the

other ; odern cendinavisn languages is perhaps that

Danish underwent a general shortening of long, (geminated)

consonants:. The dating of this change seems to be dis¬

puted, mainly because there is little or no orthographical

evidence for it. • krutrup (19441254) dates it as early

as 130", but Hssmussen (19721127) seems to date it later,
as ^.ate as the beginning of the l(.th century. It must

have taken place later than the change (be), since other¬

wise the form vilde should have a long vowel. hstever

the dates of these changes, the consonant shortening has

neutralised a large part of the environment, which in

use other candinavien languages determines the length

of the preceding vowel. This can be illustrated by the

word pair vlld 'wild* (Cld Icelandic villi-') in the de¬

finite form vilde (01 villi. Old drnish villus) and

hvile 'rest' (01 hvl1a. CD hyila). The'respective 00

forms must have been approximately [vil:e] and [(h) vis1^] •
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These forms were unaffected by the two changes in (.6),

but then a change took place, which can be stated in¬

formally like this:

(7) G: —» 0 / V

This change seems to have been general and affected all

long consonants. 'fter this we can hypothesise a situ¬

ation, where the forms are (I use the MD orthographic

forms as references):

•vil e [vil©] hvile C(h)vi:ld]
For these to be kept apart phonologically, the natural

thing to happen would be to phonemicise whatever differ¬

ence there is between the vowels, and this is of course

the difference in quantity. A similar thing, but

slightly more complicated, happened to the monosyllables.

,7e can take vild (the indefinite form of the same

adjective) and hvil (imperative) as examples. The

thing to hap en with these forms according to the rule

(7) would be [vil:] —» Evil] and [(h)vi:l] —»[vi:i] ,
and this is actually the situation in the stgfd-less

dialects of MD. But other dialects use the placement

of the stgd. which is considered to be the historical

reflex of Accent 1 (which was restricted to monosylla¬

bles and is still existent in Norwegian and Swedish),

to distinguish between these forms: vild [vil'J,
hvil [vi'l]. I em not sure how to explain this in a

natural way, but it occurs to me that the -dia¬

lects have also undergone phonetic shortening of the

vow.Is in monosyllables, in which case there is nothing
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left to distinguish the two forme by except, perhaps,

the peak of the old Accent 1, which nay have been in a

different place in words of different syllable struc¬

ture, for example on the consonant in 70I types, but on

the vowel in V:0 types. This shortening of the vowel

in monosyllables would be the historical origin of the

synchronic phonological rule set up by e.g. Hjelmslev

(1951/1973) end Eesbtfll (1970-1971), making, strfd a

surface marker of underlying length.

If Osnich hag developed in the way I tried to

indicate above, a quantity shift has started to hit

Danish, perhaps in a slightly different way from the

other candinnvian dialects. Bat before the quantity

shift could be brought to its natural end, snish wee

hit by a change of an 'unscandinavian" type, which

.blocked the way for further development along the same

lines. hy this happened In Danish in j articular and

not the other Scandinavian dialects, I am not absolute¬

ly sure, but it is rerhaps not a coincidence that German

an fngliah have no long consonants either. It seems to

me to be quite likely that there is b connection.

Gothic

It has been a matter of lengthy dispute, vhether

'fulfilian Gothic ^ad distinctive vowel length or not.

fome scholars of the structuralist school have argued

that the Gothic vowel system did not have length as a

distinctive feature. The main argument is thai, the

synchronic evidence, mainly the graphemic system used
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in axtant manuscripts of fulfilBible translation

does.not show directly that the length distinction

prevailed# There is, for exesapl©» no distinction made

in the spelling between 1 Omc- /u/ and /u/ in forms like

sunns 'con' and drubs 'bride' which on comparative

grounds con be reconstructed with historically short

and long vowels respectively (cf. Old Icelandic soar/
cunr vs. brudr). 'There is, however, one historical

Ion? vs. short distinction which is consistently made

in Gothic spelling, namely that between I Gac /!/ end

/£•/, spelled X and §X. respectively: grel.ro n 'catch'
(infinitive) (CI rrirs) vs. rrinam (idem past 1. pers.

plural) (CI gritua). This spelling difference has

been interpreted by those who maintain that the length

distinction was lost in Gothic as representing a differ¬

ence in quality rather than quantity, i.e. that the

length opposition hod been replaced by a. qualitative
opposition in these vowels. /e e representative of

those who maintain that vowel length was non-phonemic

in Gothic I would like to cite Marehsnd (1973). Ee

sets up the following vowel system (p.95):

Close
J i j-.£sh

Open

Close

Open

Low

/i/ is represented in the orthography by ei, /I/ by

Front Central Back

i
U

. I

e
0

£

&
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It /e/ by £, /e/ by a^, /a/ by a,, /a/ by jj and /o/ by

au. In edition to this, Gothic hod the diphthong

/in/, written iu. As con be seen, Marchend assumes

that the I Gmc diphthongs /ou/ and /oi/ had been

monophthongized into /o/ and /%/ respectively.
If we assume that pre-Gothic Germanic had the

following vowel system (cf. e.g. Frokosch 1939*99-105)1
Short Long Diphthongs

^ u EE ®u ia
e e o

a

the Gothic situation claimed by Marchand presupposes

the following changesi

1) Merger of i, e>i

2) Monophthongizatiom ai>£, au > o

3) Breaking t i>£ , u>o / ——h, h> , r

4) Quantity shift

Phe order in which these changes are listed above would

probably not necessarily reflect their chronological

order, but basically these should be the effects, when

Gothic is compared with IGmc• The quantity shift is a

(perhaps context free) loss of length as a distinctive

feature in the vowels resulting in a merger of all long-

short vov/el pairs (some of which reflected- pertly I Gmc

monophthong-diphthong opposition, e.g. ; Gmc /o/, /au/
s /o/), except IGiac /!/*/!/, which are kept apart in

Gothic by a difference in height.
If March*nd, and others who claim that vowel length

wsc non-phonemic in Gothic, are right, then Gothic must
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have undergone a quantity shift similar to the Scandi¬

navian one, only approximately a thousand years earlier.

The results were, however, much more drastic for the

vowel inventory of Gothic than for the Nordic languages

in that only in the case of /i/s/I/ was the distinction

taken over by a qualitative difference. We have, as

far as I con see, no means of deciding for Gothic just

how this change came about, for example whether long

vowels were shortened in front of consonant clusters

and short ones lengthened in front of a single consonant

and a hiatus, in which case the change was originally

context determined, or whether it was context free,

simply a loss of a feature, which, incidentally, must

have had a considerable functional load in the language.

then these considerations are borne in mind, it

seems reasonable to consider whether the synchronic evi¬

dence can be taken to be as conclusive as Marchand takes

it to be.

Recently, Vennemann (1971) has made a case for

length as being distinctive in Gothic. He points out

that synchronic processes indicate that a distinction

was made between the historically long and short /i/s

/!/ ana /u/:/u/. He points out that the breaking

before h, lu . r, 'which seems to have been an active

allophonic rule in Gothic, only affects the reflexes of

short IGmc /i/ and /u/. That the breaking only affected

reflexes of historically short /i/, but not reflexes of

historically long /I/, is shown for example by olterna-
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■4* Moils in the strong verb pateihan (1. class), with the

1. pers. past plural gataihum as compared to rreiven.

which belongs to the same inflectional class end shows

the 1. pers. past plural grirum. The breaking only

occurs in the 1. pers. past plural of gateihem. where a

historically short /i/ precedes /h/, but ei,, represent¬

ing e historical long fx/ is left unchanged. That the

historically short and long u were also kept apart with

respect to the breaking is shown by examples - like bruk.ian

'use'(inf.) (with a historically long vowel) brufrfea

(past) without breaking as opposed to bugjan 'buy'(inf.)~
(with a historically short vowel) bauhto (past) with

breaking; in the j ast before a h. The last example

furthermore suggests that the alternation was synchroni-

cally active in Gothic, since pj, and suz alternate in

morphonologically determined environments. Thenever the

h appears after a historically short jj, it is turned into

what is represented in the spelling by au , probably

phonetically something like 0Dj. This, as Vennemann

points out, indicates that the reflexea of short and

long FGmo, j£, as well as i, were phonologically differ¬

ent in G-othic, but it does not show that the distinctive

feature in either case was length.

That the feature that kept the vow 1s apart was

indeed length is, according to Vennemann, shown by the

different behavior of these phonemes with respect to

Glevers' law (Vennemann 19/1:106-1c9)• ^ne so-called

fievers' law is a peculiar behavior of the inflectional



endings in the EO-oalled .is-stem nouns end verbs. hen

a js.-noun has e Ions or e polysyllabic stem the nomi¬
native ending is -eis. but when the stem is short, the

en. ing is -.list hairwe Is *shepherdt vs. har.lis 'army *

similar distribution prevails in the ja-verbs:

yjurkeis 'you work vs. nes.iis #you save'; the ending
after a long x>ot is -eis. but after a short root it

is ~:ils. Yennemenn points out that the term 'long'
in this oonnection comprises roots of the form 700...

and also roots of the form 70, where V represents a

historically long vowel* sokeis 'you look for' and

veneis 'you hope' have -eis* (the comparative evidence

points in both cases to a historically long vowel, cf.

01 soekir ( with i-umlaut £> oo) 'ycu fetch, go after',
and van, f, 'hope'(with PQm !>§_)•) The roots sok-

and yen- can only be long- if tliey have a 1: nr vowel,

and if the long; vowels are considered to be bimoric,

the stems sol:- and yen- will have the same number of

moras (3) as the YOG stems, i.e. VVO. The high vo..els

behave in the s< me way ss jj, and £ in this respect*

w.en ej. precedes a single consonant the end in; is -eis
and when Jt precedes, it is -.lis: reelcite is 'you damage

vs. bid.lis 'you ask', and brukeis 'you use' (with a

historically long vo-el) vs. hun.iis 'you think' ( itn
a historically short vowel) sho>. t'*s snae for

'This evidence for the distinctive feature being

length is, however, not as strong as Yennemrnn maintains#

The argument hinges on the assumption that levers' law
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was a synchronically active phonological process in

Gothic, but this cannot be token for granted. The other

Germanic dialects, as well as Gothic, show reflexes of

fievers* law. Old Ic«!|andic can be considered to have

developed two different inflectional classes, the so-

called la-stems (old long .la—stems) like hirdir (gen.

hirdis) 'shepherd' and .la-stems (old short ,1a-steins) like

.herr (gen. hers) 'army'. It is quite impossible to

incorporate ievers' law into 01 phonology as an active

phonological process. The same applies to Old Kifeh

German and Old English; they show reflexes of £ievers'
la. in their inflectional system, but can hardly be

taken to contain it in their synchronic phonology. The

fact than Sievers' law has left marks in all the other

Germanic dialects must be taken, by the comparative

method, as evidence that it operated in Common Germanic
\

or Froto Germanic. If this is :o, one cennot exclude

the possibility ther it was fossilised in Gothic as it

is in the other dialects. So the fact that the ending

-ei_£ appears after historically long roots but -,ils

after historically short ones in Gothic proves nothing

for the synchronic phonology of Gothic, indeed, Venne-

nrnn himself mentions examples from the morphology of

Gothic, which he calls exceptions to a synchronically

active Slevers' law in Gothic. These are neuter ,ia-

stem, and masculine nan-stem nouns. These have the same

ending in the genitive, regardless of whether the stem

is long or short, whereas, as we saw, the masculine .ia-
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stems end the .ia-verbs show distribution according to

levers' law# Both kuni 'kind, kin' with a short stem

and ' ibl iBritage' with a long, stem which are .jo-stem

neuter nouns have genitives in -.list kun.lis# art .lis.

and similarly wild a 'will' and pandas 'captive' which
are .ion-stem nouns with e short on,, long stem respectively,

both have gerxtives in -dins. There seems to be no way

of accounting for this exception except by morphological

features, as Venr.emann (op# citullG) does. But this

seems to indicate that the levers' law alternations in

Gothic were morphologically rather then phonologically

motivated, sac in that case the length distinction in

vowels had nothing to do with the synchronic reflexes in

Gothic of levers' law, which probably was phonological

only in Iroto-Germanic or Proto-Indo-European.

The fact that Sievers' law does not prcve anything

as to whether length was phonemic in Gothic vowels does

not mean thru it wasn't. I find it just as likely that

length distinguished between el end i and long and short

ji# The different behaviour of historically long and

short & with respect to breaking shows that they were

different, whether that difference was in quantity or

quality (or perhaps both)# It seems, then, that the

spelling, did not make 0 distinction prevalent in the

phonology of Gothic, namely that b. tween historically

long; and short u# hat this distinction was, is. of

course herd to say, but it seems at least as likely as

not that it ..as length. It is a well known fret that
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length, especially in vowels, wes irregularly represented

in Germanic writing (cf. e.g. Benediktsson 1968 and

Keller 1908) and this could well have been the case in

Gothic. If we know for a fact that PGmc /u/ and /u/

were distinct in Gothic and that the orthography did

not reflect than distinction, we can put the question

like this: is it more likely that quantity distinctions

were left,unmarked in the orthography than quality dis¬

tinctions? This, is probably not a very easy question to

answer, but given the fact that quantity wet. not marked

consistently in Germanic manuscripts and that it was

not generally marled in Latin orthography (cf. 'lien

1965:G4-t5)» even though it was distinctive, it seems

to be very likely than this was the case in Gothic too,

and. the difference between the two j£-s was that of length.

It seems then more likely thar the difference in ei:i

and the two j£-s was length and than e end o, were also

phonologicaliy long even though their only short counter¬

parts were conditional allophones of i, and u respectively#

The length opposition is also likely to have distinguished

between e Ps in dags 'day' and a. (an) as in fahan 'get',
even though nasality cannot be excluded.

To conclude this section on Gothic, let me say this:

it seems likely that length was distinctive in Gothic

(a) on historical and comparative grounds, (b) because

breaking seems to be sensitive to a disti .crion between

two u-s, not marked in the orthography and (c) the dis¬

tinction most likely to be left out in the spelling is
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length* However, this is far from beijg proven, and can

perhaps never be*

The main problem with Gothic is of coarse that it

has left no descended: except Crimean Gothic) among

the modern Germanic languages, so we *re missing en

important piece of evidence that cen be used in the

case of the other dialects, namely comparative evidence

from younger stages of the lengunge•' ."ad this means

also thru we don't h^ve a history of Gothic to compare

with the developments in the other Germanic langu gee,

which might have given important clues*

6* German

It would go beyond the limits of this thesis to

account for the development of quantity in German in

any detail,but e brief survey, by way of comparison

with the : csndinevim phenomena, is in order*

uld High German end Old Saxon had distinctive

vowel length, end, for Old High German at least, there

were no distributional limit© on combination® of long

and short vowels with following long (geminated) end

short (single) consonants or consonant clusters* Old

High German could thus have stressed syllables of the

three types we have set up for Old Norse, namely short

(short vowel + one consonant), long (long vowel +•

one consonant or short vowel + long consonant or conso¬

nant cluster) and overlong (long vowel + long consonant

or consonant cluster). But if we look at the situation
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in the modern dialects we see that there is s marked

difference "between the Scandinavian languages (except

Danish) and Modern German, in that in most German dia¬

lects, vowel length is undoubtedly phonemic. However,

the old, we may call it Germanic, quantity system has

not been left intact in German dialects. All German

dialects reported on in Keller (1961) show some traces

of changes which are reminiscent of the Scandinavian

quantity shift. Two historical rules of a quantity

shift type are particularly widespread, applying with

most regularity in the North. 'These are a lengthening

of vowels in open syllables:

Y —» v: / OV

and a shortening of long vowels in front of two or more

consonantsi

V: —* V / C2
(Of. e.g. I'aul/Mitzka 1963*77-79, Von Kienle 1960:37-

42.)

The open syllable lengthening shows traces in all

German dialects except the southernmost ones (Schwyzer-

tutsch (High Tllemannic), cf. Von Kienle 19'-0:37, and

Keller 1961:44, 93-94). It seems to have originated in

the northern part of the German dialect area and is

reported (Von Kienle 1960:37) to have been active in

Vest Low Franconian already in Old High German ti es,

i.e. before 1050. The shortening of vowels before

consonant clusters seems to have been more irregular,

in that different clusters shorten the preceding
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/owels fit differnt times (Von Kienle 1960*4041), but
in most modern dialects vowels are short before two or

more oonaonsnts.
the

Phe Horth £ axon dialect around/Lower ilbe (near

Hamburg) described by Keller (19*01:339-381) shows very

clearly reflexes of these changes• Both the open syl¬

lable lengthening and the'shortening before consonant'
clusters have taken place regularly in this dialect, but

(ge in Banish and many other German dialects) old short

vowels remain short in monosyllables (closed syllables) •
Phis means that vowel length does nol become completely

predictable by the following consonenolsa, but there

are still regular morphophoneijlic alternations, between

long and short vowels within inflectional paradigms,

for example where there was formerly m alternation

between mono- and bisyllebio forms. Ihus, the sr. of

Peg *cey* and £Iag 'blow* have short vowels, being

historically monosyllabic, whereas the plurals, which

ere originally (uhderlyingly?) blsyllabic, have long

vowels* Daag* Elsee* « Also the verbs greiren 'to
seize* and legen 'to tell a lie* have long vowels In

their infinitives, but in the 3rd* pers. eg. pres.,

where the ending -t is added, forming a clatter folic*-

ing the vowels, the vowels ere short (Keller 1961*349).

It is striking ho?; similar these phenomena are to the

Danish situation described above, end it comes as no

surprise, given the geographical proximity end the

cultural relations between the areas in question.
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As mentioned above, the open syllable lengthening

and the shortening of vowels before consonants have not

reached oil German dialects, especially the southern

ones. In these there are, however, traces of other

quantity shift like changes. Among these is the so-

called LeicfatschLusc dehnunre. according to which vowels

are lengthened in monosyllables ending in 'lenis'
(cf. Keller 1961:45-48) consonants. In Upper Austrian

(Keller 1961:203-218) the combination of this and the

lengthening of vowels in open syllables (here called

heichtiniiendehnung) has led to a system where quantity

is predictable according to the following consonantism*

"Every vowel before a lenis or a nasal plus lenis is

long, every vowel before a fortis or nasal plus fortis

is short" (Keller 1961:204). Even though the results

in Austrian are reminiscent of the results in Scandi¬

navian as far as the predictability of vowel length is

concerned, this must nob be overemphasized, since the

historical changes that led to this similar situation

in both cases are different, and indeed the environments

governing the vowel length are-different, being in

Scandinavian the length of the following consonantism,

but in Austrian the quality of the consonants. (The

fortis/lenis distinction, I take it, can not simply be

said to be a length distinction.)

Before leaving German, I would like to comment

briefly on the development of the consonants. 's

mentioned above (section 4.)> Danish does not have any
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geminated consonants, having undergone a consonant

degemination. e have also mentioned that German (the

northernmost dialects at least) has undergone a similar

change, there being no opposition between long and short

consonants. We suggested that this degemination affected

the development of quantity in Danish and could (partly

at least) account for the unscendinavlanness of Danish

with respect to quantity. There is very scanty mention

of the German degemination in the handbooks I have con¬

sulted, but a look at Keller's description of the dialects

shows it clearly. In Danish, this degemination has

been connected with the weakening of medial stop con¬

sonants (klusilswrkkeise) and other phenomena, which had

minimized the functional load of the long/short distinc¬

tion (cf. Hasmussen 1972l67). In many central German

dialects a weakening of medial consonants, similar to

the Danish one, has taken place (£f. W.itzks 1954). We

see, then, that Danish is unscandinavian in more respects

then having a distinctive vowel length, and it is an

interesting question how these things are related,

whether the degeminntion can have had some influence

on the development of vowel quantity, and whether the

degemination (which, incidentally, seems to have taken

place in English too) is a Danish innovation or whether

it spread from the West-Germanic dialects, or perhaps

the other way around. But in order to be able to answer

these questions, one would have to take a close look at

the chronology end geographical distribution of these
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phenomena, and there is no room io.r such an investigation

in this context.

7« English

ihe development of quantity in English has been

treated as a whole in Lass (197*0 » most of what

follows will be a recapitulation of that. Other works

dealing with quantity in English from the historical

point of view are for example Vachek (1959)» Dobson

(1982) and Grundt (19/5)•

In Anglo-Saxon, length was phonemic in vowels (ae
well as consonants), and the general rule was, as in

the other oldest Germanic dialects, that long; and short

vowels could occur in any stresr ed environment. It

is maintained by Vachek (1959*446) that the length was

basically gemination, or 'bimoricness* (cf. Ch, V, Sec.l

below). The only exception to the principle that long

ana short vowels had a free distribution is that in

final open stressed syllables only long vowels occurred.

This was caused (Lass 1974:32s) by a lengthening of

stressed word final vowels, which goes back to Common

,Vest-Germanic (if not Common Germanic) times.

As was the case with all the other (surviving)

Germanic dialects, this system suffered a series of

blows, which led to, or aimed at (cf. Lass), the dis¬

ruption of the 'Germanic' quantity structure. These

changes are listed by Lass (1974I327-333) as the follow¬

ing:
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1* shortening of long vowels in front of sequences

of three consonants (6th-7th century).

2. A shortening of long antepenultimate vowels

before two consonants. (6th-7th century.)

"3* A lengthening of vowels before clusters of

liquid or nasal plus homorgonic voiced stop.

(Arovad the end of the 9tfr century.)

In the 11th century, generalizations ere made of

the two (th-?th century shortenings mentione above x

4. /, shortening of long vowels before sequences

of two (instead of the earlier three) conso¬

nants.

5. r shortening of long vowels in antepenultimate

position in front of only one consonant (in¬

stead of two as before).

6. The lost common English thing to barren was the

so-celled 'open syllable lengthening', according
to which vowels (particularly non-high ones)

lengthened in the first syllable of bisyllabic

words with one consonant following, ^long with

oh before (as a prerequisite for?) the length¬

ening, the high and mid vowels lowered, These

changes took place in the 12th to 13th centuries.

These changes all contributed to making vowel length

predictable in an increasing number of environments. In

fact, the only pieces where it was free after these

changes was in monosyllables ending in single consonants.

But this was enough to maintain a dichotomy in the system
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between phonologically different vowels, which derived,

from the old long (diphthongal) and short vov/els re¬

spectively. This dichotomy was reinforced by s later

neutralization in some of the environments that had

come to determine the length of vowels. These were a

shortening (degemination) of long consonants (Jesper-

sen 1909/1961:146) and the loss of the final 'weak e,'
(ibid.:186-189). These changes, which probably took

place in the 14th end 15th centuries, removed two suts

of environments on the basis of which vowel length was

predictable. The degemination removed shortening en-'

vironments (long consonants) and the loss of the final

e removed lengthening environments by turning bisyl-

labics into monosyllables and thus closing formerly

open syllables.

One need hardly emphasize the similarity of these

English changes to the development in Danish and German.

.As a consequence of these changes the quantity situation

is similar in all these three languages and different

from that of the Scandinavian ones (apart from Danish).

There are certain environments where the length (or

'tenseness') of vowels is predietable,but others where

it is not, and thus the length of the vov/els is still

phonemic.

.Although in most English dialects vow 1 length (or

'tenseness') is thus 'phonemic', or free, there is one

important exception in that Scots has developed a

system where vowel length is predictable to a great
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extent, Ms wee brought about by changes that took

place In the 17th century, according to which all long

vowels and diphthongs shortened everywhere except in

front of voiced continuants (£, j£, £) and e bounda-

ry, and the non-high short vowels e, a £ lengthened in

the same Environment (i.e. where long vowels stayed

long) (cf. Laos 1974t320), This change, which has come

to be called ftltken's law since its exposition by •itken

(1962), led to a situation in most Modern boots dialects
where vowels v except the reflexes of Middle English i

end ji) have long and short allophones according to the
environment! long before £, 1,4,6 end e boundary end

short elsewhere. The exceptionality of the Mi; high

/I u/ seems to be that they were not affected by the

lengthening that occurred in front of £, £, £, 6 and a

boundary, 'Thus the vowels Tejand [a] that are the

reflexes of ME £ and in the fife dialect of Modern

■"•cots (cf. Las. 19741316) only appear as short, whereas

other vowels, as a general rule,have both long end short
variants.

Lass points out that Aitken's law can be seen as

the'(nearly) last step in a series of directed oh-ngee.•. '
that seen to aim at making vowel length predictible on

the basis of the environment, (.Op, Git. *326} He mentions

that ohe i cottish situation is reminiscent of the r candi-

nnvian one since in most Scandinavian dialects vowel

length can be predicted on the basis of the following

consonantism. Here, there ere also exceptions, as we
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have seen, end one might then went to say that foots

is on a per with those Scandinavian dialects that have

'almost made it' to predictable vowel length.

I think, however, that the similarity should not

be overemphasized. We have seen that in Upper Aust¬

rian, vow 1 length has become predictable by the follow¬

ing consonantism. But I pointed odt that both"the en¬

vironments of the rule governing the length and the

historical changes that brought about this situation

in /Austrian . ere different from the corresponding

Scandinavian phenomena. Similarly, it is important, I

think, that .Aitken's lav;, both viewed as a historical

change and a synchronic rule of length distribution is

quite different from the things we have seen from the

condinavian languages. Perhaps the most important

difference between Aitken's lew and the Scandinavian

changes is that the central change in 5 cots is, accord¬

ing to -itken (1962), a general shortening of long vowels
(with the above mentioned exceptions), whereas the

Scandinavian quantity shift seems to have 'aimed at'
producing 'long' syllables, by lengthening short vowels

in front of no more than one con; onant (cf. Lass 1974:

335)• Scandinavian vowels are only shortened if they

occur in front of a long consonantism. 'Thus, whereas

rcandinavian (apart from banish) has now as a rule only

long syllables, 'cots sides with German and English in

having both 'short' end 'long syllables', cf. e.g.

[di:v] 'deafen' vs. [difj 'deaf'(/itken 1962:2), the
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length of which is determined by the length of the vowel.

Of coarse, she importance one assigns to this difference

between Scots (and Upper Austrian) and the Scandinavian

languages will depend on whet one sees as the most

important feature of the Scandinavian system. If one

emphasizes the predictability of vowel length, one would

perhaps not consider the difference as far as syllable

types are concerned to be too significant, but if one

sees the syllable structure resulting from the candi-

navion quantity shift as its most important fee cure, one

would not want to assign much significance to the simi¬

larity between .Scandinavian and :cots. The analysis of

quantity in Icelandic proposed in Chapter II above

emphasizes the syllabic nature of quantity and its

relation to stress, and in Chapter IV it will be pro¬

posed that rules of stress and syllable shape were the

forces that basically determined the development of

quantity in Icelandic. If these ideas are justified,

(and they can also be applied to Norwegian and Swedish),
it follows that there is a basic difference between

the development of quantity in Icelandic, Norwegian

and Fwedish on the one side, and the rest of the Germanic

languages on the other. The elimination of free vocalic

quality was, as it were, much mox^e tentative and the

striving for unity in syllable structure was much weaker

in the dest-Germanic dialects and Danish than in the

northern ciolects.
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Although it seems to me that there is thus an

important split in the Germanic dialect ares concerning

the development of quantity, it must of coarse not be

forgotten that all the surviving Germanic dialects show

a tendency to eliminate free length in vowels and,thus,
in s larger context, one can say that the differences

between the development in the North and in the : outh

and Vest are merely variations on a common theme.

Indeed, the uephonologizstion' of quantity is not con¬

fined to the Germanic languages} a similar thing nsppened

in Latin and Greek. Sommerfelt (1951/1962) emphasizes

than the development of quantity and stress in the

languages of western Purope has a common core: "the

function of energy takes the form of stress, and the

quantitative differences, where they subsist, are en¬

tirely subordinate to stress." (p.830 Gommerfelt

suggests that this common development started in'-Greek

and gradually spread to the Western European languages.

But if this is the outline of the explanation of the

theme, we have still to explain the variations that the

different languages and dialects select.

Our question of whether Scots can be said to be

candinavisn in its treatment of quantity turns into the

question of whether the Scottish variation was similar

to the Nordic one. <'s I have already said, I think that

Scots should be said to have used a different method

from the ' candinavian dialects, but it must be admitted
that cots has almost gained the same results as the
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i . ' ' .

Scandinavian lenguages in making vowel length predicta¬

ble, and of course the seme can be said about Upper

Austrian (still in a slightly different way).
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0 Introductory

0*1 The prosodie end segmentel aspects of the problem

When dealing with the problem of quantity in Ice¬

landic, it Is important to beer in mind that it hes two

aspects, which one should keep apart in theory, even

though they are obviously related. On the one hand, one

can look at the problem from the point of view of the

segmental system and the paradigmatic relations of

phonemes and distinctive features* For Old Ioelandio,

for example, a vowel system can be set up with a dis¬

tinctive feature of length as a central one, distin¬

guishing between two more or less parallel subsystems

(see e.g. Benediktsson 1959t28£-295 end 19721137-138,
.as

146) whereas Modern Icelandic,/shown above, has lost

this feature as a distinctive one, and the distinctive

function carried by length has been taken over by

quality features. Tt,'e can then say that the quantity

shift was a substitution of the length feature by

quality features, being brought about by a series of

phonological changes like lengthening of vowelf in some

environments, and shortening in others. The taking over

of the distinctive function by quality features was
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in tbe vowels* Wo can call this the paradigmatic or

distinctive feBture/segaental aspect of the change la

soj far as we ere looking at the effect of the change
on the inventory of distinctive features endsegmental

phonemes and their relations* ' ■ }
But; there is another aspect of the problem, which

is equally important and which may even prove tothe
the more., important one when we start looking for expla¬

nations as to why and how this change came about. ;-We

may call this the suprasegmentel or prosodio aspect of

the problem* From the 'prosodio' point of view the V „

quantity shift Is not a loss of length from the phono¬

logical system; but,we may say that it is reflected in *

the fact that Cld Icelandic and Modern Icelandic have
-■ i?different proeodic etructore.^ Old loelendio allowed,

•V"'.- - t »' < ' V- & ' pr « N* " => ' \ • '

theoretically at least, for four combination© of vowels

and consonants under stressI -

Xlm A short vowel plus one consonant! fat 'a piece
of clothing*

. '2k h short vowel plus two or more consonants*
'erect' ( neuter) ■^

3. A long vowel plus one consonant t fit 'confusion
tsf"^s' V >hr • *' {?f Jyf *•d?"*'\J x, \ r- ■ . ./*' Ay *"£" "28w& * >

4* A long vowel plus two or more consonants!
fett 'few' (neuter)

y • ** t * y ^ 4 ■ ^ S % 2 & X ^ . *v •; -V ? V?^ :: j
Two mathematically 'possible alternatereis are missing

from-the table, namely those of a long or a short vowel

without a following consonant* 'Alien a vowel appears in

this environment, in other words in front of another
'.• A..- r *•?•-.' ".•v! ; ' ./•'•: •"vp- ; Vi; -"•;•• -.■ •'•'v .*•> "^v i
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(syllabic) vowel or a morphological boundary, as in

snu.a 'to turn', fe 'money* it has been suggested by

nenediktsson (1968:40) that the length distinction was

(from the paradigmatic point of viev/) neutralized, since

there was no opposition between long and short vowels

there. n older theory is that vov/els v/ere long in

this environment, and in that case, a phonotactic con-

straint, preventing short vowels from occurring in

front of a hiatus or a boundary, must have prevailed in
Old Icelandic. Disregarding for the moment the question

of the length of stress ed vowels in front of other vowels

or boundaries, we can make the following statement about

the difference in prosodic structure between Old Ice¬

landic and Modern Icelandic. Of the four possibilities

of syllable length shown above for Old Icelandic stressed

syllables, only two appear in Modern Icelandic, that of

a long vowel plus one consonant and that of a short

vowel plus tv/o or more consonants. This means that the

types 1. and 4. have disappeared, and one can say, as we

have seen, that all stressed syllables in Modern Ice¬

landic awe in some cense of the same length. One can

then describe the difference between Old Icelan ic and

Modern Icelandic from the wrocooic point of view °s being
thai, in Old. Icelandic stressed syllables varied in length,
whereas in Modern Icelandic they are dl of the same

length, similarly, we can say that the quantity shift
consisted in eliminating syllables of type 1. arid 4.
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C.2 Sources of evidence

The sources of evidence about the phonology of

older stages of Icelandic have been described by Bene-

diktsson (1972*116-11?) as being mainly the following:

1) The orthography of written texts can give

valuable information about the phonological structure

and sometimes even phonetic properties of the language

it represents.

2) The metrics of poetry from different time., in

the history of Icelandic. In the core of quantity, our

attention inevitably centers on the rhythmic structure

of the metres, because the rhythmic rules of metres can

give us valuable clues about the prosodic nature of the

language on which the metre is constructed. Of parti¬

cular interest here is the drottkvrtt-metre. which, it

is reasonable to believe, based its rhythm, in part at

least, on length variation.

3) Comparative evidence, that is, evidence based

on what we know about stages of Icelandic, other than

any particular one under investigation,and also evidence

based on %hs.t we know about related languages. In our

case it is, for example, importa.flS t© know that all the

other Germanic dialects seem to have had, at their

earliest stages at least, oistinctive length in vowels,

from which it can be inferred by the comparative method.,

that length as a distinctive feature is s Germanic in¬

heritance and that, at some stage, Old or Trehistoric

Icelandic had this feature. Indeed, comparison with
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lolloping vowel system for Old Icelandic around or

shortly after 12001

Short Long Diphthongs

1 y u xi yi ut el ey au

e 4 o et 4\ o»

a 9 at as

She symbols can be Interpreted roughly as the IF*

symbols. She only symbol needing explanation is '& »

which stands for a vowel (historically derived from &,

by ji-umlrut), which probably was e low, back or central
vowel, distinguished from /&/ by rounding.

As we can already see from the diagrams, it is

assumed that there wrs not a one-to-one correspondence

between the long: and the short subsystems. It is only
the nonlow vowels which can be said to hevc' a regular

correspondence between long and short« /i/-/ii/| /e/-

/©*/§ /y/-/y*/j /i/-~/4\/\ /u/-/u»/j and /o/-/o»/• la
the low vowels, we have probably an opposition of round¬
ness in the short vowels, /a/ vs. /«/» whereas in the

long subsystem the opposition between the two low vowels
was probably that of fronthessi /&:/ vs. /a»/. The

main reason for assuming this difference in the hier¬

archy and function of the features in the two subsystems

is the subsequent development. In the short vowels /$/

shortly after this merged with /*(/, the result being a

front vowel, usually represented by the symbol /o/

(phonetically in Modern Icelandic [oe]). The argument

is that if /$/ were a primarily back vowel, it would
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have been less likely to merge with a front rounded

vowel rather than a back one like /o/. In the long

system, on the other hand, a merger took place between

/s*/ (^-umlaut of /a:/) and /git/ (i-umlaut of /o:/),
two front vowels, differing in roundness,the result

probably being a front unrounded vowel. In this case,

it can be argued that it shows a relative stability of

the backness-frontness feature that /sei/ merged with

/&*/, retaining its frontness, rather than merging with

/at/, which presumably was kept apart from it by the

back-front feature. These arguments may not be con-
,the

elusive, but in/absence of any arguments invalidating

or contradicting the ones presented above we may assume

that the relation of the features of backness-frontness
"fey".

_ ' .*•

and roundness in the low vowels were not the same in

the long and the short subsystems (cf. Benediktsson

1959*287-295).

It is worth pointing out that the analysis of the

vowel system described above and worked out by

Benediktsson is purely surface phonemic. There is

for example no attention paid to morphophonemic

alternations between vowels, which are, at this

stage, quite regular, for example between /u/ and

/y/» /°/ 8Qd /// and /a/ and /e/ as 0 result of the
historical j^- (or lift-umlaut, as flvtia-flutti 'move'
present vs. past), kafar-koma 'come'(2. pers. sg. vs.

infinitive) tel.ie-talda 'count' (present vs. past).
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*lso, reflexes of the historical ^-umlaut show up

as regular morphophonemic alternations between /a/
and /$/ as in kalln-kolluai 'call' (inf. vs. 1.

pers. plural), barn-born 'child' (nam. sg. vs. nom.

pi.) Fimilerly, in the long vowels, regular alter¬

nations resulting from the ^-uml^ut show up between

/ui/ and /yi/, /ox/ and and /cc./ and /sst/, as

in cura-ETcr 'drink' (inf. vs. 2. p. sg.), for-frfri

'go' (past indicative vs. past subjunctive) end h'r-
hari 'high' (positive vs. comparative). Shis might

lead generative phonologists to suggest that J."

umlaut and ^-uml^ut are active phonologicel processes

in Icelandic of around 1200 and that the underlying

jhonemic system can be simplified accordingly,

assigning for example [y] endjVj to the same under¬

lying systematic phoneme /u/, ana [o] end [tf] to
the same underlying systematic phoneme /o/, and the

[e] of telsia to an underlying phoneme /a/ etc. for

the ^"UBiLaut, and, similarly for the jj-umleut,

deriving frc * underlying /a/ by a ^-umlaut rule.

Ihis is, of course, a question that deserves careful

attention, end I will not set out on a lengthy dis¬

cussion ch the matter, but I would like to make a

few points, which seem to me to speak against such

an analysis (see f.Anderson 19741141-14C and Csthey

end Demers 19?C for proposals of generative analyses

of this sort.)

Firstly, in many cases, the j/s and & a which
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would cause the umlauts do not appear on the surface,

as for example in koma-k^mr or brok-brgfkr for j.-

umlaut and in barn-born for the ^-umlaut. This

would mean that in order for the umlaut-rules to be

statable in a simple way, the generative phonologist

would have to set up abstract systematic phonemes

which don't appear on the surface in the relevant

positions and would have to be exterminated by

special rules. Furthermore, this would not go for

all the umlaut.-* causing segments, since some of

them seem to appear on the surface, as for example

the ]£ in k9llum. The fact that there is not an if-

and-only-if relation between for example £ and a

following seems to me to indicate that the process

is not phonological, since the environment for &

is not definable in phonological terms except by

setting up abstract entities which hsve no justifi¬

cation on the surface except the umlauted sound it¬

self. This is still more evident in the case of the

i-umlaut, since here there are forms which have un-

umlauted sounds in front of j,, as in tali 'talk,
speech' (dat. sg.). This, I think, shows clearly

that the i-umlaut is not a phonological process,

definable in terms of phonetically motivated phono¬

logical features, but rather a morphophonemic one,

conditioned by inflectional categories. It may

turn out that the morphology should contain some

statements about the morphological function of the
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alternations /u/-/y/ etc., but that»I think, should

be called morphophonemics, not phonology, and in

what follows, it will be assumed that the surface

phonemic system described above should be preferred

to a more abstract one like*

i u it ut

e o et ot

a at

It may be added that we would have to make

some special arrangements to account for the differ¬

ent results of j^-umlaut in the long and the short

subsystems. The j^-umlaut of long /at/ would have to

give a front low vowel fat], whereas the ^-umlaut of
short /a/ will have to give a front mid vowel [e].

Either there will have to be two 4-umlaut rules, one

for the long vowels and another for the short ones

or a special mechanism of some sort is needed to

raise the outcome of the 4-umlau.li rule, when applied
♦

to /a/, from [eej to [el • An attempt could be made
to justify an automatic raising of *[a] to [e'J to

eliminate a low front vowel in the short subsystem,

since there is no low back vowel either, end there¬

fore the feature [±.back] has no place in the short
low vowels. -We have already suggested that the

short /a/ was probably a central vowel. The long

surface phoneme /at/ seems to have been a beck

vowel, on the other hand. - If some justification

of this sort could be found for the raising of ,
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this latter objection to an abstract analysis is

perhaps not so strong, but notice that the moti¬

vation for a raising of *[a] to [e) is sought in

the symmetry of the system, and what is more, that

symmetry is the symmetry of the surface phonemic

system. The raising rule would have the task of
■ate

eliminating [sel, which would spoil the surface

phonemic symmetry. There is a circularity in this,

as I hope is obvious. A justification for a

complexity in the rule mechanism of a generative

analysis is sought in the regularity of a surface

phonemic system (systematic phonetic representa¬

tion, in terms of generative phonology), which,

according to the generative theory as put forward

by Chomsky and Halle (1968), has no significant

status, either in the linguistic system or in the

descriptive mechanism.

(End of excursus.)

In the system described above, the feature of length

seems to have played a central role, but it is important

to note that it can not have had equal functional status

in all the vowels. In the nonlow vowels it seems rea¬

sonable to assume that the main difference between the

corresponding long and short vowels was indeed length,

that is, /e/ and /ei/, for example, had approximately

the same phonetic qualities apart from length. The

same can be said with reasonable certainty about the

pairs /i/-/i:/, /y/-/y:/, /u/-/u:/, and /0/-/0:/.
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Xn the low vowels, however, we have 110 such one-to-one

correspondence# There was no long counterpart to short

/$/, and there was no short counterpart to long /©i/#

It is furthermore likely, as we saw above, that in addi¬

tion to differing in length, /a/ and /on/ also differed

phonetically with respect to frontmess-backness# It is

more difficult to say anything about the exact phonetic

relation between long /jfs/ and short /fl/t but in view

of their subsequent development, it is quite likely that

their phonetic properties, apart from length, were differ¬

ent, since the long /i«/ lost its roundness but the short
,v A. ■ • ' •

one retained it in most environments# In the cases of

/«/» /i/% /+%/% /«/» /»*/» end /aei/, then, it is quite

possible that the function of length as e distinctive

factor had already become less important than in the

other vowels by about 1200#

In a recent paper (Games 1975b) it has been sug¬

gested that quantity had already been replaced in the

12th century as a distinctive feature by differences in

quality, the long: vowels having diphthongized# This

gives us a good reason to evaluate the arguments that

can be put forward for or against vocalic quantity being

distinctive around 1200#

's for the orthographic evidence, there are three

old manuscripts which show a regular marking of what

has usually been assumed to be length in the vowels#

These ere Stock. 1 erg. 4° No. 15, #The Book of Homilies"
from about 1200, NR-* 52,, fragments of the oldest saga
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of 6lafur Hareldsson, from the first helf of the 13th

century, and Gkr 2087 4°, the Annales Regii. These

manuscripts use an acute accent mark to distinguish

historically long vowels from historically short ones.

A thorough investigation of the evidence of the Book of

Homilies was mode by Benediktsson (1988), and his con¬

clusion is that the accent mark was used mainly to mark

length, and that irregularity in the notation of forms

where the vowel preceded an internal or an external

word-boundary was caused by the fact thst quantity was

neutralized in this position at the time of writing of

the manuscript. Benediktsson's investigation also

shows that the socent mark was quite frequently used

over digraphs denoting the diphthongs /ei/, /ey/, and

/au/, its occurrence on these digraphs ranging (according
to the different hapds) from 24.8% to 75*3% in front of

consonants and from 0.0% to 30.0% in front of hiatus or

a boundary. These data lead Games to propose that the

accent mark was used in the Book of Homilies, and slso

in the later manuscripts, NRA 52 and GkS 2087 4°, not to
denote difference in length, but rather diphthongal

quality. There are a number of queries one can make

concerning this hypothesis.

It is true that the old long vowels /as/, /o:/, /es/
and /mx/ (</0s/, /st/) became diphthongs in the history
of Icelandic. Evidence for this is to be found for /e:/

as early as in the 13th century in sporadic spellings

like §1 or ig in place of the older £ or £ spellings.
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Around 1400 the regular notation for the old /ex/ was

either £ or (lorolfsson 1925 s XIV-XV and 1929b*233-

234), This was interpreted by Benediktsson (1959*298)

as showing that /ex/ probably tended quite early to

diphthongize to [ei] , but in order to avoid a merger

with the old diphthong /ei/, it subsequently turned

towards [ie] and later became [je]• The Modern Ice¬

landic reflex of this vowel is [je] which is best ana¬

lysed as a sequence o£ two phonemes, /dA/e/« Evidence

for the diphthongization of /aei/ to its Modern Icelandic

reflex [aij is not to be found until about 1400, accord¬

ing to lorolfsson (1925*XVIII). It is important to note

that this is only indirect evidence and nothing but a

terminus ante auem fOx the diphthongization. The evi¬

dence is spellings like dssginn for older daginn. This

form has the Modern Icelandic reflex [^eijlh], the main
change that took place being a palatalization of the

vel8r fricative represented in the spelling by £• The
fact that the symbol Eg is used in denoting a sequence,

phonetically something like [a;f], shows thst it must

have, by 1400, come to represent diphthongal quality in

forms like saek.ia. This could have been going on for

quite some time before the sequence [ay] became [aj],
which accidentally caused the diphthongization to show

signs in the spelling.

Indirect evidence of a different sort can be put

forth to indicate that old /a*/ had started to diphthon¬

gize quite early. Old short non-high vowels in front of
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& mssk + e velar cm/Jit in the spelling) show diph¬

thongal reflexes in most Modern Icelandic dialects#
01 lanerur, Ml [lsuJ^gYr], 0long*# (mosc. )• The old

ll6P6
high short vowels /i/ and /u/ show/the MI reflexes [ij

* r
and [u]« 01 uratur, MI [uqgYr] (instead of LYijgYr])
'young' # 01 hing , MI [©iijIJ 'parliament* instead of

This has often been taken to indicate that a

lengthening took place in these environments before the

quantity shift• It is just as likely, however, th-t the

change before ng/nk was a diphthongization, the Vowels

developing a high glide in front of the velarized nasal#

Phis is suggested by the fact that the reflex of short

/d/ (</$>/# /#/) is usually represented in manuscripts

that show signs of the change in front of na/nk by ^

in these environments, which is the regular symbol for

the old diphthong /su/, MI 0»y] • Signs of this change
before ng/nk show up in the manuscripts as early as

around 1300 in that the old short vowel /a/f for example,

is represented by symbols, which otherwise denote the

old long /ou/# If the change in the old short /a/ be¬

fore ng/nk was a diphthongization, !;hen the usage of the

symbols previously only used for the old long /feu/ would
seem to indicate that it had begun to diphthongize as

early as about 1300# (This Was pointed out to me in

correspondence by Stefan Karls: on of the Arnamagnsen

Institute in Reykjavik#) The high vowels pose no

problem for the hypothesis that the change before Sg/flfc
was a diphthongization,since the glide that was added was
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a high one agreeing in roundness with the original vowel,

and if indeed the change was not a simple lengthening,

but rather a raising of the last part of the vowel, it

is only natural that the MI outcome should be fully

high vowels /i/, /u/, rather than /I/ end /Y/#

It may be added that it is usually assumed that the

diphthongization of the old long vowels must have pre-

ceded the quantity shift, both because the diphthongal

quality had to be there, when length was neutralized, to

take over its function in the system, and because the

environment for diphthongization is usually assumed to

be length, and the phonetic diphthongization, it is

assumed, must have been completed before the old long

vowels started developing shortened allophones#

It is, then, consistent with Games' proposal

that there must have been a period before the quantity

shift was completed, when the old long vowels /et/,

/ssi/, /ox/, and /at/ were diphthongize*, and in that

respect it is conceivable thst the accent marks over

these vowels denoted diphthongal quality in the early

manuscripts# But there is another fact that does not

fit her proposal, namely thai, the high vowels /ix/,

/yx/ and /u:/ are still monophthongs in Modern Icelandic,

and it is highly unlikely that they were ever anything

else# Thus, if Games were right in assuming that the

accent mark denoted diphthongal quality, it should have

been left out over the high \owels. This is, however, not

the case. It is impossible to interpret the statistics
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adduced by Bemediktsson (19^8) as; showing any signJLfi-
/

cent difference between the occurrence of the accent

mark over the high end the non-high vowels#

Another fact which speaks against Garnes* pro¬

posal is that the First Grammarian explicitly state©

that there is a length correlation in the vowels# The

passage is as follows in Benediktsson's translations

•••• But even though I do not write more vowel

symbols than the vowels that have been found in

our language - eighteen made out of the five

Latin vowels - it is well to know that there is

yet another distinction (grain,k!) in the vowels
- both in those that were in the alphabet before,
and in those , that have now been put in -
a distinction which changes the discourse,

(according to) whether a letter is long or short,

just as the Greeks write a long letter with one

shape, end a short one with another# short |

they write this wayis , but the long one like

this letter iss*)$ short £ in this ways o, but
the long one in this wayt co # This distinction,

too, 1 wish to show, because it changes the dis¬

course just like the previous ones, and (1 shell)
mark the long ones wita a stroke (to distinguish

them) from the short! fart far, ranffltramg. qlt
q1 •••*

(Benediktseon 19721218-221)
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The most natural interpretation of this is to take

it as if the First Grammarian is talking about a quanti¬

tative correlation between otherwise similar vowels, and

we would have to have very good grounds for interpreting

this in any other way. Games tries to cast doubt on

the validity of this evidence by arguing that the First

Grammarian was 'hard-pressed to come up with minimal

pairs' to show opposition between long and short vowels

(Gsrnes 1975bi4). She mentions that a number of the

examples the First Grammarian gives are not minimal in

the strictest 2oth century sense# We must note, however,

that most of the suspicous examples are not ones dealing

solely with vowel length# Three examples pertain to a

length distinction in consonants, namely ]i £&, the names

of the letters £ and ]£ as opposed to Ubbe. a man's name,

<|2 'a tall (woman) died' (two words) as opposed to
hoddo. gen. sg. of hadda 'handle' (one word) and afarar

as opposed to affarar. (It is difficult to say exactly

what the words in the last pair are, since the sentence

which presumably followed, illustrating the meaning, is

left out in the only extant manuscript of the treatise.)

(Benediktsson 19721244-245). These three pairs are, as

I said before, intended by the First Grammarian to illu¬

strate the difference between long and short consonants

and have nothing to do with the question whether length

was distinctive in the vowels. Two other examples

which Games cites are intended to illustrate opposition

between nasality and non-nasality, namely £ &£
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could see through4' (literally 'in saw*) with a nasalised

long X Re opposed to isa. aoc. pi. of X& 'ice', and

at 'you (were) at' as opposed to ftuat 'pressed down'
with a nasalized & (Benediktsson 1972«213-219)# The

examples which have to do with vowel length are the

followingi sebo vs. sebo. framer vs. fre mer. and

Gobrrfhi vs. gob rftbi. The first member of the first

pcir is probably imperative of the verb to see, see plus

the 2nd pers. sg. rronoun bu 'thou'. The second member
be

, .

is assumed to/past 3. pers. plur. of the (irregular)
verb afo* ''nail together'. In this case the vowel of se.
which is historically long, is opposed to another his¬

torically long one. This is the only example which can

be said to cause problems, since identical vowels seem to

be used to illustrate a difference in length. The next

Psir» framer vs. fra mer is intended to illustrate the

opposition between a short and 0 long naselized £• True,

the -mer in framer 'forward, brazen'(pi. mssc.) is a

second syllable of a bisyllabic word, and therefore pre¬

sumably unstressed, whereas aier is an indepenuent word,

'me' (dative), but there is no doubt th&t the two ^-vowels
were distinct. Afcat probably forced the Tirst Grammarian

to use such a far-fetched minimal pair was the difficulty

of finding; a long and/short nasalized vowel in minimal

opposition. The third pair, gob rihl vs. wobr^bi is

even less problematic. This pair is intended to illu¬

strate the distinction between a long /0t/ and a short /&/•

The first member of the pair is two words, gob, neuter
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plur. of the adjective gobr 'good' plus r#bi. 'oars',
whereas the second is a compound man's najfte. Here again,

there is no real problem; -r<fbl and r#bi were undoubtedly

kept apart by short vs. long vowels. There may also

have been some differences in stress, one being a second

part of a compound but the other an independent word,

but there is no doubt that the vowels were distinct. It

will be noticed that there is also a distinction in

length in tie first parts of the examples, that is, between

gob, and Gob- of Gobrflfbi. In this sense, the pair is

not minimal, but we notice that it is non-minimal in a

special way, since it is in both vowels length that

distinguishes, and it may well have seemed appropriate

to the First Grammarian to thSMrw in this extra example

of the length distinction as a decoration. We can per¬

haps call Gobr^bi vs. gob r#bi a double minimal pair.

To return briefly to the only problematic example,

namely sk M vs* sehu. Benediktsson has (1972t133-139»
cf. 1968i42-44) proposed an explanation, according to

which the opposition long vs. short was neutralized

before a hiatus and a boundary. Benediktsson also pro-
£

poses that the 'archiphoneme' occurring in the neutral¬

izing environment was identified with the short vowels

at the time of writing of the First Grammatical Treatise,

and therefore the First Grammarian could use §£ with an

£-sound in neutralized position to illustrate a short

vowel opposing a long one. If this explanation is valid,

there is no problem. There seems,however, to be some-
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thing not quite right ebout assuming that a nondistinc-

tive occurrence of a feature (that is, the feature

occurring in environments in which it is redundant) can

be used to illustrate the distinctive function of that

feature. There may be a way out of this problem. We

may very well say that the quantify distinction was

neutralized in front of a hiatus and a boundary, since

no minimal pairs with a short vowel opposing a long one

in this environment are found* but it is interesting to

see what happens when there is a morphological alternation

between forms ending in a vowel and forms with a con¬

sonant following. There are many examples of this to be

found, for example in nouns with a stem ending in a

vowel taking consonantal endingsi tre 'tree* genitive

tres. A similar alternation is to be found in weak verbs

like fa 'paint* when they take the preterite ending -ba

or the past participle ending -]£, as in faba. fab

'painted'• Phonologically we seem to have a forced

choice between a distinctively long or a short vowel,

unless the morphological boundary played a major role in

phonology, which seems rather unlikely, especially in the

monosyllabic forms ures snd fab. In cases like these we

seem, then, to have a morphophonemic alternation between

a neit^er-long-nor-short 'archiphoneme* and a long or a

short vowel. In these cases the choice between a long

or a short correlate of the archiphoneme? could go either

way, that is, vie could either have an alternation:

'archiphoneme' -short vowel or an alternation: 'archi-
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phoneme'-long vowel. In sebu. written in one word in

the manuscript, we could easily be dealing with such a

case. As we saw before, the form consists of the stem

of the verb to see plus an enclitic pronoun -bo (or •

In Modern Icelandic the corresponding form is s.iaflu.

where the can be analyzed as an ending (cf• Irnason
1974; 28 ) even though it is historically an enclitic

pronoun. The same can have been true of the form sebo:

the -bo may have behaved like a regular inflectional

ending from the phonological point of view, forcing a

choice between a long or a short vowel, and in this

particular paradigm the alternation could have become

'archiphoneme'- short vowel. If this was so, then the

£-sound in sebo was a perfectly legitimate short vowel

and could be used to demonstrate the distinctive function

of length in the ^-vowels#

Finally, it csn be pointed out in connection with

the First Grammarian's evidence and Garnes' proposal,
that she does not maintain that the distinction between

historically long and short vowels had disappeared,

rather that length had been replaced by features of

quality as distinguishing marks between the old long-

short vowel pairs. In that case, the First Grammarian's

'difficulty' in finding minimal pairs would be just as

difficult for Garnes to explain as it would be for those

who maintain that length was the distinctive feature.

Even if the function previously held by the length fea¬

ture had been taken over by some qualitative differences
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8t the time of writing of the first Grammatical Treatise,

the vowels were still kept apsrt end The First Gremmerian

should have hod no trouble in finding poire thot showed

the distinction. The paradox is than Games agrees

that the vowels v.ere distinct, but claims that the

First Grammarian had difficulty in finding minimal

pairs because the distinctive feature(s) was (were)

qualitative instead of quantitative before.

To summarise then, the testimony both of the Book

of homilies and of the First Grammatical Treatise seem

to agree on a dichotomy which corresponds to that between

historically long and short vowels. Furthermore, the

First Grammarian explicitly calls this distinction one

of length. From our review ox the evidence, we have so

far found no ieason to disbelieve him.

There is still one fact which must not be overlooked,

even though it is often overlooked, and which Games

seems to overlook, perhaps bedause it is so obvious.

This is the fact that the Icelandic orthography, which

wee formed in the 12th century, uses the same symbols to

denote long and short corresponding vowels. How can

thai, be explained? The most likely explanation is that

they must have been phonologicslly related. As in Latin

writing the main purpose of the symbols was probably to

denote vowel quality, and it seems to be hard to explain

why the same symbols were used for /i/ and /i:/, /e/ and.

/e:/, /o/ and /o:/ and /&/ end /a.:/ except to assume

that they had approximately the same quality but were
distinguished by length.
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1.2 The prosodie system

1.2.1 The evidence of metrics.

As wbb pointed out 8t the beginning of this chapter

there ere two aspects of the length problem in Icelandic,

(and of course the other Scandinavian, and indeed Ger¬

manic, languages), the paradigmatic one concerning the

vowel system and its distinctive features and phonemes,

and the prosodic one, concerning the rhythmic structure

of the language. We will now turn our attention to

this latter aspect.

As has been said many times, there were four types

cf combinations of vowels plus consonants theoretically

possible at the stages of Icelandic which still had

distinctive vowel length. These werel VC, VjC, VC2,
ViCg (Gg denotes two or more consonants, including
geminates, analysed as two identical consonants.)

From the prosodie point of view it is customary to

classify these four types of syllables according to

length, and then a syllable consisting of a long vowel
+ a consonant is grouped together with a syllable con¬

sisting of a short vpwel + a long (geminated) consonant
or two or more consonants, these being called long. The

syllables consisting of a long vowel + a long consonant

or two or more consonants are called overlong. The

syllables of the type VO are called short. From the

prosodic point of view, the diphthongs are assumed to

have functioned as long vowels. The long vowels and

diphthongs can be considered to have had two morse,
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whereas a short vowel had only one# v*e thus get the

following clsssificetion of syllables* ^
fat 's piece of clothing'
fat 'confusion'

fatt ''erect' (neuter)

fatt 'few' (neuter)
As a source of evidence for features of the sort

just mentioned a prime candidate must of course be

metrical rhythm, and, naturally, in the literature on

quantity in Icelandic, metrics of poetry from different
times is commonly called upon as evidence. (See e.g.

lorolfsson 1929a» Karlsson 1964 and Benediktsson 1968.)
It is, however, as pointed out by Benediktsson (1966*

46-47), important to bear in mind that metrics cannot

be taken without comment as direct evidence about

linguistic facts, since the metres have rules of their

own, and there is not necessarily a one-to-one corre¬

spondence between linguistic features, suoh as for

example stress or length, and the rules of metrics,
even though they are evidently related. The linguistic

system is not the same as the metrical system, although
the latter is based on the former.

Early modern writers on Old Icelandic metrics, such

as Sievers (1893), note: a correlation between quantity

and stress on the linguistic side and the scansion of

poetic text into more or less regular feet (redes. Fusse)

on the metric side. But sievers end others noted dis¬

crepancies between e.g. the linguistic quantity on the

Short*

Long*-

Overlong*

VC

V*C

vc2
VlC,
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one side and its value in the metre on the other# It

seems, for instance,that monosyllabic forms of the type

VG (e short vowel plus one consonant) could function

both as #Hebung-en# (ictuses) and *Senkung:en# (drops)

(Sievers 1893158) in the Eddie metres#

If we are right in assuming that Old Icelandic had

stressed syllables of varying length, that means thst

this length variation could be used to create a rhythm

based on regular alternations between long and short

syllables, as was done in classical Latin poetry# We

must remember, however, that in all likelihood length

was not the only rhythmic or prosodic feature in the

language which could be utilized to create poetic rhythm#

There is no doubt that stress was also a very important

feature, and it has indeed been considered to be one of

the most influential ones in the history of the Germanic

languages, both as far as prosody is concerned (see e.g.

Sommerfelt 1951/19^2182-83) and in the effects it had,

directly and indirectly, on the paradigmatic relations

in the phonological systems* We can then say that Old

Ic lendic provided two means for poets to create rhythm

in their verse t length and stress# They could both

alternate long and short; syllables and stressed and

unstressed ones# When we study the rhythmic laws of CELd

Icelandic poetry, we must, then, consider both possi¬

bilities. It is possible that one metre based its rhythm

on stress alternations, end another on length alter¬

nations, and we cannot exclude the possibility that some

or all metres used a mixture of both#
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Old Icelandic poetry is usually divided into two

different types, the so-called Eddie Poetry and the so-

called Skaldlc Poetrv. The former is usually considered

to be of older origin than the latter, the metres and

much of the subject matter being of common Germanic

origin. The skaldic poetry, on the other hand, is con¬

sidered to be purely Nordic in origin, although it is

often considered to be partly due to Celtic influence.

It is the poetry of the (.mostly Icelandic) skalds Cskald,

"poets') who were often employed at the courts of Nor¬

wegian kings and made poems about the heroic ventures

of the kings. These poems were often recited at the

courts for the entertainment of the kings snd their

warriors. The metres of these poems were much more

rigid than the Eddie metres, both rhythmically and as

far as rhyme and various other poetic devices are con¬

cerned.

The most important mediaeval authority on sksldic

poetry is Enorri Sturluson in his Hattatal "inventory
of Metres", which forms one part of his Edda. which

was most likely intended as a handbook for poets who

wanted to keep up the old tradition of skaldic poetry.

Hattatal is considered to have been completed during the

winter 1222-23. It is a poem about the Norwegian king

Hakon Hakonarson and his protector, earl Skull. The

poem is so composed as to show the various metres that

could be used in skaldic poetry and had been used,

according to Enorri, in the skaldic tradition since its
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start in the 9th century. To go with the poem, fnorri

vrrate a commentary on the metrics, explaining; the

peculiarities of each metre, end these commentaries ere

interspersed between the stanzas illustrating the metres.

.As a rule, one etenze illustrates each metrical variant.

The most common of the skaldic metres and no doubt

the most original and basic one was the so-called drott-

fcyafttf fr^tig, or drottkvarbt (meaning originally 'the
court metre') which consisted of 3 lines (visuorfl) to
each verse. Each line consisted, according to Snorri,

of 6 syllables. 'The verses were further decorated end

bound together by internal (to the line) rhyme and alli¬

teration. As an illustration of the metre fnorri gives

the following stsnzai

Lsetr, se's Eakon heitir

hann rekkir lid, bannat

3<jrd kann frelsa, fyrdum

fridrofs, konungr, ofss;

sjalfr rsedr allt ok Elfar

ungr stillir sa, milli,

gramr a gipt at fremri

gandvlkr, j^furr, lendi.
(Of. Jons: on 1912-15 All 152 end BIH61)

lihet we ere particularly interested in is the rhythm. As

we see, fnorri is consistent in having six syllables to a

line in this verse, but leter he seyst^
"It is permitted that the metres have syllables

plow (seiner) or quick (sk.1oter) so that there is
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an increase or a decrease fron the correct number

of [i.e. of syllables according to] the rules, and

[syllables] may be found so slow that five syllables
are in the second and the fourth line [of each
half verse], as is heret

7* Hialms fylli spekr hilmir

hvetr Vindhles skatna

hann kna h$.qrvi Jjunnum

hrses i>dofiar rsss|

ygr hilmir lstr eiga

Qld dreyrfa skjQldu,

styrs rydr stillir hersum

sterkr jarngra serki"

(Snorra Edda 19JH218. My translation
and italics.)

It is evident that Snorri's basic metrical unit is the

syllable (samstofun). but he makes an interesting dis¬

tinction between types of syllables, slow and quick,
and it is very unlikely that he is speaking of anything

but our distinction between long and short syllables.

If we look at the lines 2, 4, 6 and 8 of the 7th stensa

of Hattatal which Snorri refers to as being exceptional

as they only have five syllables, we see that all syl¬

lables except the final (unstressed) ones are either of

the type V02, ViO orVIf we, for example, scan the
second line with the symbols —, denoting a long syl¬

lable and w , denoting a short one, we gett

hvatr Vindhles skatna
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We see that all the syllables, except the very last one,

are long; according to oar classification above. Simi¬

larly, we can scan the fourth line in the following way:

bras Jjjodar rsese

and the 6th and 8th lines:

9ld dreyrfa skj.qldu

sterkr jarngra serki *

The lest two lines call for a minor footnote. They

both have second parts of compounds -fa and -gra. ending

ima vowel, which we have here scanned 8s long. But, as

will be remembered, Benediktsson considers vowels in

final position to be phonemically neither long nor short,

and about 1200 largely 'identified' with short vowels.

If the "vowels were phonetically short, the syllables

-fa and -gra should perhaps not be metrically long. But

in the first place, we are not sure that they were

phonetically short in every occurrence, and in the second

place, in these two forms we have special cases of word

final a. The forms are both plural accusatives of.

adjectives having stems ending in long /aj/, their

nominatives singular being, respectively far and grar

(the -:r is a nominative ending). The accusative plural

masculine ending for adjectives is -a, and the underlying

forms of fa and gra. as they eppear in the context above

are probably /fa.:+a/ and /gm:a/, and the final vowels of

the surface forms could in these cases well have been

phonetically long and identified with long vowels, even
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though otherwise word final vowels were identified with

the short phonemes. In any case, it is quite common

for syllables of this type to carry the ictus in skaldic

poetry (cf. Benediktsson 1968*42-43)•

If we look at the other lines of the 7th stanza

viz. 1, 3, 5 and 7» which Snorri seems to consider more

regular, we see that they all hsve two short syllables,

that is, the final one of the line and one other, appear¬

ing somewhere in the middle of the line. In the first
yy

line, we have fvlli. in the third hiorvi. in the fifth
—— N/ yS

hilmir. and in the seventh stillir. all supplying a

short syllable, making the total number of syllables

Snorri's regular six. This seems to indicate that Snorri

had some notion of a rule about how msny long and short

syllables could occur in one line. If the number was

below six, all but the last syllable had to be long.

A look at the next stanza of Hattatal confirms the

hypothesis that length of syllables played a role in the

drottkvstt-metre. To this verse Snorri gives the follow¬

ing introduction (again in my translation):

"Now, there shall be shown syllables, so quick and

put so close to each other, that the length of the

line is increased because of it:

8. Klofinn spyr ek hjalm fyrir hilmis

hjarar egg, duga seggir;

eru heldr, £ar er skekr skjqldu,

skefin sverd lltud ferdar;

bila mune gramr, £o at gumna
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gular rltr rial lita,
draga £orir henn yfir hreinna

hvatan brand trqmu randa "

(Snorra Bdda 19311218)

I would like to start the analysis of this stanza

by looking at lines 2, 4, 6 and 8, because they have a

remarkably regular pattern. They all have seven sylla¬

bles, 8nd if we scan them according to the length of

the syllables, we geti
V*/ v_/ \J

2 hj.arar egg duga seggir
\J KJ SmJ ^

4 skafin sverd litud ferdar

6 gular rltr nai lite
8 hvatan brand kr^mu randa

If we define each short syllable as having metri¬

cally one mora and each long syllable as having two, we

notice that in these lines, we get the same number of

morse as in the corresponding lines of verse 7, that is

9 morse. This clearly shows that short and long syl¬

lables, as we defined them above, had different functions

in the drottkvaett-metret two short syllables could

equal one long one metrically. (This is evidently the

same thing as happens in Greek, Latin, (XLd English and

other Germanic verse, called 'resolution'.) This,of

course, does not amount to saying that in regular speech

every long syllable was twice as long as a short one.

We must remember to keep the linguistic system and the

metrical system apart. But this gives considerable

support to our hypothesis that in Old Icelandic around
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1200, thevs was, prosodically, a difference between long
end short syllables# This evidence cen then be edded

to the evidence concerning the paradigmatic distinction

between long end short vowels#

The odd numbered lines of verse somber 8 seem to

be more irregular, end it oen be said that they are not

very typical drottkyaett-lines. far less so than the

even numbered ones# As Snorri says, they contain nine

syllables, if everything is counted, but it is very

likely that in lines 1,3 ®nd 5 at least there are

examples of liaison of two syllables into one Cbragarmal
in Snorri'a terminology)# Bnvr ek of line 1, for example,

is probably to be scanned as one syllable, sovr'k. end

bar er (or ea) of line 3 is to be scanned bar's, and

be at of line 5 is to be scanned as bo't. Thus, in

these lines, the number of syllables (and morse) is out

down by one. But there are still more morse than the

nine of the even numbered lines# Snorri's comment about

syllables being put close to each other must apply

specially to these lines, and what he has in mind is

either the above mentioned liaison or the sort of skidding

over the syllables one often hears in singing, when the

words don't quite fit the rhythm of the music they are

sung by# Anyway, what interests us here is the fact
that apart from the syllables carrying the internal

rhyme (rhyming with the last but one syllable, which is

always long according to the rules of the drottkvsett-

metre) the syllables are short. There are two syllables
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other than the ones mentioned above which could perhaps

be taken as long, namely skekr end to*t (< at)*

However, these forms probably functioned metrically as

short syllables for reasons w© need not go into here#

The conclusion to be drawn from this brief look at

Snorri'e ideas about the rhythm of the drottkvatt-metre

and his practice in using it, is that there is a clear

distinction between long end short syllables and that

they had different functions in the metre# This must

have been based on some distinction in the prosodie

structure of the language, and we may take this as

evidence that Old Icelandic had, at the time when Snorri

composed his Hsttetel. at least two types of syllables,

long ones and short ones# ■nether fact which has long

been noted in writings on the drottkvsett-metre confirms

this# This is that it seems to be an exceptionless

rule that the last foot (the last two syllables) of every
line must consist of a long syllable followed by a short

(unstressed) one# Thus, a line of a drottkvstt-verse

could only end in forms like akatna (VGO), fniwni«n (VCG),
rasa (ViC), aiga (VtC or WC), ret turn (v£0) etc. As far

as I know, there are no examples of drottkvsitt-l inas

ending in forms like doga. tela# sonar (ell VC) etc.

This rule could hardly be upheld unless there was

linguistically a clear distinction between short end long

syllables#

'..hen this metrical testimony is added to the evi¬

dence given by the orthography and the First Grammatical
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Treatise there can hardly be" sny doubt that * length
difference preveiled in the vowels, since a histori-

*. ' • '

cally long vowel plus one consonant was treated pro-

sod ically as long, whereas a short vowel plus one con¬

sonant wee treated prosodically ©s short*

1*2*2 Overlong syllables

Before leaving the prosodic aspect of length in

Old Icelandic, we will have a brief look at the hypo¬

thetical distinction mede above between long and over-

long syllables. We have seen that the evidence of the

metrics of skaldic poetry, more specifically that of

drottkvastt as described by Snorri Eturluson in the first

quarter of the 13th century, confirms the distinction

between long and short syllables* v'&en it comes to the

overlong syllables, however, there is no evidence in

the poetry that they had a function different from the

regular long syllables* Overlong syllables carried the

last ictus in the line, that is, we get rettum. traustar.

harri etc. (all with V»C0 or WOO) alongside sennu.

leita. greti etc* as the last foot of a line, and I have

not been able to find any other signs of their special

metrical status in a survey of 1438 drottkvsstt lines
from the 10th to 14th centuries* We can't automatically

say that this shows that there wag no irosodie difference
in the language between long and overlong stressed syl¬

lables* Even though there was such a difference in the

language, it would not necessarily mean that it had to
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show up in the rules of the metres used in poetry. But

on the other hand it is quite conceivable that these

syllables, having underlying long vowels and original

diphthongs followed by two or more consonants were in

fact phonetically no longer or not significantly longer

than the other long syllables. In other words, it is

quite possible that the underlying long vowels had

shorter allophones when they were followed by two or

more consonants than when they were followed by one or

none. Whether or not an ollophonic rule, shortening

long vowels in front of two or more consonants, already

existed around 1200, it is certain that at some stage

such a rule must have arisen. Something of this sort

must have been the historical ancestor of the shorten¬

ing part of the length rule in Modern Icelandic.

It is important to note, however, that if such a

rule was operative st an early stage, it did not lead

to a large scale restructuring in lexical items, for

example so that the shortened long vowels merged ?/ith

the phonemically short ones. There are only scattered

examples of this in words like cott (with a Modern

Icelandic monophthong /a/i [gsht J which is the regular

reflex of Old Icelandic short /o/), the neuter of godur

with an originally long root vowel. Similarly, Modern

Icelandic drottning 'queen', and drottinn 'king, master',
both with an fa]-vowel, presuppose a pre-vowel-shift

shortening of the /oi/ in drottning and drottinn (both

derived from drott 'court, army'), further, the Modern
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Icelondie nominative ralnn of the first person pos-

sesive pronoun 'mine* (with |llf the MI reflex of 01

short /i/) as opposed to the dative ailnam (with MI

[i], the regular reflex of 01 /it/) shows that 01

/i«/ must have been shortened before the two consonants

in the nominative* The main rulef however, is that the

old long* vowels show the same reflexes in Modern Ice¬

landic as for as quality is concerned, regardless of

whether they precede one or two or more consonantsi

hvltur [kfiit^Tr ] and hvitt [kflht*1 j 'white' (masc, vs.

neuter) both have vowels with [i]-quality be descend¬

ants of old long /ii/»

Even though it does not seem that a shortening of

long vowels in front of two or more consonants, making

them merge with old short ones, was © regular phono¬

logical change that took place before the quantity

shift proper, it is still conceivable that such a low

level phonological rule existed quite early. It could

have operated without leading to a merger: of shortened

long vowels with the original short ones, dust es soon

as there appeared qualitative differences between the

corresponding members of the long and short subsystems#

As soon as, for example, the short vowels began to

lower, as they must have done at some stage, giving e.g.

the modern [ o ] as a reflex of the old short /o/, and

the non-high long phonemes began to diphthongize, giving

e.g. modern [ou] as the reflex of the long /oi/, it
was possible to shorten old long /ot/ before two or more
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consonants without a general merger with old short /o/.

It is perhaps not even necessary to assume a great

qualitative difference between the two subsystems for

this to be possible. As long as a speaker could un¬

ambiguously identify the (underlying) phonological

identity of each allophone, a relatively minor phonetic

difference would be needed to keep allophones of diff¬

erent phonemes apart (cf. Grundt 1973*139 end -passim).

Glues of different sorts, other than surface phonetic

ones, may help the speaker to establish the underlying

phonological origin of a surface sound. Glues of this

sort may be the syntagmatic phonological surroundings

of the phone in question or, perhaps even more import¬

ant, the morphological identity of the form that the

sound appears in. It is conceivable thst a speaker

identifies the [o]-sound of for example the form sk.iott.

'quickly' relatively similar to the To]-sound of skot

'a shot' with underlying /oi/ because of the evident

morphological relationship with sklotur 'quick' (masc.)

and sk.lot id., fern, which had both underlying and super¬

ficial long ^-sounds. In terms of features, one can

picture this by setting up a special phonetic feature

[shortened^ • The surface [ o] -sound of sk.iott could

then be characterized as [+long, +shortened] with the

feature [^shortened] added by a phonological rule,

whereas the similar [o]-sound of skot can be character¬

ized as merely [-long], and [+long, +shortened] and

[-long]may turn out to represent more or less the same
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phonetic reality, but the underlying origin of the two

phones may be easily recoverable by phonological, morpho¬

logical or even semantic means* A phonological clue

could have been that the [o] -sound of sk.lott appears in

shortening environments for a long vowel, e morphological*
clue could have been that sk.iott is related to skdot and

sk-1otur. and a semantic clue could have been that sk.lott

has some of the same semantic features as sk.lotur and

sk.lot.
f

It seems, then, quite conceivable that the old long

vowels were ollophonically shortened in certain environ¬

ments before the quantity shift proper had taken place,
that is, before length was replaced by qualitative fea¬

tures as distinctive between the old short and long

vowels. There is, however, one thing which could make

it difficult in our case to assume that the long vowels

had short and long allophonea according to environment

before the qualitative feature® took over the function

previously held by the length feature# As we have .seen,

the Modern Icelandic reflexes of the old long non-high

vowels are diphthongs, and these diphthongs appear both

in lengthening end shortening environments. 01 l.iotr

S3a(i Idott give MI rijouit^Tr] and [ljouht*1] f ai kstr

and kett give MI [kVutt^Xr] and [kauht11], 01 kste and
kesttl give MI [caiit^ej and [cKathtl] , and 01 and

give MI [istl] and Qslsj# It has long been attested
that there seems to be a connection between length and

diphthongization. Long vowels show a greater tendency
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to diphthongize then short ones# This is true of e.g.

Faroese (cf. Bisehel 1968 and Jlrnason 1976) and many

modern Norwegian and Swedish dialects and indeed of

Modern Icelandic, which shows a tendency to diphthongize

the long allophones of the mid vowels /s/» /oe/, and

/o/ (Games 1974b)# Similar tendencies show up in German

and English# If we try, then, to find a reason or an

explanation for the diphthongization of the CELd Icelandic

non-high long vowels /&%/ (< /et/, /***/)» /<**/» /ex/
and /oi/ the most obvious feature to connect it with is

the length of the vowels in question# We can say that

the length of the vowels created a favorable environment

for diphthongization# (We oannot say that length was3

or is in general, a sufficient condition for diphthongi¬

zation, e#g. for the obvious reason that the d high

vowels /it/, /yi/ and /ut/ did not diphthongize#) But

it is not enough for us simply to note that it is quite

common for long vowels to diphthongize; we would like

to be able to explain why this is so. Presumably we

would explain it in phonetic terms along the following

linest the longer the duration of a vowel, the greater

the chances that an internal variation in the quality

might occur, for example by the features' of the sound,

instead of being in a 'simultaneous syntagm', becoming

to some extent temporally ordered (cf. H. Andersen 1972)#

When we connect diphthongization with length, then, we

must mean phonetic length, since in that way we can give

some plausibility to explaining diphthongization as a

consequence of length.
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If we carry this over to the question of allophonic

shortening of underlying long vowels, we see that, as

soon as the reflexes of the old diphthongs were shortened

to any significant degree, the length as a favorable

environment for diphthongization had disappeared for the

(conceivably) short allophones, and thus, if a rule

shortening long phonemes in certain environments became

significantly operative before the old long vowels

diphthongized, then there seems to be no reason why the

n -sound of sk.1ott should diphthongize. But the fact

is that it did. When we look at the phonetic neture of

the diphthongization, we seem, then, to be forced to

conclude that phonetic diphthongization of the old long

vowels had occurred before the shortening of long vowels

in front of two or more consonants toolfe place.

It seems, then, even though it was theoretically

possible that long vowels in 'overlong syllables* were

shortened by an sllophonic rule without their merging

with old short ones, that the fact that the allophones

of the long vowels /<*<»/, /ffil/, /e*/ end /ox/ before two

or more consonants were diphthongized in the ssme way

as the other ellophones, indicates that the old long

vowels could not have been significantly shortened

before two or more consonants until after the phonetic

diphthongization had taken place. This would seem to

mean that if a shortening of long vowels had taken

place around 1200, then the diphthongization had taken

place earlier, and in the synchronic grammar, shortening
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was ordered after diphthongization, if both were active

phonological processes# All of this seems to indicate

that if we want to date allophonic shortening as far

bock as around 1200, we must push the diphchongizatioa

even farther back in time. But it may be that this is

not necessary# We saw above that the phonetic environ¬

ment for diphthongization must be assumed to have been

long duration, and in the discussion that followed,we

tacitly assumed that that meant that all and only the

phonetically long vowels should diphthongize# But this

only follows if we assume that all phonological change

has to be explained in phonetic terms and that phono¬

logical change is purely sdditive# It may well be that

this is too narrow a view of linguistic change# Under

this interpretation, the change is 'Markovian' in the

sense that it is assumed that only phonetic surface

forms can be referred to in accounting for changes and

no sort of underlying systemic relations are taken into

account# But it is not necessary to assume that no

underlying part of the phonological structure is re¬

coverable# It is conceivable thet we have changes that

behave like transformations in that they affect and

operate on parts of the phonology other than the mere

surface forms# Within generative phonolcry the question

of whether phonological change is purely additive, in

the sense that only surface forms can change, has often

been formulated as the question v/hether changes only

occur in the last rules of the phonology# The general
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theoretical framework of generative phonology allows

easily for changes in the underlying system and 'early*
rules, leaving 'lower* parts of the phonology intact•

It is theoretically possible that rules are 'added in
the middle of grammars* as the question has been put

by King (1974), It is, then, theoretically possible

that diphthongization took place in other places than

the ones where the phonetic surface conditions, which

probably triggered it off in the first place, were

present. This could have taken place in the following

way: Assume that the Icelandic vowel system had two

subsystems, kept apart by a feature which we can call

length. There were quality differences between the

long and short vowels in addition to the difference in

length. The long vowels had shortened allophones in

front of two or more consonants. Some of the phoneti¬

cally long vowels (the non-high ones) started to diph¬

thongize. We assume that a phonetic condition for the

diphthongization was the length of the vowels. Phoneti¬

cally speaking, this environment did not exist in short¬

ened long vowels, but these vowels were qualitatively

different from the phonemically short ones, and when the

diphthongization was phonemicized, the phonetically

shortened long vowels /a:/, /e:/, /ox/ and /as:/ become

underlying diphthongs, because they belonged to the

same phonemes as the corresponding long (unshortened)

variants.
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The account given above of the possible way in which

phonological diphthongization historically followed

shortening of long vowels in front of two or more con¬

sonants hinges on the phrase 'belong to the same phoneme'•
It must be assumed that if diphthongization did not

take place until after the old long vowels had developed

shortened allophones then, when the unc3erlying forms of

the still long allophones became diphthongs, the under¬

lying forms of the shortened allophones became diphthongs

too, 'This could only take place if the shortened long

vowels still belonged to the same phonemes as the long

vowels. 'Belonging to the same phoneme' must mean having

the same underlying features, and that brings us back to

the feature that divided the old short snd long subsystems.

We have hitherto called this feature length, but since

we have alluded to the possibility that the 'long* vowels

had both long and short allophones, one may well ask

whether a different term is not suitable. If the feature

does not relate directly with phonetic duration in so far

as there are allophones of long vowels that are relatively

short and others that are relatively long in duration,

then why do we call it length? Are we forced to assume

that as soon as long and short allophones of the old long

vowels started to appear, the feature length must have

been replaced in the old long vowels by some other feature

or features distinguishing e.g. old /a/ from old /a:/ ?

This may turn out to be merely a terminological question

as to what we like to call the feature that distinguishes
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between the old long end short vowels after duration

had become predictable in some environments. It has

been suggested by Sigmundsson (19701321) that the
the

label tense should be used to distinguish between/old

long and short systems at this stage. This may at

first glance seem a sensible thing to do, but the

trouble is that we are no closer to knowing the truth

although we invent a new term for the feature. We

have already seen that it must be assumed that there

was, prosodically, a difference between long and short

syllables in the beginning of the 13th century. Syl¬

lables like fat were longer than syllables like fat.

The length of the former syllable must stem from the

length of the vowel, so, whatever name we use for the

feature, among its phonetic correlates must be long

duration, et least when not followed by two or more

consonants. We have also seen that most probably there

were differences other than length between the old long
i. , j ' ...

vowels and the corresponding short ones, and we now

must decide how to distinguish in our model between

the old long and short vowels. Whether we call it

length or tensenes; probably does not make such differ¬

ence, since in any case there will have to be secondary
■

features derivable from the underlying abstract one.

If we call the vowels tense, there will have to be set

up a number of rules to predict the length and quality,

sometimes diphthongal, sometimes monophthong?! etc. If

we cell the vowels long, the diphthongal quality will
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also have to bo predicted by some sort of redundancy

rules or automatic low level phonetic rules.

Hither than choose one or the other term for

this mysterious feature right sway (see Chapter Y,

Section 4 for further discussion of this), I would like

to flommarize what we can already say about the state of

the vowel system and the prosodic structure of Cld Ice¬

landic about 120C. The evidence reviewed above strongly

speaks against the quantity shift being completed, she

Hirst Grammarian explicitly speaks of long and short

vov/elS| and the rules for the rhythm of the drottkvstt-

metre seen to have been defined, to some extent at

least, on the basis of a distinction between long and

short syllables. This must mean that e.g. syllables

lihe dog(a) vit(a) still remained short at this stage

and that the lengthening of the vowel had not yet taken

place, fhere is, however, a possibility that when

followed by two or more consonants, the old long vowels

had shortened allorhones. Yet these shortened sllo-

phones, if they existed, did not generally merge with

the corresponding short vowels, but stayed allophones

of the loag vowels. For this to have been possible we

must assume that there was not a one-to-one correspond¬

ence between the two systems as far as quality is con¬

cerned and that there were qualitative differences,

though not necessarily great, between the corresponding

members of the long and short subsystems. It is likely

that already about 1200 or shortly after that there was
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o slight difference in quality between e.g. /i/ end /il/,
the short vowel probably being lower then the long one.

Similarly, a difference in quality must have prevailed
betv/een /o/ and /oi/. The short /o/ was probably some¬

what lower then the long /oi/, and it is further quite

probable that the long vowel was somewhat diphthongized.

We osn visualize the relationship between the two sub¬

systems, after the merger of /<$/ and /$/ into /d/ (around

1200) and of /sei/ and /fit/ into /set/ (around 1250)$ in the

following way!

PROffi?

Long Short

/it/ [if] /i/ [ij
/et/ [e1!] /e/

or t1©!]

Long Ehort

/y«/ fy* 1 /y/ ftl
/O/ [*]

BACK

Long £hort

/ut/ [ut] /u/ Dp] High
/oi/ [ou»] /o/ [o]

/at/ [a°:] ism

/eel/ [e£i]
Low central unroundt /a/ [a]

In this system, an allophonic alternation between long and

shortened long vowels could have existed without a large-

scale merger of the long and short vowels in the shorten¬

ing environments. An allophonic shortening then, did,

not have to lead to a restructuring in the lexical phono¬

logy. But if we assume that such an ellophonic rule

existed, we have to think of the (phonological) diph-

thongizstion as a rather complicated process. If the

diphthonrizetion of the low vowels was not well established

and incorporated into the phonological system, but just s
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minor phonetic feature, conditioned by the length of the

vowels, we would expect the shortened long vowels not to

diphthongize, since there, the conditioning factor, viz.

long duration, was not present. But if we can assume

that the rhonolosical diphthongizstion consisted in re¬

placing underlying long; (but sometimes phonetically

shortened) non-high vowels by underlying diphthongs, it

is theoretically possible that an allophonic shortening

was an active phonological process before the diphthongi-

zation became phonologized. In this way we can allow for

a shortening of old long vowels (and diphthongs) in front

of two or more consonants without at the seme time having

to assume that the old long vowels had become phonological

diphthongs.

I have been trying to show that it is possible that

some feature of length still had a major function in the

vowel system and was manifested in phonetic duration

among other things, even though there were shortened

ellophones of the long vowels. But of course this does

not amount to saying that it was the case that the long

vowels had shortened allophones in front of two or more

consonants. The only evidence we have about this is

that we have found no sign of the 'overlong' syllables
having a special metrical function different from the

function of the regular long (bimoric) syllables. But

this, as has been said many times before, does not prove

anything. I find it, however, rather likely that there

existed quite early - perhaps even earlier than 1200 -
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en ellophonic shortening rule for long vowels in front

of two or more consonants. there seems to have been a,

tendency to shorten excessively long syllables# This

is shown by the feet that long geminated consonants in *

front of another consonant are often not distinguished

in the spelling from short ones. In early thirtheenth

century manuscripts, inverse spellings like bliNdom

(majuscules were often used to denote long consonants

or geminates) for blindom 'blind' (dative plural) are

quite common# This must mean that the difference

between long and short /xx/ was neutralized in front of

a consonant, that is, the forms jHflT1?? past participle
of renns 'run* and wandg 'rimmed' (derived from the

noun rond 'rim') were homophonous# The most plausible

phonetic explanation for that is that the long /u/ was

shortened in froht of another consonant. In this way,

Instead of a sequence VCCC we have a sequence 700, which

is the same output from the phonotactic point of view

as if we assume that long vowels were shortened in front

of two or more consonants#

1*3 Summary. The situation in the early 13th century.

We can now try to summarize what we can say about

the situation about 1200 ©s far as vowel quality and

quantity and the prosodic system is concerned# Length
seems to have been distinctive in the vowels, 'iro-

sodically', this meant that there were long and short
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syllables in the language. There was also a possibility

of 'overlong' syllables. We have not found any evidence

that these overlong syllables hsfd any special prosodic

or metrical status. It is, then, conceivable thst long

vowels in front of two or more consonants were alio-

phonically short, making the hypothetical overlong syl¬

lables of the same prosodic length as the V00 or YtO

syllables. In addition to the difference in quantity

between corresponding members of the long and short

vowels, there were probably differences in quality. The

non-low short vowels were lowered, and the non-high long

vowels were slightly diphthongal. It is, then, likely
that the feature called length by the First Grammarian

was not purely durational, but was related on the phone¬

tic side to qualitative differences as well.

2. From Old to Modern Icelandic

In the preceding section I tried to form an idea
i- • '

of the situation in Old Icelandic about 1200, as far as

vowel quantity and quality and the prosodic system is

concerned. The conclusion was more or lets that there

was, proeodically, a distinction between long and short

stressed syllables, and that this prosodic difference

was based on a paradigmatic distinction between long and

short vowels, in that when a syllable consisted of a

short vowel plus only one consonant, it was prosodically

short. A long vowel plus one consonant, on the other
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hand, formed a prosodicelly long syllable. I also con¬

cluded that the difference betv?een the long and short

vowels was phonetically not only one of duration, but

there were also come qualitative differences between

the corresponding long and short vowels. As we have

seen, a part of the quantity shift was that the old.

short stressed vowels lengthened when followed by one

consonant*^ (It is unlikely than vowels were ever

phonemicelly short in forms (like ba, oua 'live' where

no consonant followed^) We thus have in Modern Ice¬

landic fat [f8:th] and fata [fatthaj with long [a] -
vowels as reflexes of the old short /a/. In this section

we will concern ourselves with the question of how or

when the short vowels lengthened and how this leng¬

thening was related to the shortening; of long vowels

that I discussed in the previous section. The questions

•with which we will deal can be summarized as the follow¬

ing!

(1) Did the lengthening occur at the same time

in monosyllables and in polysyllables, that

is, did the root vowel of fat lengthen at the

same time as that of fata?

(2) When did the change (or changes) take place?

A third question which we will have occasion to con¬

sider in this section is:

(3) -hy and how did the change(e) take place?

Phis last question is obviously related to the two first

ones, and we will have to bear it in mind when dealing
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with the questions of (relative) chronology, but we

will leave our main discussion of It for Section 3 of

this chapter,

2.1 The term 'quantity shift'

In works on the history of Icelandic phonology

the quantity shift is usually referred to without

comment as if it were one historical change which took

place at some (known or unknown) definite point in

time. (Of. e.g. horolfsson 1929a, Karlsson 19^4, Bene-

, diktsson 1959# 19^3 and 1968.) The term has been used
to refer to the 'disappearance of the quantity corre-

lation'in vowels (Benediktsson 1959*300)# and the

reduction of the number of syllable types from four to

two (of the four types of stressed syllables! VC# ViC,

V00 and V*00... # only two remain! ViO and VOG...)

or from three to one (the overlong and the short syl¬

lables were eliminated, and now all stressed syllables

can be said to be long). I have nowhere seen a comment

suggesting that the quantity shift was a complex of

changes, which should be dealt with separately. This

of course does not mean that everyone believes that it

was a single change; in fsot there have been very few

comments made about the nature of the change in detail.

Regardless of what has been done before, we will

obviously have to concern ourselves with this question,

that is» Was the quantity shift really a shift that
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took piece in one step? 'Our superficial survey of the

development in the other Scandinavian languages and

our brief look at German and English have shown that

changes like the components of the quantity shift

don't necessarily have to occur in s block. There are

Iforwegian dialects which have undergone some components

of the quantity shift but not others - Setesdal has

retained long vowels and diphthongs in front of two or

more consonants, Gudbrandsdal has had no lengthening

of short vowels, and the Tinn-dialect has had lengthening

only in monosyllables# This sho#s thst each component

of the quantity shift can oocur without the others

occurring at the same timej one could say that each

part is a perfectly 'legitimate' sound change. Old
f£ ■' f

long vowels could shorten in front of two consonants

without a lengthening of short vowels taking place,

and short vowels could lengthen in monosyllables without

a lengthening in bisyllabics taking place at the same

time. The development in Danish shows that it was

also possible that short vowels lengthened in bisyl-

labics by an 'open syllable lengthening', (for the

term, cf. Grundt 1973 sad Lass 1974) without a lengthen¬

ing in monosyllables taking place. (Fee Weinstock

1975 for a survey of the development of quantity in the

Scandinavian languages.) We will obviously have to

bear all this in mind when we study the Icelandic

quantity shift.
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In this connection it is also fruitful to abstract

b question of more general nature from the sort of

comparative or direct empirioal evidence we ney heve

at our disposal and ask, in general, how such a change

as the quantity shift could have taken place and wonder,

from the point of view of some sort of a theory of

linguistic change, what kind of a change it is likely

to have been. We can for example ask, apart from con¬

siderations of similarity with the development in the

other Scandinavian languages and the direct evidence

we can produce, whether it is likely that the loss of

the quantity correlation in vowels end the prosodic

change from three lengths of stressed syllables to one

length, took place overnight, so to speakf that is,

whether everything happened more or less at the same

time. Or is it more likely that a number of changes

'conspired' to give the results mentioned above? (cf.

Lass 1974.) It is not a simple thing to answer such a

question, because the answer will depend on what sort

of a model of linguistic change we believe in, end we

are far from being able to say that we have at our dis¬

posal a well motivated end explicit theory of linguistic

change. If we had a good theory of linguistic change,

one way of answering the general question posed above

would be to feed the two alternatives, the one assuming

that everything happened at the same time and the one

assuming that we are dealing with a historical conspiracy,

into an evaluation metric which would be incorporated
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data and the two alternative hypotheses, the evaluation

metric should tell us which alternative is 'more highly

valued* and therefore more likely to be the correct one.

Even though we are not lucky enough to have at our dis¬

posal an explicit theory of linguistic change which can

automatically tell us which alternative is the better one

there is nothing to prevent us from making our own guesse

as to which of the alternative models for the quantity

shift, the 'overnight alternative' or the 'conspiracy
alternative' is more likely to get higher marks on an

evaluation scale incorporated into an adequate theory of

linguistic change, (.or whether they would perhaps get the

same marks, i.e. be equally likely or unlikely, or simply

whether the question is undecidsble)* ~ -

In considering the problem of forming an adequate

theory of linguistic change, and more specifically of

forming an evaluation metric for the naturalness of

linguistic changes, at least three kinds of considera¬

tions must be brought forth. Firstly, we must consider

the extralinguistic context in which language operates!

in connection with sound change, we must, for example,

consider which model for a particular change is most

easily relstable to phonetic reality. In other words,

we should form our general theory so as to be able to

evaluate the phonetic plausibility of individual models

of changes. Another set of considerations which may

affect our evaluation measure are considerations of
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formalism. We may want to choose one model of a parti¬

cular ohange over others on the grounds that the one we

choose is more simple to state within the general frame¬

work we are working in. We may for example choose one

model on the grounds that it requires fewer rules or

fewer symbols than others. Criteria of this sort are

of coarse useless unless we can be certain that our

formal framework, is somehow valid end that simplicity

in the description reflects linguistic naturalness or

simplicity, ihis brings us to the third type of criteria

which we must consider when discussing evaluation metrics

for linguistic changes. This is the bearing that what

we know about the structure of language will have on the

evaluation metric and consequently on the validity of

different hypotheses about particular changes. Obviously,

our ideas about language structure will have to be kept

as clear as possible of bias from particular descriptive

models and formalisms, since in synchronic linguistics
the models are only attempts to describe language struc¬

ture; they are merely put forth hypothetically. But if

we can be reasonably certain thet we have established

some facts about the synchronic structure of language in

general (linguistic universals) or about a particular

language at some synchronically defined stage, we will

want statements which we make about language change to

be compatible with these facts, and we can also hope

that these facts can help us to make discoveries about

linguistic change. In this way we can say that knowledge
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an

about linguistic structure will have Effect on the way

we evaluate hypotheses about linguistic change# In

using this sort of evidence in evaluating hypotheses

about language changes, we must.,, of course, make sure

that the things we claim to know about the structure of

language in general, universal grammar, if you like, or

the grammars of particular languages, ore relevant to

the historical changes we are dealing with. Even though

we may know quite a few things about linguistic struct

ture, these things are not necessarily ones that will

have a direct bearing on the historical problems we are

dealing with# In our case, we may not be allowed to

comment on the likely course of events in the quantity

shift on the grounds of what we know about the structure

of Icelandic before and after the change or on grounds

of what we know about linguistic universals, because

these facts we know may not be relevant to the problem.

If we now concentrate on the problem facing us,

namely how the quantity shift is most likely to have

taken plsce, we have set up a choice between two models,

the 'overnight alternative' and the conspiracy alterna¬

tive'*^ • We can start by trying to imagine how we can

relate the two alternatives to phonetic reality# We

can, for example, ask what phonetic conditions could

have triggered the change, or changes, depending on

which alternative we eventually,willvchoose# We have

already suggested that it is likely that the shortening

part of the length rule in Modern Icelandic originally
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stems from an allophonic shortening of long vowels in

front of two or more consonants. In phonetic terms, we

can try to make such a hypothesis plausible in the

following ways We can assume that a phonetic segment

tends to adapt to its surroundings as much as/Mlowed
by its distinctive function and underlying features.

And if we assume that a stressed vowel and the eon-

sonantism following it formed some sort of an articula-

tory unit, perhaps defined by stress (we may like to

call this unit a phonetic syllable), it seems, in some

way at least, to make sense to expect the duration of

the vowel to alternate according to how many conso-

segments followed it, that is, if an underlyingly

long vowel was followed by two or more consonants, one

could expect it to be relatively shorter than when

followed by only one consonant, and shorter than pre¬

dicted by its underlying features. If we look at the

beginning of the shortening of the long vowels in this

way, we don't have to assume that it had any connection
with a lengthening of vowels in other environments.

Looking at the lengthening of short stressed vowels

in front of one consonant and trying to relate it to

phonetic reality, we can suggest that when the vowels

bore the stress, they tended to become longer than,

would be directly predicted by their underlying features.

This assumption derives some plausibility from the fact

that experiments have shown that there seems to be a

close connection between stress and duration of vowels
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in e greet number of languages (cf. Lehiste 19701125-

142 and references). This lengthening of vowels could

well take place without the shortening of long vowels

in front of two or more consonants taking place at the

same time.

There is, then, from the phonetic point of view,
no necessity to assume that these two phonetic changes

occurred at the same time, and it seems as likely as

not that they came up at different times.

There is an important difference between the strength

of the claims made by our two alternative hypotheses.

The overnight hypothesis makes a stronger claim, in that

it assumes that the two changes occurred together. The

conspiracy alternative makes a weaker claim. The only

thing that is said about the connection between the two

changes is that the result they produce together seems

to connect them in some way. It is neutral with re¬

spect to time, and makes no claims as to whether the

changes took place at different times or at the same

time. Our look at the possible phonetic conditions for

the lengthening of short vowels and the shortening of

long ones does not seem to give any support for the

stronger claim made by the overnight hypothesis. We

can thus say that the conspiracy hypothesis is a better

theory of the relation in time between the lengthening

of short vowels and the shortening of long ones, since

it does not make any unjustified assumptions. In the

absence of any evidence to the contrary, it seems, then,
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that it is best to assume that there was no connection

in time between the lengthening of short vowels and the

shortening of long ones. Hie dating of these two changes

is . therefore purely a matter of investigation using

any external evidence we may find. We are not, of

course, saying categorically that the two changes did

not occur at the same time, but there is no more reason

for us to expect that then to expect them to have taken

place, say, six decades apart.

To look briefly at the question of evaluation from

the point of view of formalism, let us start by noting

that we have as yet no way of telling whet formalism
ir the best or the right one for describing things of

this sort, and any formal argument will only be as good

as the formalism it is based on. (Of. Chen 1976, pp. 211

ff. for clear examples where considerations of formal

simplicity lead to either wrong or unsatisfactory con¬

clusions in historical linguistics.) We seem to have

means of formalizing, st least partly, both the over¬

night and the conspiracy hypothesis about the relation

between lengthening and shortening of stressed vowels.

The overnight alternative could be formalized as some¬

thing similar to a two-sided transformation (with a

lengthening and a shortening part) like the one set up

in Chapter IIppflL-2 for the synchronic length rule in

Modern Icelandic, and the conspiracy alternative could

be formalized simply as a set of rules with their

chronological order either left unmarked (if we don't
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know when the changes took place) or marked by the dates

we can put on them using external evidence* I won't
set out on what seems to me the hopeless mission of

trying to figure out which alternative is formally

simpler, if indeed it is possible to evaluate formalisms*

And without being able to say which alternative is for¬

mally simpler, which would presumably be done with the

help of some formal simplicity measure, we are nowhere*

In any case, as I have said before, a simplicity or

naturalness measure for a formalism will only have value

as far as we can show that it fits a certain amount of

well established linguistic data* And the sort of data

we should be looking for are facts about events like the

quantity shift* So, we will find justification for one

or the other alternative formalism in facts we can

establish about the quantity shift, but not the other

way 8round*

It seems, then, that the most sensible thing for

us to do until we find sottjfe evidence to the contrary, is

to choose the conspiracy alternative, that is, make no

assumrtions as to the relative chronology of the shorten¬

ing of old long vowels and the lengthening of old short

ones* It may well be true, as I have suggested, that the

old short vowels had already shortened about 1200, but

something else may also be the truth.

Having considered the relation between the length¬

ening of short vowels and the shortening of long ones,

we may now turn our attention to the lengthening of short
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vowels by itself# We have seen that in related languages

ax lengthening could take place in monosyllables

without a lengthening occurring at the same time in

polysyllables, and vice versa. It seems, then, a

priori equally possible that this was the way things

happened in Icelandic. It is theoretically possible

that the lengthening took place in two steps. Like the

question of the chronological order of the shortening

of long vowels with respect to the lengthening of short

ones as a whole, this is of course an empirical question.

It may be interesting, however, to consider whether there

is something in the nature of the lengthening change

(or changes) which would make us .expect one order

rather than the other, that is, whether it is likely

that the short vowels lengthened simultaneously in

monosyllables and polysyllables or whether one length¬

ening preceded the other in time. We have already

imagined what the phonetic conditions for the length¬

ening of the vowels couli have been, and we mentioned

that it was not unlikely that stress had something to

do with it. We have no evidence as to whether the stress:

pattern of monosyllables and polysyllables was different

in any way in the periods when the lengthening must have

taken place. We are perhaps allowed to say that, if

anything, v/e would expect that the monosyllables had

more stress concentrated on their only syllable than,

for example, the bisyllsbics had on the first of their

two syllables. We saw (Chapter III, Section 2) that
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this sort of thing has been proposed as an explanation

of vowel balance and other phenomena in Norwegian dia¬

lects • We have absolutely no indication that this was

the case in Icelandic, but we can perhaps say that it

would not surprise us, if there were any difference in

time between the two lengthenings, that the lengthening

started earlier in monosyllables# If this were the case,

then, the lengthening in Icelandic would be more similar

to what happened in Norwegian and Swedish than to what

took place in Danish, and in German and English# This

would be in conformity with the general fact that Modern

Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian and Swedish all have de¬

veloped the same prosodlc system as far as quantity is

concerned#

Although we have more or less excluded formal con¬

siderations of rule writing from having any signifi¬

cance, we may mention that it seems, in some sense at

least, to be simpler from that point of view to assume

that all stressed syllables lengthened at the same time#

This is so because it takes up less space on paper and

fewer symbols to write down a single rule like*

V —» V* / C1
[+ stress]

which describes a lengthening of all nonlong stressed

vowels in front of a single consonant, then to write

the two rules*

v —» V* / — c/
["+ stress]

and
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with different datings* Bat it is just as likely as not

that this is one more instance where the formalism makes

an incorrect prediction* #

It remains, then, purely a matter of empirical

investigation to find out whether lengthening of vowels

was a single historical change (whatever that means) or
whether it took place in two steps, separated by some

time interval* Both alternatives are conceivable, and

it is difficult to say which one is 'more natural' and

should be 'more highly valued' in a general theory of

linguistic change, and therefore more to be expected*

2.? "Oating the changes

In the foregoing, I set forth some ideas about

the sort of internal arguments that could be used,

in dealing with the quantity shift, its nature and

chronology, that is, I tried to imagine what sort of

assumptions we would make about it in the absence of

any external, philological evidence* In particular I

tried to relate possible hypotheses about the change to

phonetic reality* In this section we will hove a look

at the external evidence we can find* Primarily, this .

evidence will be given by poetry from different times,
more specifically its metrics. This is just about the

only evidence we can use, since the orthography of

texts, which often can give information about phono¬

logical development and can help to date changes, was

not affected in any drastic way by the quantity shift,
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since there was no change in the phonemic inventory in

the sense that phonemes merged or split, and the same

graphemic system could be used before and after the

change? only the phonetic value of the symbols was

changed,^
le have seen that, judging from the situation in

the Norwegian and Swedish dialects which still have

not completed the quantity shift, the short vowels seem

to h8ve lengthened earlier in monosyllables than in

polysyllables in continental Scandinavian, We saw for

example that in some northern Swedish dialects the word

corresponding to Standard Swedish vav #cloth# has a

long vowel in the monosyllabic nominative singular but

a short vowel in the bisyllabic plural (Chapter III,
Section 3,) We also saw that a similar situation pre¬

vailed in the Tinn dialect of Norwegian, On the other

hand, we saw that in Danish the short vowels only leng¬

thened in polysyllables, old short monosyllables still

being short in Danish, There is, then, an interesting

difference between the way Danish and the continental

Scandinavian languages lengthened short vowels, Danish

behoves more like the West-Germanic languages, English

end German, and we heVe hinted at the possioxxity that

German influence could account for the 'unscandinavi-

anness'of Danish in this respect.

In the light of what we know about the other

Scandinavian languages, it will now be interesting to

see whether we can discover how the Icelandic short-
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vowel lengthening proceeded, that is whether it proceeded

in the continental Scandinavian way or in the Danish and

West-Germanic way, or whether Icelandic took the third

alternative, namely lengthened all short stressed vowels

at more or less the same time*

It will he clear from what we have already said

about the shortening of long vowels that it is most

natural to assume that it did not take place at the same

time as the lengthening of short ones. Even though we

don't have any proof, we have suggested that the short¬

ening took place earlier than the lengthening, perhaps

as early as 1200. We will leave the question of short¬

ening and concentrate on the nature and dating of the

lengthening of short vowels.

2.2.1 The evidence of metrics

2.2.1.1 Drottkvffitt

We have already seen that the Skaldic metres, in

particular drottkvsett. seem to have had a rhythm which,

in part at least, could be defined in terms of rules

for alternations of long and short syllables. The

metrics of drottkvatt could then help us to confirm

that around 1200, there was a prosodic difference between

long and short syllables, the short syllables consisting

of an old short vowel followed by no more than one con¬

sonant. Of equal importance to us now is the fact that

as soon as there was a change in the prosodic structure
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of the language, this was liable to show some signs in

the poetry. For instance, if old short syllables

lengthened, they should become able to take on the

function previously only held by old long syllables.

We saw for instance that in the drottkvmtt-metre the

lost but one syllable of each line always had to be

long, liais is a virtually exceptionless rule in the

oldest poetry. The last foot of the line is always a

long-stemmed oisyllabic word, i.e. forms like manni.

hestum. assir. nottu etc,} short-stemmed words like tala.

bera. kona. etc. could not stand in this position.

Consequently, if we find, at some later time, exceptions

to this rule, so that for example tala can occur as the

lost foot of a line, this must either mean that there

has been a change in the rules of the metre or that the

first syllable of tala has become long so that it can

carry the last ictus of the line.

Quantity played a further role in the drottkvarbfc-

metre, as we have seen, in that there was at least a

tendency to keep the number of morae (cf. above, p. 177)

in each line constant, granted that two short syllables

could have the same value as one long one (two morse).

A very common type of drottkvctt-1ine is one that has a

regular alternation between long stressed and short and/

or unstressed syllables, like this:
^ w , , ,

undrask qglis landa (PormoOr Kolbrunarskald,
lausavisa. Cf. Jonsson
1912-15, Alt288.)
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Using the morale measure, we can scan this line as

having 9 morse. It can also be analysed as consisting

of three feet, each being a trochee. It is perhaps

\vorth noting that if we assume that the rhythm was

based on length alternations, it can be represented in

musical notation, assuming that the rhythm is a 3/4
rhythm*

I Csl I cl «1 I ol «l I
Iundrask19glisl landa|

The number of this type of drottkvsett lines is endless.

I will cite here only a few*

olli Slsfr falli (Ti'rfidrora 6lafs helfta 1.3)
V/ — w

mildings mals, en guldu (ibid. 2.7)

Rau<3 £ rekka blodi (ibid. 14.1)

meinaloust £ m£nu (ibid. 25*3)
\J

0

Hgrda valdr of faldlnn (Hakonarflokkur 2.2)
——

iakr gaf hlenna hneyklr (ibid. 5*1)
^ ^

Ileim kom hi'mir Raima (ibid. 9.5)

(For reference to the texts see below pp.215-16)

Another very common type of drottkvmtt line is the

following*

alvaldr skipum haldit (Hakonarflokkur 1.2)

In this line, instead of having a regular alternation

between long and short syllables we have two long syl¬

lables in a row followed by two short ones, one after

the other. This can also be represented in the fol¬

lowing way:
d «|jJ J J | a) J
?lvajjarr skipum|haldit

If we count the more of this line, we sec that we still
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hove 9, only now they pre distributed differently over

the words in the line. Further e. amples of this type of

scansion ares

tallsust vidu bale . (Srfidrepe 5lafe hclge 1.2)

sokn strifefyrum rlfie (ibid.1.6)

uthlaupum gram keupeet (ibid. 4.2)

hem. syfdi sva Jyfdir (ibid. 5.4)
read brunon hj$r tanam (ibid. 14.8)
eu5m.ildr soker gildi (Hakonarflokkur 2.4)

Up: l^nd ferit br^ndum (ibid. 3.C)
vlkelds gisfir rlkura (ibid. 9.2)

A third type of line, which is elso very com on,

we eew in the 3th stanza of rnorri's Hattstal:
s-/ ———— v / yy

hjarer egg duga segglr etc. (Of. p.177 )

Here, instead of the line starting with a long syllable,

it starts with two short ones, but the number of more

is still the esse. Further examples are:

snarir fundust J.sr fcrcsnda (Hrfidrara *irfs hols a 11.3

igfur magnar gud fsgna (ibid. 25*2)
sumir skundudu and an (Hakonnrflokkur 2.8)

hvatir fundu bet ekatnsr (ibid. 9«8)
If it is s fact that drottkvrtt liner follow this rule

about the overall length of the line, counter ±n mors,

it mokes them-good evidence concerning the prosodic

structure of the language. Just as we noted that if we

were to find forms like tale regularly functioning er the

last foot of n line we would suspect that a change has]

taken piece either in the rules of the metre or in the
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underlying language, we would suspect that a line with

too few mora? according to our principle was composed

after the lengthening of old short syllables had taken

place. For example e line like:

hvatir func3u skatnar

which is exactly like the next line above except that

one short monosyllable is removed so that the line only

has eight morse according to the old principle, would

arouse our suspicion, since it does not fit unless the

first syllable of hvatir is taken as long.

In search for evidence of the lengthening of old

short vowels we will, then, have a look at drottkvcstt-

poetry from different times in order to see whether we

can find any signs of changes in the pattern we saw

above.

To do this I have investigated the following mate¬

rial:

1• G1wind rana by lorbjdrn hornklofi from about 900

(Jonsson 1912-1915 AI:22-24). (64 lines.)
2* Lausav{sutr (occasional stanzas) composed in the

drottkvrtt-metre and ascribed to Egill Skalla-

grimsson in h'gils saga (Jonsson 1912-1915 * I:

48-59)• These allegedly date from the 10th

century, but the authenticity of some of them

has been questioned. (340 lines.)

3. Frfidrapa 6lafs helps by Sigvatr lordarson,

from about 1040 (Jonsson 1912-1915 AI:257-265).

(206 lines.)



4. Ilnl-.or.'-Tflok ur by rtuxle 1-orOercon, probably

composed in the years 1263-1264 (Joneson 1912-

1915 m8124-127)• (84 lines).

5* T'etrsdrers. an anonymous poem from the 14th

century (Jonsson 1912-1915 AHi 500 - 508).

(424 lines).

Ott&aand -rdrnra by Binar Giles on from the 14th

century (Joneson "111397-404). (320 lines).

Ill is makes o total of 1438 lines.

As we have seid before, we will be looking for

lines where syllables that are short according to the

principle outlined in fection 0.1 seem to function

metrically as if they were long. Obviously, we can't
take every breach of the old rules es evidence of change;

we will have to allow for e certain amount of inaccu¬

racy in the use of the metres. It is difficult to .judge

how much deviation to allow for, since different poets

will have differed in ability and aefciculouenese, and
i

the same poet may have b^en more careless on some oc¬

casions than others. In order to get some idea about

how much deviation to allow for before drawing conclusions

about linguistic or metrical changes, the first

three items on the list above were chosen from times when

we have already assumed that the lengthening of short - syl¬

lables had not taken pi8 c-. • In evaluating the evidence
of the metrics we must of course also keep in mind that

e change we detect in the correspondence between linguis¬

tic forms and metrical function can either be caused
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by a change In the language or a change in the metrical
rules. In the case of the drottkvaett-metre. however,

it seems rather unlikely that the metrical rules could

be changed so as to allow short syllables to take the

function previously held by long syllables only, because

it seems that alternation between long and short syl¬

lables was one of the basic features of the metres, and

a change in the rules of drottkvatt giving short syl¬

lables the same value as long ones 'would seem to amount

to nothing less than abandoning the basic principle on

which the rhythm was based and creating a more or less

new metre based on new rhythmic rules.

Let us start by looking at the older poetry. In

the three first items on the list, I found altogether
26 lines where the number of mors counted in the way we

described above is too low and where a historically

short syllable would have to be taken as long in order

to make the line conform to the pattern we have described

above. The total number of lines considered was 610,

so that the percentage of lines potentially indicating a

lengthening of short syllables is 4.j5. In my investi¬

gation of Kakonarf1okkur by Sturla lordarson from shortly

after the 'middle of the 13th century I found no lines

which could be interpreted as showing: signs of a lengthen¬

ing of old short syllables. The total number of lines

was 84.

In the 14th century poetry the results were the

followingi The total number of lines considered was
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744. Of these 744 lines, 21 had too few mora, according

to our system, and could therefore conceivably be taken

to indicate that a lengthening had taken place. The

percentage is 2.8, lower than for the poetry from the
lObh and 11th centuries.

Even though these statistics seem unequivocally to

indicate that no change had token place in the time

that passed from the 11th to the 14th century and need

perhaps no further comment, I would like to point out one

interesting fact. This is, that almost all the deviant

examples from both before and after 1200 Involve monosyl¬

labic words. That is, by assuming length for old short

monosyllables, the right number of mors comes out. Typi¬

cal examples areJ

ek bar saud af nsudum (Lausavisa by Egill
Skallagrimsson:33.8)

where the short stem e|c 'i' would seem to have to be
taken as long to get a regular ^ ^

scansion, and:

bardisk vel sa's vardi (Egill 8.3)

where vel 'well' will have to be taken as long. (It is

assumed that the form sa's (contracted from sa eg) is

metrically unstressed and therefore cannot carry an

ictus.This might perhaps lead one to suggest that the

monosyllables had undergone a lengthening already in the

10th century (if the poetry is authentic). But if we look

closer at the data, this becomes less plausible. In the
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examples from the oldest poetry (Glvmdrl-na. Egill's o

MamlflttE «nd Figvntr's j^feaps) these short syl¬

lables are always followed by words beginning In con¬

sonants, and it has been suggested (of. Craigte 19001

370) that such short monosyllables could carry © full

lotus if they were followed by consonants# In the cases

above, the sequences ek. bar end vel sa#a could perhaps

hove been.used to form regular feet by taking them as

one compound, so to speak, using the initial consonant

of the following word to take the place of a second con¬

sonant following the stressed vowel#

In the younger poetry, Gadmundagdrlno and Ietre-

drlra. the situation ie not exactly the same, since out

of the 21 examples apparently involving short syllables

carrying © full metrical Ictus, only 14 ©re of the seme

sort as the examples cited from Sgill's poetry, two in¬

volve bieyllebics, and five involve monosyllables fol¬

lowed by vowels# ihe examples involving monosyllables

followed by vowels are oil from letrearing# They ere#

fadir get son In sldi (.2*3)

brjost ok bar inn loetu (4.3)

sinum vin Ok tfnir (2t#6)
relctr af kor ok Krist um (34.3)

kemr (21' kemur) £ stad at sty6$a (48,4)
It seems that In these lines the underlined words would

have to be taken as long- in order to get n re alar

scansion#
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The two lines ..here short syllables in biayllrbic

words apparently function metrically as long; ore also
from I etrsdrfrc:

ott til ggofer drottins (45.8)

soar gledi ver cveinum \,19•?)

In the first line, the word grefor would eeem to hove to

be taken to hove a long syllable if the line were to get a

regular scansion, and in the second line, either the first

word, sonr will have to be taken as bisyllebici :onur

(assuming that the epenthetic vowel which developed bet een

0 final £ and s consonant had already appeared) and with a

long first syllable or gledi will have to be taken as.

having e long first syllable.

In general, it seems that the examples we have found

where the rules that we heve assumed determined the metri¬

cal function of long, and short stressed syllables are broken

are too few for' us to be able to assign any significance

to them. It may be tempting to suggest that the fact that

short monosyllables seem to break the rules five times ad

short bisyllsbics seem to break the rules twice i J etrs-

drnre indicates that there is a change under way and per¬

haps that the monosyllables tended to lengthen eTiler,

bat e would went to get clearer statistical evidence

before drawing any such conclusions, .and we mast remember

that there were no examples to be found in Cudaandardrana

where the old rules seemed to be broken (granted that a

short monosyllable was allowed to carry the iotas when
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followed by a word beginning with a consonant), and the

vast maj rity of occurrences of old short syllables con¬

form to the old rules.

2.2.1.2 Rimur

Since very little skaldic poetry exists from after

the period to which Gudmundardrana and letrsdrana belong

(roughly the 14th century) we will have to look for other

sources of evidence after this time. We have just seen

that the 14th century skaldic poetry we have looked at

does not show clear signs of a change having taken place

in the prosodic system of the underlying language, so

any #vidence as to when the lengthening took place is

still to come#

Fortunately for us, another genre of poetry, which

8rose (probably ) in the 14th century, can be used as

evidence about the prosody of the language# This poetry

was the rlmur 'rhymes', a type of literature which was

to flourish in Iceland all the way down to the present

century. The rlmur are usually considered to be fcf

mixed origin (lorolfsson 1934*35-51 and Oralgie 1952,

IjXII-XVIII)• The metres, which are quite varied, derive

many of their peculiarities, such as alternative end-

rhyme and the number of lines to each verse (most normally

four), from foreign folk ballads, but otter features,

such as the use of alliteration, are of native Icelandic

origin. Furthermore, the poetic language is a direct

inheritance from the skaldic poetry. The most common
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and basic, and probably the oldest of the rlmur-metres
is the ferskevtt (meaning etymologically 'four cornered')
-metre. A typical example is the first stanza of Clafs
rima Haraldssonar. which is among the oldest specimens

of this genre, dated about 1350-1370*

6lafr kongur orr ok fridr
* 0 N'
atti Koregi at rada

gramr var ei vid bragna bl£dr
borinn til sigrs ok nada (for reference, see

below.)
As can be seen, the alliteration follows the same

principles as in the drottkvaett-metre. There are two

studlar in the first line of every pair, and one hofud-
stafr in the beginning of the second line* 6lafr/orr/
atti and bragna/blidr/borinn. The main innovation, com¬

pared to drottkvatt and other older Icelandic poetry, is

the number of lines and the nature of the rhyme, alter¬

native end-rhyme.

What we are particularly interested in about this

metre is its rhythmic structure. A look at the stanza

cited above will give us some idea about the rhythm of

the ferske-vtefe-metre. In the first line we see that there

is a regular alternation between long stressed syllables

and short (metrically) unstressed ones. We can scan

this line on the same principles as we used for the

drottkvatt lines*

6lafr kongur orr ok fridr
This line looks very much like a dro4''^kvstt-line except

that one (in this case long) syllable has been added at
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the end. The second line, however, is of the same length

as e drottkvgett line, counted in mors:
;— ^ >-> v-» ^
etti Noregi at rada

(We assume that there is a liaison between Noremi and

at.) The third line scans exactly like the first one*
v -J V W —

gramr var ei vid bragna blldr

and the lest line scans like thief
^ - s_/ —y-

borinn til sigrs ok nada

It is worth noting that in the stanza quoted above,

two short syllables can equal one long one. If we, for

example, analyze the odd-numbered lines into three feet,

each with three moras, we see that these three mora can

either be covered by one long stressed syllable followed

by a short one, giving a trochee as in atti or by three

short and/or unstressed ones, like borinn til. What is

most important for us is that in frpaffi and the other

rimur from the oldest period, it seems to be a rule that

if for example a line starts with a bisyllabic word with

a short first syllable according to the old rules, a

third syllable follows before the start of the next foot.

This means that a short bisyllabic word like taka could

not form a trochee, and a third syllable had to be added.

This is why in lines like the following!
V V_»< w ^ —

Hildings taka pa helgan dom (ulefs rime L2.1)
we get an unstressed jjia 'then' after taka in order to

form a full foot. The form taka alone is not sufficient,

as are Hildings and helgan. The temporal adverb is not

strictly necessary for the meaning of the sentence, and
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if take could have formed a regular trochee, the poet

could (if the metrical rules had allowed it) have had

the line as followsJ

Hillings take helgen don

which is a perfectly normal line after the first syllable

taka has been lengthened.

obviously, lines like the one we just constructed

are the sort of things we will be looking for as evidence

that the lengthening of old short syllables had taken

place. If we, for example, find a poem where it seems to
be regular that forms like bera or a sequence like bar

ek function as trochees, that is, without a third syllable

f'-Tlowing within the same foot, we will be tempted to

assume that a lengthening of short stressed syllables

had token place when that poem was. composed. To look

for evidence of this sort I have studied the following

wlmar- material from tae 14th to the ICth century*

1. *lsfs rimo Haraldssonar by Eianr Gilscon (the
^ *

author of Gudmu.noardrar,a. cf. above) from about

1350-1370. (klmnssefn 1*1-9). (200 lines.)

2. : kold-Helga- rlaor. from about 1400 C.liana,ssfn

1*105-105). -he first 40 stanzas were investi¬

gated, giving a total of 1( 0 lines.

3. fkidarlaa. from about 1400-1450 (ainnnsefn It

10-42). 100 stanzas Were investigated, giving

400 lines.

4. kroks-Befs. rimur. from the latter half of the
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15th century* (Published in Kroka-Refs saga ok

Kroka-Refs rimur. I8835.) The first 102 stanzas

were investigated, the total number of lines

being 408,

5. 5lafs rimur Hagaldssonar. composed after Baafl-

ulfs bettor, from about 1550 (Rimnasafn Is215-

221). (Referred to below as 6lafs rimur B.^
All the 126 existing ferskevtt lines were in¬

vestigated.

6. T-nrrhng T by Magnus Jonsson prudi, composed

in the yesrs 1564-1566 (lonbusjclmur, 1961).

696 lines were investigated.

Before we look at the evidence given by these data,

we will make a few further remarks about the rhythm of

the rimur.

It seems that the rhythmical rules of the ferskevtt-

metre were not as strictly based on length as the rules

of the drottkvaett-metre seem to have been. It is quite

common in ferskevtt for a stressed long syllable forming

an ictus to be followed by two (or even more) unstressed

syllables, so that instead of trochees we get dactyls.

Examples of this ares

grams fyrir merkit vsena (Ibid. 58.2)

In both these lines, the first syllable is long, and

consequently, only one syllable has to follow it in,prder

Pimm hefir kongur krlstnat lond

and!
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to form a full foot) but in both cases two short syllables

follow. Since this sort of thing is quite common, it

must mean that, unlike in the drottkvaatt-metre. the

number of morse in each line was not fixed. This is a

quite important difference from the metrical point of
*

view, Our hypothesis concerning the drottkvatt-metre

was that its rhythm was mainly based on length variation.

We could get long and short syllables distributed over

the line in remarkably many ways) we could get lines like*
" " V/ w 1 V-/

1 v/ V/ ^

v vy

etc.

In this type of rhythm, as we have seen, it is perhaps

not appropriate to speak in terms of feet, but rather

in terms of bars, as in music. Two bars can be linked

together, one final note in the first bar being tied

over the bar-line to a note in the second bar. The two

latter types of lines can be represented as

Id jj j|d J | and u j j j I d j I
respectively. In the rhythm of rlmur. on the other hand,

stress seems to have played a more important role. The

fact that two metrically unstressed (usually short) syl¬

lables could quite regularly follow the stressed long

one without disrupting the rhythm shows that it was not

crucially based on the number of syllables or the length

of the line measured in morsa, but rather that the basic.
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or most central unit in the ferskevtt-metre was probably

the foot with its ictus (Hebung) (which could be formed

by one long stressed syllable or two short ones) and its

drop (genkung) which could be one or two (or perhaps

even more) unstressed syllables. Hie fact that the fer-

skewtt-metre seems to have been basically different from

the drottkvatt-metre does not perhaps matter a great deal

to usj but it is worth keeping in mind when we consider

and evaluate the evidence of the ferskevtt-metre. that

only a relatively minor change was needed in the rules

to allow short stressed syllables to function as full

ictuses. All that had to be done was to remove from the

metrical rules a restriction forbidding a short stressed

syllable to carry the ictus by itself. A change allowing

for the same thing in drottkvatt would have been much

more drastic, since it seems that the whole rhythmic

structure of the metre was based on length alternations.

It seems, therefore, that when a change is detected in the
relation between metre and language as far as prosodic

length is concerned, such a change in ferskevtt has a

greater chance of being caused by a change in the metri¬

cal rules than a similar chenge in drottkvsstt.

If we turn to the data we looked at, it seems clear

that the some rule concerning the metrical value of short

monosyllables is valid as in drottkvatti a short monosyl¬

lable could carry the lotus if it was followed by a word

beginning in a consonant. Examples of this abound in
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the oldest, as well as in the younger rimur. This means

that lines like the following:
1 O ' y/ 1 - -

sg J)inn leiflur lymsku drengr (Kroka-Refs rimur 1,68,3)
£at var mest sf pryfii (Slafs rlma Horaldasonar 31.2)

W . w W

innan hoi sem kista (Ekifiarima 14,2)

must be ignored as evidence concerning the lengthening

of short syllables and were probably quite regular before

the quantity shift.

What we will be looking for, then, are examples where

either sequences like VG"^VO or VQ*"VGq function as whole
feet. Assuming that the metre was unchanged, such examples

can be taken as signs that the originally short syllables

had lengthened, e will be interested to know when the

short syllables lengthened and whether they lengthened at

different times in monosyllables and polysyllables.

In pima Haraldssonar only one example was found

where it is possible that a short syllable would have to

bevtaken as carrying an ictus in order to get a regular

scansion:

J>er innit frsmsr hoti (32.2)

Here, it would seem most natural to assume that the pro-

noun her is an unstressed upbeat, which is quite common

in rimur. and if this is so, the three remaining bisyl-

labics will each have to form a foot by itself, including

frnmar which has a short first syllable. The reason why

her, which has a historically long syllable and could

therefore carry an ictus if stressed, is probably to be
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taken as an upbeat and ignored in the scansion of the

rest of the line, is that jnrrit carries the alliterative

hofudstafr. which matches two word-initial vowels in the

preceding line, and it seems to be a rule that such

hofudstafir can only be preceded by unstressed upbeats.

It seems, then, that franiar breaks the rule that an ictus

can only be carried by a long stressed syllable or jointly

by two short ones. One example in 260 lines, however,

seems for tcP little to be of any significance.

In the 160 lines from Skald-Helena rimur (from about

1400), no examples were found where it is certain that

the old rules were broken.

In the next item on the list, the first 400 lines of

Skldartma. from the first half of the fifteenth century,

seven exceptions to the old rules were found. Three of

these involve old short monosyllables appearing in front

of words beginning in vowels*
— w V_£
er hvorki skrura ne skjal (?•$)

N-/

Ofrligt jgr um arleik J)inn (26.$)
harm Leifi kvad ei liggja S (37.$)

In these three lines, the words bad, er. and kvad. re¬

spectively will have to be taken as carrying the ictus in

order for a natural scansion to he obtained. The other

four examples involve bisyllabics*
w ——^ —

ur mats stor og mikil er (1$.$)

fsungs svnir ul;nr X fro (81.$)
w vy w ' ~

eru margir meiri en ]?u (95»3>
y 2— ^'s —^ ^ —-
A Island! eru margir menn (96.1)
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Here, the first syllables of the words nikil. svnir. and

erg (twice) will hove to carjfy the ictus if a natural

scansion is to be obtained. Out of 400 lines this does

not seem to be impressive statistics, and undoubtedly

these, examples will have to be dismissed as not signi¬

ficant.

To test this, we may like to look at the data from

a slightly different angle. In a special survey of the

first 100 lines of r.kf fin-rlma. i counted the overoil

occurrence of old short first syllables of polysyllables

in metrically stressed position, that is, within the ictus.

Short first syllables of polysyllables occurred 25 times

in this position, and in 24 of these instances the short¬

ness of the first stressed syllable was compensated

for by the presence of sn extra syllable in the same

foot, that is, a bisyllabic like take was followed by

an unstressed word like bad in order to fill the foot.

Only once in these 25 instances was there no such com-
■ "T '

pensatory syllable.

for the monosyllables, the comparable figures were

not quite as convincing, and I took a bigger sample of

400 lines. In these 400 lines I found 59 instances of

short monosyllables occurring under metrical stress in

the middle of lines (we will later come to the behavior

of old short monosyllables at the end of lines). Three

6 of these occurrences are the ones mentioned above where

a word beginning in a vowel follows, and the rules we

have set up seen to be broken. Looked at in this way
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they seem to be harmless for our model. But a closer

look at the data arouses suspicion, "e note that in

41 instances short monosyllables are followed by a

word beginning with a consonant and only followed by

one syllable before the beginning of the next foot, as

in the line cited above:

innan hoi sem kista (14.2)

then these 41 instances and the three we have already

labelled as breaking: the. rules are added together, we

see that 44 times out of 59 the shortness of a mono¬

syllable is not compensated for by the presence of a

third syl lable within the seme foot, and only 15 times

do short monosyllables occur as the first syllables of

trisyllabic ictuses. If we were to say that the in¬

stances where monosyllables carry an ictus when fol¬

lowed by a word beginning in a consonant are to be taken

as breaches of metric rules, we would cone up with a

situation where old short monosyllables break the old

rules in 44 instances out of 59* In that case, one

might wonder whether the old monosyllables had already

become long and the instances where they occur in tri¬

syllabic feet are of the same sort as in:
\^> w \J> ^

t

Fimm hefir kongur kristnad lend (Qlefs nma Iisr
aldssonar 4.1)

where a long stressed syllable is followed by two short

syllables within the same foot. To this hypothesis one

must first make the (relatively weak) objection th-t

already in the oldest drott^wtt-poetry it is cuite
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common for short monosyllables to function as if they

were long, when followed by a word beginning in a con¬

sonant, whereas it seems to be an exception if they do

so when followed by a word which begins in a vowel.

This would be difficult to explain if this hypothesis

were correct} it seems that at the earlier stages there

was some rule which allowed short monosyllables to carry

the ictus when followed by a word beginning with a con¬

sonant and it seems unlikely that this derived from

the fact that short monosyllables 'were longer when pre¬

ceding a word beginning in a consonant. The discrimi¬

nation against old short monosyllables when followed

by words beginning with vowels seems to indicate that

they were linguistically different from long ones.

.Another way of trying to see whether this hypothesis is

likely to be true is to compare the function of old

short monosyllables in rkidarlmo to their function in

some other poem which dotes from a later time, when we

hove reason to believe that a change had take 1 place in

the metrical function of old short stressed syllables.

Iontusrimur (see below) ore considered by Bjorn K.Tor-

olfsson (1934:292-293) to be composed after the quantity

shift took place, and we will consider a sample of 140

lines from this poem. The comparable facts of .. ontus¬

rimur show a different statistical pattern. In the

140 lines examined for this purpose, old short mono¬

syllables occurred 21 times metric-ily stressed in the

middle of lines. In 20 instances their shortness was
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not compensated for by the presence of a third short

syllable and would therefore have to be taken as carry¬

ing the ictus by themselves# The ratio for Iontusrimur
is, then 20/1, whereas the comparable ratio for Skida-
rima is 44/15. similarly, in Iontusrimur, the number

of times an old short syllable carrying an ictus was

followed by a consonant was 8, whereas it wes 12 times

followed by a word beginning with a vowel. The compara¬

ble ratio for Skidarlma is 41 times followed by a word

beginning with a consonant and 3 times followed by a

word beginning in a vowel. The difference between

41/3 a&d 8/12 is so substantial that it seems reasona¬

ble to assume that a change had taken place in the inter

vol that passed between the time when Skjdarima was com¬

posed (in the first half of the 15th century) and the

time when Fontusrimur were composed (around the middle

of the 16th century). Since, in Skidarima. an old short

monosyllable, seemingly carrying the ictus, was followed

only three times by a word beginning with a vowel, it

seems that there was a restriction against it which

later was relaxed.

In Kroka-Refs rimur. which are considered to be

from the latter half of the 15th century, two examples

were found where an old short monosyllable seemed to

carry the ictus when followed by a word beginning with

a vowel, and four examples, where an old short first

syllable of a polysyllabic seemed to fill an ictus,

showed up. The total number of lines examined was 408,
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and when this is compared to the three monosyllables

end four bisyllabics that seemed to break the rules in

the 400 lines of" Okldsrlma. we will have to assume

that no change had taken place.

Shen we turn to the next item on the list, 5lofs

rlraup B. which are considered to be from about 1550,
v/e seem to detect some change. Only 120 ferrkevtt-

lines are preserved from those rimur. They were all

investigated with the results that four examples were

found of old short monosyllables seemingly carrying an

ictus -hen followed by words beginning with vowels, and

12 examples wore found where a first short syllable in

polysyllabic had to assume the status of a full ictus

before a ne .urni scansion could be obtained. '.hen we

consider that the number of lines is only 12t, approxi¬

mately one third of the material from fkiflr ?lnn and

Kroka-Kefs rf.mur. this seems to indicate a changej we

will have to multiply the figures from Si "fa ri.mur B by

three to compare them with those of OkidarLmn and broke

efr rinur. making the figure for monosyllables 12, and

the figure for polysyllables 3( • The comparable figure

for F'kffiarlma and Kroka-Refs rlnar were 3 and 4, and 2

and 4 respectively. These figures indies* , .hough

perhaps not conclusively because of the poverty of the

data, that a change was taking: place or had already

taken place about 1550.

It will have been noticed that the number of

exceptions to the old rule; involving polysyllables is
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considerably higher than the number of exceptions in¬

volving monosyllables, This might lead someone to sug¬

gest that a lengthening had hit polysyllables earlier

and more regularly than monosyllables. But it is

doubtful that any such conclusions can be drawn from

these data, since, in general, the incidence of poly¬

syllabic words is greater* (In a randomly chosen prose

text of 23 lines, I counted 146 polysyllabic words, but

only 91 monosyllabic ones, and in 14 stanzas from

rima Haraldssonar. I counted 145 polysyllabic words

against 111 monosyllables. In both cases, unstressed

words like prepositions and conjunctions, which are

mostly monosyllables, were included.) These figures,

then, don't allow us to assume that there was any time

interval between the changes of -the metrical function

of old short syllables, according to whether they oc¬

curred in mono- or polysyllables.

We have already had a look at the evidence of

In our main sample of 696 lines (the 1st

and 11th £&aa) 22 examples were found of old short mono¬

syllables carrying an ictus, and 41 of historically

short first syllables of polysyllables. Although these

figures are perhaps not as striking as those we have

already seen from fiiafa rimur B. they undoubtedly show

that the old rules no longer prevailed. If we look

first at the polysyllables, we see that in 696 lines we

get 41 examples of short syllables functioning as long.

That means that there is one breach of the old rules in
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approximately 17 lines (411696)5 in Slat's rimur B there

is one breach of the old rules per approximately 10

lines (12il26)• Both of these figures show a signifi¬

cantly higher incidence of breeches of the old rules

than the figures for Skldarima and Kroka-Refs rimur.
where there is one breach for approximately every 100

lines (4j400 and 4i408 respectively). It seems, then,

relatively safe to assume that the old short polysyllables

had/different function in Slafs rimur B and 1ontusrimur

from that in the 15th century poems, Skiflarima and Kroka- -

Refs rimur. The same can be said about old short mono¬

syllables. Here we have, in rontusrimur. one breach for

.approximately every 31 lines (22:696), and a similar

ratio shows up in 6lafs rimur B (4:126), but in fkifla-
rima there is one breach for approximately 133 lines

(3:400), and one for approximately 200 lines in Kroka-

Refs rimur (2:408).

2.2.1.3 The last feet of untruncated lines

From our investigation of the evidence of riraur-
metries so far, it seems clear that around the middle

of the 16th century there occurred a change in the

metrical function of old short syllables, so that the

restrictions against their occurrence in place of a

monosyllabic ictus in a trochee were relaxed. Forms

like tala. vera, bar ek. etc. are now allowed to form a

full foot, something they could not do before. This was

investigated earlier by lorolfsson (1934:291-294 and 1929s)
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with similar results, lorolfsson took this as evidence

that the old short syllables lengthened around the middle

of the 16th century (at least in the dialects represented

by the poems in question), in other words that the change

was a linguistic one, although one cannot of coarse ex¬

clude the possibility that what took place was simply a

change in the rules of the metre. We have already men¬

tioned that a relatively small change was needed in the

metrical rules for rjmur to allow for this change. The

old condition for a syllable to be able to carry the

ictus by itself was that it was stres-; ed and not short.

(There were even exceptions to the length condition, in

that a short monosyllable could carry the ictus if fol¬

lowed by a word beginning with a consonant.) All that

had. to be done to allow for the change that we have

detected was for the condition concerning length to be

removed. If this was the case, there is no need to

assume that the change that took place about 1550 was

the linguistic lengthening of short vowels. Indeed, it

may seem just as likely that the changed/as simply a

change in the metrical rules (cf. Kjertansson 1971)• If

we look at the last feet of untruncated lines .lines

ending in bisyllabics, i.e. trochees), we see that the

old restriction concerning the length of the stressed

syllable in this metrical position seems to have pre¬

vailed much longer. Stefan Karlsson (1964:10-11, fn.

12) notes that, in the whole of lortusrimur by Magnus

Jonsson prudi, old short bisyllabics occur only 10 (or

9) times as the last feet of untruncated lines. 'The
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total number of untruncated lines is 1213, which gives

us about one breach in every 120 lines. This seems a

considerable consistency in distinguishing between old
short and long stressed syllables in bisyllabics and

is difficult to explain if no linguistic difference is

assumed to hove prevailed between these two types of

syllables. Karlsson also shows that in a rimur- poem

from the first half of the l?th century (composed in

10431 according to the only existing manuscript) Emils

riraur Elcall aa rlmssonor by Jon Gudmundsson, a similar

rule is maintained. Only in about 1% of lines ending in

bisyllabic forms is the first syllable short according

to the old rules. In these rlmur. as well as Jontus-

rimur, there seems to be no restriction against old

short syllables carrying the ictus by themselves when

they occur in a non-final position in the line, bun the

fact that old short bisyllabics hardly occur as lost

feet of untruncated lines in these poems is difficult

to explain if no distinction was made in the metrical

rules between old long bisyllables (hestur. osko) and

old short bisyllabics (take). hs long as a distinction

was made between the metrical function of these two

types of syllables, one must, it seems, assume that some

relatively simple linguistic feature existed in terms

of which the metrical rules were defined. It makes no

difference which aspect of the metrical rules is based

on this distinction} as long as a d-5 c.tinction is made

somewhere in the metrical rules it must be assumed that
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some linguistic difference existed. The ltth century

change may then have been simply a change in the metri¬

cal rules as far as 1ontusrimur ere concerned, since

the author, Magnus Jonsson prudi, seems to have little

or no trouble distinguishing between the two types of

syllables when it comes to deciding which words are

eligible as the last feet of untruncated lines.

We might then want to say that the lengthening of

old short syllables did not take place until the 17th

century at the earliest. But if we look closer at the

data investigated by )orolfsson (1929s), this becomes

less attractive. We have noted that a relatively minor

change was needed in the metrical rules for ferskevtt

(and other releted metres) for old short stressed syl¬

lables to get the same metrical value as old long ones,

but I have also suggested that such a change in the

metrical rules for drottkvstt would hove been more

drastic. It is interesting that the poet Hallur jgmunds-

son (according to torolfsson, one of the first to show

signs of a change in the function of old short syllables

in his poetry) breaks the old rules of the hrynhent-

metre, which was a version of the drottkvtstt. developed

in the 11th century (|«or6lfsson 1929ai40-44). Not only

are there several examples where it seems that old short

syllables in non-final position in the metrical line will

have to be taken as long; in order for a natural scansion

bo be obtained, but more strikingly, there are quite a

few instances of old short bisyllabics functioning as
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in general to be the most conservative position as

regards distinction of length end shortness of stressed

syllables. 1orolfsson (1929®'51) also notes that Kinar

igurdseon (1538-1C26) breaks the old rules in drott-

kvx-tt. (end another old metre, fornyrflislnp). If the

ltth century change wee a metrical one, it must, then,

have, been a change not only in the rules for the rxmur-

metres, but also in the rules for the old orottkvtett

®nci hr.vchent (as far as they -were still in use). It

may seem a strange coincidence that changes should be

made in all these metres at the same time. ..hy should
'' poetic conventions be changed so drastically in the

1.th century?

We Lave here the following puzsle; A partial change

takes place concerning the metrical function of old short

syllables. The question ist was it a linguistic change

or merely a change of metrical rules? If it was a lingu¬

istic charge, then why did the two types of old stressed

syllables (long and short) still have different metrical

value in some positions in some metres? On the other

hand, if the change was metrical, then (o. art from•the

question of why it took place) it may seem c bit of e

remarkable coincidence that more or les9 all metres

,ere hit by the same sort of change t the same time.

It is interesting to note that, whereas the above
mentioned liner igurds on breaks the old rules con¬

cerning the metrical function of old short syllable in
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drobtkvrtt end other old metres, he maintains them in

the last bisyllabic foot in iimur end other younger

types of poetry# These younger metres h^ve in common

the feet they were intended for sieging (or chanting)#
The foot that the old distinction was still maintained

only in chrmtable metres, may partly resolve our para-
f

dox# If tfce lfcth century change was a metrical change

partly -caused by a lengthening of old short syllables,

it is possible th-^t it was still not permitted that

these old short syllables be stretched in singing or

chanting, as for example in the rlmur, as uaing that

the Inst feet of untruncated lines typically occurred

on long notes in the appropriate tunes# Vie don't, in
other words, have to as ume that the fact that these

old short syllables did not occur in the last feet of

untruhcrted lines which were intended for ; In ing or

chanting, necessarily meant; that the old short syllables

had not lengthened at all# It is conceivable that for

some reason they were not fit for being stretched in

ringing# One could perhaps imagine that there still

was some difference between the vowels of tnlo and luks

as far as 'stretchsbility' was concerned although the

difference was not so great as to forbid the old short

syllables from functioning as an ictus in the middle of

lines. It is possible that only when it came to stretch¬

ing the syllable in singing in final position in a line

that a difference was detected between old short and

old long syllables. It is a characteristic of many of
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the tunes to which the rimur were chanted,that they

hove long notes in the position of the lest ictus of

even numbered lines (which ore always untruncated in

simple ferskeytt and many other rinur-metres). A typi¬

cal tune, transcribed in a 4/4 rhythm by 1 orsteinsoon

(1901-1909) is the following:

1 J J j jij^
Und - ir steini* a ha - un hoi,

1

Z IC el

vor - la hreins s

J .1 J J li^
svld - ur mein - id duld - a

(horsteinsson 1906-1909s871)

And in a 3/4 rhythm a typical tunc is the following:

-jr L v - J=1 F=j1=hF=ll==qwft
—P

I ZL

veg - far - end - urn bein - a,

1 ,1 J i~J j | j"> ni j~

1
elsk - a heifl - ur; hef 6 og skart og

«M==h-Jj-JM
hrund - ir ed - al stein - a.

(l-orsteinsson, op.cit: 873 )
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Both of these tunes show that the lest feet of

untruncated lines are particularly long in singing, and

it is to be expected that if there wa£e any restrictions

on the occurrence of old short syllables, these should

be the positions where they are most consistently for¬

bidden.

I will not try to give a conclusive solution to

our puzzle here, since a much more detailed investigation

of the data is needed than can be done in the context of

this study, but merely state what I think is likely to

have been the course of events and comment on possible

ways of trying' to solve the problem of the dating' of the

lengthening of old short stressed syllables.

I find it likely that the change that can be seen

in the 16th century poetry is a consequence of a gradual

lengthening of old short stressed syllables, most typi¬

cally by a lengthening of the vowel, but possibly also

by a lengthening of consonants in some cases. This

lengthening was, however, not so great as to make it

possible to use the old short syllables to carry the

long notes that characterized the last ictuses of un¬

truncated lines in metres that were intended for singing,

such as rlmur and some other metres, mostly of foreign

origin. In other words, my answer to the question

whether the lengthening of old short vowels took place

in the loth century is yes, to a certain extent, but

not completely. The old short syllables had lengthened,

at least in certain dialects, but there could still be
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detected a difference between then and the old long syl¬

lables. I am suggesting, then, that the lengthening of

old short syllables and the change in their metrical

function was- a gradual process.

The idea of a gradual lengthening of old short syl¬

lables fits in well, with the fact that the disappearance

of the 'discrimination' against short syllables in the

last feet of untruncated lines seems to be gradual. As

we have already seen, there was one short bisyllabic last

foot for approximately 120 lines in lontusrlmur. A simi¬

lar ratio (1/125 ) holds for Bedls rimur (1643) (Karlsson

,1964:22). In 01seirs rimur danska by Gudmundur Bergporsson

(from 1G80) the ratio is 1/47-. In Bravailarlmur by 5>rni
Bodversv on (from 1760) the ratio has reached 1/12, and in

humarimur by Sigurdur Breidfjord (1835), it is 1/5.6.

These figures show clearly that it gradually becomes more

natural to have old short syllables functioning as ictuses

of the last feet of untruncated lines, until there is no

restriction against it.

It is perhaps worth noting that the last foot of un-

truncnted lines can only be used as evidence about bisyl-

labicsj we have no evidence concerning monosyllables. For

all we know, they may have lengthened earlier than the

■bisyllabics, but we have no evidence for this, one way or

the other.

Another point worth making, concerning the progress

of the lengthening of old short syllables, is that it is

quite likely that it progressed at different speeds in
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different dialects, 1 orolfsoon (1929a*79) suggested that

the lengthening was on innovation thai; spread from the

West, Hallux vgmundBson being- from the West, Karise.on

(19€4l23) points out that this does not fit well with
the fact that Jon Gudmundsson 1 Rsudseyjum, the author

°£ ' nils rimur. also from the West', still distinguishes

between long and short syllables in 1 45, It is evi¬

dently necessary to make a thorough investigation of

poetry from the Ifth and 17th century before any con¬

clusions can be drown as to the geographical progression

of lengthening of old short syllables.

Before coccluding this subsection let me make a few

comments concerning the relation between the lengthening

of vov/els in monosyllables and polysyllables. At the

beginning of this section we mentioned two alternative

models, what v/e called the 'overnight hypothesis' and

the 'conspiracy hypothesis.' These alternatives are both
based on the assumption that changes are abrupt (cf,

footnote no. 5 )• W® set up a choice between lengthening

of vowels in all short syllables at the same time (over-

. night) or in two steps (conspiracy)• One might now say

that the distinction as far as vowel lengthening is con¬

cerned between 'overnight' and 'conspiracy' has evaporated,
since we have abandoned the idea of abrupt lengthening#

Elnce we have started talking about a gradual lengthening

of short syllables, it noy seem of little value to

distinguish between -two subparts of a change ;hm, tekes

about two centuries to be completed. One might say that
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it would be of no significance, though vowels of monosyl¬

lables tended to lengthen earlier than vowels of bicyl-

labics, if the whole change was s gradual move from two

to one length of stressed syllables#
1hen we talked about conspiracy or a single change,

we talked as if it was quite clear what is meant by a

single change# *It is worth some consideration whet Con¬

ditions must be filled by something in order that it be

celled a 'single change • It has become increasingly

clear recently that linguistic innovations can take a

long time to be carried outj the changes are typically
; refuel. as it has been put# he notice immediately the t"

'gradual' can be used to refer to linguistic changes in

different ways, depending on which way one looks at it

(cf. '.Vang 1969). There ere rt least three senses in

'which phonological changes can be eradual (and, logi¬

cally at least, the or-osite1abrupt), One can say that
a phonological change is rhoaetioallv aredual, meaning

that phonetic (allophonic) changes that can be said to

underlie the structural changes take some tine to

develop. This change con proceed 'gradually' either in
the speech of one speaker or in the speech of a community#

■'"Bother dimension along which graduality can be measured

is the inter-individual dimension} one cm grade the -speed

by which some innovation spreads from one individual to

another, e.g. according to else. or.geographical location.

A third dimension it the vocabulary of the Isnruore. It

is possible that some changes ere more regular in con©



parts of the vocabulary than others and that it takes

some time for the change to reach all forms of the lan¬

guage . Indeed, it is quite common for some special

parts of the vocabulary never to be affected by the

change} they become exceptions to synchronic rules (cf.

Ealph 19751132-162) • iAhen we maintain that the lengthen¬

ing of short vowels was a gradual change, we will do well

to clarify in which of the above mentioned senses it was

gradual, the answer is that it most likely was so in all

three senses. If we assume that the lengthening was con¬

nected with the stressednese of the syllables, it is very

likely that it was phonetically gradual, even to the

extent that individual speakers gradually lengthened

their originally short stressed vowels as they got older.

It is also quite likely that the innovation gradually

spread from one geographic area to another, and perhaps

also from one class to another. Thirdly, it is quite possi¬

ble that the vowels lengthened earlier in one part of the

vocabulary than in ethers, and the change was thus 'lexi¬
cally gradual'. Looking at the nature of the lengthening,

it seems to be such that it is very likely to have pro-

ceded gradually. Most importantly, it did not produce

any clashes in the system, since quite early, perhaps as

early as in the 13th century, the distinctive function

formerly carried by vowel-length began to be taken over

by qualitative differences, so from that point of view,

the length of segments was redundant - and speakers were

free to vary it. There was thus no hurry to restore
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order to the minor irregularity created by varying length

of vowels. The phonetic nature of the change (the phone¬

tic environments for the linguistic change, if you like)

is also such that it can easily be conceived as pro¬

gressing gradually. The only place where there is any

reason to introduce abruptness into the whole business

is the assumed structural innovation made by speakers

when they start making generalisations about the length

of stres.: ed vov/els according: to environment} when we,

ideally speaking, have one generation (one speaker) hav¬

ing- a more or less regular distribution of length without

having strict phonological rules for it, followed by

another generation (another speaker) with an underlying

phonological rule (or rules) accounting for it. (This

is what H. Andersen 1973 calls 'abductive change.') But

of course the spread of this innovation Can still be

gradual on the inter-individual (dialectal) parameter.

If the change was thus gradual in almost every sense

of the word, it may seem, as we said before, that it

makes no sense to speak in terms of a distinction between

a single change or a conspiracy as far as the lengthening

in monosyllables and polysyllables is concerned. There

is, however, nothing wrong with talking: about two gradual

changes, one beginning earlier than the other, or having

an earlier 'center of gravity' than the other, even

though the second change may have started before the other

one was completed.
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Also, it seems to moke sense to think of new gene¬

rations making different phonological generalizations

at different times, for example: 1. All stressed vowels

are short in front of two or more consonants. 2. All

stressed vowels are long before one (or noJ) consonant

in monosyllables. 3. All stressed vowels are long before

single consonants in polysyllables. If these generali¬

zations, come up at different fcim.es, they can be called

three different changes or at least three stages in a

single change. This is essentially ..what our 'overnight'
vs. 'conspiracy' distinction is based on. Regretfully

we hove not been able to find any evidence as to whether

there was any difference in time between the beginnings

or the centers of gravity' of the two lengthenings, but

the question is quite clear. It is another question,

different from the gxvadualness question, hoy/ much time

to require between signs of the beginnings of potentially

separate changes, and, perhaps more importantly, how

much difference of nature, causes, etc. to demand for

two events to be called separate changes. We will return

to the question of conspiracy in Section 3•4.

2.3 The environment jd, t, k, £> + v, j., r.

We have seen (Chapter II, Section 3) that there is

an exception to the length rule in Modern Icelandic in

that in front of two-consonant - sequences, of vahich the

first member is £» .£* — or' — the second v, or r,
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vowels are long, whereas the general rule is that vowels

are short before two or more consonants. We suggested

that this was due to the fact that the v, t, k, s +

4,, r-sequences are syllabified differently from other

sequences of two or more consonants# We proposed that

the forms vek.ia (with a long vowel tve:c^aj) and vakne

(with a short vowel [vahkns]) should be syllabified

vek":.in and vakn";.a respectively, and that the difference

in syllabification could either be explained as a con¬

sequence of a strength hierarchy in the consonants (v,

j,, r being 'weak' in that they have a tendency to stand

near the vowel (nucleus) of the syllable they belong to)

or by a syllabification rule based on a distinctive fea¬

ture classification of the consonants (making v, j,, r

the only uhderlyingly voiced fricatives in Modern Ice¬

landic). In this section we will look at this problem

from the historical point of view.

Since forms like vek.i a 'wake up (transitive),

vokva 'to water', akri 'field', (dative), set.jn 'to put',
T.risvar 'three times' etc. show, in Modern Icelandic,

long reflexes of old short vowels, we must assume that

a lengthening of vowels took place in front of £, t, k,

& + X.1 J.» r-sequences at some stage.

It is interesting to see what function these forms

had in the older poetry, that is, whether their first

'syllable' functioned as long or short. It turns out

that they seem to heave functioned as long;, for example

in the poetry of Fighvatr ] irdarson (from the 11th
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century, see Jonsson 1912-1915 Alt223-275) there are

several examples of forms of this sort filling the last

foot of the line in drottkvaBtt. which as a rule is only

filled by bisyllabic forms with long first syllables.

(E.g.; frsndsek.iu stwr vek.ia (fflokkur um Erling Sk.islgs-

son 7.4} Jonsson 1912-1915 Alt 246) and Het sa er fell

(Berspglisvlsur 4.1} Jonsson 1912-1915 Alt

252).) In rimur-roetrv from the 14th and 15th centuries

the same seems to be the case. The vek.ia-type words

have the same function as other words with two con¬

sonants following the vowel, that is, there are several

examples where their first syllables carry the ictuses

of trochees. It is the case, then, that the sequences

V + £p/t/k/s}- + -(v/j/r}- have the same metrical status
as other sequences of vowels plus more than one conso¬

nant.

Before going any further we will note that the fact

that these forms function as long in the metre seems to

suggest that the segments j., v (and £) had the same

phonological status as other consonants. It seems that

it is wrong to regard them (at least in this environ¬

ment) as semivowels as has often been done in the case

of an<3 for earliest stages of Icelandic (cf.

Noreen 1923/1970s44-45)• If j. and v had been semivowels

(ors'glides'), presumably definable as nonsyllabic vowels,
they would most properly have been analyzed in forms

like set.ia as the first components of rising diphthongs

following the consonant, that is, set.ia would consist
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phonologically of 8 sequence GVGVV or GVOSV (S» semi-

vowel), something like /setia/, /is/ being a rising

diphthong. If it were the case that j; and were non-

syllabic vowels in Old Icelandic (11th to 15th century)

one would expect the first syllable of the vek.in—tyre

words to function metrically as s short one, having a

stressed syllable with only one consonant following
the vowel. But this is not the case. (I will return

briefly to the problem of the phonological status of

semi-vowels in Ghapter V, Fection 4.)
The metrical function of the vek.ia-tvre words,

then, seems to group them with long—stem bisyllabics as

far as prosodic structure is concerned. (There are no

monosyllables ending in a % or a JL following £, £, &
or £, and words like akr 'field' with an r following a

consonant word-finally became bisyllabic in the 15th

or 14th century by the rise of an epenthetic vov/el

between jc end the preceding consonant.) But this does

not fit with the situation in Modern Icelandic, where

the forms show reflexes of a vowel lengthening of the

same type as in short-stem words. It seems that the

vek.ia-t.vre words changed groups, so to speak, having

been long-stem bisyllables in Old Icelandic, joining

the old short-stem bisyllables in the quantity shift.

This we will have to try to explain. 7„e would like to

be able to distinguish the £, £, &, £, + jyr, J., r-se-

quences from other poctvocelic consonant sequences and

explain why vowels len. ihened in those environments.
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Before considering; this more closely v.e should point

out that o, t .r iori there is more than one way in which a

lengthening of vowels in front of £, j£, k, £. -> v, j., £

could be related temporally to the lengthening of short

vowels in other environments* It is possible that before

the lengthening of short vowels occurred, s split took

place in the set of post-vocelic consonant sequences, so

that the £, £, jg + v., J,t r sequences came to provide a

favorable environment for historical vowel-lengthening,

but the others did not. It is not, however, necessary

to assume thisj it is equally possible that the split in

the post-vocalic sequences took place after the histori¬

cal lengthening of old short vowels had taken place. If
this was the case, the change in the consonantal sequen¬

ces simply created a new e vironment for a synchronicalLy

active lengthening rule* A third alternative is that the

vowel-lengthening and the change that caused the split in

the post-vocalic consonant sequences took place at more or

less the same time. If the first of these alternative

chronological orders of events is the right one, one could

expect that before signs of the vowel lengthening showed

up in the poetry a change could be detected in the metri¬

cal function of the vek.ia-tvxe words. That is, if for

example some sort of reorganisation in the syllabic struc¬

ture took place, making the syllabic structure of the

vek.i e-words identical with that of take.. but different

from that of e.g. kasta ,this could conceivably show signs
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in the poetry in that vek.ia etc. could not function as

trochees any more. I have found no signs of this in the

poetry. We have, then, no external evidence as to whether
a change in the prosodic status of £, t, 1c, £ + %.t At £.

sequences took place before or after or at the same time

as the lengthening of short vowels.

In the absence of direct evidence, we seem to be

allowed the privilege of speculating freely about what

happened. If we stick to our hypothesis set forth in

Chapter II that in Modern Icelandic stress determines

syllabification which in turn defines the scope of the

length rule and we assume that stress 'caused' the
lengthening of old short vowels, we can speculate about

the development in the vekia-type words and the relation

of syllabification and stress to the quantity shift.

We may say that the fact that the vek.ia-tvoe words

seem to have the same function as regular long bisylla-

bics in the metrics before the quantity shift indicates

that the concept 'long syllable in Old Icelandic', as we

have used it in our discussion of metrical function, was

something quite different from the Modern Icelandic

(necessarily long) stressed syllable. Indeed, it could
■ I

be argued that the term 'syllable' should not be applied

to the Old Icelandic unit at all. In our discussion we

have simply used the term (stressed) syllable to refer to

the stressed vowel plus all the consonants that follow up

to the next vowel. (Of course, the initial consonant

v;ould be included in the syllable.) As is clear from our
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discussion in Chapter II (Section 5.) of the concept syl¬

lable, this use of the term is perhaps the least likely to

have any appeal to linguists, since generally it seems that

people tend to favor syllabification which maximises open

syllables (cf. e.g. Lulgrem 1970). The motivation for our

syllabification of Modern Icelandic - extending the domain

of the stressed syllable as far back as possible (final

maximalistic, cf. above) - was that by adopting such a

syllabification we could define the domain of several phono¬

logical processes, among them the rule governing the length

of stressed vowels. As far as we accept this motivation we

accept the stressed syllable as a linguistically significant

unit in the phonology of Modern Icelandic. As far as Old

Icelandic is concerned, there are no signs to be found of

the phonological processes we used in justifying the final-

maximal istic stressed syllable as a unit in Modern Ice¬

landic. On the contrary, the metrical behavior of the

vek.la-tvre words can be interpreted as evidence against

it. If we assume that the metrical rules of rottkvstt end

rimur operated in terras of linguistic entities, that is,

they were of the general form:

Linguistic unit X has metrical function ?,
and that the optimal relation between any linguistic

entity and any metrical function was that X always had

the same function, and conversely that F was always filled

by the same entities, it would be natural for us to assume

that the first four segments ^f set .is as a sequence had
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the same linguistic status (or non-status) as the first

four segments of vakna. The sequence of these four seg¬

ments is what we called a 'long stressed syllable in Old

Icelandic'. But this 'syllable' must have been something

different from the Modern Icelandic stressed syllable. Our

Modern Icelandic syllable is defined by stress, that is,

the stress pushes the syllable boundary as far back as it

can according to the phonotactic restrictions on the order

of non-nuclear (consonantal) segments. If the unit uti¬

lized by the metrical rules was a final-maximalistic syl¬

lable defined in terms of stress, like the Modern Icelandic

one, that syllable would have to be defined so as not to

distinguish between the vek.ia-tvpe words and other words

having two consonants following the stressed vowel. But

it seems highly unlikely that a stressed syllable for Old

Icelandic could be defined as final-maximslistic without a

distinction being made between set,1a on the one hand and

vakna and kasta on the other, since then the syllable

boundary would h8ve to be pushed bsck of the v, j., r of

ttte vek.ia-tvne words. If a syllabification set.I'1;a. akrSi

etc. is unlikely to be valid for Modern Icelandic, it is

even less likely to be valid for Old Icelandic, since this

could only be Justified by assuming that the stress pushed

the syllabic boundary of the stressed syllable even further

back in Old Icelandic then in Modern Icelandic. Indeed, as

will be seen from what follows, it is my main thesis that

the primary prosodic difference between Old and Modern Ice¬

landic is that stress has come to play a more central role

than it did before.
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Although it seems unlikely that n linguistic unit

of the same sort as the Modern Icelandic finak-msximslist-

ic stressed syllable existed in Old Icelandic, it is

possible that some phonological unit of a different kind

that could be called a 'stressed syllable' existed. It

is, for example, conceivable that set.ia. vakna and hestur

were all syllabified like this: vekftia. vakilna. hesltur.

In that case the change from Old Icelandic to Modern

Icelandic as far as syllabification is concerned con¬

sisted in pushing the syllable boundary back one conso¬

nant if not prohibited by phonotactic constraints of the

type discussed in Section 3 of Chapter II. This may well

have been the C8se as far as we are concerned, but before

postulating this it seems reasonable to demand that some

independent justification be given for it, for example by

showing that some phonological processes are more easily

explained if such a syllabification is adopted. ( e

work, in other words, on the principle proposed by J.

Anderson (19&9) that if some phonological rules or some

other phenomena are more easily accounted for by adopt¬

ing some particular syllabification or some principle for

syllabification, that syllabification or syllabification

principle should be adopted.) I have not found any

purely linguistic phenomena which seem to demand such a

phonological syllable for Old Icelandic. It is, however,

interesting to note than if this syllabification is

adopted, either at an abstract phonological level or on

some lower phonetic level, one peculiarity in the metrical
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behaviour of long and short 'syllables* can perhaps be

explained. We have already mentioned that; it seems to

be on exceptionless rule that the last feet of drottkvatt-

lines as well as untruncated lines in rimur. liad to con¬

sist of a long-stem bisyllobic, like kenna. hestar, lata

etc. The interesting thing is that when (particularly

in rimur) the line was truncated (i.e. ended in a mono¬

syllabic foot) there seems to have been no demand that

that syllable was long according to the old rules. These

lines could just as easily end in short forms like dag.

£al as in long forms like gest. rik. (Cf. e.g. 6lafs
rima Haraldssonar 51*1* lorir lagfli i kongsins kv^g.)
This seems to be strange from the point of view of what

we have seen so far of the metrical function of long and

short forms. We have seen that in the middle of lines

old short stressed 'syllables', whetherin mono- or disyl-

lobles, could not carry an ictus (with the exception that
short monosyllables could carry the ictus if followed by

a word beginning with a consonant). But the last syllables

of truncated lines certainly seem to have carried metrical

stress, for example since they usually rhymed with other

line-final syllables, and the question is why short syl¬

lables should be able to carry an ictus in this position

but not others. If a syllabification like the one just

mentioned is adopted, an explanation of thi® can be pro¬

posed. If we suggest thst the condition for something to

be able to carry an ictus if the stressed vowel was short

was that the syllable was closed, we could account for
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the metrics! behaviour of old short monosyllables and

the vek.ia-tyre words. We can suggest that the vek.ia-

type words were syllabified like this: vek'Lia. ak ■ ri.

kes'tla etc., i.e. had closed first syllables, and by

virtue of that fact could carry the ictus. The same

could go for short monosyllables when they stood at the

end of truncated linesj there was no way that kvi<5 in

front of silence could be syllabified other than kvid?,.

Bisyllabic words standing at the end of (untruncsted)

lines, on the other hand,provided a following vowel so

that if tala were to have occurred there, it would have

given an open syllable: taisla. When short monosyllables

occurred in the middle of lines, their syllables were

closed, we may suggest, when a word beginning with a

consonant followed, but became open when a vowel fol¬

lowed. Thus, in this analysis, a sequence like hoi sem

would be syllabified hoiftsem but a sequence like bol a

would be syllabified botla. when occurring in the flow

of a poetic line. In this way bol a would have the

same metrical function as bera. which would be syllabified

bekra. Needless to say, this is highly speculative, and

various queries can be put forth.^ In the first place,

this only accounts directly for the metrical behaviour of

words having a short vowel in their first syllable. It

does not say anything about the syllabification and

metrical function of forms like dama. srk.ia or oska,

which have long stressed vowels. But they cause no

problems from the point of view of metrical function,
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sinoojhowever they are syllabified, they will end up with
at least a bimoric first syllable. The only forms that

seem to be problematic for this sort of analysis are

those with a vowel preceding a hiatus or a word-boundary,

such as bua or ]£&, which function metrically as short in

the oldest drottkvstt poetry. But these forms are

problematic anyway, since there seems to have been some

doubt as to the phonetic length of vowels in this en¬

vironment in Old Icelandic, and their phonological status

was probably somewhat exceptional (see Benediktsson 19C8).

Another sort of objection may be raised against ray

suggesting this explanation for the metrical behaviour

of old long and short forms. It might be said that this

explanation, if correct, would contradict what I have

already said about the nature and causes of the quantity

shift changes. I have suggested that the lengthening and
■C \ , . -

shortening of Old Icelandic vowels was connected with

a phonetic thing called the stressed syllable. If a

phonetic unit of this sort is to be used to explain the

lengthening of /a/ both in tek and taka. it v/ill have to

give the same environment in both cases, and this can

best be done, it seems, by assuming that the syllabifi-
case of the

cation was final-maximalistic, as in the^later phonologi¬
cal Modern Icelandic syllable. Also in forms like oska,

the shortening of the vowel can only be explained if the

second consonant following the vowel is taken into con¬

sideration} it seems to be crucial, because in the closed

syllable, as, no shortening takes place. This can be done
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if the phonetic syllabification we use is final-maximalis-

tic. I may seem to have led myself into a self-contradic¬

tion; I suggest one syllabification to explain the quanti¬

ty cJgiUEigeft'iind another to explain the metrical behaviour

of linguistic forms of the same language at more or less

the same time. This might seem to be sinfully opportunis¬

tic. A conceivable way out of this is to say that these

two syllabifications are of a different nature. I have

assumed throughout that there could be two different types

of syllables: phonetic and phonological. A way of defining

the difference between these two concepts is to say that

for something to be a phonological syllable, it has to play

a central role in the phonology of the language in that it,

for example, figures in some phonological rules. In that

respect the stressed syllable in Modern Icelandic would be

a phonological unit. A phonetic syllable, on the other hand,

can be looked on as a performance unit, only cropping up in

the actual production of speech without playing a role in

any structural phonological processes. The sort of thing we

mentioned in trying, to explain the nature of the changes

in the duration of vowels would be a phenomenon of this

sort. We might, then, want to say that the syllabifi¬

cation I just suggested to explain the metrical behaviour

of old short monosyllables was not a phonetic but a phono¬

logical syllabification. In that way the two syllabifi¬

cations could perhaps have coexisted before the quantity

shift, and we could use the phonetic syllabification to

explain the rise of the changes in vowel quantity, but the
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phonological one to account for the metrical behaviour

of old long and short forms. This is far from convinc¬

ing, however, I have already mentioned, that there is

very little if any linguistic justification to be found

for the 'final-minimalistic' syllabification in Old Ice¬

landic. There is no evidence that the first three seg¬

ments of tak on the one hand and taka on the other be¬

haved differently in Old Icelandic, nor are there to be

seen any signs of e.g. the j; of k.iot 'meat' and .iotnl

'giant' (dative sg.) (syllabified according to the sug¬

gestion we are considering: k.iStl. jot^n^,) showing a

common difference from the t of 'giant' (nomi¬

native sg.), .allegedly syllabified > so, if

this syllabification was phonological, it seems to have

been pretty much without phonological consequences, and
'

f

adopting such a phonological syllabification goes

against our principles.

Is there, then, a way of using the 'open'(or 'final-
minimal istic') syllabification to explain metrical be¬

haviour- and still sticking to the idea that the quantity

shift had something to do with the existence of a phone¬

tic final-maximalistic syllable? If we believe in the

explanation of lengthening using the final-maximalistic

syllable, we seem to be forced to admit that the 'open'
syllabification was neither phonetic (because then we

would not be able to explain the quantity changes in the

way we have proposed) nor phonological (because we have

no independent arguments for itd existence). We nay
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seem to be left with no choice but to give it up. But

1Swe may still be a way out. It is logically possible

that this syllabification only existed for metrical pur-

pores, that is, it could have been imposed on the language

only when it was used in poetry. In fact we have already

suggested a kind of 'abuse' of the language in poetry.

e suggested that the sequences ek bar and vel s'-'s.
linguistically consisting of two different words, could
be taken metrically as compounds, so that a sequence of

a vowel plus two consonants was obtained, and that n

sequence like bol jj could be taken to form one 'metrical
word', so that conditions arose for an 'open' syllabifi¬
cation. If we can believe that a sequence of two words

could behave metrically as one, there seems to be little

to prevent us from believing that a special 'metrical
syllabification' could be imposed on the language when

it was used in poetry. In this way we could maintain \

this syllabification in order to explain the metrical

behaviour of some linguistic forms without having to

assume that it had any linguistic consequences as en ab¬

stract phonological entity or was identical to 'every-day'
production units and thus save the i ee that the quantity

changes wero connected with a purely phonetic syllabification

of a different sort. This 'metrical syllabifiestion'could be

a division of text into 'poetic production units'.
This is of course still opportunism with reeredb to syl¬

labification, but at least it is not self-contradictory.
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We may leave it an open question what sort of phono¬

logical syllabification should be postulated for Old Ice¬

landic# Indeed, it could have been something similar to

the metrical syllabification we hove been discussing, or

something still different# There may even be no reason

to assume that any phonological syllabification pre¬

vailed in Old Icelandic if no phonological phenomena

need to be explained in terms of it. (This is rather

unlikely, however, since it is probable that phonotactic

rules could most easily be stated in terms of syllabifi¬

cation.)

It is perhaps worth emphasizing at this point that

although I have suggested that there was perhaps a dif¬

ference between the sctual, let us say, 'every-day'syl¬
labification and a 'metrical syllabification', that

does not mesn that the arguments I have put forth about

the language, based on metrical function,are invalid. I

am by no means suggesting that the language could be

used in most any way in the poetry. The 'metrical syl-
la^ificetion' must, of course, have been defined in

terms of the underlying language; it was, according to

my assumptions, basically a division of the text into

special production units which could fill the functions

demanded by the metre. Just as the 'every-day production

units' were originally based on the underlying linguii-

tic forms, the 'poetic production units' were based on

them too. It is therefore perfectly legitimate to use

metrical function to make inferences about the phono-
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logical structure of the language# It Is a fact that

tala had a different metrical status from that of dame#

and it is reasonable to ascribe that difference to a

linguistic difference in the vowels, most likely length#

The 'every-day' phonetic syllabification I have

proposed as the phonetic basis for the evening out of

the length of stressed syllables was then different

from another phonetic syllabification used in poetry#

The every-day maximalistic syllabification can be as¬

sumed to have gradually gained ground, causing the old

short vowels to lengthen# $e could then perhaps just as

easily ascribe the cause of the metrical change in the

ltth century to en increased prominence of the new

stressed syllable, as to Increased length of the old

short vowels# Similarly, the relative conservatism in

the last feet of untruncated lines can be looked on as a

consequence of the resistance of the old 'poetic syl¬

labification' which did not produce stretchable syl¬

lables from the underlying forms of words like

2.4 Conclusion

In the foregoing I have been trying to formulate a

description of the quantity situation before and after

the quantity shift in terms of syllabification# If these

hypotheses bear some relation to the truth it becomes

natural to look upon the quantity shift as being

basically JEftg qf llS&LSL
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syllable as a central unit in the phonology of Icelandic.

I am suggesting, in other words, that the basic differ¬

ence between the prosodie system of Old Icelandic and

Modern Icelandic is that in the letter the stressed syl¬

lable plays a central role in the phonology#
The final outcome was, then, that the length of

vowels became (via the stressed syllable) defined by

the stress pattern. Before the shift, length was n

paradigmatic feature, and long or short vowels could

more or less freely combine with a long or a short

following consonantism without any limitations imposed

by stress or syllabification. I have suggested that

phonetic stress was the cause of the changes, both the

lengthening and the shortening, although in a slightly

different way for the two changes.

As we have already said, we dor't have to assume

that the change took place in one big leap from the Old

Icelandic system to the Modern Icelandic one. There

probably was a long period of instability, but when the

phonetic alternations had become regular enough, a

phonological reorganization could take place as an

innovation made by new speakers confronted with the out¬

put of their seniors showing, on the surface, data which

could be accounted for by rules of the type described in

Chapter II. For the words with £, jt, ]£, & + j., £

following the vowel, a final-maximal1stic syllabification

triggered by the stressedness of the syllable ran up

against a constraint which prohibited syllable-final
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sequences where the consonants v, j., r followed p>, t,

k, £, scJ the syllable w#s only extended far enough

back to include the 'strong' consonants £, t,, k,

This meant that for the forms concerned the domain of

the length rule only came to be a vowel followed by

one consonant, so the vowel became long.

As to when all this took place, we have suggested

that the phonetic change had begun in the 16th century,

but the fact that poetry from the latter half of the

17th century and even from the 18th century shows dis¬

crimination between old long and short 'syllables'
seems to indicate that the new system was not stabilized

until much later, perhaps as late as the beginning of

the 18th century. It is furthermore quite likely that

the change progressed with different speed in different

geographical areas#

It seems natural for a change like this one to

progress gradually, since it did not lead to any clashes

in the system. It seems that as early as the 13th

century the long and short vowel systems started develop¬

ing separately, so that qualitative differences gradually

took over the distinctive function formerly carried by

the length. Once these qualitative differences had de¬

veloped, the road was clear for a reorganization of the

prosody. But there wss no hurry either; only perhaps a

relatively unstable tendency acted to bring about the

change.
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Yet, when the change was completed and order restored

to the former 'chaos' concerning the length of stressed

segments end syllables, it can be called a major change

in the history of Icelandic.

3* Explaining the quantity shift.

In this section we will turn our attention more

closely to the problem of what caused the changes we

have been looking at (Question 3. on p.196). A question

like: Shy did change X tske place? may seem stupid in

the context of this thesis, to judge by often quoted

remarks by prominent linguists: "the causes of sound

change are unknown" (Bloomfield 1933:385)5 "The ex¬

planation of the cause of language change is far beyond

the reach of any theory ever advanced" (Harris 1969!

550). fuch pessimistic remarks may lead one to wonder

whether the question we have just posed is worth asking

at all, since it would seem that we are far from being

able to answer it. But a question which is never asked

seems to be rather unlikely to be answered, and if we

hope sometime to be able to say something'about the
causes of particular changes and make statements about

the causes of language change in general, we will

obviously have to put some effort into trying to find at

least tentative answers to questions like the one we

have just put forth.

It is useful to start out by considering whet sort

of a sensible answer we can expect to get to our question.
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We will, for example, have to form as clear an idea as

we can about what we can possibly mean by the notion

'cause of a linguistic change'. Closely related to this,

we will have to consider what is meant by such a phrase

as a 'valid explanation in historical linguistics'. We

will have to have some ideas about what conditions a

piece of historical linguistics must fulfil in order

that we can call it a valid explanation, since, presum¬

ably, a part of an explanation of some specific histori¬

cal change will be a statement about its causes.

3.1 Explanation

I would like to start by making some comments on

the term 'explanation' in linguistics in general and

later turn to its possible uses in historical linguis¬

tics. In recent years questions of methodology and the

nature of explanations in synchronic linguistics have

received a great deal of attention. (See e.g. Cohen

(ed.) 1974, Derwing 1973jBotha 1971» Lass 1976s (especi¬

ally pp. 213-220), and Langendoen 197&)» The reason why

these matters have been the cause of so much paperwork

is that, probably more than in most other subjects, it

can be a matter of dispute, not only how to explain

linguistic phenomena synohronic8lly, that is, what sort

of theoretical machinery is needed, but it is also a

matter of dispute what there is to explain. Obviously,

there is no room here for a thorough and sensible dis¬

cussion of these matters, since the confusion seems to
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be almost hopeless. But I will try to clarify some

points which may be relevant to what I have to say about

Icelandic.

One question which may be relevant is what we might

call the question of levels of explanation. Chomsky

(1905) distinguishes between what he calls 'descriptive'
and 'explanatory adequacy'. This distinction has to do

with the dichotomy between universal and particular

grammar (on the psychological side: 'linguistic competence'
and 'faculte de langaee''). It seems to me that Chomsky's
point is that a theory is 'explanatorily adequate' in so

far as it'explains' facts about particular grammars in

terras of a universal grammar. This implies that linguists

are- concerned with at least two types of activities,

(,a) describing particular languages by writing grammars

for them, and (b) describing what are the common features

of all grammars by writing a Universal Grammar and re¬

lating it to particular grammars. If we look at this in

terms of explanation, we could say that Chomsky's point

is that facts about particular languages are explained

by particular grammars, but facts about particular

grammars are in turn, in some sense, explained by uni¬

versal Grammar. We seem, then, to be able to talk about

explanations at at least two levels, that is one can

explain facts about languages by writing particular

grammars and one can explain facts about grammars by

^vriting Universal Grammar. (Obviously there i§ an

interesting, and maybe quite uncomfortable, question
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lurking behind this one: What explains Universal

Grammar?)
Another question is of course the question of what

is on explanation in linguistics. I v/ill deal with

this by trying to form some idea as to what, in general,

could be called an explanation of some phenomenon and

consider how things we might want to call explanations

in the context of linguistics compare to such a general

notion. I will not try to give a review of the litera¬

ture on this very central problem in the philosophy of

science, but rather make an attempt to express my

intuitions about matters related to it which to some

extent are influenced (in a positive or negative way)

by my reading of e.g. Bach (1974)$ Lass (1976a:213-220)
and parts of Popper (1968). I would in no way want to

maintain that what I have to say solves any problems,

it is mainly meant to put what I have to say about Ice¬

landic in some (to me) sensible ontological context.

In a sense, one can say that an explanation is

simply a higher order description of any event or state

of affairs. This seems to make some sense if we look

at a simple example. We may observe a simple fact, say,

that John has a pain in his toe. We have described, a

state of affairs. We can find an 'explanation' for that
state of affairs by observing the fact that there is a

splinter stuck in John's toe. ■ Evidently, this 'explana-
tion' is simply a description of another state of af¬

fairs, that state of affairs being that & splinter in
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John's toe irritates hie nerves so that he feels pain. If

we can believe that the presence of the splinter is re¬

lated to the pain, we may accept this as a valid explana¬

tion. We might like to stop there and say that we have

explained the fact that John has a pain 'in his toe, bet

we may choose to be more curious and went to explain

this more deeply. Here, we can go in different directions.

We might want a more detailed account of the relation be¬

tween the fact that there is a splinter in John's toe

and the fact that he feels pain. In that case we might

enter on the activity practised by neurologists, who try

to describe in more detail how irritation of nerves

causes sensation of pain. We might not be interested in

that; problem, however, but rather we might want to ex¬

plain the state'of affairs that John has a splinter in

his toe. We could do that for example by observing that

he 4ust walked barefoot on a wooden floor. We can de¬

scribe that fact and in that way 'explain' the state of
affairs that John has a splinter in his toe. That might

arouse our interest in knowing more about how the splinter

got into John's toe by describing in more detail what sort

of movements John made when he walked on the floor, and

what; state the floor was in. In so doing w© might observe

some facts that still arouse our curiosity and carry on

finding new explanations, which turn out to be simply de¬

scriptions of some new states of affairs. Each state of

affairs can be said to be explained by a more penetrating

description in which new facts are brought out. In this
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definition, then, e description of facts on s deeper

level of observation, coll it level Ji, is an explana¬

tion of facts observed et a more ehellow level, level

U ~ i* Bach explanation gives rise to new puzzles, and
rhis can go on indefinitely, unless perhaps ultimately

we could reach a state where we have explained all

phenomena, in which case we might have reached God,

which (who) is i ertoape & state of affairs which (who)
cannot be explained by another state of affairs. In

the cose where we ere not looking for God, we might only

want to go a certain distance on this infinite (or end¬

ing; in God) ladder of explanations! the limit at v?hich

we stop, is determined by things like our intellectual

capacities, the amount of time we have on our hands and

the degree to which our cariosity is aroused. ..e may

stop at the observation that John has n splinter in his

toe and just take that for granted, or we might be more

curious, which could, given enough time, energy and

ingenuity, lead us to the forefronts of several sciences

(neurophysiology, physics etc.).
To go beck to Chomsky's descriptive and explana¬

tory adequacies, we could, as I said before, say that a

grammar (for Chomsky meaning also 'competence') for a

particular language, being e description of the system

(or lack of system) behind the sentences of that language

'explains' the corpus of the sentences of that

language. It is, in Chomsky's terms 'e theory of the

language • On o de-per level, universal Grammar (being
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'systematically ambiguous', meaning also faculte de

lnngnae) can be said to explain particular grammars,

that is, it can tell us, in part at least, why the

grammars of particular languages are the way they are.

In describing Universal Grammar we find a basis for

(perhaps only partial) explanations of particular gram¬

mars. If we are curious enough, we could of course ask

ourselves why Universal Grammar is as it is. Ihis is

an interesting question, but we will not discuss it

here for obvious reasons.

Before trying to clarify in more detail what we

would like to call an explanation in linguistics, I

have to touch on a third problem which comes up in this
I

context, that is, what there is to be explained. This

is really the question of what the domain of linguistics

is. Gome would want to say that linguists should ex¬

plain, as Langendoen (197&J690) puts it, 'all systematic

linguistic phenomena, including those dealing with the

use of language'j others would want to say that the

scope of linguistics is more narrow, that only some

regularities observed in linguistic behaviour should be

dealt with (the 'narrow scope' view, cf. Langendoen loc.

citIt is for example possible to study what people

say without studying why or in what context they soy it.

Another question pertaining to the scope of linguistics

is the question of psychological reality, that is, whether

linguists describe or should describe entities (uncon¬

sciously) present in people's minds or whether they should,
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or do, describe some systems existing at more abstract

levels outside individual speakers. Iroponents of the

latter view maintain that tile accounts tbey give of

linguistic regularities and irregularities are not

necessarily (nor have to be) psychologically real in

the sense that they are isomorphous with psychologi¬

cally present linguistic systems, which people use

(among other things) when they speak. Obviously, there

is no room here for a detailed discussion of these mat¬

ters. In fact we Can form some sort of an idea of what

we could call an explanation in linguistics without

having solved the question of the domain of linguistics.

We don't hove to take a stand as to mentolisia or

non-mentalism or to the question of how many aspects of

people's linguistic behaviour linguists should explain

in order to form an idea of the concept 'explanation in

linguistics', although, of course, particular instances

of -potential exrlanations will not be sorted out as

valid or invalid unless we have some idea as to what we

want to explain. It is sufficient for our present pur¬

poses to stipulate that synchronic linguistics is dealing

with some sort of reality. We can, for the moment, stay

neutral as to,what this reality is, whether it is the

competence of an ideal speaker-hearer or a socially real

set of rules and paradigms, or an even more abstract

system, having an ontological status similar to logic

or mathematics. But it seems essential that some reality

is assumed for these things, since if they are not real,
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it is in principle impossible to test the validity of

proposed explanations, if the concept explanation is

thought of in the way I have just suggested.

If sn explanation of something is a description

on a hig;her level, there must be something to describe.

It is, then, incompatible with my concept of explanation
to take what may seem to be the relatively modest stand

(and therefore more sensible at this stage of our igno¬

rance) to propose grammars for languages which account

for, or generate, all the forms of the language (e.g.

enumerating recursively all the sentences and giving

them structural descriptions, making statements about

the syntactic, semantic and phonological structure of

the sentences) without claiming that the derivations and

structural descriptions arrived at by the grammars re¬

present any reality, that is, assume that the grammar is

scientific fiction, fhis is incompatible with my notion

of explanation, since in this way grammars will be in

principle untestable and we will never have a way of

assessing the validity of their explanations. A realist

grammar, on the other hand, purports to describe some

reality, and in principle all that has to be done in

checking its proposed explanations is to compare them

with that reality to see whether they describe the actual

state of affairs cr not.

A realist grammar, then, is empirical in a very

general sense, there being assumed some reality against

which it is to be tested. (It is, of course, a different
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matter whether It is in fact possible to test the proposed

grammars against the reality they are claimed to represent#

I will come to this shortly#)
A non-realist grammar has a very different status#

The only condition it has to fulfil is that it fit the

corpus of linguistic surface data available to direct ob¬

servation, that is, that its predictions are not contra¬

dicted by actual sentences produced by the speakers of the

language under investigation# It has proved to be the case

that within this framework there are more often than not

many ways of accounting for some piece of linguistic data#

Different grammars can generate the same strings. It is

thus possible to get more than one explanation of a parti¬

cular linguistic phenomenon which fits the data, and if we

ask which explanation is the correct one, or only the best

one, granting that perhaps none is perfect, we seem to be

in trouble, because it seems to me that we can't give the

word best any reference if we are not making claims about a

reality# One might suggest that the 'explanations* should

be tested against an evaluation measure of some sort which

would be built into the theory in order to tell which ex¬

planations are the best ones# But evidently the same pro¬

blem comes up concerning the evaluation measure, it becomes

vacuous if no reality is assumed. If there is no external

reality in terms of which the evaluation measure can be de¬

fined, it can only be defined in terms of the system within

which it is supposed to operate, for example by working out

a simplicity metric# One might for example suggest that
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the explanation which uses fewest symbols (presumably de¬

fined in some clear way) is the simplest and therefore the

best one* But different theories wJULl have different pri¬

mitive concepts, and there is no guarantee that an explana¬

tion which is simple in one formalized theory will be sim¬

ple in another, if translatable into that theory at all.
And if different theories choose different explanations,

we are faced with the task of choosing between different

theories if we still want to have one rather than many

valid explanations. But choosing between theories poses

exactly the same problems as choosing between different

explanations within a theory. We will have to ask on what

grounds we can evaluate different theories. If this is

possible at all, it would hove to be done within a metn-

theory which incorporates an evaluation measure which dis¬

tinguishes between different theories. But it is dif¬

ficult to see how such a metetheory can be chosen other

than by a still higher evaluation measure, incorporated

into a mete-meta theory, because how else do we know if we

have picked the right way of choosing between different

theories? Evidently, this evaluation hierarchy is infinite,
if we don't have some real referent to test our theories

and evaluation metrics against, what this shows is that

non-realist synchronic linguistics, being untestable

against reality, can't decide what is s good or a bod

explanation of something. So, if we want to be able

to evaluate our explanations, it seems that we should

stick to some sort of realism.
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Before moving on to historical linguistics, let me

make a not© on the testing- of hypotheses within our rea¬

list framework# In this framework -eh© term 'valid ex¬

planation of a phenomenon 1* will mean something like

'a true description of the state of affairs which can

be ©aid. to have brought about this phenomenon' or 's
true description of the context in which the phenomenon

exists'# But then of course the question arises how we

know that we hove given, a correct description of the

phenomena. More often than not, the 'deeper states of

affairs', which we describe and connect with the more

observable phenomena which we went to explain, are not

directly observable. But how can we, then, know whether

we have described them correctly, that is, whether our

explanations are valid or not? According; to Popper we

will perhaps never know whether our descriptions are

true. The beet we can do is to limit the number of

descriptions that may be true: "Cnlv the falsity of the

theory car: be inferred fro, empirical evidence ..."

(lopper 19b8«55» Emphasis his.). This can be done,

according to Topper, by testing the predictions made by

the proposed theories. If we have proposed some unob-

servsble state of affairs to prevail, it may have some

more or less logical consequences in that it predicts

some other phenomenon which may be observable. If

these predictions are contradicted by observable facts,
1

our theory |s wrong. I opper suggests that the dif¬

ference between scientific explanations and non-scientific
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ones is thet the scientific ones must be refutable.

Irrefutable explanations and theories are unscientific,

according to Popper. For an explanation to be refuta¬

ble by observable phenomena, it will have to be formu¬

lated in such a way that its empirical consequences are

clear in that predictions about some phenomena which

should be observable can be deduced from it in some

logical way. This is closely related to the concept

of law$ the explanations will have to be predictive

lows. (The laws being;, in our terms, quantified de¬

scriptions of the relations between phenomena or states

of affairs. - The iff relation is a statement that
kave

every time one thing occurs, another must also^occurree/.)
If we go back to the example of the splinter in John's
toe and his sensation of pain, the explanation we pro¬

posed for the fact that John had a pain in his toe was

the fact that he had a splinter in his toe. This is

not a law, it is only a hypothesis about a particular

state of affairs or event, it does not have the all-

quantifier in it, it does not make predictions. In

order to make this explanation refutable a, i© Popper it

would have to be turned into something like thist

"Whenever a person has a splinter in his toe, he or

she feels pain." In order to test the validity of this

law we would go out and look for counterexamples to it,

and if we find a person who has a splinter in his toe,

but still does not feel any pain, our lav/ is refuted.

In Popper's framework, one instance of a person with a
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splinter in Ms toe but without pain invalidates the law.

But the important question isi Does this mean that our

explanation of the pain in John's case is invalid? I

should think not. In explaining the fact that John has

a pain in his toe by the fact that he has a splinter in

his toe, we assumed that there was e connection between

the two facts, so that John would not have had the pain

if the splinter had not been there. This may or may not

be true. But the truth of that statement about John's

case does not depend on whether we find some other per¬

son who does not have a pain although he has a splinter

in his toe# £o, if we take a valid explanation to be a

true statement about a state of affairs, the falsity of

that statement, which is made about one state of affairs,

cannot be proved by showing that it does not hold for

another state of affairs, perhaps similar, but slightly

different. The point is that our explanation is not a

predictive law. We may be right in assuming that there

was a connection between John's pain and John's splinter

without making a predictive statement that every time a

person has a splinter in his toe, he will feel pain.

.As mentioned above, Fopper suggests that for some¬

thing to qualify as a science, it must form refutable

theories, that is, theories that make general predictions

about things other than those observed. It seems to me

that it is not right to put such a strict constraint on

the definition of science. I think that there is more

to science than mere theory-making and theory-refuting.
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Description of what ore assumed to be the facts seems to

me to be a quite legitimate scientific activity, if not

more important than theory-mrking. It may well turn out

to be the case that our descriptions of simple facts,

basically, have a common core with predictive general

theories. — The particular descriptions are in essence

hypotheses about particular states of affairs. (This is

definitely Popper's view, I think, cf. Popper 1968:27-29).

<*But there is a very important difference between a hypo¬

thesis about some particular st"te of affairs end a pre¬

dictive lew. Fredictive laws claim that the descriptions

they incorporate ere valid for more cases than the ones

that they are originally applied to. But it is impracti¬

cal to form laws unless we can be pretty sure that we

have taken all relevant factors into consideration.

There may be a connection between the splinter and the

pain, but there may also be other conditions necessary

for a person to feel the pain. To admit that there may

be other things at work is not to say that it is com¬

pletely useless from the scientific point of view to

make the assertion that there is a connection between

the srlinter and the pain. I would say that it is per¬

fectly sensible to say that the fact that John has a

pain is 'explained' in a technical sense by the fact

that he has a splinter in his toe and that we can call

this a 'scientific explanation' (although it is admittedly

not a vevj 'deep' one). But explanation in Phis sense

is evidently not a lav/, and that means that the validity
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of our explanations cannot be tested by Popper's method,

There may thus teem to be a conflict between my concept

of a scientific explanation and Popper's criterion for

soientificality# % explanations are not refutable,

simply because they are not predictive laws, but; I would

maintain that they rre empirical claims and in theory

testable against the real state of affairs. But in

order to be able to test the explanations, one will

ultimately have to 'see' the real states of affairs, to

compare the theories to that reality, and in many cases

our perceptual apparatus, both natural and'.man-mace, is

not up to the task of making these direct observations

of reality. In the absence of direct observations we

can only make more or less plausible guesses, but it is

only when we move from the stage of claims about parti¬

cular, more or less isolated pieces of reality which

can be said to be' true or false hypotheses about parti¬

cular phenomena, to the stage of forming predictive laws

which can be falsified by counterexamples, that Popper's
method can help us. It seems to be an unreasonable Puri¬

tanism to maintain that only the quantified lews are

ecientific rt atersents,

We will no.s, turn to historical linguistics and con¬

sider what could be called a 'valid explanation' in that

principle. This question is obviously related to the

main theme of this section, namely the causes of the

changes e are studying. If we can find something which

v;e can call the cause of a linguistic change, it seems
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reasonable to say that that forms at least o part of on

explanation of that change. Before looking at the ques¬

tion of cause, we will, then, discuss briefly the gene¬

ral question of what can be called a valid explanation

in historical linguistics. We have already seen that

the question/what counts as a valid explanation is closely

connected with the testability of the truth of explana¬

tions. Hypotheses in a mentalistic synchronic grammar or

a grammar purporting to explain some social reality, we

said, should in theory be testable against line presupposed

reality. We saw also that a 'non-realist' synchronic

theory did not seem to be testable against any reality

exept a corpus of sentences produced by the speakers,

which by itself seems to be of rather limited value, if

no recourse is allowed to any hypotheses or assumptions

about the reality of linguistic rules. In order to put

historical linguistics in the same perspective, we will

consider against what sort of reality hypothes© about

language change should be tested or in general whether

they can be tested against any reality, that is, whether

historical linguistics is an empirical science.

In discussing the status of synchronic hypotheses,

we suggested that unless some reality was claimed, syn¬

chronic linguistics would stand in the void, since its

hypotheses would ba untestable. The reality that must

be assumed can either be a mental reality in individual

speakers, or a social reality, that is, synchronic linguists
can claim to describe the competence^ of speakers or
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the linguistic systems of communities# (There is also

the possibility of assuming a more abstract ontological

status for linguistic systems, but we will leave that out

of the discussion for the moment#) It may be equally dif¬

ficult to test hypotheses about social reality and hypo¬

theses about mental reality, but it is theoretically possi¬

ble in both cases, some sort of a reality being claimed to

exist and the aim being to describe it#

As to what sort of a reality historical linguistics

should aim at describing, it is evident that it could not

be simply defined as mental reality of speakers# It is
for example difficult to see how such a thing as Grimm's
Law can ever have in any sense been mentally real to any

speaker# If historical linguists are committed to mental

realism, they will obviously have to look, not at the com¬

petences of speakers in isolation, but rather compare the

competences of speakers from different times and describe
«

the differences between them# But it has been argued,

most notably by Weinreich, Labov and Herzog (1968) that

this is not enough# They argue (p# 156) that one should
" abandon the individual homogeneous idiolect as a model

of language" in order to be able to "suggest a more intel¬

ligible mechanism of transfer [of linguistic innovations]".
What seems to me to be the main thesis of their paper is

th8t if linguists are to understand language change,

they cannot limit their scope to the competences

of individual speakers, but have to be able to

look at the linguistic systems; of communities and to
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study variation between speakers, for example according

to age or social stratification. Not only this, the

theory will have to allow for a conception of competence,

not as homogeneous, but allowing for variability, for

example accounting for switches speakers often make

between styles, according to context, etc. So, part of

what historical linguists have to do is to describe

language systems of social groups and individual com¬

petences, seen as fluctuating systems, and they have to

compare different language systems, both social and indi¬

vidual ones, from different times and places. But even

though a historical linguist could make true statements

about different language systems and describe the dif¬

ferences between them, that would not be enough. For

example, statements like: "In Old Icelandic, vowel length

was phonemic, but became context determined in the 16th

or 17th century", seem to lack something. What state¬

ments of this sort do, is merely to describe correspond

dences between two stages in the history of the language

in question: Where we have X at stage A we have Y at

stage B. Even a sophisticated model like that proposed

by .afejnreich, Labov and Herzog is not enough, if it merely

compares one fluctuating system with another. Historical

linguists have claimed that for something to be an ex¬

planation in historical linguistics, it is not enough to

describe the situation before and after some change, bat

that it has to say something, more about the relation be¬

tween the two stages (Cf. e.g. Jeffers 1$74:236 and
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H. Andersen 1973) • For example, we want to know why the

change took place, and also how it took place* Hiis is
where the concept 'cause of a linguit tic change' comes

into the picture.

The most obvious way to look for what we mirht term

as causes of a change of some linguistic form is to con¬

sider closely the context in which the form occurs be¬

fore or at the time the change takes place. This con¬

text could be not only the purely linguistic or systema¬

tic context of the form, but also, as stressed by Labov

and his collaborators, the wider social and cultural

context. Still another ^art of the context of a linguis¬
tic form is, of course, the phonetic medium, describable

in terms of articulatory processes and acoustic laws.

This last type of context is of particular importance

when phonological changes are studied. If all these

surroundings of a linguistic form which has undergone a

change are studied closely, we may be able to find some

factors which we could suggest, in some sense,

caused the change, or explain why it took place.

In our comments on the notion 'explanation in histori¬

cal linguistics' so far, we have assumed that there is

some reality which the historical linguists should be

trying; to describe, that is, we have assumed that the

discipline is in some sense an empirical one. But one

may well wonder whether this is necessarily so, that is,

just as, theoretically, it is possible to write synchronic

grammars without making any claims about psychological
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reality or social reality, it would seem possible to

look upon historical linguistics in the same way. one

might then say that when there is no external or em¬

pirical evidence about what happened, one will choose

a descriptive model without claiming that it represents

the facte. The model might then be chosen on grounds of

simplicity defined in terms of the formalism used. But

obviously, this would lead to the same problems as we

hove seen that would come up in synchronic linguistics,

as far as the limitation of plausible explanations is

concerned. Another fact which makes it less plausible

to think of historical linguistics as a metaphysical

discipline is that it seems, perhaps somewhat paradoxi¬

cally, that facts concerning historical changes are often

more observable than facts about unconscious mental pro¬

cesses and structures. Indeed, it seems to me that it

is always assumed by historical linguists that they ore

trying to find out what really happened and the things

they are trying to describe are, to them at least, in

some sense real, I think a historical linguist would
■ V." - .

get a funny look from his colleagues (not to mention
other more normal people) if he were to say: "I am not

interested to know what really happened in the history

of language X, I am only wondering what is the most

beautiful (= simple) picture of what might have happened",

Y'hat our imaginary historical linguist just said seems

to me to represent fairly what; would be the point; of

view of historical linguistics which does not claim to
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be trying to describe some reality, in other words, o

non-realist historical linguist* (I em not, needless

to say, claiming that considerations of simplicity ^re

illegitimate or useless in historical linguistics.

Indeed, it is considerations of simplicity that pre¬

vent as from postulating events that there is no evi¬

dence for, e would not, for example want* to explain s

correspondence between [ex.] at stage A and [m~\ at stage
B as representing two changes [a] —»[e] and [e] —

[se], if there is no external evidence to the effect

that this happened. Also, ' : simplicit; is at the

center of old established conventions in historical

linguistics like the comparative method, The use of the

ciaplicity arguments in the^e instances is based on the
wrong

policy that until proven/it is best to assume that

things happened in 8 simple way.)

If we now try to summarize what we have bean saying

about what would qualify as an explanation in histori¬

cal linguistics, we seem to come up with a rather compli¬
cated concept. An explanation in historical linguistics

will have to make claims about et least two different

synchronically defined stages in the history of some

language, that is, the linguistic systems of communities

and/or competences of individual speakers at there

stages} it will also have to make claims about corre¬

spondences between the systems at the two stages; it
ill also have to make claims about the relation of

particular forms at the first stage which show chanred
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reflexes at the second stage to factors in the context

of those forms in a way that we can say that the context

in some sense explains why the change took place. Further,

the explanation may have to make more specific claims

about how the change took place, in other words how the

'cause' is related to the change and the result.

We will assume that what was said in the preceding

paragraph constitutes at least a part of a definition of

the concept 'explanation in historical linguistics'.
This seems complicated enough, but we still have to state

what we would like to call a 'valid explanation in his¬

torical linguistics'. As in synchronic linguistics, we

seem to have to do this in terms of reality and truth.

In order to be able to test hypotheses in historical

linguistics, we will have to assume that there is some

reality we are trying to describe. The linguistic,

systems of communities or individuals must somehow be

real, and the changes must also be real and have taken

place for specific, perhaps complex, reasons, and in

specific, perhaps complex, ways, and two contradictory

explanations cannot be true. We will thus, in principle

have to test different explanations against the reality

we ore trying to describe. As in synchronic linguistics

the testing of hypotheses against the reality can be very

difficult or impossible in practice, but in theory it is

possible, if the reality is assumed to exist. If we

don't do this, there seems to be no theoretically possible

way of testing the validity of proposed explanations.
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3.2 The term 'cause' in historical linguistics

We will now try to get closer to what was supposed

to be the main theme of this section, namely the cause,

or causes ©f the quantity shift. Ac a preliminary to

that, v/e will still have to make some general remarks,

this time about the concept 'cause of a linguistic

change'.

Glosely related to the term cause, is the term
/ / /

condition. The terms cause of a change and condition
/

for a change are often used to refer to the same thing.

It seems to make some sense to say something like this:

"Under condition 1, change Y will take place", or "Under

condition X, change Y can take place". In statements

like these it is assumed that there is some connection

between the condition X and the consequence, which is

the change Y. We note that in the two conditional state¬

ments above, different claims are made. In the first

one, it is claimed that, given the condition X, the change

Y v:ill take place, but in the second, it is only claimed

that, given the condition, the change can or may take

place. In the-latter it is only stated that the con¬

dition X is a necessary condition for the change, but it

is not assumed that the change will take place. In the

former statement, on the other hand, it is maintained

tha , the condition X is both necessary and sufficient

for the change to take place: Given the condition, the

change both can and will take place.
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If we now put the tern "cease*, to be used in his¬

torical linguistics, into the perspective of necessary

end sufficient conditions, it seems to me that it can

only be used in a sense similar to that of 'necessary
condition", and that we will never find sufficient con¬

ditions for linguistic changes. I am not saying, of

course, that linguistic changes don't have sufficient

conditions, fhe fact that changes occur must mean that,

in some sense, there are sufficient conditions for their

taking place ('sufficient condition' meaning in this

context the surroundings that make it necessary for the

change to take place). I em only maintaining that it

would be too much to expect linguists to find all these

sufficient conditions for all linguistic changes.

If it were true that for any change X it is possi¬

ble to find sufficient conditions for it (i.e. there is

no change Y such that it is theoretically impossible to

find sufficient conditions for it), that would mean

that it is theoretically possible to find sufficient

conditions for all changes e given language is going to

undergo* If there are no limits that discriminate against

any language as far as this is concerned, it would be

possible to find sufficient conditions for every single

change that every single language is going to undergo,

rhuf,if it is in principle possible to find sufficient

conditions for linguistic changes, it means that it is

theoretically possible to predict every single change

that every single language is going to undergo from here

to eternity.
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Wo are here faced with a problem common to all evo¬

lutionary sciences (evolutionary biology, genetics, his¬

tory etc*), the problem of whether evolution can be pre¬

dicted (of. Ecriven 1959)* fhe question can be dealt with

from two points of view* One oan wonder whether it is
logically possible to predict evolution. This is a philo¬

sophical problem, the answer to which probably depends on

whether something like complete randomness exists. We will

act try to solve this here, Ihe other point of view is the

more practical point of view of individual disciplines. In

historical linguistics, as well as evolutionary biology, it
is not oz&y linguistic and biological faotors which deter¬

mine how linguistic or biological entities evolve, fhere

are always present other 'external* faotors which mess things

upt "... the irregularity-producing factors lie outside

their [i.e.the disciplines'] range of observation and are not

predictable by reference to any faotors within this range"

(Soriven 19591478). For language, these external factors
are for example physical surroundings (it is possible for a

X

language to die out because all Its speakers die in an earth¬

quake or some other natural catastrophe), but probably the

most important 'irregularity-produoing factor^ as far as the

evolution of language is concerned, is the human will

(sometimes harnessed into ourrents of social laws and

etiquettes), which is in principle unpredictable from the

point of view of linguistics. If historical linguistics
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is to be a branch of linguistics, working with more or

less the some technical apparatus as other branches of

linguistics, it is impos; ible to demand from it that it

find sufficient conditions for linguistic changes and

by that make them predictable. If linguistic changes

are to be predicted, it requires knowledge of all sorts

of things which have nothing to do with linguistics; in

fact, historical linguistics would hove to become a

sort of theory of everything.

It seems, then, that if the term 'cause' is to have

any meaning, within historical linguistics, it certainly

can't mean 'sufficient condition^. It will have to mean

something similar to the 'logical' concept 'necessary
condition'. In dealing with historical change, one con

often find certain features which seem to be related to

those features that change. For example, it has been

noted that, in Germanic, stem-vowels were fronted in

forms where 8n i or 8 ^ followed the stem. The presence

of a following ^ or £ was a condition for the fronting

of the vowel. Evidently, we are not talking about a

sufficient condition, in that whenever a stressed vowel

is followed by an J. or a i (with some intervening con¬

sonants) it gets fronted. There are exceptions to this,

not only in that in many langu- ges jl's and j,'s can follow

stressed vowels without fronting them, but also in that

there are quite a few exceptions to this in Germanic:

Old Icelandic stadr 'place' (< *stagjz) does not have a

front £ in its stem even though it was followed by an 4
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at the time when the fronting of the stem vowel of gestr
(< *gastiz') took place. Many of these exceptions can be

explained by more or less general feature which inter¬

fere with the otherwise valid law, and the fronting did

not have to take place. But the important thing is

that we can say that if the j/s or ^'s had not been there,

the fronting would not have taken place. The presence

of 4's 0nd J.'8 W8S 0 necessary condition for fronting!

there was a relation between the fronting and the pre¬

sence of the j/s and ,4,'s. It seems perfectly reasonable
to use the term 'causal relation' to denote this. We can

thus say that i's and b caused fronting of preceding

stem-vowels.

£o far, so good, but we have not done enough. If we
of

simply state our definition of cause in terms/the con-
0 0

cept necessary condition , we seem to have a pretty

wide definition. We may, for example, observe that a

language won't change unless it is spoken (or used).

Thus we can say that if language X had not been spoken,

change Y would not have token place. It is a necessary

condition for change Y that the language X was spoken,

and thus, according to our definition, the change Y was

caused by the fact that X was in use. Of course this

can be said to be trivially true, but no linguist would

consider it a great achievement to be able to state

this. Our definition of cause may thus lead to such, in

a sense, absurd uses of the concept. But that may not

be a bad thing. In reality, this is exactly the same
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thing as we saw that cropped up in our discussion of

explanation. Explanations can be valid, but trivial.

Hie explanation using the fact that 1-nguage X was spoken

to explain a change in that language is one of that type?

it is perfectly legitimate, but it is very uninteresting.

We are not surprised or enlightened, by this observation.

It is only when We are surprised, when we experience

some sort of revelation when faced with an explanation

or a discovery of a cause (or causes) that we feel that

our effort has been worthwhile. We can thus say that

causes are more or less obvious and explanations more or

less interesting. Since our investigation is generated

by curiosity, we will not want to discover what we al¬

ready know, but rather look for new answers. Thus the

number of things that will be put forth in research will

be greatly limited by this attitude of the researcher

and his collegues. The more interesting the discoveries

the better.

This, however, is not enough to limit the use of

the term cause in a way that seems desirable. It is

not only that we want to be surprised by good explanations,

we want to be sure that they are 'relevant'(cf. Hempel

1966:48). We would like to eliminate explanations like:

"The quantity shift was caused by the execution of Bishop

Jon Arason" The question is how we can do this.

The claim made by this explanation, referring it to our

definition of cause, is that if Jon Arason had not been

executed, the quantity shift would not have taken place.
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But, of course this can't be tested; we will never know

what would or would not have happened if Jon Arason had

not been executed. So, on the grounds of our definition
we can't get rid of the hypothesis claiming that Jon Ara¬

son' s death caused the quantity shift. This is, of

course, intolerable. The common-sensical answer would

be that the death of Jon Arason had nothing to do with

the quantity shift. This is really on empirical claim.

It is claimed that in reality, the nature of Jon Ara¬

son' s death and the nature of the quantity shift were

such that they happened Independently of each other. And

when we connect the fronting of stem vowels in Germanic

with the presence of j^'s and j^'s we claim that the nature
of the fronting and the nature of the i's and J,'s and

their relation to the stem vowels were such that there

was a connection. This is either true or not true. We

find it likely to be true on various grounds. Our

belief that this is so makes it sensible to claim that

the J.'s and J,"a caused the fronting of stressed vowels.

It must be admitted that the concert of csuse that

is intended to emerge from this somewhat lengthy digres¬

sion is far from being precise. Indeed, it has been

maintained by philosophers like Hume that the causal

relation exists only in the mtnds of people and is an,

often misguided, interpretation of the relation or non-

relation between two events (cf. von Mises 1951*151-4X2).

But I have a feeling that there is more to the causal

relation than that, that in reality there are some events
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that are connected to some other events in a way they are

not connected to still other ones, and to express this,

human language, scientific as well as every day, needs

some concept.

In the belief that this is so and on the basis of

the 'clarification' of the concept cause, suggested

here, I will carry on happily in spite of the pessimistic

comments quoted at the outset of this section, implying

that there is little hope of finding the causes of lingu¬

istic changes. If the meaning of the term 'cause' as

a linguistic terminus technicus is restricted along the

lines described above, there seems to be nothing wrong

with applying it in historical descriptions.

3.3 The causes of lengthening and shortening.

Let us now at last turn to our particular problem

and start wondering about the cease- or causes of the

quantity shift. We have already suggested that it is

not neceseary to assume that the shortening of old long

vowels in front of tv/o or more consonants took place at

the some time as the lengthening of short vowels in front

of no more then one consonant. Similarly, it is not

necessary to assume ,a -priori that the tv/o changes had

the some ceases.

As far as the shortening of old long vowels is

concerned, we have suggested that at an early stage there

was a phonetic tendency to have stressed underlyingly
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long vowels shorter than directly predicted by their

underlying features when they were followed by two or

more consonants. We tried to make this plausible by

est. usiing that there existed an erticulatory unit, we

con call it the phonetic syllable, which was delimited

by stress. This unit, which we can as ume was primarily
a phonetic thing, occurring in actual speech performance,
was not necessarily definable in terms of the linguistic

system,nor was it necessarily « structural unit (for

example in that it figured in any systematic rules of
the phonology). (Presumably, unstressed phonetic syl¬

lables were differentperformance units, and probably

different phonetic laws applied there. e may leave them

out of the discussion here, since we are only concerned
with changes that took place in stress ed syllables.)
Having assumed a phonetic unit which we call the stressed

syllable, we will assume further that there was a tendency

for the units to be of approximately the same duration.
Given these assumptions, we can easily imagine that when

a phonological form like fatt. 'few* (neuter), one syl¬

lable with a phonologically long vowel followed by a

geminate, which was presumably relatively long in its

phonetic duration, was pronounced as a phonetic, stressed

syllable, its vowel tended to be shorter than the phono¬

logically same vowel of the form fat 'confusion' which
was followed by only one consonant. We can thus imagine

that the shortening of long vowels was originally ini¬

tiated by a tendency of the long vowels to adapt to their
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phonetic surroundings. These phonetic surroundings were

the stress and the following consonantism. The phonetic

stress delimited, the immediate context of the vowel, and

when a part of the context was a long following consonant¬

ism (a geminate or a consonant cluster) the vowel was rela¬

tively short. .At first, this shortening of the vowel was

probably irregular and varied according to speakers, some

speakers shortening the vowel more often and more regu¬

larly than others. This can well have varied according

to dialects or class, and it should be easy to fit this

sort of thing into a model similar to the one used by

Labov (19^5) 7/einreich, Labov and Herzog (1963) for

variation in American dialects.

At a later stage we can assume that the shortening

of long vowels became more regular, until some language

learners picked it up as a full-fledged phonological rule

of the language end made the generalization that all

stressed vowels are short when occurring in front of two

or more consonants. It is obviously a difficult problem

to decide exactly at what stage a new rule like this be¬

comes, so to speak, an integral part of the phonology, so

that all or the majority of the speakers have it as a

regular phonological rule, as opposed to a more or less

irregular phonetic alternation, and indeed it may be that

it is theoretically unsound to make such a distinction,

since it would seem that borderline cases will always

come up, where it is impossible to decide whether to call

something a low-level phonetic alternation or a regular
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phonological process. One might perhaps say that the

problem is a pseudo-problem, only created by an unjusti¬

fied dichotomy between phonetics and phonology. But it

seems necessary, at least for practical purposes, to

draw some distinction between completely phonetic alter¬

nations, conditioned, e.g. by the capacities of the

speech organs or some physical laws of acoustics, and

systematic phonological alternations, defined by the

rules of the grammar, phonological rules which are

language specific and learned by speakers when they are

learning the language, but not explainable in general

phonetic terms#

In this context one may ask, from the point of view

of historical linguistics, what in the process we have

been describing above, we should call the linguistic

change. Is It the appearance of the phonetic tendency

to shorten long vowels in certain phonetic environments,
or is it the actual incorporation of the phonological

rule into the language system, that is to ssy, the change
*

in the 'competences* of speakers of the language? We are

evidently faced with a situation which is reminiscent of

historical structural linguistics, where there is a

distinction between an allophonic change and the restruc¬

turing of the phonological system, the phonemicization

of a previously allophonic difference. It was common

among structuralists to claim that the only thing that

mattered was the structural changes "Phonetic change

acquires significance only if it results In a change of
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the phonemic pattern*" (Bloomfield 1933*$09)• This any

be true to a certain extent, but as soon as it coses to

asking questions of how end why (instead of only what)
the phonetic drift becomes extremely important. If we

only bother about structural changes, we may in fact end

up comparing different synchronic stages without being

able to explain their relation. A historical linguist

should be just as interested in the phonetic aspects as

the structural aspects of changes, and therefore there

does not seem to be any justification for giving one

aspect more priority than the other by singling it out

as the change proper.

We have now set forth a hypothesis concerning the

cause and nature of the shortening of long vowels before

two or more consonants. e could eey that we hove pro-

pored at least a part of an ex. lanation of that part of

the quantity shift. It is now reasonable to ask, on what

grounds we may think that it is valid, that is, do we

have come evidence to support it? Tart of the justifi¬

cation of our hypothe is is implicit in our description

of it, hich we have given above. e tried to give the

explanation some plausibility by making it believable

from the phonetic point of view. But we may ask* ffcat

else do we have? The answer to that question is* Very-
little. we have said before, the testing of hypo¬
the re like the one oe have proposed is an empirical

matter. Ideally, we would simply go out and see whether

our hypothesis fits the fact • But the problem is that
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we don't have direct access to the details which would con¬

firm or refute our hypothesis# We don't have access to

speakers of Old Icelandic who show or don't show a tendency

to have all stressed syllables of the same length or have

an irregular tendency to shorten long vowels in front of

more than two consonants in stressed syllables# We don't
know either exactly whst Old Icelandic stress was like#

There may also have been other factors at work, like some

laws of tonality, which, it is assumed, were the historical

origin of the modern Norwegian and Swedish word-tones#

There are all sorts of things we would like to know, but
»

we don't# In the absence of relevant data, we can only

make guesses which seem more or less likely to be true#

Ideally, the likelihood of the truth of hypotheses which are

not directly supported by data should be measurable on some

sort of an independently justified evaluation scale, based

on some notion of natural sound change, which could help us

to decide what is most likely to have been the actual state

of affairs or course of events* We have already touched on

the subject of evaluation of different hypotheses in his*>
e

torical linguistics, and since a further discussion of the

matter would lead us too far afield, we will leave it at

that and carry on as if we knew what we were 'talking about#

We will now turn to the question of what caused the

lengthening of short vowels. We have already assumed that

in Old Icelandic there existed an articulatory unit which

we called the stressed syllable# We slso assumed that there

was a tendency to have these stressed syllables of approxi-
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mately the same duration# On these grounds we proposed

en explanation of why the old long stressed vowels were

shortened before two or more consonants. Obviously, if we

believe in these assumptions, we can use them to explain

why the old short vowels lengthened. When a syllable

like fat 'a piece of clothing', in which a short vowel

is followed by only one consonant, was pronounced as a

stressed phonetic syllable, we can look at the lengthening

of the short vowel as resulting from the tendency to have

all the streeted syllables of the same duration. If the

vowel was stretched, the duration of the syllable could

oome to match approximately that of long syllables like

ih. or fatt 'erect' (neuter).
It should perhaps be emphasized that we are not

saying that the vowel was stretched in order for the syl¬

lable fat to get the same duration as the long syllables,
rather we assume that at the initial stage the lengthen¬

ing was an automatic consequence of the stressedness of

the syllable. This seems to be a reasonable assumption,

given the close relation between stress and duration which

phonetic studies have shown to exist in many languages.

Obviously, t is possible to stretch a short syllable

ending in a short vowel followed by one consonant in two

ways, that is, either the vowel or the consonant could be

stretched. However, there are probably differences in

the 'etretchability' of different segments! for example
it would seem to be easier to prolong the duration of

vowels than that of stops. Other consonant segments, like
nasbls, would seem to be quite 'stretchable*'. At the
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earliest stages of the lengthening of old short syllables,

it is, then, quite possible that some syllables were

lengthened phonetically by stretching the consonant, (as
must have been the case in many Swedish and Norwegian

dialects), and it is also possible that both segments

were sometimes stretched at the same time# Indeed, there

are examples to be found which seem to reflect a Conso¬

nant lengthening# One of these examples is the adverb

fram 'forward*, which has in Modern Icelandic, when pro¬

nounced under stress, a long consonant and a short vowel,

but seems to have had a short vowel and a short conso¬

nant in Old Icelandic# As we have seen, a lengthening of

the consonant is quite oommon in Norwegian and Swedish

dialects, and it has been suggested that lexical doub¬

lets in Modern Icelandic, one form showing a long con¬

sonant and the other a short one, e#g. ramurtramn^ir

'strong* (Sigmundsson 1970«325) could derive from a stage

of phonetic indeterminacy as to the length of the seg¬

ments# It seems very likely that at the earliest stages

of the phonetic lengthening of old short syllables, there

existed forms in which a phonologically short consonant

was stretched, but most likely a lengthening of the vowel

was more common# When the lengthening of old stressed

syllables became a part of the phonological system, the

generalization that was made by new speakers was that all

stressed vowels were long before one consonant, but in 8

few cases, like in the form fram. restructuring took place

in the lexicon so that the old short consonant was re¬

placed by an underlying geminate;
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3.4 .A shift or s conspiracy?

In discussing, the dsting of the Chan es, and on vari¬

ous other occasions, we have touched on the question of

whether the quantity shift was something which we could

properly call a 'shift*, or whether the term 'conspiracy*
should rather be applied. Obviously, in order to be

able to deal sensibly with such a question, we would

have to give the; e two notions some clear meaning. One

of the things we have assumed could be used to di;tin -

gudsh between the two notions is the timing of the events.

If we have reason to believe that some com|licated change

took place in 'one stage* or over a short period of time,

we would presumably tend to call it s shift or a single

change, whereas if © number of changes which take place

at different times 'conspire* to form a unified, simply

statable result (of. Less 1974), we would tend to call it

a conspiracy# Another factor which will have some bear¬

ing on whether we call something a conspiracy or a shift

is the cause (or causes) of the change (or changes;). If

we ©8y that a complicated change was caused by one single

factor, we would tend to call it a shift or a single

change, whereas if a number of changes which form a uni¬

fied result (that result being apparently the only thirig

the changes h^ve in common), are relatsble to different

conditions or perhaps no prior conditions at all, the

only reason for their taking place perhaps seeming to be
the result, we would tend to call that a conspiracy#
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We have set forth hypotheses at to what caused the

shortening: of old long vowels and the 1eng.the nine, of

old short ones in stressed syllables. We related both

of these changes to stress» and in that respect we can

soy that there is o common element in the causes, and

consequently we should perhaps call the quantity shift
a proper shift, We notice, however, that stress was

claimed to be related to the changes in different ways.

In the case of the shortening of old long vowels, one

can say that the stress was not a direct cause of the

shortening, but rather, we assumed that the stress-

pattern defined the context in which the shortening

took place. We suggested that v/ithin the context of en

articulstory unit which we called a etres. ed syllable

the long consonantism caused the long vowels to develop

shortened allophones. In the case of old short vowels,

however, we can say that the rtres. was a more immediate

context for the lengthening, there being assume • a close

phonetic connection between stress and duration. In

this light we see that the question whether the shorten¬

ing of old long vowels and the lengthening of old short

ones were caused by the same factors cannot be answered

simply with a yes or a no. Even though the most im¬

mediate phonetic features which we connected the change:

with are different, on the one hand e long following

consonant!; m and, on the other, stress and a short follow¬
ing: coneonaneism, we con say chat a common factor was

working in the background, namely (according to our
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assumptions) a tendency to have all stressed syllables

of the same duration. One might perhaps make an objec¬

tion here and say that this common factor is not a his¬

torically pri~r cause as we claim, but simply the con¬

spiratorial result of the two changes. That is, we

are perhaps not justified in saying that a tendency

for all stressed syllables to have the same duration

was a part of the environment of the phonetic proces¬

ses involved, and all we are allowed to say is that it

was a consequence of the two changes that all stressed

syllables came to have the same duration (end phonologi¬

cal or prosodic length). If this objection is valid, we

could perhaps turn around and say that the same duration

of all s'.ressed syllables was the 'aimed-at result* of

the changes, to borrow a phrase from Lass (1974*312),
and it is not the case that the tendency to obtain the

same duration for all syllables was a prior phonetic

cause of the changes, but rather that it was the 'pur¬
pose' of the changes that all stressed syllables were

to have the same duration. In terms of causality, one

could then say that the uniformity of the length of

stressed syllables was the 'final [orthogenetic] cause*
i

(cf. Lass 1974:312 and 333) of the changes. Looked at

in this way the quantity shift seems to qualify as a

historical conspiracy.

It seems, then, that the answer to the question

whether to call the quantity shift a conspiracy or a

shift can derend (apart from the question of the dating)
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on whether the tendency for ell stressed syllables to

be of the same length can be said to have been a rele¬

vant factor in the phonetic processes resulting in the

systematic changes of vowel shortening and vowel lengthen¬

ing# We have aires.y suggested that this woe the case,

but we may of course wonder whether we are right. We

can put the question like thisi Is it more likely that

what the two changes hove in common is that they were

partly triggered off /^common environment or that they

aimed at the same result, which could then be called the

'final cause' of the change? One might say that the

answer to this question will depend on what general view

we have of linguistic change and its causes. If we lock

at language change as in general caused by phonetic and

other factors present at the time of change or shortly

before it, we would tend to favourthe explanation which

says that the changes were caused by e phonetic tendency

, to have all stressed syllables of the erne duration.

Another way of looking at language change is that it is

in general, or sometimes, teleological, that is, the

changes that occur sometimes aim at some target reach>-

ablo in the (near or distant) future. If one accepts

that as a more plausible view, one would presumably

favour the conspiratorial explanation, of course the

two points of view are not mutually exclusive; it is

possible to be ar eclectic and say that some changes
are teleological and others mechanical, end indeed one

can maintain that some (or all) changes are partly teleo-
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logical and partly mechanical. 12 > z v(U1 not emb8rk Qn

© long discussion of thee© matters, since they involve

methodological questions which I am not prepared to deal

with. I will content myself with stating that,generally,

it seems less to be expected that language change has

some predetermined purpose, and therefore, if another

explanation is possible, I think thst an explanation

making that assumption in some way necessary should be

avoided, Consequently, I will assume that the lengthen-
e

ing of short vowels and the shortening of long ones are

traceable back to a common phonetic element, namely a

tendency to have all stressed syllables of the same da.-
ration. (The shortening of long vov/els, of course, being
more indirectly relatable to this tendency as a cause,

the more immediate cause being a long consonantism fol¬

lowing,)

It should be emphasized that although it seems to

me that the term conspiracy should not be applied to

refer to the Icelandic quantity shift, that does not

mean that it should not be applied to other phenomena.

For instance the changes in English discussed by Lass

(1974), which gradually, over a long period of time,

'aim at' eliminating vowel quantity as a paradigmatic

feature, are much less amenable to a mechanistic expla¬

nation of the sort proposed here for the Icelandic

quantity shift, because the changes forming the quantity

conspiracy in English, culminating in /itken's law in
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Modern Scots are much more formally heterogenous and

chronologically far apart than the Icelandic changes

seem to have been. It seems that the term 'his¬

torical conspiracy* can be used to refer to the English

changes, at least until a more satisfactory explanation

presents itself which makes the term unnecessary#
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qjhaptyy T,

THE PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF LENGTH.

\

In the foregoing treatment of quantity in Icelandic

and it8 history, we have carried on without stopping to

consider what is meant by the term length or quantity in

phonology# In order to try to compensate for this, I

will devote the following chapter to the question of what

phonological quantity is#

It seems to be general practice to use the terms

duration and quantity in such a way that duration de¬

notes absolute physical length, but the term Quantity is

used to denote duration when it functions 'as an inde¬

pendent variable in the phonological system of a Ian—

guage'# (Lehiste 1970142) I will try to follow this

practice in my discussion# It seems, then, quite con¬

venient to use the term length in any context in which

one either does not want to make this distinction or

where, for some reason, neither is applicable# The term
length can then for example be used when talking about

the properties of phonological units when discussed by

themselves#

1# Ways of accounting for length

In general, in analyzing length phonologically,

there is more than one option open for a linguist# These
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alternatives can be summarized (of# Lehiate 1970143-

44) as being basically four.

It is possible to look upon quantity as being a

feature of the segments of the language (most typically

vowels* but consonants may also be analysed as long- or

short)# In this analysis, some segments of the langu¬

age are, then, long, whereas others are short much in
the same way as e#g, some vowels are rounded and others

unrounded, "[his feature oen be 'distinctive* or 'non-

distinctive', just as any other feature can be 'distinc¬
tive* or'non-distinctive*# For quantity to be a 'dis¬
tinctive feature* of a segment it is a necessary condition

that there be at least two degrees of length in the seg¬

ments, just as roundedness is not distinctive unless

there are both rounded and unrounded vowels, in the lan¬

guage. There are other conditions for quantity to be phono-

logically 'distinctive*, for example that the length of

segments is not predictable by features in the environ¬

ment. (I will make some farther comments on 'distinctive¬

ness' hortly#)

Another way of analyzing length is to assign it

more or less a status, of phoneme. In this way one can

e,g, analyse the difference between Old Icelandic sat and

sat as being that in the latter member of the pair there

is present a phoneme of length# The pair could be tran¬

scribed like this /'sat/ vs. /salt/, /%/ being the length-

phoneme. Obviously this sort of phoneme has a peculiar

status compared to other phonemes, for example in that
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its phonetic realization varies greatly, being (apart

from the element of duration) completely determined by

adjacent (preceding ?') segments, This peculiar status,
it has been suggested, should be indicated by giving it

a special name and calling it 'prosodeme* (Haugen 1949)

or 'chroneme* (Jones 19&2). This analysis would probably

not have very much appeal to others than the most abstract

minded (pre-generativist) structuralists# It seems, for

example, that there is something missing as far as the

representation of the relationship between the length

phoneme (chrroneme or whatever), and the actual segment

that is phonetically long. (See, though, Haugen 1949

who suggests an account of length and other 'prosodemes'
(like toros) in terms of timing within the syllable.)

A third way of accounting for length is to assign

it to higher order units like syllables, or still larger

units, even words (of. Lehiste 1970t50 ff.) In this sort

of analysis, the duration of segments is determined by

their position within these larger units, i.e. their

relation to other segments and their structural status in

the unit. A very simple case of a system describable in

this way would be one where vowels are long in open syl~

lables, but short in closed ones. (Thus, every syl¬

lable, open or closed, would have similar duration).

Questions of 'distinctiveness' may get unclear answers

in this sort of situation* This was reflected in our

discussion of Modern Icelandic (Chapter II., Section 1.),
where there was a question as to which was 'distinctive',
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vowel length, consonent length or perhaps something else.

A generative analysis of this situation would be one

which left segments unmarked as to length at the under¬

lying phonological level and then distributed it on the

appropriate segments by a rule defined on the higher

order unit (the syllable or whatever)# It is, in this

connection, an interesting question what sort of an

entity length is. Is it appropriate to use the same

sort of theoretical notion to represent this and the

length that belongs to segments? Gen one use s feature

[+long] for both, say, a vowel that has been lengthened

by a rule of the sort mentioned above and one that is

underlyingly long, without making any nototional distinc¬

tion between the two types of length? A similar question

arises in connection with palatalization, which can be

either a feature of an underlying segment occurring in

all Cor most, if it is sometimes neutralized) environ¬

ments or else a secondary feature occurring in special

surrounding predictable by rule. It is common to look

upon this as different applications of the same feature

(cf. e.g.Halle 1959/1971*61-62). If length is treated

similarly, one could then say that one and the same fea¬

ture is in one case inherent to a segment and in another

imposed by a phonological rule. The difference is, then,

not in the nature of the phonological concept of quantity,

(denoted by the feature [+long]), but in its function and

place within the system. I am not sure that this is a

permissible way of looking at the two different func- ■*
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tions of length, I am not even certain tint the question

of whether or not the two types of quantity functions

have 8 common element is a sensible question to ask*

Anyway, what is a phonological feature? Is it something

positive that can show up in several languages and dif¬

ferent surroundings and be always the same thing, or is

it more sensible to look at phonological features as

basically relational, having different meanings accord¬

ing to the system that they work in? Certainly, it can

be said that a feature like [+high] has a different

'value', in the Ssussurelan sense, in a system with two

vowel heights than when it occurs in a system with three

vowel heights* Is there something positively the same

about the two instances of the height feature? I am not

sure* Their phonetic (acoustic and articulatory) cor¬

relates may be similar in some ways, but does that mean

that their (if a°y) is the same?

The basic function of distinctive features is to keep

phonemes apart, and their value or content depends on

the system they work in*

If the phonological content (value) of a feature

[+high] may be different in any two different languages,

one m8y well wonder whether it makes any sense to speak

of universal phonological features* It .would not sur¬

prise me if it turned out that the whole idea of univer¬

sal distinctive features is wrong, since things like [+highj,
[♦back] etc, can never have exactly the same value in two

different languages* I think Trubetzkoy is right when he
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i

sayss "Das Ihoneminventar einer Snrache. 1st ei^entlioh

nur ein Korrelat des Systems der phonologischen Odqq-
sitionenl' and that "in der rhoaologie die Hauptrolle •••

den distinktiven Qp-positionen zukommt" (1958®^0). So,

from the phonological point of view the thing is not the

positive properties of distinctive features, but their

negative distinctive function, and systems of oppositions

are in principle either wholly different or wholly identi¬

cal. Parts of these systems can't be identical without

the whole systems being identical.

Eo, if it is in principle so that two different

phonological systems have no entities which are exactly

the same, then the feature filong] will have as many

values as the .systems within which it operates. (Of

course, the phonetic correlates may be similar from one

language to another, but that does not mean phonological

identity.) And §, fortiori, the length in a system where

it is predictable by rule will be a quite different thing

from length in a system where it is phonemic. It may,

then, seem grossly misleading to use the same term for

both. But granted that we know that length, highness.

frontness etc. may never mean exactly the same within

grammars of two different languages, we are all right.

We don't assume that quantity in Old Icelandic was the

same thing as in Modern Icelandic, even though we use
1

the same word to denote them. J
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/i fourth way of dealing v/ith length is to analyse

#long* segments as clusters of identical segments*

According to that principle the difference between ^st

snd sat in Old Icelandic could be accounted for in such

a way that sat would be analysed phonologically as /set/
with a single vowel, but as /sent/ with a double

vowel or vowel cluster* There ore several things that

have been listed on signs of this sort of underlying

phonological structure* Trubetskoy (1953*17>-174) lints
five phenomena which could be taken as indicating that

a language analyses its long vowels as geminates.
If morphological boundaries can fall within a

'long* segment, as in Finnish, for exam le, where there

are paradigms; like talo 'house*, partitive tolos and

i-nikkn 'flower', partitive kufckaa. Trubetzkoy (op.cit.
p. 170) suggests/ long vowels should be analysed as

geminates* The idea is that £ + £ in this case gives a

long vowel, and that this analysis can be extended by

analogy to other' long vowels of the language* I an not

sure that this is a very strong argument, although I may

have used it when suggesting on analysis of long con¬

sonants in Modern Icelandic as geminates (cf. p* 29) in

Chapter II. If, for independent reasons, it reenu

natural to analyse length of vowels as being, soy, an

'inherent feature*, it is "difficult to see how, when two

identical vowels are brought together by morphological

rules, they can be analysed phonologically as anything

other than long vowelr• This argument is bated on a sort
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of a 'free ride'-principle* since a cluster-analysis

seems to be appropriate in this set of cases, one might

as well epply it to other cases, even though there is
no independent motivation for it in these other cases.

A second indication of geminateness, Trubetzkoy

suggests, is to be found when long monophthongs and

diphthongs have a similar phonological status. That is,

when long vowels and diphthongs seem to form a 'natural
class' in that they can be represented as one in some

phonological rules. He mentions (pp. 170-171) a case

in Central Slovak dialects, where there is a 'rhythmi¬
cal law', according to which long vowels are shortened

after long syllables. Long vowels and diphthongs con¬

tribute equally to the length of the syllable that is

the environment for the shortening of the following
«

vowel•

A third sign of the geminateness of long vowels is

to be found, according to Trubetzkoy, when in phonologi¬

cal processes, long vowels (or syllables) hove the

same status as two short ones. The archetype of this

sort of thing is the stress rule of Classicel Latin,

which states that stress falls on the second 'mora' pre¬

ceding the last syllable! if the penultimate syllable

was long (i.e. ended in a long vowel or wan closed by a

consonant), the stress fell there, but if it was short,

i.e. ended in a short vowel the stress fell on the ante¬

penultimate syllable.
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Trubetzkoy's two remaining criteria have to do with

tonal or accentual variation within long segments. When

there is a difference in tone or 'accent' at the beginn-

ing and the end of a long vowel, that, Trubetzkoy says,

is a sign of 'Zweislicdrichkeit' of the vowel (pp. 172-

173)* A similar idea is proposed by Woo (1972:24-46),

only here the geminateness of vowels is used to justify
a particular analysis of the 'moving' toner of Mandarin

Chinese. But ,Too also mentions some other phenomena

which seem to support a geminate-analysis of Chinese

long vowels independently of the tone phenomenon. There
N

is a rule according to which in the absence of stress,

1) long vowels (W) become short (7),

2) diphthongs (tend to) become monophthongs and

3) a sequence of 8 vowel plus nor al becomes a single

vowel. (Woo 1972:350

This could perhaps be taken to show that the second 'mora'
of a long vowel and a segment following a short vowel

have a similar status.

Although these criteria may seem plausible enough,

it seems to me that one criterion for showing that length

is gemination of segments is missing: Let us assume that

in some language long vowels are geminates, and let us

say that the canonical form for a syllable is 07(7)03),
i.e. the syllable types that occur are 07, 077, CV70,

G7G, and le, us say that its basic vowels are five, £ e j.

o. u, and there can combine to form vowel-geminates 0jsL»

uu, ee. oo. One could say that it is a characteristic
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of this language that it allows vowel-segments to com¬

bine to form long syllable nuclei. It allows sequences

of two identical vowels, and so . one would expect it to

allow sequences of two nonidentical onet; and granted

that this is not prohibited by some other principles,

the language should allow any combination of its five

segments. (In other words, we might suggest that one

of the phonotactic principles of this language is some¬

thing which soys: for every V there is a W, where V

is any vowel of the language.) We would expect the

language to have not only vowel clusters (diphthongs)
like aj^, el. au. but also ££, iu. ui etc. altogether

20 diphthongs, of course, one might expect some of these

vowel clusters to be excluded by special phonotactic con¬

straints, just as certain consonant clusters are often

excluded from syllable initial position, but it seems

that these should be looked at ss exceptions to a general

rule. It might turn out that m8ny of the logically pos¬

sible vowel clusters could be disposed of a® unfit

either for articulatory or acoustical reasons, but one

might still exrect a vowel geminating language to be

rich in diphthongs.^
Another thing that would seem to follow from a

geminate-analysis of long vowels is connected with this.

If long vowels and diphthongs are basically the same,

i.e. two short vowels combined, one would expect, other
/

things being equal, that the components of diphthongs
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get the same treatment as single short vowels, and each

part of the vowel geminates should behave like a single

short vowel. This could possibly be detected in his¬

torical changes like vowel shifts. If in a system like

the one we mentioned above, ,3 is fronted to £ by a con¬

text free change, one would expect cyj to go to asg,

to go to jg& and ajj to go to asu. etc. This criterion, of

course, needs a historical perspective which makes it a

bit more difficult, but it has been used, successfully,

I think, to demonstrate that Old English had a VV struc¬

ture for its long vowels (Vachek 1959*446). Similarly
it is shown by Lass (1976a*94) that some generalizations

concerning the great vowel shift in English can be

captured easily by analysing long vowels as two Identi¬

cal vowels. Eor example, changes like that of jjg, (long

£) to ii (long i) and that of to jjjj can be described
as a single change of £ to

To sum up, there are certain things that it seems

should go with vowel gemination, and there things can be

used as clues as to whether a language has geminates

underlying its long vowels. It may be that none of these

clues are conclusive, but when one or more of these is

present, it can be taken as a sign that long vowels are

perhaps underlying geminates.

I have set up a distinction between four ways of

analyzing length; as an inherent feature, as a separate

phoneme (prosodeme), as predictable or belonging to

higher order elements, and as gemination. But it is
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conceivable thrt there exist systems with a sort of e

mixture of more then one of these. In Less and Ander¬

son (1975) and Lass (1974 and 197^®) it is assumed that

s geminate analysis can be combined with predictability
of length in certain environments. In this analysis s

lengthening rule can simply be stated as a gemination

rule (end a di'phthcngization as epenthesis) , and con¬

versely, if needed, a shortening rule can be formalised

as a deletion. This would seem to be s proper way of

doing things, if there is motivation for a geminate ana¬

lysis of vowele (or consonants) but there are still some

synchronic process es at work, changing the length of

segments.

2. Types of correspondences between dichotoraous systems.

Las; 197&SI43) points out that there are basically

two ways (with a cline of mixtures of both) in which two

dichotomous phonological systems like the ones split by

quantity can be related to each other. It can be n

question of corresponding pairs, so that there is a one-

to-one function between the two eye terns, giving pairs

where each phoneme from one system corresponds with one

from the other. Less calls this #pair-based# relation.

On the other hand a ciichoto&ous system can be split into
two without there being a correspondence between any

units in the subsystems. Here, the subsystems are opposed

as wholes. "11 the segment, of one sub y tern have a
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property (or properties?) which members of the other

subsystem don't! have, but there are no segment-pairs

which are kept apart by only the dichotomizing feature.

This sort of relation, Lass suggests, should be called

'set-based'. As an example of this type of dichotomy

Lass takes the German vowel system, which has two sets

of vowels, sometimes said to be distinguished by length, .

and sometimes by 'tenseness? Among the things that

seem to justify a dichotomy is the fact that only vowels

from one of the subsystem (the long or 'tense'ones) can

appear in final stressed open syllables. In this type

of situation a question to ask is what it is that makes

some vowels but not others able to stand at the ends of

final open stressed syllables. In principle one can look

at this in two ways. One can say that there seems to be
some property of the vowels that makes them able to take

up those position, i.e. that a phonotaotic constraint

determining which vowels can stand in this particular

position is stated in terms of some feature of $he vowels.

Or one can say that the ability of the vowels to stand in

this position is a property in itself. $hat the 'tense'
vowels have and the 'lax' ones don't is the feature

[ability to stand in open final stressed syllables]• An
obvious way to try to decide between these two alterna¬

tives, is to see if the two sets show similar behaviour

in some other respects, to try to see whether some other

phonological regularities (or irregularities) con be

explained in terms of the 'tenseAax*- dichotomy. In
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English, which has a similar distinction, there seems to

be justification for a dichotomy independent of the

positional argument in that the vowels that can stand in

open final stressed syllables show special behaviour

with respect to stress-patterns (cf. Lass 197&8J34 and

Chomsky and Halle 1968t69 and passim). Once this is

clear, it becomes desirable to find one property which

can be used to explain the two phenomena. It seems to

be very clumsy to have two features shared by a set of

vowels [ability to stand in open final stressed syl¬

lables] and [having function £ in stress-rules], or one

feature which is these two properties combined into one.

But of course the problem still remains of finding one

neat propeity which can be used to account for these txvo

facts (and perhaps some others), Lass has shown that

using the feature tense/lax, as Chomsky and Halle and

many others do, amounts to nothing but inventing a cover-

term for the properties in question, since the feature

'tense' seems to be phonetically empty, its phonetic

correlates having little or nothing in common but the

fact that Chomsky and Halle (as well as others) assign

them to the underlying feature 'tense'. So, whatever the

motivation £or the tenseness feature as a phonological

entity, it is not phonetic. Lass suggests that the 'tense'
vowels of father, boot, bite etc. be analysed as under¬

lying vowel-clusters. Another line along which it has

been suggested that the difference between the two sets of

vowels can be accounted for is to emphasize that there is
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a difference in the contact the short ('nontense', 'non-
geminste') and the long ('tense', geminate*) vowels make

v/ith following consonants (cf. Truhet^py 1958*176).
Pairing relations and set-based relations can theo¬

retically be based on any sort of features. One can for

example imagine a system where the feature rounded/un¬

rounded splits the system into two subsystems, and there

can, theoretically, be a one-torone function between the

two systems, based on the roundness feature. We are

interested in cases where there seems to be some plausi¬

bility in assigning the dichotomising function to duration

or length. Indeed, it is to be expected that the question

of dichotomy in vowel systems arises in connection with

length,'since length has a very independent status as a

'feature' in vowels. There seems to be very little in

the way of markedness relations between length and other

features that usually occur in vowels. Whereas we seem

to be able to detect some general laws of naturalness (or

markedness) qf combinations of 'segmental' features like
roundedness, frontness and height (high back vowels tend

to be rounded etc.), it seems to be much l^ss obvious that

quantity as a phonological entity combines more or less

favorably v/ith one vocalic feature than others. True,

the 'intrinsic duration' of high vowels is seen to be

shorter than that of low ones (cf. Lehiste 1970*18-19),
but that does not seem to lead to the fact that high

vowels are worse adapted than other ones for taking part
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in a quantity correlation as a phonological opposition.

The fact that length seems to be easily combinable with

other vocalic features makes it a good candidate for

dichotomizing vowel systems. It seems to be relatively

easy to keep everything constant except the duration.

That does not mean, of course, that length is always

independent. As I have said before, there seems to be,

in languages like Icelandic and Faroese, a connection

between diphthongal quality and length, and in standard

German and Swedish, there seems to be some connection

between height and/or peripherality and duretion (cf.

e.g. L8ss 1976a«46-49)> tut it is far from obvious that

quantity can be said to be in some 'markedness' relation
to other features as for example frontness/backness is

to roundness.

Let us now try to clarify the connexion between the

question of how to deal with length phonologically and

the question of the relation between the subparts of a

dichotomous vowel system. It seems that the ideal function

of quantity within vowel systems is to establish a paired

relation between two isomorphic systems. By adding length

to a system, one can get a set of pairs of long and short

vowels•

In this sort of situation, where we have a pair-

based relation between two systems, it is not a matter

of the relation between the subsets themselves how length

should be analyzed. It will be determined by consider**
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ations of the sort we described above# For example, we

may ask whether long vowels behave like two-segment

sequences, to see whether we should analyse these as

vowel geminates or not. When we look at set-based

dichotomies, however, it seems that it is no longer sn

independent question how to analyze quantity. £ -priori,
it seems that if two long and short subsystems are to

some extent in a set-based relation, in that there is

not a one-to-one relation between them, the most likely

place for length is inside the segments, in other words,

that it is an inherent feature.

A set-based relation between a long and short vowel

system seems to be theoretically impossible in analyses

like the one proposed for Modern Icelandic in Chapter II

above, where length is assigned to vowels by a simple

rule. The long and short 'systems' (if that term is

appropriate here) are automatically related by pairs of

long and short (lengthened/shortened (non-lengthened))
vowels. It seems also rather odd to think of length as

a prosodeme in the context of dichotomous systems in a

set-based relation. A set-based length dichotomy is by

definition such that there are no pairs kept apart only

by length. So the 'prosodeme' would have to be something

more than length. It seems that basically the alterna¬

tives that we ore left with as plausible ways of analys¬

ing length in set-based dichotomies are geminate analysis

vs. inherent feature-analysis. In the following I will

try to show that a geminate-analysis is basically such
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that it only fits a pair-based dichotomy and consequently

that in a set-based dichotomy an inherent feature ana¬

lysis is, other things being equal, the most appropriate

one.

If we have a dichotomy apparently based on quantity,

but there is not a one-to-one relation between the two

sets of vowels, that means that there are some vowels

that don't take part in the correlation and/or that some

other features go with the length, which moke an addi¬

tional ( secondary) distinction between the two systems

or potential pairs of vowels. If we wanted to analyse

quantity in such a system in terms of gemination, it

seems that problems would arise that don't arise in an

inherent feature analysis. In the former case, where

there are vowels that don't take part in the correlation,

we would like to, or should be able to, explain why

certain vowels occur as geminates, but not others. If

gemination of vowels is to be stated basically in terms

of a principle of the sort mentioned above (p.321 ), it
would seem that we would have to explain the non-occur¬

rence of some geminates in terms of special phonotactic

constraints. In an analysis giving length the status of

an inherent feature this problem does not arise, since

there is no reason to expect every vowel to have distinc¬

tive length even though some vowels do, sny more than

roundedness/unroundedness has to be distinctive in every

vowel of a system where it occurs. In the second case,
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where there are other features that go with the length,

the problem is different# Here, we are dealing with a

situation where there are no pairs where long and short

vowels have the same quality* (It is, of course, theo¬

retically possible that there are some long and short

vowels of which it can be said that they have more or

less the same quality* But having already assumed that

the relation between the subsystems is set-based, we

will exclude this possibility for the purposes of our

discussion. The fact that there are some pairs that are

only kept apart by length could be taken as (some)
indication that the subsystems are in a pair-based rela¬

tion with secondary quality differences in some vowels.

It is also possible that one is in cases like these

dealing with subsystems in a 'mixed relation', having

some pairs and the rest in a set-based relation. I am

here, for the sake of the argument, only talking about

clear cut cases.)

If we wanted to decide whether a system that on the

surface seems to have a set-based dichotomy is analysa-

ble in terms of gemination, we would of course go out

and look for clues of the sort mentioned above. These

clues might lead us to decide that a geminate analysis is

indeed appropriate, but I maintain that by that we have

automatically claimed (or should have claimed) that the

relation between the two systems is fundamentally pair-

based. Assuming that there is some logical difference
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between a geminate-analysis and an inherent feature-

analysis, it seems to me thst this should be so as a

matter of theory. If a long vowel is analysed as 8

sequence of two identical vowels, one is in fact claiming

that a long vowel is not one unit, but twos [as] is

really not a single long vowel but two segments occurring

together. As I have said before, in slightly different

words, it seems to me that the fact that a vowel has two

parts should lead us to expect that it can be split up

and each part can occur independently of the other. Fo

if we have a nucleus like /aa/ we would, granted that

the language has single segment (short) nuclei, expect

/a/ also to occur, and vice versa. But this would evi¬

dently lead us to expect a pair-based system, where there

is a set of double syllable nuclei and another set of

single nuclei in one-to-one correspondence.

We can put the matter in a slightly different per¬

spective like this: if we have on the surface a dicho-

tomous system, where there are no qualitatively identical

pairs of long and short vowels, i.e. the dichotomy seems

to be set-based, there are two options open for someone

who wants to make an analysis in terms of gemineteness.

Either one can say that each vowel, long; or short, has

its own quality, and the difference between the long and

the short vowels is that the long ones only occur as

geminates and the short ones can only occur as nongeminates.

There seems to be no way of capturing this other than by

stating for each vowel quality, whether it is geminate or
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not. But then of-course, one will ask, what is the dif¬

ference between this and on analysis where length is an

inherent feature? Isn't a geminate analysis of this sort

equivalent to an inherent feature analysis? If two or

more ways are possible for analyzing length phonologi-

cally, one would like these to have different empirical

(in the loprerian sense) implications# (One would, in

other words, like them to be more than 'notational vari¬
ants' of the same thing). If the prediction of the gemi¬

nate analysis that the same segment can occur either

single or geminated, is taken away from it, as in our

hypothetical example, the distinction between geminate

analysis and feature-analysis will move closer to empti¬

ness and the grounds for making the distinction weaken.

The other way to deal with a surface system that seems to

h8ve a set-based dichotomy is to invent an abstract gemi¬

nate analysis. One can for example suggest to account

for two vowels, say £aj and [ai], that both occur in some

language, in terms of geminate-ness, setting the long one

up as a double and the short one as a single instance of

the same vowel by abstracting. This could be done by

setting up an abstract entity, which is either underlyingly

back (as [cxj] ) or non-back, (as [a] ) or perhaps unmarked

with respect to bockness. The surface forms would then be

derived by a rule (or a set of rules) adjusting the back-

ness of the surface segments. But evidently, what is

being done by this is to introduce pairing into the

abstract system: |a| and |cx:| , not being a pair distinguished

I
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only by length on the surface, are made such by analysing
them as respectively a single and a double instance of

the same phonological element.

I hope that the foregoing has shown that claiming

that length, dichotomizing a vowel system into two sub¬

systems, should be analyzed as gemination of vowels im¬

plies, or should imply as a matter of principle, that the

relation between the two subsystems is fundamentally

pair-based. But it has also shown another very important

thing, namely the influence that allowing for abstract-

ness has on the way phonological phenomena can be ana¬

lyzed. If one has a system that on the surface appears

to have a set-based dichotomy and seems therefore not

suitable for a geminate analysis, it can be made amenable

to such an analysis, if a certain amount of abstraction

is allowed. Given the possibility of abstraction, all

sorts of ways open up for analyzing systems as some¬

thing other than wh8t they seem to be on the surface. It

becomes possible to relate vowels of different surface

qualities to the same underlying quality, based on gemi¬

nation vs. non-gemination, as in the example above. As

usual, when abstract analyses are proposed, this should

be justified by some regularities that can be captured if

the abstract analysis is adopted. For example, if long

vowels behave like sequences of two segments with respect

to some phonological phenomena, that may be used as an

argument for an abstract geminate analysis. But, of

course, the abstraction will have to be evaluated as •
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involving some cost. This brings out the familiar pro¬

blem of how to weigh 8 complication in one part of the

grammar against a simplification in another. Deriving

a surface quality from a different underlying one, as in

our hypothetical example, seems a familiar enough pro¬

cess in generative phonology, and equipped with that,

admittedly rather powerful, device one can account for

qualitative differences between a pair of vowels dif¬

fering in their underlying forms only in length (gemi¬

nation). Cystems where, on the surface, not all vowels

take part in the long-short relation, as I said before,

demand another type of solution in an abstract geminate

(by implication pair-based) analysis. Here, it seems

most nsturel to account for the lack of pairing in terms

of phonotactio constraints . For example, in a system

where all vowel qualities except one appear freely as

long or short, it may be plausible to set up a (perhaps

independently motivated) phonotactic constraint prohi¬

biting the occurrence of two instances of this particular

vowel one after the other within one, syllable. In this

case the cost of the phonotsctic constraint will, of

course, hove to be measured against the gain made in

other parts of the grammar by analyzing long vowels as

geminates. It follows from this that the more constraints

that have to be set up to prevent the otherwise predicted

free occurrence of vowel geminates, the less plausible

the geminate analysis becomes, and the greater the other

gains made by it will have to be.
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From the foregoing it should be clear that allowing

for abstractness in phonological solutions, leaving

aside the question of the linguistic plausibility of

abstract solutions in general, complicates the distinc¬

tion we are discussing between geminate-ness or 'in-
herentness* of phonological length. Long and short

systems that on the surface seem to be in a set-based

relation and therefore suited for an inherent feature-

analysis can be, by abstraction, made amenable to a

geminate analysis, which, I think, implies a pair-based

relation between the two subsystems. '

*>• Diphthongs and long vowels

Up to now I have paid little attention to the rela¬

tion between diphthongs and long vowels. I suggested

that, other things being equal, a vowel-geminating langu¬

age should be expected to be relatively rich'in diphthongs,

its basic principle being that vowels could combine freely

to form vocalic nuclei of double length. I also mentioned

that Trubetzkoy suggested that if long vowels and diph¬

thongs behave similarly, that could be tsken as a sign

that the language treats its long vowels as geminates.

Granted that it has been established that a langu¬

age analyses long vowels as geminates, it seems to fol¬

low that its diphthongs should be analysed as vowel

clusters. (This is of course circular to the extent

that Trubetzkoy's diphthong-criterion just mentioned is
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used to establish the geminate-ness of the long vowels,

bat we will ignore that for the moment.) Bat if it

has been decided on independent groands that vowel length

in a langaage does not derive from geminate-ness, rather

that it is a featur# (either inherent or assigned by

rule) of the vowels that is responsible for the long

duration, it is a different question how to deal with

diphthongs.

We can say that we are really faced with the question

of what a diphthong is. (From the phonetic point of view,

one can say that a diphthong is a vocalic part of one

syllable that ends with a different quality from the one
the

it started with, but from/phonological point of view

something more is needed.) According to my general belief

that phonological entities.are largely language-specific,

I shall maintain that diphthongs can be different things

in different languages. If diphthongs are to be analysed

as vowel-clusters in languages that treat their long

vowels as geminates, it seems that in languages that have

length as a feature of segments (at some level, segmental

or derived by rule), diphthongs are most typically simply

vowels with two qualitatively different stages, moving

vowels, if you like. This corresponds in part at least

with H.Andersen's (,1972s 18) distinction between 'sequen¬
tial diphthongs' and 'segmental diphthongs', 'segmental
diphthongs', according to Andersen's definition, are

single segments 'whose central phase is acoustically

heterogeneous in its temporal development'. A 'sequential
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diphthong^ on the other hend, is a 'sequence of segments,

usually forming part of the same syllable'. I will use

these terms in the following, although I am not sure that

I use them in exactly the same sense as Andersen. (It

seems to me that some comments of Andersen's concerning

'phonetic and phonological diphthongization' may indicate

that he considers that 'segmental diphthongs' can not be

phonemically (underlyingly) defined as such. I would

not want to subscribe to this.)

It should be made clear that I am not claiming that

there is an if-and-only-if relation between length as a

segmental feature and 'segmental diphthongs' or between

length as gemination and 'sequential diphthongs', I am

only saying that given one thing, the other is to be

expected. I think that, in general, linguistic phenomena

are such that 'if-and-only-if' statements, involving the

universal quantifier, are impossible.

A third type of diphthongs should perhaps be added

to the two types mentioned above. I have in mind diphthongs

that arise in morphological alternations when more or less

vocalic segments, that there is reason to analyse as

monophthongal segments in the underlying system, combine

to form phonetic stretches that have the sort of acoustic

and articulatory patterns that characterize diphthongs.

These could perhaps be called 'combinatorial diphthongs'.
An example of this type of thing could be the Modern Ice¬

landic (except for south-eastern dialects) alternation

between [ot] and [oi], [Y:J and [Yi] , and [is] and [li]
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in forms like bogi vs. boaa [bosye] 'bow' (nom.
vs. acc.), Hu.Fi [hYijl] vs. Hues [hYtye] (a man's name)
(nom. vs. acc.) and stigi [stlijl] or [stijjl] vs.

stitaa [stljya] 'ladder' (nom. vs. acc.). In the nomina¬
tive forms of these words the voiced fricative following

the vowel is palatalized by the following front vowel,

but in the accusative it appears as a velar in front of

e back vowel. When the palatal fricative meets the pre¬

ceding vowel, a sort of a high glide appears, 'connecting'
the vowel with the fricative. 'There seems to be good

reason to analyse the morphemes in question as having

underlying monophthongs and to account for the alter¬

nation accordingly, for example because the 'diphthongs'
[oi], [ii] and [Yi] don't occur in other environments,
and [y] does not occur before a front vowel. We seem to
have, then, a case where features deriving from segments

that follow the vowel 'move into it' to mske it diphthongal,

Similarly in English, the diphthong in forms like day de¬

rives historically from a sequence of 02 + a palatal fri¬

cative, and while tflhis process still was synchronically

active, one could perhaps say that the form had a sort of

a 'combinatorial diphthong' resulting from the concatena¬

tion of s and j,. It will of course have to be justified

in each case that these 'combinatorial diphthongs' have a

different phonological status from other, more 'deeply
rooted' diphthongs.

.An important question that I will leave undiscussed

here is the question of the 'syllabicity' of the two
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parts of diphthongs. I will, in other words, not discuss

the distinction between a 'rising' and s 'falling' diph¬
thong, which is commonly mode. I hope this does not

invalidate the other comments I am making about the

nature of diphthongs.

If it- is true that there are 'segmental diphthongs'
x?ith an internal movement of quality, it must follow

that it is not necessary that phonological features like

[high], [front] and [rounded] always have whole segments

as their domain. One can then have segments that are

[-high] (or mid) at the beginning but [+high] at the end:

[ei], or rounded at the beginning but unrounded at the

end: [oa] etc. *1though this fits rather badly with the

general practice in using phonological features (cf.

Chomsky and Halle 19^8 and Lodefoged 1971)« it seems to

be inevitable to allow for such 'movements' in phono¬

logical quality within single segments. This sort of

thing is by no means confined to vocalic diphthongs.

There occur in languages in many parts of the world sounds

that may be called consonantal diphthongs, for example

pre- and post-nasalized consonants jjfib, ifd, r[g, iSm] etc.
(cf. F, Anderson 197&)* These sounds behave phonologi-

cally as single segments, but have a complex articulation,

beginning as nasals, but ending as stops or vice versa.

Anderson suggests that these, and nasals in general,

should be treated as "oral stops on which s nasal pattern

is realized: if the stop is nasal throughout, we get the

common primary nasals, while 'contour' nasality patterns
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give rise to pre- and post-nasalized stops." (op. cit.:

343). .Anderson also considers the possibility of treating

affricates and labiovelars in a similar manner, but is

rather in doubt that this is appropriate. Anyway, the

fact that both pre- and post-nasalized consonants occur

and behave like single segments, seems to support the

idea that diphthongs can be treated as single segments

with changing articulation. What sort of formalism is

needed for this is a different question which I will not

discuss here.

4. The phonological analysis of length in Old Icelandic.

Having given a rough outline of some of the points

that arise in general in connexion with questions of how

to analyse length phonologically, I will now move on to

consider what sort of analyses are appropriate for the two

stages of Icelandic that we have been concerned with in

the earlier chapters of this study. I will start with

Old Icelandic and then have a second look at the analysis

proposed in Chapter II for Modern Icelandic.

4.1 The nature of length about 1200

To summarize briefly what was said about the vowel

system of Old Icelandic in Section 1.1 of Chapter IV,

the vowel system of Icelandic shortly after 1200 probably

looked something like this:
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short long diphthongs

i y u i: y: u* ei ey au

e ^ o et fSt 01

s $ s: at

Later in the 13th century, the merger of short /jrf/ and

/%/ into one phoneme, designated /o/ and of /tft/ and

/33s/ into something represented as /aes/ the system had

become something like this*

short long diphthongs

i y u i* yt u* ei ey au

e o o e* of

a as* a*

The diphthongs at both these stages hod the same 'pro-
sodic' status as long vowels# This can be deduced from

the fact that they, like the long vowels, in concate¬

nation with a single following consonant formed sequences

that could function as monosyllabic ictuses in poetry.

If we now try to apply the notions we described

above to these data, we can ask ourselves what sort of

an analysis is appropriate for length in Old Icelandic,

fhould we analyse it as, (1) an intrinsic feature of the

vowels, (2) gemination of vowels,(3) a separate phoneme,
or (4) belonging: to a higher order element, say a syl*-

lable?

It should be relatively safe to exclude the last two

alternatives. The last alternative seems to be out since

there are minimal pairs distinguished by long and short

vowels* fat 'a piece of clothing'* fat 'confusion':
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lit 'colour's lit 'l look', vel 'well's vel 'e trick'
etc. It seems to make no sense to set up, say, different

syllable types to distinguish between these pairs only

to have this difference appear as a surface distinction

between the vowels, The phoneme (prosodeme) analysis

seems implausible on general theoretical grounds and
because the diphthongs have a long duration, which it

would be unnatural to assign to an underlying length

phoneme, since there ere no short diphthongs.

We are, then, left with an inherent feature-analysis

or an analysis in terms of gemination. If we start by

trying to discover the relationship between the two

systems, we discover that it is not entirely clear whether

it is set-based or pair-based. Ab far as limits on distri-

1 ution are concerned, there seem to be no constraints

except that, according to one theory, only 1 ng vowels

and diphthongs can appear when no consonant follows (in

stressed final open syllables and in front of hiatus).

There are no forms like, *bu or (blsyllabic) *bua. only

forms represented in .the standardized orthography ar bu

and bus. According to Benediktsson (1968) vowel length is

neutralized in these environments, and the phonetic duration

varies. From a generative point of view, one would of

course have to decide what to put in the underlying forms,

long: or short, and it seems that comparative evidence

favc s long vowels as the underlying segments in these

poritionst In Modern Icelandic the vowels of bus and bu

have the MI reflex of 01 long /ut/ and in most cases these
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vowels cen be traced back to Froto-Germanic long vowels.

So| it is possible thet we have here e phonotactic con¬

straint based on the long-short distinction. The diph¬

thongs show the same behaviour as long: vowels, i.e. they

can occur in stressed syllables without a following con¬

sonant, as in hev 'hay*. This, then, could be used es

an argument for distinguishing between t?/o sets of vowels

in Old Icelandic! the short vowels vs. the long ones and

the diphthongs. We have already mentioned the difference

in metrical function of these two sets of vowels. There

again, we had the long vowels and the diphthongs forming

a class as opposed to the short monophthongs. Looking

at these facis we seem to have a good case for setting up

a dichotomous system, but we may seem to have a rather

poor candidate for a pair-based relation. True, we have

(around 1200) correspondences like /i/ - /i»/, /y/ - /y:/,

/u/ - /ui/, /e/ - /ei/, /o/ - /oi/, /i/ - /jft/f but that

is about it, except if we want to say that /a/ and /cu/

constitute a pair. There is no long phoneme correspond¬

ing to short /<a/ and no short one corresponding to /as:/,

and there are no short diphthongs# (The lack of short

diphthongs would, of course, not be strange in a geminate-

account of the system, the diphthongs being vowel clusters.

I will come to this shortly.) Another thing that will

have 8 bearing on the sort of relation that holds between

the two systems is the amount of qualitative similarity

between the members of the potential pairs /i/ - /i*/,
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/y/ - /yi/» /*/ ~ /ui/, /e/ - /ei/, /o/ - /oi/ and /// -
/fit/* There is evidence that already in the 13th century

the corresponding long and short vowels were not com¬

pletely identical in quality. This is shown by a change

that took place in the 13th century in the spelling of

the unstressed vowels /I/ and /U/, which, having been

spelled £ and o respectively, came to be identified with

short /i/ and /u/ and spelled accordingly as JL and i£.

This, according to Benediktsson (1962, cf. 1965t72-73)»
was caused by a lowering in the short stressed vowels

/i/ and /a/, that brought them closer to corresponding

in quality with the unstressed vowels. It is further

likely that the long vowels, /ei/, /set/ and /ai/, and

perhaps /01/ as well, had started to diphthongize in the

13th century (cf. above pp. 158-61 ). Both of these

changes must have diminished the degree of 'paired-ness'
of the correspondence between the two subsystems in that

the difference between the members of the pairs /i/ -

/ii/, /u/ - /ui/} /e/ - /el/ and /o/ - /ot/ was now not
based on duration alone. This discrepancy between the

long and the short system was further increased in the

13th century by the merger of /// and /%/ and /si/ and

//I/. There Was now no long segment corresponding to

/o/ (< ///, /$/), ©nd the new /a?*/ (< /®i/, /^i/) had no

short correspondent.

Evidently, the answer to the question of what sort

of correspondence prevailed between the long and short

systems will depend on which stage we are talking about.
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The farther down the time scale we move, the more the

relation comes to look like being set-based. And if what

I said before about the connexion between the sort of

relation that holds between two subsystems of a dicho-

tomous vowel system and the analysis of length in terms

of geminateness or as an inherent feature is correct, then

the closer we get to the stage when the quantity shift

started to have its effects, the less attractive becomes

the geminate analysis of length.

It seems, however, that around 1200 the case for a

geminate analysis is not so bad. As I mentioned before,

the place of diphthongs in the dichotomy, having the same

status as long vowels, is natural in a geminate analysis.

The diphthongs would obviously be analysed as vowel

clusters and should therefore have a phonological status

similar to the long vowels# Further, there is a con¬

siderable degree of correspondence between the long and

short vowels, and the facts mentioned above as speaking

against a pair-based geminate analysis are mostly later

than 1200. Granted that we are willing to derive /a/

and /at/ from the same abstract quality, by either a

backing rule for the long variant or a fronting rule for

the short variant or a two-sided rule, backing the long

variant and making the short one non-back, the main pro¬

blems are the lack of a short version of /$:/, and the

lack of a long version of /<?/# But there are good reasons

to believe that at slightly earlier stages,both of these

were present.
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It used, to be a common opinion that earliest Old

Icelandic had a low front shoii; vowel, the so called

"Umlauts-e* (derived from £ by ji-umlaut), often denoted
distinct from original Benediktsson (1964:101)

concludes that a distinction between £ (< Germanic j.)
and £ (in our notation /ee/) (<a) did not exist around
1200. But there are to be found in the very oldest manu¬

scripts signs of a distinction in spelling between two

e,-sounds, which, according to Benediktscon,could be taken

as indicating a distinction made in earlier (now lost)

manuscripts and simply copied by the younger writers. So

it is possible that around 1100 there still was a short

counterpart to the long je. .And if we assume that around

HOC the long and short subsystems (and the nasalized

system postulated by the First Grammarian, cf. Bene-

diktson 1972:130-137) were in a pair-based correlation,

one can perhaps expect that this relation would survive

a minor blow like the one of the merger of /e/ and /©/,

leaving a gap in the short subsystem. This gap could be,

from the synchronic point of view, just an idiosyncracy
caused by a historical change, foreign to the pairing

principle which still was valid in general.

Concerning the lack of a long counterpart to the

chort /<?/, it is even probable that in the first decades

of the 13th century there still prevailed in some dialects

a distinction between a long /o:/ and /a:/. The former

hod arisen historically as a umlaut variant of long

/cu/, just as /q/ was created by the umlouting of short
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/a/, bat in the early 13th century this long /q:/ disap¬

peared, merging with /o:/ in many nasal environments

(nott 'night'^ < nott < Gmc. *nshtu (the Gmc. o, is leng¬

thened before the disappearing &)), but with the original

/a:/ in other environments 1 rakum -''we drove' rokum. <r

Troto-Scandinavian *rakumR ) (cf. Benediktsson 1965«61-

62).

So, granted that the distinction between /$:/ and

Ax:/ prevailed up to about 1200 and that the merger of

/e/ and /as/ was not earlier than about 1100, it is not

at ell implausible to assume that the long and the short

vowel systems around 1200 were fundamentally in a pair-

based relation even though they had been and were being

hit by some disruptive changes, bringing about some

holes in the pattern. If the relation between the long

and short monophthongs was pair-based and the diphthongs

behaved like long vowels, it seems natural to assume

than vowel length in Old Icelandic up to about 1200 was

gemination (or cluster formation, in the case of diphthongs)

of vowels.

One final point should be touched on in this connexion,

and that is the number of diphthongs. In the vowel systems

cited above, there are only listed three diphthongs: ei.

ev. and I have mentioned that languages whose long

vowels are geminates should have s tendency to be rich in

diphthongs. In the light of what is said above it may

seem rather little for a language with eight or more vowel

qualities and a principle of vowel gemination and clurter
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forming to- hove only three diphthongs. In response to

this criticism, it might be said in the first place,

that these are not the only diphthongs that can or have

been set up for the earliest stages of Icelandic. There

are other sequences that have been analyzed as 'rising
diphthongs', beginning in a semi-syllabic 4, usually
denoted in the standardized orthography by ^ or J,. These
ere JL& (°r Ji) 12. Cifi) (tooth deriving from IE jgij), j^a

CAa) and XSl Ofi.) (arising from 'breaking' of £), and per¬

haps a fifth ia: (no) (distinct from ia/.la.) In addition

to this, some comments made by the First Grammarian seem

to suggests that he looked upon the 01 reflex of the MI

labiodental fricative [v], when preceding a vowel, as a

nonsyllabic instance of /u/, since in listing examples

of cases where a vowel 'gives up its nature snd must then

be called a consonant rather than a vowel' he cites the

example v£n, 'wine' (MI vin [vim]). By analogy with

this, one should then expect the First Grammarian to con¬

sider any combination of £ (perhaps phonetically w )
with a following vowel as a rising diphthong (i.e. he

would consider v preceding a vowel to be a non-syllabic

/u/)» However, in other instances he seems to treat it

as a consonant, so there is some ambiguity here (cf.

Benediktsson 1972:154-155).

In general,.it seems that it is doubtful that these

'rising diphthongs' can be used to argue for a geminate

analysis of length. It seems that, if they were diph¬

thongs at all, their status was peculiar, not only in
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that they were 'rising' but also in that there seems to

have been s distinction between 'long' and 'short'diph¬
thongs of this type. Forms with C.1u.). lo (.io) and

let (.is) as their stressed nuclei function metrically

as long in poetry, but the 'breaking' diphthongs and

1SL function as short. The idea of short rising; diph¬

thongs /ie/ and /ig/ as opposed to long rising diph¬

thongs /iu:/, /lot/ and /iai/t seems not to fit at all

into the geminate length model. The only way a cluster

of i + a vowel can form a short nucleus in a geminate

analysis is if the i functions as a consonant, and be¬

comes a part of the onset of the syllable, similarly,
the 'long rising diphthongs' would, within a vowel cluster¬

ing-framework, be underlying 'triphthongs'/iuu/, /ioo/
and /ias/, and would only conform to the canonical syl¬

lable structure (not allowing, in general, vocalic nuclei

of more than two morse), by either shortening the second

quality (by degemination) or by making the j. consonantal
and assigning it to the consonantal onset of the syllable.

These problems would not arise if the 'rising diphthongs'
were simply analyzable as clusters of a consonantal /j/

+ vowel, as seems to be appropriate for Modern Icelandic

(cf. above Chapter IY, 2.3). This is, however, not

without problems, since in poetry all the way down to

the ltth century, (inital) j, alliterates with vowels.

(iorolfsson 1925*XXf-XaVI))• In general, the whole problem
of how to analyze the rising diphthongs' and the question

of the phonological status of prevocalic i (^) and u (v)
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looks rather complicated historically and there is not

room here for a detailed and sensible discussion of it.

Even though it seems difficult to get support for

the geminate-analysis of length from the 'rising diph¬

thongs', that and/or the pauoity of diphthongs does not
ruin the case for it* We oan still make a distinction

that will help us to ignore this point. I suggested

above that it could be said of a language that is gemi¬

nating in that it allows every vowel to occur either

single or double and, ideally, should allow clusters of
dissimilar vowels to form a relatively great number of

diphthongs, th8t a part of its phonotactio principles was

something liket

For every V there is a VV.
(OJhis is supposed to mean that every vowel can combine

with another vowel (as well as itself) to form a long vo¬

calic nucleus.) If such a system were to exist (I don't
know that it does; perhaps Finnish is close,of. fn. 3),
it could be said that the rule above would generate all

the long/short vowel pairs of the language, as well as

the diphthongs. Suppose a new vowel were to be added into

this systemj then the phonotactic principle above should

allow for it to occur both as long and as short. (It is

of course a different matter whether lexical items can be

supplied to fill the spaces allowed for| there might

be 'accidental gaps'.) Suppose, on the other hand, that

things were to happen to this system so that it would

not be possible to apply the geminating principle in all

cases. If for example there is a merger of two vowels

jp and y into z. in the short subsystem, leaving xi and 251
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in the long one without counterparts, and creating: z

without e corresponding * zz in the long system, this

would mean that the principle stated above would not hold
for all vowels. But it could still be valid for the rest

of the vowels in the system and be kept with modifications

as a matter of inherita-nce. One could say in this case

that the vowel system (looking back) is still geminating,

but other forces have undermined the effect of the gemi¬

nating rule*, it can be said to be 'passive', or 'past-
oriented' (cf. Anttila 1975).

If Old Icelandic about 1200 is to be analyzed as

having vowel length which is basically vov;el-clustering

(and gemination), I would maintain that it was so as a

matter of inheritance, and if we allow for that, the

lack of symmetry between the long and short subsystems

and the relative paucity of diphthongs can be looked on

as a consequence of the 'passivity' of the gemination.

When the umlauts produced new vowels, they did not have

to combine with the old vowels and other umlaut sounds

to form new diphthongs, and when mergers took place in

one of the subsystems, reducing the number of vowels,

that did not have to affect the other one. The geminate-

ness or clustering relation between the two subsystems

could still hold within old established pairs although

new vowels appeared that did not take part in it, and

old ones disappeared leaving sorae vowels without corre¬

spondents. Thus the geminate-ness of vowel length (if it
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existed) wa» 8 matter of inheritance that still prevailed

in spite of some unfavorable events. Evidently, the sort

of things that happened to the old system were slowly

wiping out the signs, of the old pair-based relation and

the geminete-ness of vowel length.

This is exactly what I will assume, i.e. that the

geminate-ness of vowel length that perhaps prevailed as

far down as to around 1200, gave way to an inherent fea¬

ture of length in the 13th century. After the mergers

and qualitative changes that we have described in this

chapter and Qhapter IV, it becomes more and more diffi¬

cult to maintain that the systems are in a psir-based

relation, and, proportionally, it becomes less likely

that the length is geminate-ness.

Once the geminate-ness was given up and the inherent

feature [±.long] introduced instead, it is obvious that
length had a completely different status within the

system from what it had before. If we imagine that

length was an inherent property of some vowels, but not

others, there is no strong reason to expect there to be

pairs that are identical in everything but length. On

the side of the formalism, a feature like [^long] has a
similar status to grounded] , and there is no necessity
for it to have a minimal distinctive function in every

instance. There is now less reason to expect that length
is superimposed on other features and that vowels that

differ in length only differ in that respect.
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4.2 The sta-cus of length as en inherent feature

I em gradually getting closer to 8 problem that I have

touched on before (Chapter IV, Section 1.2.2), namely the

question of the status of length relative to other features

in the Icelandic vowel system from the 13th century down to

the time when the quantity shift was completed. Having

assumed that length had become an inherent feature of vow¬

els the question arises what sort of a relationship pre¬

vailed between the length feature (responsible for the

long duration of the appropriate vowels) and other vowel

features. We may wonder whether some features of the long

vowels or, conversely, some features of the short vowels

are predictable from length vs. shortness. Or, is it per¬

haps the case that length is predictable from some other

feature(s)? Should one perhaps invent an abstract feature

that can be used to predict both the length and some other

features of the vowels (of. Sigmundsson 1970)? Indeed, do

we have to worry about this at all? Is length perhaps

just a feature like any other with no special relation to

other features? Is, for example, the relation between the

positive value of length and diphthongal quality that we

have seen probably prevailed quite early in the vowels

/©*/, /ox/) /es/ and /oi/, to be accounted for In the same

way as the relation between roundness, height and frontness?

An important point here is whether there really is any

need for abstracting and setting up some hierarchical order

of the features. Several things may have s bearing on
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this. To start with, the system is dichotomous. There

are two facts that show this: (1) Long vowels form .long,

'syllables* when combined with a single following cohsom-

nant* these have a specific function in metrics. (2)

Only long vov/els and diphthongs can appear (we as. ume) in
a stressed position when no consonant follows. It seems

that neither of these facts demands on abstraction of any

sort or a statement of the hierarchy of features. The

length just is there snd can be used in accounting for

this. A more important question is perhaps whether some

features are secondary, or redundant. One can say, for

example, that the diphthongal quality of the long vowels

just mentioned is 'non-distinctive* if we have already

distinguished the vowels in question from every other

vowel in the system, /a*:/ as a long, front, low, spread

vowel, /a:/ as a long, bock, low (perhaps rounded) vowel,

/e:/ as a long front mid spread vowel and /o:/ as a long

back mid rounded vowel. But of course one can ask: I'.hy

not have it the other way around and 'predict' the length

of these vowels from their diphthongal character. Or is

there any reason to predict anything? There are -two types

of arguments, it seems to me, that could be put forth for

an abstraction by which some features are in some sense

d,/ secondary end predictable from some other underlying fea¬
ture (s) • There are considerations of formal simplicity

of the sort just mentioned, that is that one should use

the fewest possible features to distinguish between all
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the vowels of the system and make the others predictable

by rale. Although this type of argument is very widely

used in modern linguistics, it is, I think, a bit danger¬
ous (cf. Irnason forthcoming) for very important reasons.

It is not, for example, clear what justification there is

for as: timing that simplicity in terms of an Invented

formalism con be used to justify a linguistic analysis.

In other words, there seems to me to be no guarantee

that; the lews of the formalism of distinctive features

and redundancy rules, which would oe used in our case,

can be used to make 'generalizations* that are linguisti¬

cally significant (cf. Lass 197 b). Another type of argu¬

ment of 8 similar sort sounds more linguistic. This is

that some of the features actually characterizing the

vowels have o more central function than the other ones.

They are distinctive.'the others are non-di. tinctlve. I

have already touched on the ambiguity of the term dittinc-

tive (Ohapter II, Lection L). I suggested that as a

technical term in structural phonology, it should only be

used in a sense something like 'not predictable from other

phonological features*. This functional argument is then

similar in its effects to the formal argument above; it

leads to a distinction between predictable and non-pre¬

dictable features, only here it ir assumed that the moti¬

vation for the abstraction is linguistic. It is not

notational economy that is appealed to, rather it is

claimed that the linguistic system is such that one fea¬

ture is basic and the others are derived from it. This
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would be reflected in the fact that speakers 'see* the

phonemes in question in our case /e:/» /st/, /o:/ and

/aj/, as basically long but having diphthongal quali¬
ties as secondary features (cf, Durend 1939)* This sort

of statement is basically a claim about facts, and is

either true or not true. The argument, or perhaps

rather the claim, seems to me to be purely linguistic

and, in theory, independent of formal considerations, but

the problem with it is of course the difficulty in veri¬

fying it (our old problem from Chapter IV3$3»1)«
The same type of arguments can be set forth for an

analysis in terms of 'tenseness' as an abstract feature

distinguishing between the long vowels and diphthongs on

the one hand and the short vowels on the other. One may

argue that it is formally simpler (true or false) to do

this, or one may clsim that in reality speakers 'saw'
the two sets of vowels as different, but connected the

difference with no specific phonetic characteristic,

neither long duration nor diphthongal quality or anything

else, but added these together and subsumed them under

the term 'tense', or as is the common practice in con¬

temporary Icelandic school-books, 'broad'.
I have to admit that I see very little evidence that

could be adduced in choosing between these alternatives.

This is so because the possible difference in 'empirical
predictions' (in a llpperian sense) made by the different

alternatives are difficult to test from the synchronic
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point of view. If one were to say, for example, that

length was basic, one would perhaps expect the secon¬

dary features (like the diphthongal quality of the non-

high long 'monophthongs') to fluctuate. But since we

8re dealing with a historical ('ideal') stage, and there

are no signs of a fluctuation of this sort in the spelling

in manuscripts we can't test this. The only evidence we

can produce is comparative, and this shows that at a

later stage the qualitative differences between the vowels

took over the function previously (perhaps) held by the

length. But this was a consequence of the quantity shift

which we have already assumed to have arisen from causes

that, strictly speaking,lie outside the context of rela¬

tions between segmental phonological features. We can,

of course, say that the lengthening: and shortening pro-

ces: es eventually undermined the distinctive function of

the length feature, and once these processes began to

have their effect, the length feature could no longer be

central, but that does not tell us anything about the

status of the length feature relative to other features

before these changes began to have a serious effect on

the system.

In spite of this uncertainty we can set up the fol¬

lowing as a plausible model of what happened: In the 13th

century at the latest the underlying nature of the length

correlation changed from being that of gemination and

cluster-formation (which was an inherited characteristic)

to being a matter of an inherent feature of vocalic seg-
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ments. In the period immediately after this, it is likely

that the length was a 'central' feature in the monophthongs

(having perhaps a different status in the diphthongs), but

gradually, as s consequence of the lengthening and short¬

ening processes that later resulted in the quantity shift,

the length feature lost its central status and the quali-
i

tative features assumed the distinctive role previously

held by length#

5. The phonological analysis of length in Modern Icelandic,

a quick second look.

Having dealt relatively thoroughly with length in

Modern Icelandic in Chapter II, I will make only a few

comments concerning this here# My conclusion was that
1 length is predictable in vowels on the basis of stress and

the consonantism following within the same syllable#

To put this in the perspective of the present chapter

we can say that the relation between long and short vowels

is pair-basedf every vowel, diphthongal or monophthongal,

has both a long and a short alternative, depending on the

environment. We can also say that length does not belong

on the segmental level, but is a feature derivable from

the environment, most abstractly belonging to the stres ed

syllable. It is limited in its distribution in that it

only appears on the vowels (perhaps as 'tenseness' or
'half-length' of consonants between a short vowel and an¬

other consonant as. in hestur [hcs-tYrJ 'horse'| cf. Chapter
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II, Section 3.3) (It seems natural that length is more

or less limited to vowels, since vowels ore the most

'stretchable*segments, having a maximally open articu¬

lation and greater resonance than consonants.) In terms

of the nature of length end the appropriate way to ana¬

lyze it, it is impossible to say that the length rule can

be formulated in terms of gemination, since long diphthongs

are not geminated short diphthongs, nor are short diph¬

thongs produced by deleting one mora of a 'full* (long?)

vowel. What happens is that the segments, diphthongal

or monophthongal, are stretched or shortened as wholes.^
It seems, thus, most plausible to look upon length in

\

Modern Icelandic as a derived feature of the vowels (we

can coll it j+long]) which indicates that the segment in

question is relatively long in duration. It must be

noted, incidentally, that the fact that diphthongs can

appear either as long or short is strong; evidence in

favor of our suggestion above that diphthongs con be

segments with movable quality, but are not necessarily

clusters of vowels (cf. Lass 1974> fn«9» p« 339)•

One point remains to be touched on concerning length

in Modern Icelandic. It has been showed by Games (1974b)

that there ere, in spite of what we have said so far,

slight differences in phonetic quality between the corre¬

sponding: long and. short allophones of vowels. For example

the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are more diffuse when long

than when short, and the diphthongs, /ei/, /oy/, /ai/,

/so/, and /ou/ are somewhat monophthongized' when short
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(Games 1974b:3)« Perhaps the most important of these

qualitative alternations is the slight diphthongal

quality of the long variants of the non-high, non-low

monophthongs /e/, /oe/ and /:>/• Games (Table 1.) tram-

scribes the long alternatives respectively as [ee* J, [&oe t]
and. [o^:] , but the corresponding short ones as [ej, [oe]
and [o] • So, from the point of view of the short vowels,
the long alternants have raised their first part, thus

forming a sort of diphthong. None of this is very sur¬

prising, and no doubt the diphthongal nature of the long

variants of the mid monophthongs has a quite different

phonological status from the diphthongal quality of the

underlying diphthongs. It is only to be expected that

vowels with a long duration are susceptible to slight

variation in their quality, and we can see here the seeds

of a diphthongization similar to the one that seems to

have hit the long variant of old /a/ in Faroese (see

Chapter III, Section 1.).

Evidently, these variations, of the quality between

the long and short allophones of the vowels are at a low

level in the phonology. But it would be a mistake to

shrug them off as 'purely j>honetic' and therefore uninter¬

esting from the linguistic point of view. The mere fact

that these alternations are regular makes them, in some

sense at least, a pert of the linguistic system, and they

cannot be said to be governed by general laws of a purely

phonetic sort. But it seems difficult to say what their

status is relative on the one hand to firmly established
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phonological processes like the length rule in Chapter II

and on the other hand to more or less accidental or uncon¬

trollable features of coarticulation etc. Indeed, there

is probably one more type of processes existing between

the highly systematic level on which rules like the length

rule and (morpho-) phonological processes like devoicing

of /r/ in front of a voiceless obstruent (yor [v*:r]
vors [vDps] 'spring* (nom. vs. gen.) exist and uncontrolled
processes of coarticulation etc.. I am talking about

things that occur in 'allegro speech', that are shown (^.g.

Zwicky 1972 and Dressier 19750 to be regular and dialect

specific to a certain extent. These things probably abound

in every language. In Icelandic, we find alternative

pronunciations, like enskur 'English' (of, above p.64 ):

jjE n* skYr) , CltekYr] and clines like in vinfenni 'friend¬
ship' (a compound word): tvl:nffiiji|l] , [vlnfgiji^l],
[vlSffeijiJl] and, still worse, complete los; of stressed
vowels as in viltu Ckome) 'will you (come)': [vI+tY],

(with a syllabic (in some sense) lateral

fricative in the last two cases). And compare these four

versions of bag getur verid 'it may be': [©a: a fee^^Yr
veg:rla] , [be : t^Yr v©e:rla] , [©a: let^rv^:rIa] ,
ChsJItilYrv£:ria] • Only the last of these alternatives can

be said to be really fast speech. (All of these pronuncia¬

tions are my own.) It seems, a -priori, that these proces¬

ses in Icelandic cannot be said to be wholly unsystematic

and linguistically uninteresting. Already from these four
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examples we see a very peculiar regularity, namely that

reduction seems to be more liable to take place in syl¬

lables that are stressed rather than unstressed on the

word level. We get reduction in the nasal following the

stressed, vowel in enskur. a similar thing in vinferr i.

and in viltu and gfttur (of bad pcetur verid). the vowels

that appear in the stressed position in the word are

affected more seriously than the 'unstressed' ones in

foster speech, they can be literally wiped out (!). This

sort of thing, it seems to me, is difficult to explain as

some sort of consequences of general phonetic laws of

coarticulation etc.

It remains (for me at least) to be seen whether there

is a genuine difference of kind between the three types of

rules we have seen, the well established length rule, the

perhaps not so well established, or secondary, rule of

quality variation between long and short vowels, and the

reduction rules of fast speech (which, indeed, only reduce

certain phonological forms and leave others more or less

intact). If these are three different kinds of rules, it

would seem to follow that there is much more complicated

stratification in phonology than is usually implied in

the literature.

Evidently this question of stratification in phono¬

logy is too important and complex to be dealt with sensi¬

bly in the context of this study, so I will leave it. But

to return briefly to the relation of the rules of quali-
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tative differences in the vowels to the length correlation

itself, let me say tills I It seems evident that the

quality-variation Is dependent on the length variation, at

least historically, and it seems to make little sense to

imagine anything else from the synchronic point of view.
In terms of rules and rule-ordering relations, the length

rule feeds the rules for quality alternation. But does
»

that mean that the quality rules are of a kind different

from the length rule (and the stress rule, and the syllabi¬

fication rule proposed in Chapter II)? That is not clear

at all. Indeed, one could imagine all of these processes

as one big block of intrinsically ordered rules. The

stress rule and the syllabification principle define the

input of the length rule, which in turn defines the input

of the rules accounting for the quality alternations. If

that were the case, one would presumably say that all of

these rules belong to the same part of the grammar. But,

still, one might say that the quality alternation rules

are somewhat more 'phoneticky' than the length rule. Is

it then the case that all phonological rules are basically

the same, but that there is a cline of 'phoneticness'- in

that some are more central to the system than the others

and some are closer to the actual acoustico-articulatory

medium? In that case, where do the fast-speech rules fit

in, being only applied in certain situations, in fact

sometimes undoing much of the work of our more abstract

rules (wiping out long stressed vowels etc.). Do they

perhaps form a special part of the phonology, 'the fast

speech component'. I don't know.
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Chapter II

1* This rule is overridden in compound words, when the
first syllable of the second part of the compound hap¬
pens to be the second, fourth etc. syllable of the
word as a whole: heimkvnni« see Section 4.

2. A similar suggestion is made, according to Fetursson
(L972), by A.S.Liberman (Islandskajs prosodika...1971)•
Libermah, it seems, connects length and stress in
Icelandic, 8nd considers the latter simply to be (in
Fetursson's translation) the 'sominet auantitstifT the

'quantitative peak' of the syllable.

3. For the feature [+hardj, see Chapter I, Section 3.

4. For an analysis along these lines see ^rnason, forth¬
coming. For a completely different approach, here
it is suggested that the preaspiration is a reflex of
'Accent 2't which shows up in most Norwegian and
Swedish dialects, see Liberman (1973). For suggestions
of the analysis of preaspiration in terms of degree of
glottal opening, see hrainsson 3976.

5. I will not deal here with the proposals, made e.g. by
Fudge (1969) and Sampson (1970) of 'generative phono-
tactics' with the syllable as an initial symbol of a
rev/rite grammar. This does not mean that I am sure
that they are wrong, but there seem to me to be just
as many problems facing proponents of that theory as
those that believe in interpretive syllabification
rules, and since there seem to be more people that be¬
lieve in some kind of. an interpretive syllabification
theory, I will devote more attention to proposals within
that theory.
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t. There is, actually, a rather dubious assumption behind
this, namely that [d] is different from [©] at the level
on which syllabification takes place. There are good
reasons to believe that [dj and [•©_! are sllophones of
the same phoneme (see Chapter I, Section 3). If we
note this, we hsve to take account of the fact that
[ojl and [Ov] are permissible word-initial clusters:
b.lod Cejouid] 'nation^ ivo [Gvo:] 'w8sh*. This may
leave [djj and [dv], phonologically /$$/ and /$v/, in
exactly the same plaoe as /si/, /t&/ etc. and /nj/,
/raj/ etc.

7. It is worth pointing out in connection with the mention
of the law of finals and the law of initials, that the
syllabification proposed by Games and Vennemann would
break the law of initials, since forms like lausra floey:sral
'loose' (adj. gen.pl.) would have to be syllabified
lau-sra. giving syllable initial /sr/, which is not
permitted word-initially, so their syllabification does
not seem to be preferable on the grounds of the law of
finals and law of initials.

8, I leave out of the discussion here what to do with inter¬

vocalic sequences of more than two consonants, mainly
because they cause no problem as far as the length rule
is concerned. At first glance it seems to me that they
should bp syllabified basically in the same way, that is
with as many consonants as possible belonging to the
stressed syllable, the exception being when the clusters
end in /p, t, k, e/ + /v, j,r/. This would for example
give osk-ra. folsk-vi. but radisn-i. berkl-ar etc.

Chapter III

1. This 'overwbight' on the second syllable is perhaps
due to Accent 2, which in this area has a pitch peak on
the second syllable as well as the first syllable (cf.
Oftedal 1952:223).
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Chapter IV

1. I am using; the term 'prosodic' in a rather vague sense

here, and perhaps wider than e.g. Lehiste (1970, cf.
pp. 1-3) would subscribe to. I use it to cover things
to do with length of syllables in Old Icelandic, which
some might want to call phonotactic regularities. My
use of the term is justified, I think, in the context
of this study, since in Modern Icelandic at least the
function of length is intimately connected with stress,
as I hope is obvious from my discussion in Chapter II.
It is only statements about syllable length in Old Ice¬
landic which should perhaps be called phonotactic, but
in connection with the changes that were to folio?/, I
find it useful to apply the term prosodic to these
phenomena as well as others that are perhaps more genu¬

inely 'prosodic .

2. It will have been noticed that the term syllable is
here used in the maximal sense discussed above.

this does not mean that the seme syllabification prin¬
ciples were valid for Old Icelandic as Modern Icelandic
(see Sections 2.3-4 of this chapter).

3. The Icelandic text is as follows (in a standardized
orthography)J lot er leyfi hattanna, at hafa samstQfur
seinar eda skjotar, sva at dragisk fram eda aptr or
rettri tqiu setningar, ok megu finnask sva seinar, at
fimm samstQfur se l Qdru ok enu £p3Pda visuordi, sva cem
her er:

4. The: original text: Nu skal syne sva skjotar samstQfur
ok sva setter nmr hverjo annarri, at af }>vi eykr lengd
ordsins:

5. It is quite clear that it is an oversimplification to
state an 'overnight hypothesis and a'conspiracy hypo¬
thesis' as the only two possible alternatives, since in
actual fact linguistic changes need time to take place.
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It seems th-t the lengthening of short vowels both in
monosyllables and in bisyllabics took quite a long time
to be completed, end it is very likely that the same
wes true of the shortening of long: vowels. It may turn
out that the difference between a single change or a

conspiracy will be neutralized because of the 'gradual-
ness'of the change(s). At this stage of the discussion,
hoy/ever, it seems profitable to make the simplifying
assumption that the changes were or could have been more

or less abrupt.

6. True, it is suggested by Figmundsson (1970) that con¬

fusion in the spelling of intervocalic consonants (like
berra for bera) that occurs in 14th and 15th century
texts stems from changes that were taking place in the
quantity structure. It is quite possible that spellings
like these represent sporadic lengthening of consonants
(cf. p. 305).

7« In this .'/hole discussion on metrics, a few complications
are left out concerning the metrical function of long
and short syllables. For example, it seems that verbs
could be metrically unstressed, and thus long verbal
stems could function as short (metrically unstressed) as

well as long. Another ambiguity in metrical function of
linguistic forms is to be found in compounds, especially
proper mroes like Olafr (uleifr). which could, it seems,
either have a metrical function or w , or

V *

oven . Although these facts mo_. make it neces¬

sary to make some qualifications to our statements con¬

cerning metrical rules, it does not affect our main
concern here, that is, whether it seems that old long,
and short stressed syllables had different metrical
functions.
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8. The figures for Olgeirs rimur. Bravallarimur and Numa-
rlmur were obtained by a special survey. The material
investigated was: 01Keirsrlmurt Rimur no: I, II, I?, y,
VII, VIII, IX, XI and XIII (Clgeirsrimur (1947) 1:1-47),
1360 untruncated lines, ?9 breaches! Bravallarimur:
Bimur no. I, III IV, VIII. (Bravailarimur (1965):l-67),
372 untruncated lines, 47 breaches! Numarimur: The first
rims (Breidfjord 1937*7-20), 168 untruncsted lines, 30
breaches.

9. It is perhaps worth considering whether these phenomena
could be explained using Less' (1971) idea of looking at
boundaries as obstruents. One can for example say that
word boundaries are like obstruents in that a consonant

intervening between them and the preceding vowel will
close a syllable. One can say that a word-final conso¬
nant will have to belong to the some syllable as the
preceding vowel, since the word initial sequence 0#is
imrermissible inmost languages. There seems to me,

however, to be something drastic about assigning the
end-signals of words in some way a phonological status
similar to regular segments. For one thing, boundaries
have a very peculiar distribution. I would, then, like to
find more positive evidence before using this interesting
idea to explain metrical behaviour.

10. It seems to me that a 'non-realist' theory of language
can only be saved from vacuity by claiming some meta¬
physical reality which acts as a referent for it. This
could be something like an absolute notion of simplicity
or harmony, which the different theories are evaluated
against. It may be that this should be preferred to.-
the realism described above. Yet it seems that a mentally
real competence or a socially real language system, or
even an abstract'logic of language' are not as for out
of reach as a universal rule of simplicity or 'world
harmony'. Notice too that i" some 'world harmony' is
assumed, against which a theory of language, is ultimately
to be tested, it is no longer 'non-reelist'in a wider context
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11• Jon Tpson was the last Catholic bishop in Iceland*,
executed in 1550#

12, Perhaps one can say that structural changes are teleo-
logical, introduced in order to restore order to some

more or less chaotic situation created by mechanical
phonetic tendencies.

Chapter V

1. This whole discus., ion of distinctive features may
seem a bit conceited and the assertions unsupported,
but I wonder whether the general belief in universal
phonological features is any better supported. It
seems to me that it is largely based on the (severely
challenged, cf. Derwing 1973 sml Putnam 1971) assump¬

tion that children are equipped with a certain set of
innate linguistic universale, among which are the
phonological features, 30 or so (depending on your

creed). It seems that these 'innate universale'
v/ould by nature have to be positive entities or con¬

cepts. nut in actual languages the features are, I
think, defined by their function within systems and
largely negative. The only place where universality
comes into the picture of distinctive features is in
the actual physical scales on which the features
operate. But these universal scales are non-linguis¬
tic, rather physical surroundings within which every
human language works. Pome physical phenomena may
be better suited for use in language than others,
and are therefore used more commonly than others,
perhaps even in every language. (See Sampson (1974)
for arguments against the existence of a 'universal
phonetic alphabet', using data concerning tones.)

2, Ihenomemof a similar sort in Lithuanian are de¬

scribed by Kenstowicz (1970). But Kenstowicz argues
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that other phonological regularities con be accoun¬
ted for more easily in terms of a feature analysis
of length and suggests that both a 'sequence' ana¬

lysis and a feature analysis are needed for Lithuaa-
Man.

It seems that Finnish is close to being a language
of this kind. It has all vowels occurring as long
or short, end there seems to be good reason to ana¬

lyse long vowels as vowel geminates. The monoph¬
thongs are of eight qualities: a, e, i, c>, i£, y,

o, and there ere seventeen diphthongs, having each
t?/o consecutive qualities that can be identified
with one of the simple vowels. (Fromm and Sadeniemi
1956120-21). True, we are fer from having the 56
theoretically possible combinations of the eight
monophthongs, which indeed is not surprising (what
would a language do with 64 vowel nuclei?), but
the prediction of a relatively high number of diph¬
thongs is at least in some way borne out by the
facts. Borne of the theoretically possible combi¬
nations of monophthongs into diphthongs are exclud¬
ed automatically by a rule of vowel harmony, which
demands that only front or only bock vowels (with
the exception of 4 and £, which stand outside the
domain of the vowel-harmony rule) can cooccur within
the same word. This excludes diphthongs like: ad,
oa« uv. ov. av. etc., altogether 18 diphthongs. Of
the 36 remaining theoretically possible diphthongs,
the following occur: aj., ajj, ei, ei£, ey, i£, jui,
oil £&» j£* 22, ai, ay, oi, oy. It remains
to be seen whether the absence of the other 21

theoretically possible diphthongs can be stated
naturally in terms of phonotactic constraints, per¬

haps of the same type that make initial clusters like
tk uncommon in languages.
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4. It should perhaps be stressed,as must be evident
from our discussion of abstractness, that these
statements I have been making concerning the con¬

nection between geminateness of vowel length and
pair-basedness* of relations between long and short
vowel subsystems, should not be interpreted in the
spirit of if-ond-only-if statements. It may be
that the grounds for a geminate-analysis are so

strong (apart from the question of 'pair-based-
ness') that one would accept considerable ad hoc
constraints against V - W pairs for every vowel
quality. I am only saying that,other things being
equal, one should expect systems with length as

geminateness to have a pair-based relation between
two subsystems.

5. For a suggestion of a phonological analysis of the
semivowels, see Benediktsson 1972:159-111
ferences. Benediktsson suggests that syllabicity
and length belong to the same underlying feature,
that the rising diphthongs are clusters of a short
vowel + a long vowel and the first vowel loses its

syllabicity because of its shortness as opposed to
the length of the second vowel. Thus jjo would be
underlying /io:/, and ei (falling diphthong) would
be underlying /ei/. It seems to me that this ana¬

lysis is problematic in that it does not account
for the difference of jj, and jja ('long' and 'short'
'rising diphthong'.)

5. This is shown in spectragrams I have made of my own

speech (cf. also Garros 1974b).. Although the quali¬
ty movement in short diphthongs is often not very
noticeable in listening, there is definitely a simi¬
larity in the movement of the vowel formants in
pairs like las: (last. which must be assigned to
the diphthongal nature of the ai - sound. The
short variant looks like a miniature of the long-
one. tSee spectrograms overleaf.)
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1 ai: s

1 ai s ' t

Spectrograms, showing a long and a short [ai]
in laes [lai:s] and last [laistj 'literate'
(masc. vs. neut.).
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